I. CALL TO ORDER (2:15 p.m.)

II. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION OF KEY FACULTY AND STAFF .......... Marvin R. Martinez (5 minutes)

III. PURPOSE OF THE MEETING ............................. Mike Fong, Andra Hoffman, Nancy Pearlman (5 minutes)

IV. PUBLIC COMMENT*

V. REVIEW OF INSTITUTIONAL SELF EVALUATION REPORT ............ Accreditation Steering Committee Co-Chairs (35 minutes)

VI. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS .............................. Mike Fong, Andra Hoffman, Nancy Pearlman (35 minutes)

VII. COLLEGE STATEMENT ON INSTITUTIONAL SELF EVALUATION ..... Marvin R. Martinez, Co-Chairs (5 minutes)

VIII. SUMMARY STATEMENT ON MEETING ......Mike Fong, Andra Hoffman, Nancy Pearlman (5 minutes)
IX. NEW BUSINESS

X. ADJOURNMENT

*Members of the public are allotted three minutes time to address the agenda issues.

If requested, the agenda shall be made available in appropriate alternate formats to persons with a disability, as required by Section 202 of the American with Disabilities Act of 1990 (42 U.S.C. Section 12132), and the rules and regulations adopted in implementation thereof. The agenda shall include information regarding how, for whom, and when a request for disability-related modification or accommodation, including auxiliary aids or services may be made by a person with a disability who requires a modification or accommodation in order to participate in the public meeting.

To make such a request, please contact the Executive Secretary to the Board of Trustees at 213/891-2044 no later than 12 p.m. (noon) on the Friday prior to the Committee meeting.
East Los Angeles College 2016 Self Evaluation Report

Standard I: Mission, Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness, and Integrity

A. Mission
- New Mission Statement adopted and widely disseminated
- Programs and services aligned with mission

B. Assuring Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness
- Student learning and achievement
  - CLOs – 90% assessed; PLOs– 93%; PSOs¹ – 86%, 98% FT faculty participation
    - Dedicated Resources; Change in Policies; Revised PR form
    - AP: SLO Sustainability; Continuous Quality Improvement
  - Institution-set Standards
    - MEASURE
    - STANDARD
    - 5-YEAR AVERAGE
    - Fall Course Success Rate 63% 65.9%
    - Fall Course Retention 84% 85.3%
    - Fall-to-Persistence for 1st Yr. Students 56% 54.4%
    - Number of Degrees Awarded 975 1,571
    - Number of Certificates Awarded 725 1,071
    - Number of UC/CSU Transfer 700 1,047
  - Disaggregates and analyzes learning outcomes and achievements
    - FYE – Basic skills pipeline QFE, success of FYE
    - Transfer Task Force Data QFE
    - STEM – Mentor program presented Alliance of HIS Educators CultiExcel
    - Equity Plan QFE

C. Institutional Integrity
- College Policy on Academic Freedom and Responsibility
- Catalog updated annually to ensure student access to current policies and information

Standard II: Student Learning Programs and Support Services

A. Instructional Programs
- Assurance of instructional quality regardless of location or modality (DE, South Gate)
- Continuous quality improvement of academic content and rigor by faculty through policy and practice CultiExcel
  - Program Review, Robust Annual Update and PLO
  - CTE advisory committees
  - Formal evaluations of instructors (F/T and P/T)
  - Professional Development – AP: Comprehensive PD Program
  - Curriculum: COR; Curriculum Handbook; enrollment management practices, General Education Statement Revised
  - SLOs/GELOs/ILOs – AP: SLO Sustainability; Continuous Quality Improvement

B. Library and Learning Support Services
- Library: comprehensive services, including online; robust SSOs CultiExcel
- Learning Assistance Center (LC) “Students who received tutoring at the LC had a success rate of 74.7% compared to ELAC goal of 70%”

¹ Program of Service Outcomes
• Writing Center: 98% of 113 students felt the center assisted them in understanding the subject matter
• Math Tutoring Center: 72.67% of students using the Math Center passed math class w/ Grade of C or better vs. 51% overall rate

C. Student Support Services
• Assessment, Orientation, Counseling (A + O + C) campaign **CultiExcel QFE
• Online Tutoring; YouTube Channel; E-Chat services
• GO ELA pathway for college and career success
• Transfer Taskforce Recommendations **CultiExcel

Standard III: Resources
A. Human
• Evaluation policies in place for all personnel; include written criteria and encourage improvement
• Hiring Prioritization: Senate Faculty Hiring Policy; Human Resource Hiring Policy
• 2015-16 Hiring: 26 F/T Faculty, 17 Staff; 5 Administrators
• Professional Development: Faculty Handbook, NFI **CultiExcel, Culturally Responsive Training QFE AP: Comprehensive PD Program

B. Facilities
• Annual Security Report
• Facilities Master Plan and Facilities Planning Subcommittee
• Build LACCD – Theatre Arts, Science Career & Mathematics Complex; Student Success and Retention Center; Campus Bookstore; Remodeled Library, F7, Student Services, Administration

C. Technology
• Technology Master Plan and Technology Planning Subcommittee
• Updated Website AP: Communication
• DE Professional Development – TechFest; Migration to Canvas
• DE addendum to COR

D. Finances
• 2015-6 unrestricted budget of $106.5 million, carry over balance of $9.8 million with 1% contingency reserve
• Budgeting aligned to Program Review (along with all resource allocations)
• District Budget Committee- Cash flow, reserves, Audit, AA+ Bond rating

IV. Leadership and Governance
A. Decision-Making Roles and Processes
• Governance Policies Handbook 4th Revision with planning, implementation, and evaluation components; governance/planning chart; 7-year planning cycle. AP: Communication
• Innovation Fund approved
• Committee Self-Evaluations implemented
• Revised Strategic Planning Committee

B. Chief Executive Officer
• Task Forces – Transfer, South Gate Educational Center; Adult Ed.
• Role in Accreditation – Memos, Visiting Team Chair
IE&SS Presentation – November 4, 2015

Dr. Laura Ramirez
Dr. Barbara Dunsheath
Dr. Carol Kozeracki
I.A Mission

East Los Angeles College empowers students to achieve their educational goals, to expand their individual potential, and to successfully pursue their aspirations for a better future for themselves, their community and the world.

**Goal 1:** Increasing student success and academic excellence through student-centered instruction, student-centered support services, and dynamic technologies.

**Goal 2:** Increasing equity in successful outcomes by analyzing gaps in student achievement and using this to identify and implement effective models and programming to remedy these gaps.

**Goal 3:** Sustaining community-centered access, participation, and preparation that improves the college's presence in the community, maximizes access to higher education and provides outlets for artistic, civic, cultural, scientific and social expression as well as environmental awareness.

**Goal 4:** Ensuring institutional effectiveness and accountability through data-driven decision-making as well as evaluation and improvement of all college programs and governance structures.

In collaboration with the District’s Mission, ELAC is committed to advancement in student learning and student achievement that prepares students to transfer, successfully complete workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement.

Approved BOT July 8, 2015
I.B - Institutional Effectiveness

Institution-Set Standards vs. Actual (2014) Performance
Program Review

Improvements
• 100% completion
• OIE(A) training for Chairs
• Integrated Planning
• Review involved multiple perspectives; completed in one year

Continuous Improvement
• Annual updates
• Cluster Reviews
• Link w/resources
• College-wide review
I.B
Institutional Effectiveness

98.6%
Full Time Faculty Participated in CLO assessment
Spring 2015
II.A Instructional Programs

Examples of Excellence

• Vincent Price Art Museum
• STEM Mentor Program
• Technology and Logistics
• National Speech Team Awards
• John Delloro Program
• Law Pathway
• FYE Program
• Architecture Design Village Competition

QFE

• Basic Skills Pipeline
• Transfer

Academic Rigor and Quality
II.B Library & Learning Support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ELAC</th>
<th>District</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Very Satisfied with Library</td>
<td>57.4%</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satisfied</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>28.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Satisfied</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Applicable</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High Quality Support for Student Learning
II. C Student Services

EAST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE Counseling

ALL NEW STUDENTS must APPLY ONLINE AND THEN COMPLETE...

A + O + C

Assessment Orientation Counseling

CHECK OUT THE Jumpstart FLYER FOR MORE INFORMATION

QFE Welcome Campaign

Access and Support for ALL Students
III. Resources

III.D Financial

- Financial Stability
- Annual Updates and Program Review
- Development of Grants Proposals
- Implementation of College Plans

Examples of Funding Sources

- Innovation Funds encourage the development and implementation of innovative practices that support the college mission and strategic goals
- Perkins funds enhance CTE Programs
- Grants developed in cooperation with Resource and Institutional Development Office (RIDO)
- 3SP funds for assessment, orientation, and counseling activities
- Student Equity funds to address the needs of underrepresented students
Planning, Implementation, & Evaluation

- Revised Org. Charts
- Governance and Planning Process Chart
- 7-year cycle
- Committee Roles
- Revised Budget Timeline
- Human Resource Committee
Action Plans and Quality Focus Essay

• ACTION PLANS
  • SLO Sustainability
  • Professional Development
  • Communication

• QUALITY FOCUS ESSAY
  • Strengthening the Transfer Culture
  • Streamlining the Basic Skills Math Pathway
  • Creating a Welcome Campaign
EAST LOS ANGELES COLLEGE

Institutional Self Evaluation Report
In Support of Reaffirmation of Accreditation

Submitted by:

1301 Avenida Cesar Chavez, Monterey Park, CA 91754-6099

Submitted to IE &SS Committee
November 4, 2015

Submitted to:

Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges,
Western Association of Schools and Colleges
January 10, 2016
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Introduction

College History

East Los Angeles Junior College was established in June 1945 by the Los Angeles City Board of Education. The college opened its doors for the fall 1945 semester in September as a wing of Garfield High School boasting 19 faculty members and 380 students, most of whom were World War II veterans.

The college quickly outgrew the borrowed high school facilities. In 1947, the Board of Education was able to purchase 82 acres of agricultural land thanks to funding from a bond issue. Two years later in January 1949, classes began at its present location in wooden bungalows moved to the campus from the Santa Ana Army Base. More than nineteen hundred students enrolled that year.

An evening program begun in 1947 was expanded and offered at many locations. By 1954, the popular program offered classes at 25 different locations. The Civic Center program alone enrolled 1,927 students that year.

In 1948 a name change was proposed. Angeles Bella Vista College, Ramona Hills College and Hillview College were considered. The following year “Junior” was dropped and the name East Los Angeles College (ELAC) was firmly established.

Permanent buildings were constructed to accommodate growing enrollment. In 1951 the stadium and auditorium were built. More classrooms, an administration building, library, planetarium, men’s and women’s gyms, a swim stadium, theatre, and art gallery followed.

The same year, 1951, ELAC began a relationship with noted actor, collector and one of Los Angeles’s great champions of the arts, Vincent Price. This relationship has grown into the establishment of the Vincent Price Art Museum (VPAM) the largest art museum associated with a community college. Currently, the museum houses over 9,000 objects of art, has held over 100 art exhibits, and continues to carry out Price’s vision for a “teaching art collection.”

During the 1960s and 1970s, buildings to house the nursing program, a new library, and later the automobile technology center were added to the campus. Many of the original bungalows were still used as classrooms until 2007 when they were finally demolished to make way for new campus structures.

In 1969 the California State Legislature clearly defined higher education in the state and separated the (then) eight community colleges of the Los Angeles Unified School District and formed the Los Angeles Community College District. A seven-member Board of Trustees was elected to govern the new district. The ELAC service area was defined to include the communities of Alhambra, Bell, Bell Gardens, City of Commerce, Cudahy, East Los Angeles, Huntington Park, Los Angeles, Maywood, Montebello, Monterey Park, Rosemead, San Gabriel, South San Gabriel, South Gate and Vernon.
In 1972 the City of Monterey Park annexed the college and surrounding neighborhood, officially changing the main campus address. ELAC began growing, adding faculty members, programs and classes as demand for higher education increased.

ELAC hosted swimming and field hockey events during the 1984 Olympics, welcoming thousands of spectators to campus and increasing the international visibility of the college. Despite funding challenges that limited growth during the 1980s, ELAC continued to offer a variety of vocational and transfer programs.

During the 1990s ELAC experienced unprecedented changes. Enrollment grew from 13,000 to approximately 30,000 students and the number of permanent faculty almost doubled. Outreach programs were located throughout the services area for the convenience of student who could not easily travel to the main campus. The full-service South Gate Educational Center was established in the southern part of the service area so students could complete a transfer program and several career programs without attending the main campus.

The face of ELAC continues to change with several large scale construction projects that are transforming the campus. The adoption in fall 2008 of Proposition J secured $3.5 billion dollars for LACCD of which $666 million was targeted for ELAC. This funding stream added to previously adopted Propositions A and AA, allowing ELAC to substantially improve the college’s infrastructure. An additional $220 million from Measure J was allocated to build a permanent location near South Gate/Firestone.

Numerous notable changes since the previous accreditation visit of 2009 include physical transformation of the campus; heightened focus on student support and student services; and numerous personnel changes, including two interim presidents prior to the appointment of Marvin Martinez as president in 2013.

**Major Developments since Previous Visit**

Since 2009, several new or remodeled buildings have opened including a renovation of the Helen Miller Bailey Library, a refurbished stadium, a new baseball diamond and facility, the Administration Building, Student Services Building, two parking structures, a Social Sciences classroom building and a Visual and Performing Arts Complex that houses the Vincent Price Art Museum as well as theaters, labs, classrooms and studios for art, music, dance and theater programs.

The campus is currently engaged in three additional large scale building projects in the middle of the campus. These include a Student Success and Retention Center for the language arts and humanities disciplines, a Campus Student Center, and a Science Career and Mathematics Complex.

Growth during the first decade of the 21st century was not limited to increasing enrollment. An emphasis on student-centered education and providing support that promotes student success and increases ELAC’s graduation, transfer and certificate completion has resulted in a variety of curricular and student service developments. Spurred by recommendations from California
Community Colleges Task Force on Student Success and passage of Senate Bill 1456 in 2012, these efforts have expanded.

In particular, as a result of the Student Success Act, ELAC has initiated the A + O + C = Success campaign. This Assessment, Orientation and Counseling effort has reached out to feeder high schools to recruit and matriculate them in a timely manner to be eligible for enrollment priority. Another program, GO East L.A., short for Greater Outcomes for East L.A, is building a college and career pathway for elementary, middle, and high school students by increasing awareness, preparation, retention, completion and transfers in the community.

ELAC is engaged in several other developments in curriculum and instruction. Creation of new cohort programs include the First Year Experience and the John Delloro program that add to existing Escalante, MESA and Puente efforts. Eighteen new AA-T/AS-T degree certificates have been state approved allowing students who transfer to a California State University guaranteed admission and a streamlined pathway to earn a bachelor’s degree. Highlights of academic achievement in the past year include the award of the Jack Kent Cooke Scholarship to ELAC student, Eric Huyn (the seventh time an ELAC student has been awarded this prestigious honor); participation by four students in NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory Student Independent Research Internship (SIRI); and the Speech Team national title at Phi Pho Pi tournament for community colleges in Cleveland, Ohio.

Under the leadership of interim president Hertzog and current president Martinez, several task forces have been created to bring the campus together toward analyzing an issue, looking at data, considering best practices and brainstorming solutions. These task forces are the First Year Experience, Transfer, South Gate Educational Facility and Adult Education. Recommendations from these task forces are being incorporated into existing planning and budgeting efforts including ELAC’s participation in Achieving the Dream.

So as ELAC celebrates seventy years of transforming lives, it is proud of its reputation in the community and its ability for students to “Come to ELAC and Go Anywhere.” The campus community looks forward to its Diamond Jubilee in 2020, and many upcoming opportunities for helping students achieve their educational goals, expand their individual potential, and successfully pursue their aspirations.

**Instructional Locations**

East Los Angeles College has two sites at which students can earn 50 percent or more of a program, certificate or degree: the main campus and the ELAC South Gate Educational Center. The addresses are provided below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>East Los Angeles College</th>
<th>ELAC South Gate Educational Center</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1301 Avenida Cesar Chavez</td>
<td>2340 Firestone Blvd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monterey Park, CA  91754</td>
<td>South Gate, CA  90280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Specialized or Programmatic Accreditation

Four academic programs at ELAC are accredited by specialized accrediting agencies.

The Health Information Technology associate degree program is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Health Information and Information Management Education (reaffirmed on September 8, 2015).

The Automobile Technology Department’s program is accredited by the National Automotive Technicians Education Foundation (reaffirmed on May 4, 2015).

The Respiratory Therapy associate degree program is accredited by the Commission on Accreditation for Respiratory Care (reaffirmed on November 21, 2014).

The Associate Degree Nursing Program was placed on “Warning Status with Intent to Close” by the Board of Registered Nursing on September 3, 2015. It is required to submit quarterly progress reports to the Nursing Educational Consultant and return to the Education/Licensing Committee in August 2016.

Student Enrollment and Demographic Data

For the last five fall semesters, ELAC has enrolled more than 37,000 unduplicated students in its credit, noncredit, and Public Service Academy (PSA) programs. Its credit enrollment has grown over the last three years, but enrollment in the PSA program, which is dependent on funding availability by the City of Los Angeles, has declined over that same period of time.
After three years of consecutive decreases, the FTES generated by the college grew in 2014-15, with a 6.3 percent increase over the prior year. FTES increased in all three categories: credit, noncredit – regular, and noncredit – enhanced.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FTES Type</th>
<th>2010-11</th>
<th>2011-12</th>
<th>2012-13</th>
<th>2013-14</th>
<th>2014-15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Credit</td>
<td>22,427</td>
<td>22,956</td>
<td>20,787</td>
<td>20,715</td>
<td>21,915</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Credit - Regular</td>
<td>1,211</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>646</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Credit Enhanced</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>663</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>766</td>
<td>784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall College</td>
<td>24,061</td>
<td>24,591</td>
<td>21,923</td>
<td>21,963</td>
<td>23,345</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: LACCD Attendance Accounting

ELAC offers numerous programs for students that provide additional support or monitoring. These include DSPS, EOPS, international students, foster youth, and veterans. Enrollments in EOPS decreased dramatically in fall 2014 due to cutbacks in available funding while enrollments by foster youth, with the support of the state, have increased significantly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Fall 2010</th>
<th>Fall 2011</th>
<th>Fall 2012</th>
<th>Fall 2013</th>
<th>Fall 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DSPS</td>
<td>701</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>718</td>
<td>713</td>
<td>763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOPS</td>
<td>1,864</td>
<td>2,228</td>
<td>2,072</td>
<td>2,026</td>
<td>1,325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International</td>
<td>1058</td>
<td>1,102</td>
<td>929</td>
<td>927</td>
<td>1,017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foster Youth*</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>407</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>420</td>
<td>416</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Data not available for Fall 2010 and Fall 2011.

In fall 2014, female students accounted for 58 percent of the credit student population. At the South Gate campus, at the off-site locations, and in online/hybrid classes, more than 66 percent of the students in fall 2014 were female. The distribution has remained relatively consistent over the last five years.
ELAC is a Hispanic Serving Institution, with more than 75 percent of its credit students of Hispanic/Latino background. Asian/Pacific Islander students make up the next largest ethnicity with 15 percent of the student population. All other groups account for less than 5 percent of the student body. The distribution has remained relatively consistent over the last five years.
Since 2000, approximately 64 percent of the ELAC students have been less than 25 years old. The distribution has remained relatively consistent over the last five years.
Approximately 40 percent of ELAC students receive financial aid, which includes Pell Grants as well as BOG waivers. The distribution has remained relatively consistent over the last five years.

### Credit Students by Financial Aid
**Fall 2014**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Financial Aid</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>17,193</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>10,114</td>
<td>37.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall College</td>
<td>27,307</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Faculty and Staff Demographic Data

The number of academic employees has increased by 6.6 percent over the past five years. Among the academic positions at the college, the proportion of adjunct faculty has been reduced slightly due to a large number of full-time hires to keep the college in compliance with the FON requirements.
The ethnic distribution of the academic employees has changed over the past few years, largely as the result of a greater number of employees with a listed ethnicity of “Unknown.” All other ethnicities have declined during this five-year period while the proportion of individuals in the “Unknown” category doubled form 16 percent to 32 percent.

At the same time, extremely few individuals (only 2 percent) have chosen to indicate “Multi-Ethnic” as their choice of ethnicity.

The number of classified staff and managers has increased by 11.7 percent over the last five years, with most of that growth occurring in the technical/clerical positions. As with the academic employees, the ethnic distribution of the classified workforces has changed as a result of more employees being listed with an ethnicity of “Unknown.” Some differences in the distribution of classified positions by ethnicity are visible, with:
- Asian/Pacific Islanders being more likely to work in Manager/Supervisor or Technical/Clerical roles
- African-Americans being more likely to work in Manager/Supervisor or Maintenance and Operations roles
- Whites being more likely to work in Crafts positions
- Latinos being increasingly likely to work in Crafts positions while becoming less likely to work in Maintenance and Operations positions over the last five years.

### Fall 2014 Classified Positions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fall 2010</th>
<th>Fall 2011</th>
<th>Fall 2012</th>
<th>Fall 2013</th>
<th>Fall 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>273</td>
<td>285</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>284</td>
<td>305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Manager/Supervisor</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidential</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crafts</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and Operations</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical/Clerical</td>
<td>59.0%</td>
<td>59.3%</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
<td>59.5%</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fall 2010 - Fall 2014 Ethnicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Fall 2010</th>
<th>Fall 2011</th>
<th>Fall 2012</th>
<th>Fall 2013</th>
<th>Fall 2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
<td>8.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>17.2%</td>
<td>16.8%</td>
<td>16.4%</td>
<td>14.8%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian/White</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>9.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>48.4%</td>
<td>48.1%</td>
<td>46.8%</td>
<td>46.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Ethnic</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.4%</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
<td>14.4%</td>
<td>16.0%</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Type</td>
<td>Fall 2010</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>Fall 2013</td>
<td>Fall 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classified Manager/Supervisor</td>
<td>11.0%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>12.4%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
<td>18.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian/White</td>
<td>13.3%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>9.7%</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>46.7%</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>45.2%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>43.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>9.6%</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
<td>14.3%</td>
<td>12.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidential</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crafts</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>8.4%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>7.7%</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.2%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
<td>9.1%</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian/White</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>18.2%</td>
<td>22.7%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
<td>40.9%</td>
<td>36.4%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td>31.8%</td>
<td>23.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintenance and Operations</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>20.7%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>19.7%</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>19.6%</td>
<td>16.9%</td>
<td>18.0%</td>
<td>17.9%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>5.4%</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian/White</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>6.8%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>44.6%</td>
<td>45.8%</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td>42.9%</td>
<td>37.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>21.4%</td>
<td>23.7%</td>
<td>24.6%</td>
<td>26.8%</td>
<td>35.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical/Clerical</td>
<td>59.0%</td>
<td>59.3%</td>
<td>59.6%</td>
<td>59.5%</td>
<td>61.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>6.2%</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td>5.8%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>21.7%</td>
<td>21.3%</td>
<td>20.5%</td>
<td>18.3%</td>
<td>17.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian/White</td>
<td>9.3%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>8.8%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
<td>50.9%</td>
<td>50.3%</td>
<td>49.7%</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Ethnic</td>
<td>3.1%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
<td>2.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>8.7%</td>
<td>10.7%</td>
<td>12.3%</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>15.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall College</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Required Components in Support of Self-Evaluation
Organization of Self – Evaluation Process

In many ways the process of accreditation has been ongoing since 2009. After ELAC’s previous visit, the Accreditation Response Group (ARG) was formed to address the six college and four district recommendations. The follow-up report was sent to ACCJC in spring, 2010.

As part of a response to the 2009 recommendations, several new ongoing procedures with embedded evaluation processes were implemented. The Accreditation Response Group (ARG) provided oversight for some of these newly developed procedures such as the ongoing evaluation and update of the Governance Policy Handbook.

Efforts to create accreditation work groups and set benchmarks to complete the self-study report were undertaken. In spring, 2013 standard committee chairs were identified and meet several times during the 2013-14 year. This group named the Accreditation Steering Committee replaced ARG. Recruitment for an Accreditation Committee of the Whole took place with a focus on broad representation of the campus community and an effort to invite new faces to provide leadership on campus. A tentative accreditation timeline was created. ELAC recruited and hired a new faculty chair. The Faculty Accreditation Chair and the ongoing ALO became the leaders of the accreditation efforts on campus.

During the summer of 2013, Marvin Martinez began his tenure of presidency announcing accreditation as one of his foremost goals. Opening Day, August 22, 2013 focused extensively on informing campus personnel about various aspects of the accreditation process and reinforcing their knowledge of ELAC’s mission statement. The theme of the Sankofa Bird, an African symbol of a bird that looks backwards while holding the egg of the future in its beak represents ELAC’s Accreditation focus of “Looking Back, Moving Forward”. A campaign to encourage campus personnel to complete the ACCJC’s Basic Training resulted in over 50 faculty, staff, administrators and students certified in fall 2013.

In fall, 2013 the standard committees completed a review of evidence connected to the existing standards at the time. However, in October the ACCJC announced that they would visit all nine LACCD schools at once in spring 2016, providing an additional year for ELAC to develop the self-study.

The accreditation timeline was revised and a Cultivating Excellence Retreat was held February 21, 2014 to focus on four primary areas of improvement that had been identified during the initial review of evidence: Teaching Innovation and Excellence; Organizational Excellence; Evidence Based Learning; and Creating a Culture of Collaboration. Ongoing activities and goals were mapped to existing college priorities identified in the Strategic Master Plan and Educational Master Plan. Over 50 members of the campus community participated.
In June, 2014 the ACCJC announced the adoption of the “new” standards after a thorough vetting process. With a certain time for the peer visit and specific standards to follow, a clearer direction for both the Accreditation Steering Committee and the Accreditation Committee of the Whole emerged. Coordination of accreditation efforts with the district offices occurs at the monthly District Strategic Planning and Accreditation Committee meetings. Ongoing participation at ACCJC training sessions continued and various campus members served on accreditation visits during 2014.

At the start of fall 2014, new standard leaders were identified for each of the 16 major standards. After feedback from standard leaders during Accreditation Steering Committee meetings, a revision of the mission statement and the fourth update of the Governance Policy Handbook were begun. The revision mission statement was adopted by the Board of Trustees on July 8, 2015, and the Governance Policy Handbook was adopted by ESGC on July 27, 2015. The initial findings of the self-study also generated the reorganization of ELAC’s Planning Chart; a process for Innovation Funding; and several changes to the Strategic Planning Committee.

During Spring, 2015, the Accreditation Steering Committee focused on the collection of evidence and writing of the four standards. The initial draft was due March 17, and the second draft on May 18. Feedback on the drafts was provided. Building on the theme of Cultivating Excellence, the Accreditation Team solicited and collected highlights of campus efforts of excellence connected to the standards. A final push for members of the campus to complete the Accreditation Basics training yielded over 110 members receiving certification.

An initial draft of all the standards was presented to the Accreditation Steering Committee on June 29, 2015. A preliminary compilation of all the standards including those eligibility requirements associated to the standards was completed by September 14, 2015 for initial comment by the campus community.

Additionally, over the summer, 2015 the action items of the Quality Focus Essay were identified. The initial draft of the QFE was completed by September 8, 2015. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement worked with the District Research Groups to complete the necessary student achievement data required in the 2014 Standards. Initial drafts of standards IV C and D were provided by the district.

Fall 2015 focused on refining the standards and QFE as well as completing the remaining components of the self-study. A detailed timeline and point people were identified and assigned tasks to ensure completion of the final draft. Communicating the findings from the self-study remained a top priority at this time. Opening Day activities showcased the progress to date of the self study featuring breakout sessions on components of the standards and a presentation by the campus accreditation leaders. Ongoing “Spotlights on Accreditation” educated campus personnel about different ELAC policies and practices discussed within the self-study. The Spotlights on Accreditation augmented campus-forums that likewise communicated aspects of the self-study throughout ELAC.
Coordination with different campus governance groups for a thorough vetting of the standards occurred and timelines were developed to ensure ample venues for input. Ongoing coordination with the district and the Board of Trustees culminated in a presentation to the BOT’s Institutional Effectiveness Committee and final Board approval December 9, 2015.

Prior to the team visit March 7-10, finishing edits, and preparation for printing of the self-study document occurred. Ongoing preparation and education of the campus community for the visit consumed the first quarter of 2016. The following timeline summarizes key dates of the self-study.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Action Items</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summer 2013</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee members/chairs of 4 standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creation of website</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Gathering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encourage campus leaders to complete ACCJC’s Accreditation Basics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2013</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opening Day Kick off</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;New Blood&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faculty Survey</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committee Evaluations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2013</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational Charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eligibility Requirement</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to Previous Recommendation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing/Gathering data for Standards</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2014</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retreat “Push towards Excellence”</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify low hanging fruit (items that can quickly be corrected)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify areas to be improved (Items we do somewhat, but could be better)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify action items (Like SLOs)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Link with Mission/Strategic Planning/EMP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2014</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Implement Action Items</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2015</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid March, first Draft of Standards Due</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 2014, 2nd Draft of Standards Due</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Summer 2015</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June/July Edit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert Photos/Graphics/Charts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First Complete Draft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fall 2015</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Forums</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Campus Input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Governance Input</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revisions/final Draft</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Trustees Approval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mock Visit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spring 2016</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Count Down to Accreditation Team Visit</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Welcome Packets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Team Brochure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Compliance with Eligibility Requirements 1 – 5

1. Authority

The institution is authorized or licensed to operate as a post-secondary educational institution and to award degrees by an appropriate governmental organization or agency as required by each of the jurisdictions or regions in which it operates.

Private institutions, if required by the appropriate statutory regulatory body, must submit evidence of authorization, licensure, or approval by that body. If incorporated, the institution shall submit a copy of its articles of incorporation.

East Los Angeles College (ELAC) is authorized to operate as a post-secondary, degree-granting institution based on continuous accreditation by the Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges (ACCJC) of the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC). The ACCJC is a regional accrediting body recognized by the U.S. Department of Education and granted authority through the Higher Education Opportunity Act of 2008.¹

2. Operational Status

The institution is operational, with students actively pursuing its degree programs.

In Fall 2014, ELAC enrolled 27,638 credit students, 1,424 noncredit students, and 8,642 students in its Public Service Academies. Of the credit students enrolled, 28.1% were enrolled full-time, and 71.5% with the primary educational goal of pursuing transfer, a degree, or career preparation.²

3. Degrees

A substantial portion of the institution's educational offerings are programs that lead to degrees, and a significant proportion of its students are enrolled in them. At least one degree program must be of two academic years in length.

ELAC offers 41 Associate of Arts and Associate of Science Degrees and 18 Associate Degrees for Transfer. The Catalog lists the requirements for all degrees. All degrees require a minimum of 60 units to complete and include a General Education component as well as concentration within a major. Full-time students meeting the English and math requirements can earn the 60-unit degrees within two years. Of the XX credit sections offered in 2014-15, XX% were degree applicable and XX% of students were enrolled in at least one degree applicable course.

¹ [Link to Catalog Listing of State-Approved Degrees and Certificates]
4. Chief Executive Officer

The institution has a chief executive officer appointed by the governing board, whose full-time responsibility is to the institution, and who possesses the requisite authority to administer board policies. Neither the district/system chief executive officer nor the institutional chief executive officer may serve as the chair of the governing board. The institution informs the Commission immediately when there is a change in the institutional chief executive officer.

The Los Angeles Community College District Board of Trustees appointed the current College President, Mr. Marvin Martinez, on January 31, 2013, with an effective date of July 1, 2013. The President is the chief executive officer of the college, with full-time responsibility to the institution. Neither the college president nor the district chancellor is eligible to serve as the President of the Board of Trustees. The LACCD informed the ACCJC of the appointment of President Martinez, who replaced Interim President Farley Herzek.

5. Financial Accountability

The institution annually undergoes and makes available an external financial audit by a certified public accountant or an audit by an appropriate public agency. Institutions that are already Title IV eligible must demonstrate compliance with federal requirements.

KPMG LLP audits the District on an annual basis. They produce the “LACCD Report on Audited Basic Financial Statements” using Government Audit Standards. The most recent result found the financial statements presented fairly, in all material respects, the net assets of the LACCD in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. For the fiscal year ending June 30, 2014 and 2013, the District did not have any material weaknesses identified in 2

2 Link to Catalog with range of pages for department listings
any of its external audits. The external audit findings are communicated appropriately through Office of Chief Financial Officer website.

1. **Letter from ACCJC reaffirming accreditation** 6/30/2010; Letter from ACCJC acknowledging midterm report - needed
2. **East Los Angeles College Facts in Brief, Fall 2014**

3. **Link to Catalog Listing of State-Approved Degrees and Certificates** (P. 81-82)
4. **Link to Catalog with range of pages for department listings** (P. 80)
5. Link to document with 2014-15 section counts by degree applicable/non-degree applicable and student headcount in degree applicable courses
6. Appointment letter/announcement for Marvin’s selection as president
7. **Job Responsibilities for College Presidents**
8. **Board Rule 2200 (Board Officer Election Eligibility and Process)**
9. Notification to ACCJC of President Martinez’ Appointment
The Accrediting Commission for Community and Junior Colleges (ACCJC) provided a Checklist for evaluating status against the requirements described in federal regulations and Commission policies. The Checklist covers eight areas of compliance. The following codes to evaluate performance related to each component:

Y – “Yes”: Current practices address all of the stated requirements.

IP – “In Progress”: While current ELAC practices address most of the stated requirements, additional work is in progress to ensure that the college meets all of the associated requirements.

The second column of each table contains the description of requirements conveyed via the Checklist, followed by the narrative response addressing compliance with each federal regulation and Commission policy (in italics). The narrative response includes references to other parts of the Self-Evaluation Report, where appropriate. A list of evidence associated with each regulation or policy is presented in the final row of each table.

### Public Notification of an Evaluation Visit and Third Party Comment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELAC Status</th>
<th>Checklist Component / Narrative Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution has made an appropriate and timely effort to solicit third party comment in advance of a comprehensive evaluation visit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution cooperates with the evaluation team in any necessary follow-up related to the third party comment.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution demonstrates compliance with the Commission Policy on Rights and Responsibilities of the Commission and Member Institutions as to third party comment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Standards and Performance with Respect to Student Achievement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELAC Status</th>
<th>Checklist Component / Narrative Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution has defined elements of student achievement performance across the institution, and has identified the expected measure of performance within each defined element. Course completion is included as one of these elements of student achievement. Other elements of student achievement performance for measurement have been determined as appropriate to the institution’s mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution has defined elements of student achievement performance within each instructional program, and has identified the expected measure of performance within each defined element. The defined elements include, but are not limited to, job placement rates for program completers, and for programs in fields where licensure is required, the licensure examination passage rates for program completers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The institution-set standards for programs and across the institution are relevant to guide self-evaluation and institutional improvement; the defined elements and expected performance levels are appropriate within higher education; the results are reported regularly across the campus; and the definition of elements and results are used in program-level and institution-wide planning to evaluate how well the institution fulfills its mission, to determine needed changes, to (allocate) resources, and to make improvements.

The institution analyzes its performance as to the institution-set standards and as to student achievement, and takes appropriate measures in areas where its performance is not at the expected level.

### Credits, Program Length, and Tuition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELAC Status</th>
<th>Checklist Component / Narrative Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Credit hour assignments and degree program lengths are within the range of good practice in higher education (in policy and procedure).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The assignment of credit hours and degree program lengths is verified by the institution, and is reliable and accurate across classroom based courses, laboratory classes, distance education classes, and for courses that involve clinical practice (if applicable to the institution).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tuition is consistent across degree programs (or there is a rational basis for any program-specific tuition).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Any clock hour conversions to credit hours adhere to the Department of Education’s conversion formula, both in policy and procedure, and in practice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution demonstrates compliance with the Commission Policy on Institutional Degrees and Credits.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Transfer Policies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELAC Status</th>
<th>Checklist Component / Narrative Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transfer policies are appropriately disclosed to students and to the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Policies contain information about the criteria the institution uses to accept credits for transfer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution complies with the Commission Policy on Transfer of Credit.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Distance Education and Correspondence Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELAC Status</th>
<th>Checklist Component / Narrative Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The institution has policies and procedures for defining and classifying a course as offered by distance education or correspondence education, in alignment with USDE definitions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There is an accurate and consistent application of the policies and procedures for determining if a course is offered by distance education (with regular and substantive interaction with the instructor, initiated by the instructor, and online activities are included as part of a student’s grade) or correspondence education (online activities are primarily “paperwork related,” including reading posted materials, posting homework and completing examinations, and interaction with the instructor is initiated by the student as needed).

The institution has appropriate means and consistently applies those means for verifying the identity of a student who participates in a distance education or correspondence education course or program, and for ensuring that student information is protected.

The technology infrastructure is sufficient to maintain and sustain the distance education and correspondence education offerings.

The institution demonstrates compliance with the Commission Policy on Distance Education and Correspondence Education.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Complaints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELAC Status</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Institutional Disclosure and Advertising and Recruitment Materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ELAC Status</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELAC Status</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Student Achievement Data**

At East Los Angeles College (ELAC), all college planning and evaluation is focused on student achievement as guided by the College Mission and goals. These goals serve as broad objectives for all college planning activities and provide a foundation for building a true student success agenda. As such, the student achievement data that follows are linked to the goal they most directly support. In this manner, the data serve as evidence of the college’s ongoing efforts to strategically improve the college and ensure the success of its students.

**Goal 1: Increasing student success and academic excellence through student-centered instruction, student-centered support services, and dynamic technologies.**

**Goal 2: Increasing equity in successful outcomes by analyzing gaps in student achievement and using this, to identify and implement effective models and programming to remedy these gaps.**

**Institution-set Standards**

On March 1, 2013, the Accreditation Response Group proposed a set of six measure as the institution-set standards (ISS) for student achievement. These were subsequently approved by the Academic Senate and Shared Governance Council. The standards were set with the intention of monitoring academic quality and maintaining performance expectations. They are embedded into each of the college’s comprehensive planning processes—the Program Review Self-Evaluation (PRSE) and Annual Update Plans (AUP)—for ongoing evaluation. In addition, the Strategic Planning Committee and Educational Planning Subcommittee review the ISS and make recommendations for improvements. The six standards are summarized below, along with data from the past five fall semesters/years:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fall Course Success</td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>65.7%</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall Course Retention</td>
<td>84%</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>85.1%</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>85.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall-to-Fall Persistence for First-Time Students</td>
<td>56%</td>
<td>55.2%</td>
<td>53.7%</td>
<td>53.9%</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
<td>54.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Degrees Awarded</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>1,203</td>
<td>1,583</td>
<td>1,622</td>
<td>1,648</td>
<td>1,800</td>
<td>1,571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Certificates Awarded</td>
<td>725</td>
<td>1,029</td>
<td>890</td>
<td>1,079</td>
<td>1,114</td>
<td>1,242</td>
<td>1,071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of Transfers to a UC or CSU</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>975</td>
<td>973</td>
<td>910</td>
<td>1,117</td>
<td>1,260</td>
<td>1,047</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data show that the college has substantially increased the number of the degrees, certificates, and transfers to the University of California and California State University systems over the last four years. In fact, the most recent academic year data shows ELAC students earning 50 percent more degrees, 21 percent more certificates, and 29 percent more transfers than in 2010-11. Given these significant improvements, the college’s Strategic Planning Committee will revisit the ISS to determine whether new standards should be established. The college will continue to monitor student achievement on these measures and strive for continuous improvement.
The college is also exceeding the ISS for retention and success rates. Despite decreases in retention and success rates for fall 2013, the fall 2014 data shows that the college is improving in both areas. The college acknowledges that the fall course retention rate fell slightly below the standard in fall 2013. Upon further examination of the retention rate data from 2013-14, the college met the standard with 84.2% for the academic year. It was determined that the substandard retention rate in fall 2013 was isolated to that particular semester and not an indication of declining success. The college will continue to monitor the semester and academic year retention rates.

The college also acknowledges the need for improvement in its Fall-to-Fall persistence rate. Data from the past four years show that the college has fallen below the 56% ISS on a regular basis. Recognizing the urgent need to address this deficiency, the college has initiated planning discussions in its Strategic Planning Committee. The committee has requested additional persistence-related data to inform their planning decisions and action items. This includes an examination of attendance patterns to determine whether students are returning to ELAC at other times throughout the academic year, or perhaps attending one of the other district colleges. The committee has also requested an analysis of enrollment data to inform targeted outreach efforts for students who enroll at the college but do not return in sequent semesters. While efforts are currently in the planning phase, the college will implement a comprehensive plan to increase student fall-to-fall persistence.

**Course Success**

The college tracks success rates, which is measured by the proportion of A, B, C, and P grades divided by total grades awarded, and examines them by student demographics, location, and modality. Students have higher rates of course completion in offsite courses and the main campus compared to South Gate Education Center (SGEC). Online/hybrid course have the lowest success rates, which is also below the set-standard for the college. The Distance Education program has examined course success rate and determined that their success rate is greatly affected by the high rate of students withdrawing from the class with a “W” grade. To address this, the Distance Education department has implemented a program plan to increase the success rates in all online/hybrid courses, which includes holding professional development workshops for the faculty teaching these classes and providing additional support services for students who do not come to campus regularly.

Similar to the overall college, students across gender and ethnic groups perform better in offsite courses. Female students tend to be more successful than their male counterparts, regardless of location or method of instruction. For the college’s two largest ethnic groups, Asian/Pacific Islanders are outperforming their Hispanic/Latino counterparts at every location. These inequities are also manifested in the course success equity analyses, which also reveal inequities for African Americans and foster youth. To begin addressing some of the course success disparities, the college is implementing interventions through its Student Equity Plan.
### Fall 2014 Success Rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2010</th>
<th>Fall 2011</th>
<th>Fall 2012</th>
<th>Fall 2013</th>
<th>Fall 2014</th>
<th>5-Year Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Campus</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
<td>68.0%</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
<td>65.7%</td>
<td>66.2%</td>
<td>66.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGEC</td>
<td>62.4%</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
<td>64.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offsite</td>
<td>77.9%</td>
<td>71.1%</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td>73.4%</td>
<td>82.4%</td>
<td>75.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online/Hybrid</td>
<td>52.3%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>55.8%</td>
<td>52.7%</td>
<td>55.5%</td>
<td>54.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall College</td>
<td>65.7%</td>
<td>67.1%</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
<td>64.8%</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
<td>65.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fall 2010</td>
<td>Fall 2011</td>
<td>Fall 2012</td>
<td>Fall 2013</td>
<td>Fall 2014</td>
<td>5-Year Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GENDER</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>66.9%</td>
<td>68.6%</td>
<td>67.7%</td>
<td>66.6%</td>
<td>67.7%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>65.1%</td>
<td>64.1%</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RACE/ETHNICITY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>56.5%</td>
<td>60.3%</td>
<td>58.1%</td>
<td>59.9%</td>
<td>62.0%</td>
<td>59.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>79.2%</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
<td>77.6%</td>
<td>78.2%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>71.9%</td>
<td>73.0%</td>
<td>72.4%</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
<td>72.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>62.5%</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>61.9%</td>
<td>63.1%</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Ethnic</td>
<td>70.4%</td>
<td>73.7%</td>
<td>73.3%</td>
<td>68.2%</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>71.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>59.2%</td>
<td>56.3%</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
<td>63.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
<td>71.6%</td>
<td>67.6%</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
<td>68.8%</td>
<td>68.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AGE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Under 20</td>
<td>66.2%</td>
<td>67.2%</td>
<td>67.5%</td>
<td>64.9%</td>
<td>66.3%</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-24</td>
<td>62.6%</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
<td>63.5%</td>
<td>62.7%</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
<td>63.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25-39</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
<td>70.2%</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
<td>67.4%</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
<td>68.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older than 40</td>
<td>74.9%</td>
<td>75.7%</td>
<td>74.4%</td>
<td>72.2%</td>
<td>73.0%</td>
<td>74.1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Student Equity Data – Fall 2014

Course Retention

The retention rate data, which is calculated by dividing the number of grades other than W by the total number of grades awarded, show that the overall college is currently meeting the ISS, and has met the ISS for four of the past five fall semesters. Only in one area, online/hybrid, did the college fall below the ISS. As discussed in the course success section, the Distance Education program is working with students and faculty to address the low retention rate. In the one
semester where the overall college performance fell below the ISS, fall 2013, the data revealed that decreases across all course locations contributed to the overall low retention rate.

Across demographic groups, females outperformed their male counterparts though most gaps were less than two percentage points. Most ethnic groups, on average, earned retention rates above the overall college ISS, with the exception of online/hybrid courses. Similar to success rates, there were retention rate gaps between the college’s two largest ethnic groups, Hispanic/Latino and Asian/Pacific Islanders. On average, the largest gaps between these groups were in online/hybrid (7.7 point gap) and at the main campus (6.1 point gap) courses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Fall 2010</th>
<th>Fall 2011</th>
<th>Fall 2012</th>
<th>Fall 2013</th>
<th>Fall 2014</th>
<th>5-Year Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Main Campus</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>86.8%</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
<td>84.0%</td>
<td>84.8%</td>
<td>85.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGEC</td>
<td>87.5%</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
<td>84.7%</td>
<td>84.2%</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offsite</td>
<td>93.3%</td>
<td>92.5%</td>
<td>90.8%</td>
<td>91.9%</td>
<td>93.0%</td>
<td>92.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online/Hybrid</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
<td>82.9%</td>
<td>78.5%</td>
<td>76.5%</td>
<td>76.4%</td>
<td>78.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall College</td>
<td>86.5%</td>
<td>86.7%</td>
<td>85.1%</td>
<td>83.8%</td>
<td>84.5%</td>
<td>85.4%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Awards: Associate Degrees and Certificates

At ELAC, the number of Associate Degrees and Certificates earned has increased over the past five academic years. Students at ELAC set a five-year high in 2014-15 earning 1,800 Associate Degrees and 1,241 Certificates of Achievement.
An analysis of the disaggregated data shows that female students are earning a majority of the Associate Degrees (AA/AS) and Certificates of Achievement (C) each year. About half of the AA/AS and C are earned by students ages 20-24. Hispanic/Latino students, the college’s largest ethnic group, earn a majority of the degrees and certificates followed by Asian/Pacific Islander students. Additionally, there is an increasing number of AA/AS and C being earned by students receiving BOGG, PELL, or both types of financial aid.
Transfers

Between 2010-11 to 2014-15 more than 4,100 ELAC students transferred to a California State University (CSU) and nearly 1,100 transferred to the University of California (UC). CSU transfers have increased from year-to-year, with the exception of 2011-12 to 2012-13, where there was a decrease. The 2014-15 CSU transfers are at a five-year high with 1,025. A majority of these CSU transfers are to CSU Los Angeles, which is less than four miles from ELAC. Transfers to a UC reached a five-year high in 2013-14 with 247, followed by 2014-15 with 235 transfers.

The majority of the CSU transfers are Hispanic/Latino students while Asian/Pacific Islander students comprise the majority of UC transfers. The 2014-15 academic year also marked the five-year high for CSU transfers by Asian/Pacific Islander and Hispanic/Latino students.

![CSU and UC Transfers](image)

California State University (CSU) Transfers by Academic Year and Ethnicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Percent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>22.2%</td>
<td>159</td>
<td>20.3%</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>19.1%</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>19.3%</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>17.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.8%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>58.3%</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>62.1%</td>
<td>545</td>
<td>62.6%</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>65.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-Ethnic</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.3%</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>2.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Resident Alien*</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>10.8%</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>12.7%</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>12.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Overall College</strong></td>
<td>774</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>784</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>870</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>1,025</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*CSU defined category.
University of California (UC) Transfers by Academic Year and Ethnicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African-American</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>60.7%</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>72.0%</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>71.2%</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>65.2%</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>62.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>31.3%</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>24.3%</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>32.8%</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>31.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.0%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall College</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cohort Analysis

Student Success Scorecard Cohort
The scorecard data, which are produced by the California Community College Chancellor’s Office, show the college on a five-year increasing trend for the persistence, remedial math, and CTE completion measures. The completion rate has decreased over the past three academic years while Remedial English and Remedial ESL progress rates both dropped from 2007-2008 to 2008-2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completion</td>
<td>2,154</td>
<td>42.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,560</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,422</td>
<td>42.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,511</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,421</td>
<td>38.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Persistence</td>
<td>2,154</td>
<td>68.4%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,560</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,422</td>
<td>67.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,511</td>
<td>70.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,421</td>
<td>73.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30 Units</td>
<td>2,154</td>
<td>63.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,560</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,422</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,511</td>
<td>65.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,421</td>
<td>66.1%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedial English</td>
<td>2,589</td>
<td>40.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,523</td>
<td>44.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,373</td>
<td>44.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,485</td>
<td>44.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,685</td>
<td>42.0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedial Math</td>
<td>2,244</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,303</td>
<td>28.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td>3,163</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,801</td>
<td>32.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,354</td>
<td>37.9%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remedial ESL</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>27.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>556</td>
<td>28.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>484</td>
<td>26.7%</td>
<td></td>
<td>449</td>
<td>31.2%</td>
<td></td>
<td>482</td>
<td>27.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Technical Education</td>
<td>2,196</td>
<td>43.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,101</td>
<td>45.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,970</td>
<td>46.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td>1,970</td>
<td>48.1%</td>
<td></td>
<td>2,317</td>
<td>48.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career Development &amp; College Preparation</td>
<td>1 to 9</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>1 to 9</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>804</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td>748</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td>843</td>
<td>4.8%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: 2015 Student Success Scorecard (5 years). Retrieved on October 14, 2015 and subject to updates thereafter

ELAC Three-Year Cohort Analysis
In addition to reviewing the data from the state’s Student Success Scorecard cohort, the college also analyzes the three-year progress of cohorts of entering students across multiple achievement milestones. These analyses allow the college to identify specific “leak points” in the pipeline and to target specific interventions based on the proportion of cohort students that reach, or fail to reach, a particular milestone. According to the pipeline analysis, approximately one in four students completes English or Math competency (course required for the associate degree) within three years. Further, approximately one in five students complete both English and Math competencies and only 7.4 percent of the cohort earns a certificate or degree.
Analyzing the most recent cohort data available by ethnicity shows that Hispanic/Latinos, the college’s largest ethnic group, are reaching milestones at a lower rate than their Asian/Pacific Islander counterparts, the second largest ethnic group. The greatest disparities between groups is in the attainment of English and math competency and, therefore not surprisingly, degree/certificate attainment. The college recognizes these equity gaps and is seeking to address them through the activities identified in the college Student Equity Plan.

Goal 3: Sustaining community centered access, participation, and preparation that improves the college’s presence in the community, maximizes access to higher education and provides outlets for artistic, civic, cultural, scientific, and social expression as well as environmental awareness.

Assessment and Placement

The ELAC Assessment Center uses ACCUPLACER assessment instruments, supplemented by multiple measures, to determine student skill levels in English, Mathematics, and Reading. Accurate course placements enable students to successfully pass courses, and complete the required course sequences to meet their educational goals.
According to the data, a majority of ELAC students assess below transfer in English, Mathematics, and Reading. In English, over 85% of students over the past five academic years assessed below transfer level. Data from the most recent academic year, 2014-15, show improvement but a majority of ELAC students will need to complete multiple English classes to earn an Associate Degree or Transfer.

In fall 2014, the Curriculum Committee removed English 26 from the college English course sequence, thereby shortening the number of courses students needed to reach transfer level. This aligned the college with the English course sequences across the district and will expedite student progression through the sequence.

Math assessment placement data show that, on average, nine out of every ten ELAC students assesses below transfer level. In addition, nearly 60% of ELAC students have placed in courses 3 or more levels below transfer over the past five years. Along demographics categories, approximately two out of three Hispanic/Latino students are placing 3 or more levels below transfer. Asian students tend to be more distributed across the categories, but are skewed toward the transfer and 1 level below transfer categories. Similar to the English placements, male students, on average, place higher than female students. Approximately, one out of two male students places 3 or more levels below transfer compared to two out of three for female students.

The college recognizes its responsibility in making Math accessible to all students and ensuring they have the opportunity to succeed. To increase the number of students reaching transfer level Math, the college has implemented the Math Advancement Program (MAP), which allows students to complete two math courses in one semester, and the First-Year Experience (FYE) program, which focuses on helping students reach college-level English and Math within their first year.

Overall, the placement data parallels the Chancellor’s Office Student Success Scorecard (SSS) data, which reports that 90% of the ELAC student cohort is “unprepared” for college. Given the
recent changes to the course sequences and the programs available to help students reach transfer level course, the college expects to see improvement in the cohort outcomes in the coming years.

Goal 4: Ensuring institutional effectiveness and accountability through data-driven decision-making as well as evaluation and improvement of all college programs and governance structures.

Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs)

The college has made a concerted effort to ensure that all courses have Course Learning Outcomes (CLO) and conduct ongoing assessments of these outcomes. As of the end of the spring 2015 semester, 90% of course are assessing their outcomes on an ongoing basis. Data from the assessment of these CLOs show that students are meeting the benchmarks for approximately 60% of CLOs.

For CLOs not meeting the benchmark (22%), disciplines have created course-level improvement plans to increase the number of students meeting the CLO benchmark and to remedy the assessment-based learning gaps. This includes, but is not limited to, integrated reading or math instruction, piloting of new pedagogical approaches, and contextualized in-the-field learning. Course-level improvement plans will be implemented and evaluated as part of the college’s 3-year SLO assessment cycle.

Currently, 18.5% of courses do not have benchmarks for CLO assessment. The Learning Assessment Coordinator advises faculty to complete an assessment cycle to gather sufficient data before establishing a data-driven CLO benchmark.
Program-set Standards

As part of the Program Review Self-Evaluation (PRSE) and Annual Update Plans (AUP), all department established standards for each of their disciplines and programs (available on the OIEA website at http://www.elac.edu/facultyStaff/oie/annualupdates2016.htm). Program-set standards include in-course retention and success rates, and job placement and licensure rates, if applicable. These standards will be evaluated annually through PRSEs and AUPs.

Licensure and Job Placement Rates

Licensure exam data show that the college is currently meeting the ISS in Respiratory Therapy (CRT) and Emergency Medical Technician (EMT). Passage rates in Health Information Technology (HIT) are below the ISS, but have nearly doubled from 2012-13 to 2013-14. The HIT is still seeking to improve on the passage rates in accordance with the American Health Information Management Association. The low nursing exam passage rate is also being addressed by the Nursing Department in accordance with the regulations set by the Board of Registered Nursing.

Licensure Exam Pass Rates by Academic Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>CIP Code 4 digits (##.##)</th>
<th>Examination</th>
<th>Institution set-standard (%)</th>
<th>2009-10 Pass Rate (%)</th>
<th>2010-11 Pass Rate (%)</th>
<th>2011-12 Pass Rate (%)</th>
<th>2012-13 Pass Rate (%)</th>
<th>2013-14 Pass Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nursing</td>
<td>51.38</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>75.0%</td>
<td>61.7%</td>
<td>69.1%</td>
<td>82.3%</td>
<td>62.3%</td>
<td>49.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Therapy (CRT)</td>
<td>51.08</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
<td>96.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Information Technology (HIT)</td>
<td>62.07</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>64.0%</td>
<td>79.0%</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emergency Medical Technician (EMT)</td>
<td>51.09</td>
<td>National</td>
<td>70.0%</td>
<td>79.0%</td>
<td>91.0%</td>
<td>80.0%</td>
<td>94.0%</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Job placement rates, which are available for some programs through the Perkins CTE Core Indicator Reports, are difficult to obtain reliably. Over the past five academic years, the college’s Respiratory Therapy, Registered Nursing, and Health Information Technology programs graduates have obtained jobs at a rate above the ISS. The Real Estate Certificate placement rates have declined over the years, but this is perhaps due to the decline in the real estate industry.

### Job Placement Rates by Academic Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Program</th>
<th>CIP Code 4 digits (###.###)</th>
<th>Institution set-standard (%)</th>
<th>2009-10 Job Placement Rate (%)</th>
<th>2010-11 Job Placement Rate (%)</th>
<th>2011-12 Job Placement Rate (%)</th>
<th>2012-13 Job Placement Rate (%)</th>
<th>2013-14 Job Placement Rate (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Real Estate Certificate</td>
<td>05.11</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>73%</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>68%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory Therapy</td>
<td>12.10</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>80%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Registered Nursing</td>
<td>12.30</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>96%</td>
<td>91%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health Information Technology</td>
<td>12.23</td>
<td>80%</td>
<td>95%</td>
<td>92%</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>88%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Career Technical Education (CTE) (Perkins IV) Report Website
STANDARD I

Mission, Academic Quality and Institutional Effectiveness, and Integrity
I.A.1

The mission describes the institution’s broad educational purposes, its intended student population, the types of degrees and other credentials it offers, and its commitment to student learning and student achievement.

Evidence

The currently approved Mission Statement for East Los Angeles College is the following:

East Los Angeles College empowers students to achieve their educational goals, to expand their individual potential, and to successfully pursue their aspirations for a better future for themselves, their community, and the world.

**Goal 1**: Increasing student success and academic excellence through student-centered instruction, student-centered support services, and dynamic technologies.

**Goal 2**: Increasing equity in successful outcomes by analyzing gaps in student achievement and using this to identify and implement effective models and programming to remedy these gaps.

**Goal 3**: Sustaining community-centered access, participation, and preparation that improves the College's presence in the community, maximizes access to higher education, and provides outlets for artistic, civic, cultural, scientific, and social expression as well as environmental awareness.

**Goal 4**: Ensuring institutional effectiveness and accountability through data-driven decision making as well as evaluation and improvement of all college programs and governance structures.

In collaboration with the District’s Mission, ELAC is committed to advancement in student learning and student achievement that prepares students to transfer, successfully complete workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement.¹

In preparation for the self-study, a review of the Mission Statement was initiated in fall 2014 in order to delineate the types of degrees and other credentials ELAC offers.²

Since a majority of the campus personnel responding to an accreditation survey in fall 2013³ were familiar with the Mission Statement (4.25 on a 5-point scale) and believed that it serves as the basis

---

¹ [Mission Statement](#)
² [Accreditation Steering Committee/Strategic Planning joint Meeting 1/20/2015](#)
³ [2013 Faculty/Staff Survey – My plan](#)
of all planning efforts (3.85 on a 5-point scale), the first paragraph of the Mission Statement that had been Board approved on May 13, 2009 was not changed.

The first paragraph of the Mission Statement clearly states the educational purpose: “East Los Angeles College empowers students to achieve their educational goals, to expand their individual potential, and to successfully pursue their aspirations for a better future for themselves, their community, and the world.”

Published goals are a component of the Mission Statement. They have been developed to provide guidance on fulfilling ELAC’s mission and vision and to clarify the intended population, as specified in Goal 3: “Sustaining community-centered access, participation, and preparation that improves the college’s presence in the community.” Through self-evaluations and research, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) provides information needed for guidance to continue to fulfill ELAC’s Mission, especially its commitment to student learning and student achievement. Using the Governance Policy Handbook, ELAC maintains and reviews the relevance of its Mission Statement annually.

Through the revision process, a final paragraph was added to specify the types of degrees and other credentials offered. The final paragraph states: “In collaboration with the District’s Mission, ELAC is committed to advancement in student learning and student achievement that prepares students to transfer, successfully complete workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement.”

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

During the process of adopting the new Mission Statement, numerous constituent groups and committees participated in a thorough discussion and evaluation of its meaning, including

---

4 Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA)
5 Governance Policy Handbook
enumerating the types of degrees and credentials it offers.

The Strategic Planning Committee reached consensus on the Mission Statement on February 15, 2015 after previous discussion at its meeting on January 20, 2015.6

The ELAC Shared Governance Council approved the revision with minor edits on March 9, 2015.7

The Academic Senate approved the revision on March 10, 2015.8

The Associated Student Union approved the revision on March 20, 2015.9

An all-campus email solicited input regarding the revision on March 24, 2015 and announced two open campus forums on March 30, 2015 and April 30, 2015.10

The revised Mission Statement received approval by the Board of Trustees’ Institutional Effectiveness Committee on June 24, 2015 and final Board approval on July 8, 2015.

I.A.2

The institution uses data to determine how effectively it is accomplishing its mission, and whether the mission directs institutional priorities in meeting the educational needs of students.

Evidence

Student performance data are used as the foundation for the objectives and action items created for each of the College’s Master Plans (strategic, educational, facilities, and technology) and for the Program Review and Annual Update processes that are completed by all departments, programs, and units.

Program Review11 at East Los Angeles College is a venue through which the college can evaluate its programs in relationship to the College Mission Statement and its Strategic Goals and priorities. Through comprehensive Program Review Self-Evaluation12 and annual updates, all departments and units are engaged in integrated planning, implementation, and evaluation. Moreover, the college utilizes Annual Update Plans13 and cluster update plans to guide the allocation of resources, thereby ensuring that planning guides budget decisions. All academic programs and departments are provided with longitudinal information related to student enrollment, retention, and success in their specific courses and are asked to reflect on the outcomes and discuss their efforts to improve

---

6 Minutes Accreditation Steering Committee/SPC
7 ESGC Minutes p. 2 Section IV.C
8 Senate Minutes p. 3 Section IV.D
9 ASU Minutes p. 4 Section VIII
10 email notification soliciting input on Mission Statement – need to add to my plan
11 Program Review
12 Program Review Self-Evaluation
13 Annual Update Plans
The ELAC Strategic Plan serves as the central planning document for the College and includes the College Mission, College Vision, and College Strategic Directions and Values. The Strategic Planning Committee (SPC), which reports to the ELAC Shared Governance Committee, is responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Strategic Plan, which in turn is used to guide the development of the other planning documents. Integral to the development of the Strategic Plan was the inclusion of a substantial amount of information, including internal and external scans, and success indicators, used to shape the strategic goals.

The Educational Master Plan details all academic and educational planning objectives, including student and administrative service objectives that relate to educational goals. The format of the Educational Master Plan, as well as the other Master Plans, is to link the four strategic goals through “data/underlying factors,” to objectives, action items, and evaluation targets. The Educational Planning Subcommittee (EPSC) is responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Educational Master Plan.

Similarly, the development of the ELAC Student Equity Plan relies on the generation and review of data-related differential student outcomes in specified areas, including basic skills progression and transfer. Action items are developed based on the identification of measurable equity gaps and the strategies and solutions needed to address these gaps.

The East Los Angeles College Profile and Data Book is a compilation of information about the college’s students, faculty, staff and the surrounding communities that ELAC serves. Related attendance and enrollment figures are presented, student outcomes and information about services available to students are reported, and ELAC’s main satellite campus—the South Gate Educational Center—is profiled. The data contained in this document serve many purposes, from providing general information to interested parties to assisting with institutional planning at all levels. In particular, this information has been produced for college- and district-wide strategic planning, program review, and grant writing support.

The Mission Statement for the Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) process at East Los Angeles College states the link between assessment and educational quality. The SLO Mission Statement indicates that ELAC’s SLO process is to “develop and implement innovative and effective assessments of our academic and support programs. These assessments will lead to increased student success through the improvement of our basic skills classes, general education courses,

14 Strategic Plan
15 Strategic Planning Committee
16 Educational Master Plan
17 ELAC Student Equity Plan
18 The East Los Angeles College Profile and Data Book
19 Student Learning Outcomes
transfer programs, and workforce education programs, as demonstrated by our course completion, certificate, graduation, and transfer rates. This SLO process will serve our multicultural community with its educationally diverse needs and prepare our students for the challenges of the 21st century.”

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard.

Several processes exemplify data-informed decision making at ELAC. Program Review--including annual updates--encompasses cyclical analysis of various data elements, including course success rates, enrollment by demographics, and learning outcomes assessment. This process also links department/unit planning to the Mission Statement and its goals. The Annual Update process is extensive. All 30 Academic units, 9 Administrative units, 15 Student Service units and 12 other programs complete the process each fall.

*Bear in mind that I.A focuses on Mission, and that this Standard does, too—not on the use of data in planning and decision-making more broadly. You highlight several plans below and how they use data, but you pay relatively little attention to the use of data specifically to “determine how effectively [ELAC] is accomplishing its mission and whether the mission directs institutional priorities....” I suggest that you make more reference to Mission per se in this narrative.* - Mathew Lee’s comment?? Not sure how to respond to this.

**I.A.3**

The institution’s programs and services are aligned with its mission. The mission guides institutional decision making, planning, and resource allocation and informs institutional goals for student learning and achievement.

**Evidence**

The College’s Master Plans, all of which are derived from the Mission Statement, form the basis of key committees, plans, actions and decisions. These plans are in turn linked to program allocation decisions, based on comprehensive reviews and annual updates. The goals of the Mission Statement are embedded within the Strategic Plan.

The [Educational Master Plan](#) serves as the College’s guiding strategic document on educational issues. Its objectives guide plans for all departments and units on campus. These are directly linked to the Annual Update Planning template.21

[The Educational Planning Subcommittee](#) is a shared governance committee, designated in the College's Educational Master Plan. This committee ensures that action items are directly aligned
with the four goals of the Mission Statement. An example of this would be the committee’s review of action plans that are aligned with the the goals found within the Mission Statement.  

Technology Planning Subcommittee addresses issues regarding the College's technology use, develops the Technology Master Plan, determines the technology needs of the college, and meets objectives articulated in the Strategic, Educational, and Technology Master Plans.

Facilities Planning Subcommittee maintains the Facilities Master Plan, determines projected space needs, reviews bond projects, provides solid documentation of funding requests to the state, restructures current facilities to conform with State Utilization Standards, and meets objectives articulated in the Strategic, Educational, and Facilities Master Plans.

Program Review consists of assessment and validation of all campus departments, units, and clusters. These assessments are reflected in self-evaluation forms describing the contribution each program is making toward fulfilling the College’s plans, mission, and vision.

Annual Update Plans monitor annual progress on action plans/goals and validation committee recommendations. These plans are useful for conducting each unit's seven-year comprehensive program review.

Resource allocations are stipulated by the Budget Committee, based on comprehensive program reviews and annual updates, including unit goals which are used to prioritize unit requests for staff, faculty, equipment, facilities, and augmentations.

Evaluation /Analysis

The college meets the standard.

The College’s master plans, all of which are derived from the mission of the college, form the basis of key committees, plans, actions and decisions. These plans are in turn linked to program allocation decisions, based on comprehensive reviews and annual updates. These procedures make the program review process more transparent and relevant for the campus community and, by extension, to the broader community which the college serves.

---

23 Recent handout from EMC outlining prioritized action items- need to upload in my plan
24 Technology Planning Subcommittee
25 Facilities Planning Subcommittee
26 Annual Update Plans
27 Budget Committee
I.A.4
The institution articulates its mission in a widely published statement approved by the governing board. The mission statement is periodically reviewed and updated as necessary.

Evidence

East Los Angeles College’s (ELAC) Mission Statement was approved by the Los Angeles Community Board of Trustees (BOT) on July 8, 2015. Soon afterward, a marketing campaign was launched to widely disseminate the Mission Statement. The statement can be found at the following locations:

- As a framed document in several prominent campus locations, including the entry way to the suite of conference rooms in Bldg. G1-301, where all shared governance meetings are held, and in the Student Services internal patio area.
- On the college website (several locations), and on the inside covers of the Governance Policy Handbook (and on page 1), the Strategic Plan, the Technology Master Plan, and the Educational Master Plan.
- Within introductions to the widely-disseminated East Los Angeles 2015-2016 General Catalog and Schedule of Classes.
- As a tag line in faculty and administrators’ signature.
  Example:
  
  Michelle Rodriguez
  Foundation Development Assistant
  rodrigmp@elac.edu
  (323) 265-8901 phone
  (323) 260-8197 fax
  www.elac-foundation.org
  East Los Angeles College empowers students to achieve their educational goals, to expand their individual potential, and to successfully pursue their aspirations for a better future for themselves, their community and the world.
- Included in much of the College’s official literature.
- At the beginning of the Program Review process to guide the College in decision making for planning and the subsequent submission of budgeting requests.

28 BOT minutes 7/08/2015 p. 10
29 College Plans
30 Catalog
31 Fall 2015 Schedule of Classes Table of Contents
32 needs evidence of mission statement in Program review
On Opening Days (August 2013 and 2015), where the Mission Statement has been incorporated into PowerPoint presentations for review and discussion by faculty, staff and administration. The current Mission Statement went through a review process in spring 2015. The Mission Statement Review Process is elaborated in the Governance Policy Handbook. This process included adoption by the Strategic Planning Committee on February 15, 2015; ESGC on March 9, 2015; Academic Senate on March 10, 2015; and ASU on March 20, 2015. In addition, all employees received email notification of the revised Mission Statement on March 24, 2015 and were provided the opportunity for comments either via email or at two open forums held March 30, 2015 and April 30, 2015.

After fully vetting the Mission Statement revision at the campus level, campus leaders presented the new Mission Statement to the Board of Trustees’ Institutional Effectiveness and Student Success Committee on June 24, 2015 where it was approved and forwarded to the whole BOT for approval on July 8, 2015.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 6.

There has been an institution-wide effort to make the Mission Statement a living, breathing document that is widely publicized and periodically reviewed. The Mission Statement is included on the front page of the College’s Program Review template that guides the Program Review and subsequently the budgeting processes.

When new system-wide state mandates and/or initiatives are launched (for example, offering baccalaureate degree programs through community colleges), the Mission Statement is used to evaluate the viability of such initiatives at ELAC. Whether changes are prompted by external forces or from internal processes (such as Program Review), the Mission Statement is the preeminent document that serves as the foundation for making institution-wide decisions.

Agenda items prepared for accreditation meetings also include reviews of the Mission Statement and updates when the need is apparent. Departments and programs are required to show how their goals align with the Mission Statement in Program Review and Annual Updates.

33 Opening Day PowerPoint 2013 slides 4-5; Opening Day PowerPoint 2015 slide 5
34 Governance Policy Handbook p. 24
35 BOT Minutes 7/8/2015 p. 10
I.B.1

The institution demonstrates a sustained, substantive, and collegial dialog about student outcomes, student equity, academic quality, institutional effectiveness, and continuous improvement of student learning and achievement.

Evidence

The college, through its many college-wide and departmental committees and taskforces, regularly engages in dialog related to student success and achievement. Recent examples of dialog are summarized below.

Student Outcomes Dialog

- The Student Success Committee recently undertook the charge to read Course Learning Outcomes (CLO) assessment reports and make some resource allocation decisions specifically based on needs and plans that result from CLO assessments.\(^{36}\)
- Through the CLO assessment of active reading in ESL, the ESL instructors realized there was a significant variance in the success of individual students. The instructors determined there was a link between lack of success in active reading and subsequent lack of success in writing. Two faculty members took on the task of researching effective practices to increase success in reading and developing a presentation. These faculty members presented to the entire ESL discipline as well as several English instructors. As a result, all ESL faculty adopted a new approach to active reading which has increased student success in other student outcomes areas.\(^{37}\) The presentation was also given at the 2014 CATESOL conference and has sparked discussion of alignment of SLOs and rubrics in ESL across the district.
- The faculty teaching Theater 100, Introduction to the Theater, determined through CLO assessment that students struggled most with the module on the Greek Classical Period. They further identified that students struggling with this area were also struggling with language or reading challenges, or were students who failed to purchase the textbook in a timely manner. The faculty shared that each takes a different approach to teaching that section of the course. Over the next three years, each faculty member will track success in the Greek Classical Period module, then meet to discuss which pedagogical approach has been the most successful and to determine what approach will be the recommended standard for the discipline’s faculty.\(^{38}\)
- Through a CLO assessment, the faculty teaching Oceanography 1 determined that students do well when being asked to recall information, but they struggle with questions requiring critical thinking and mathematical reasoning. To address this issue, the faculty successfully

---

\(^{36}\) Student Success Committee Minutes 5/6/2015

\(^{37}\) ESL 4A Course Learning Outcome Report, evidence in MyPlan: ESL 4A.pdf

\(^{38}\) Theater 100 Course Learning Outcome Report, evidence in MyPlan: Theater 100.pdf
appealed to the Student Success Committee for a budget to take students on a field trip under the assumption that students will do better when they “use mathematics to analyze real data collected during field trips.” The field trips will take place in fall 2015, during which time the Oceanography faculty will re-assess student proficiency of the Oceanography 1 CLOs.  

Student Equity Dialog

- Opening Day 2014 was dedicated to educating the campus on creating equity (Opening Day Presentation, August 2014). Faculty and staff were given time in the afternoon to review equity data and to brainstorm how to address equity issues in their departments and units. The Equity Committee had several meetings and these were outlined in the Student Equity Plan.

- The Child, Family, and Education Studies (CFES) department recognized the participation disparities between female and male students and has actively sought to increase the number of male students taking CFES classes by having the CFES Student Club participate in recruitment.

- The Strategic Planning Committee dedicated multiple meetings to the discussion of equity beginning in May 2014 and divided into five workgroups meeting throughout summer 2014. Their final contributions were linked to disproportionate impact data, and then vetted to various campus participatory committees for review during fall 2014, including the Strategic Planning Committee, the Educational Planning Subcommittee, the Academic Senate, and the ELAC Shared Governance Council. Action items of the resulting Student Equity Plan were revised based on feedback, revised again, and then finalized on November 19, 2014 by the Board of Trustees. The budget for the Student Equity Plan was released on December 19, 2014, and implementation of the plan began in January 2015.

Although the Equity Plan was vetted through the participatory governance processes, it was felt that many other faculty, classified staff, and administrators from outside those formal committees could contribute to the discussion. After the Board of Trustees approved the Equity Plan in November, an implementation team was developed to include broader participation of faculty and staff. These additional faculty and staff became part of a core planning and implementation team and a Core Planning Committee was developed in March to develop a broader vision of creating an equity-driven system that would embed equity mindedness into:

---

39 Oceanography 1 Course Learning Outcome Report, evidence in MyPlan: Oceanography 001.pdf
40 Opening Day Presentation, 8/2014
41 Mathematics Opening Day Equity Data, evidence: MyPlan in Mathematics_Equity Data_Spring 2014.docx
42 Student Equity Plan p.6
43 still need CD Equity Reports
44 Board of Trustees Minutes, 11/19/2014 p. 11
● Student outcomes
● Access and support services
● The campus culture
● College organizational structures and systems

This sustained student equity dialog resulted in a meeting with the USC Center for Urban Education (CUE) to discuss the development of a Student Equity Scorecard for ELAC. A meeting was held with the CUE representatives to delve into the definition of equity, understand the process of change beyond student outcomes, and procure assistance to become an equity-minded institution, in which all of our students have an opportunity to enter and succeed.

The proposed activities of the Equity Scorecard project will allow the campus to create faculty inquiry groups, employ critical action research, facilitate conversations about difficult and conflictual issues, and provide leadership with feedback and coaching on how to resolve them as well as to facilitate the collection and interpretation of data to inform changes in practice. Specified data needs will be identified during discussion with campus leadership.

● The Office of Institutional Effectiveness presented on equity in terms of transfer at the December 2014 Transfer Committee meeting. Since then, “transfer equity” has been a standing item on the Transfer Committee agenda. The dialogue resulted in the development of several activities surrounding transfer efforts, for example, Summer Experience programs with Loyola Marymount University and UCLA and the Women’s Leadership Academy scheduled for summer 2015. In addition, these projects were included in the College’s Equity Plan.

Academic Quality Dialog

● A Cultivating Excellence series was held throughout 2014. The Cultivating Excellence events focused on teaching innovation and excellence, organizational excellence, evidence-based learning, and creating a culture of collaboration.

● The New Faculty Institute (NFI) has been running for seven years. The NFI developed a year-long Reading Across the Curriculum (RAC) program that helps new faculty incorporate pedagogical practices for reading success into their classes. Also, the NFI helps new faculty learn and implement strategies to assess student learning.

● Through an indirect survey of students, Business Management students self identified gaps in the program: a lack of understanding of the role of computer and software systems in

---

45 Agenda for Meeting with CUE, 5/15/2015; evidence in MyPlan: CUE Agenda 9/15/2015.pdf
46 Transfer Committee Agenda, December 2014 – located in MyPlan: Transfer Committee AGENDA DRAFT 12/08/2014.docx
47 Cultivating Excellence Agenda, February 2014, Evidence in MyPlan; Cultivating agenda.docx
48 LINK TO NFI INFO ON TEACHING/LEARNING CENTER WEBSITE
49 NFI Presentation on the CLO Assessment Cycle
business and the role of accounting principles in business. To address these weaknesses, the Business Management faculty will work with the Computer Science and Information Technology faculty to emphasize the use of computers in business. Additionally, the Business Management faculty are working with Accounting faculty to contextualize the accounting subject material in its role in business management.

- The Distance Learning (DL) Committee and the Distance Education Program are committed to developing methods both to ensure the educational quality of Distance Education is comparable to that offered in a face-to-face format and to ensure that online students have access to comparable campus and student services. The DL Committee meets regularly to discuss practical approaches to defining and understanding online versus traditional course success and retention gaps; it also places strong emphasis on the meaningful interpretation of student data provided by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA). The DL Committee meets each month to discuss online learning and thus serves as a forum where the faculty representatives, Academic Senate representatives, Information Technology staff, the Distance Education Dean, and the Distance Education Coordinator dialog about how to meet the evolving needs of the College’s online students through changes in instruction, curricula, programs, and services.

- In fall 2011, the Distance Education Coordinator and the DL Committee made a dramatic change in how the Distance Education Program approaches learning outcomes. They increased dialog with online students via email, increased dialog with online faculty via email and workshops, launched a log-in video, launched a learning management system instructional video, revised the Distance Education web presence by adding helpful information, and developed strategies to close the gaps in online student success and retention rates. This dialog has resulted in a shrinking gap between student online success rates and traditional success rates. Before 2011, online success rates were 20% lower than traditional classes. Since 2011, the gap in success rates between online and face-to-face classes has decreased to 10%.

- The DL Committee developed guiding principles and strategies to address equity gaps between online and face-to-face students. These principles were developed using data and analysis provided by OIEA. These resources were distributed directly to ELAC online faculty to assist in closing the gap. These principles, along with other resources the committee and coordinator developed, are available online.

Institutional Effectiveness Dialog

50 Business Administration Program Learning Outcome Survey results, evidence in MyPlan: Business_Administration_PLO_survey.pdf
51 Minutes of the DE Committee
53 Distance Education Instructor Resources
In spring 2013, robust discussion regarding the development of institution-set standards occurred at meetings of the Program Review and Viability Committee, the Strategic Planning Committee, and the ELAC Shared Governance Council.\(^{54}\)

Departments were asked to discuss and develop their own department- or discipline-set standards through the 2015-2016 Annual Update\(^{55}\) process (p.7).

During spring 2015 there was significant sustained and substantive dialog regarding the College’s overall course completion rate. This dialog took place in the context of California’s Institutional Effectiveness Framework of Indicators – a set of 17 indicators measuring areas of student performance, fiscal viability, accreditation status, and programmatic compliance with state and federal guidelines. In order to be in compliance with state law, the college was required to set 1-year goals for two indicators: course completion and accreditation status. While the accreditation status indicator was straightforward, the course completion indicator required significant discussion across the college’s governance structure. This was because the college has traditionally defined course completion in a manner different from the state’s reporting system. OIEA presented two options for the course completion indicator,\(^{56}\) and these were discussed at length at the following meetings:

- Educational Planning Subcommittee on April 21, 2015\(^ {57}\)
- Academic Senate on April 28, 2015\(^ {58}\)
- ELAC Shared Governance Council on May 11, 2015\(^ {59}\)
- LACCD Board of Trustees on June 10, 2015\(^ {60}\)

In the end, a 71% course completion target was set as the 1-year goal.\(^ {61}\) Going beyond compliance, the college also designated a 6-year goal of 74% for course completion.

Continuous Improvement of Student Learning and Achievement Dialog

- Over the course of a year-long assessment of their program, the Philosophy department was provided data showing that many students take more than one Philosophy course, yet do not declare themselves as Philosophy majors because the department did not yet offer an associate degree. Through a student survey, they found that 73.3% of students would consider Philosophy as a major/minor provided that an associate degree were developed. Additionally, through their development of this degree, the Philosophy department realized that they would need to revise their Program Learning Outcomes to better encapsulate their

\(^{54}\) ESGC Minutes 2/25/2013; Program Review and Viability Committee Minutes 3/26/2013

\(^{55}\) 2015-2016 Annual Update

\(^{56}\) Memo describing the IE Indicators, evidence in MyPlan: Institutional Effectiveness Framework of Indicators.docx

\(^{57}\) EPSC approved minutes 4/21/2015

\(^{58}\) Academic Senate Minutes 4/28/2015

\(^{59}\) ELAC Shared Governance Council Minutes 5/11/2015

\(^{60}\) LACCD Board of Trustees Minutes 6/10/2015 p. 7

\(^{61}\) ELAC Institutional Effectiveness Framework of Indicators
new program. The department is in the process of this analysis and plans to meet individually with students to determine if there is a preferred track that students should follow to increase philosophical edification and whether taking Philosophy 1 or Philosophy 6 first is the best practice for prospective philosophy majors.  

- After completing a student survey and realizing that students did not feel empowered to act on political issues, the full-time faculty members in Political Science held a meeting to discuss their varying approaches to teaching efficacy to students. Upon identifying three representative examples of assignments they felt would help students to develop efficacy, they called a meeting of all Political Science faculty to discuss the need to better empower students. At that meeting, the three representative samples were presented and refined through further discussion to ensure all faculty in the discipline had assignments they were comfortable with and suited the needs of students. These new assignments were adopted to be implemented in fall 2015. Students will be surveyed at the end of the semester to determine if teaching efficacy in this manner was effective.

Evaluation /Analysis

The college meets the standard.

The institution provides many venues for dialog, including departmental and college-wide committees, thematic taskforces, and events specifically held to promote dialog. Across the college, there has been sustained and substantive dialog in the areas of student equity, academic quality, institutional effectiveness, student outcomes, and continuous improvement of student learning and achievement. A common theme of the most successful and productive dialogs at the institution is student centeredness. The faculty, staff, and administrators are most interested in dialog when it will result in positive outcomes for the student population.

I.B.2

The institution defines and assesses student learning outcomes for all instructional programs and student and learning support services.

Evidence

ELAC has made significant progress in defining and assessing Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs). Progress in PLOs includes policy changes and both direct and indirect assessment. This has resulted in 100 percent PLOs developed and 93 percent assessed.

62 Philosophy Program Learning Outcome report
63 Political Science Program Learning Outcome report
Policies affecting PLOs include refining Programs of Study and developing a schedule of completion. In fall 2014, the Program Review and Viability Committee revised the Program of Study Definition, refining it so that a Program of Study must consist of at least 12 units. The process for creating a Program of Study was also revised: Given that Programs of Study are defined by the institution rather than governed by Title 5 regulations, signatory for vetting was shifted from the Curriculum Chair to the Learning Assessment Coordinator. The SLO Sustainability Policy delineates the implementation levels, deadlines, necessary evidence, and accountability actions.

Defining Student Learning Outcomes for Instructional Programs

- PLOs for academic departments, including all degrees and certificates, are developed by discipline content experts. PLOs are developed through a process in which faculty survey their Title V certificate and degree offerings and develop a Program of Study, as defined by the college’s Academic Senate. All full-time faculty who teach in the discipline(s) the Program of Study must approve the PLOs before they are forwarded to the Learning Assessment Coordinator, who facilitates their entry into TracDat and ensures the Curriculum Dean receives a copy for entry into the catalog. All PLOs are also listed in the catalog.

- As of July 1, 2015, 100% of programs have PLOs defined and 93 percent have PLOs assessed.

PLOs are assessed by both direct and indirect measures. Evaluation of PLOs is ongoing; faculty and staff report on these outcomes through the Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plan processes. Direct assessment of PLOs is conducted through an assignment; indirect assessment of PLOs is generally a survey. Examples include:

- In summer 2014, the Chemistry department utilized an indirect assessment survey for their PLO #1: “Students will relate the significance of chemical principles to their respective educational field of study.” At the end of the semester, students filled out an online self-evaluation survey that focused on their communication skills, confidence in lab equipment selection and problem-solving, and ability to utilize chemical principles in explanations.

In spring 2015, the Chemistry department also administered a direct assessment, a multiple choice exam, for its PLO #2: “Students will apply major concepts and theories in chemistry
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64 Program of Study Definition
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66 SLO Sustainability Policy
67 Academic Senate approved Definition of Program
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69 Ibid
70 PLO report as of Sept 18, 2015 – email ARR to BD Sept 24
to describe or explain chemical phenomena.” Questions dealt with stoichiometry, potential energy diagram, acid spill cleaning procedure, lab glassware measurements, scientific method, and experiment execution.

- In spring 2015, the Child Development discipline utilized a direct assessment, the creation of a developmentally appropriate and culturally relevant curriculum plan based on a department-approved rubric, for their only PLO: “Create a developmentally appropriate and culturally relevant curriculum of learning experiences and quality environments.” The assessment showed that although students were able to create a developmentally appropriate activity plan, students demonstrated deficiencies in critical thinking and writing skills when connecting an analysis to their plan. As a result of this assessment, the discipline decided that “additional time will be spent discussing the analysis section during the semester. Instructors will facilitate group discussion and provide hands-on activities promoting critical thinking / writing skills.”

- The English department utilized a direct assessment, a research paper, for its PLO #3: “Students will demonstrate the ability to analyze and respond to college level texts.” Rubric criteria included an examination of organization and analysis to determine student skills in close analytical reading and writing versus student ability to summarize a text.

- The Fire Technology discipline utilized an indirect assessment, a survey, for all three of its PLOs: “Student shall recognize environmental hazards that will adversely affect personal safety;” “Student will identify a patient in distress, assess the patient, and apply the appropriate treatment modality;” and “Student shall select and don the appropriate personal protective equipment based upon a given emergency incident.” Surveys were self evaluative, and respondents were asked to rate their level of knowledge and competency based on each respective PLO.

- The credit ESL program direct assessment of its PLOs requires students to write an essay, and instructors use a rubric to grade this essay. This measures their PLO: “Students will demonstrate readiness for mainstream English classes by composing a basic, coherent academic essay.”

- The Animation discipline directly assesses students’ portfolios of work utilizing a rubric. From the spring 2015 assessment, the discipline learned that students need increased focus on drawing ability through class exercises, as well as more group discussions and exploration of animation in teams.

---
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The Arts Graphic Communication program conducts direct assessment through the evaluation of portfolios containing various authentic assessments, including a culminating project. Portfolio items include 15 poems, a 4-page menu for a French restaurant, a campaign for a film, and a 60-page music magazine that students design themselves over the course of one to two semesters each.\(^{77}\)

The Anthropology discipline does mapping of its PLOs to its CLOs. For example, PLO 1 maps to the CLOs for Anthropology 101 and Anthropology 111, and PLO 2 maps onto the CLOs for Anthropology 101, 102, 104, 109, and 121. Through this means, the discipline learned that students have a basic understanding of human evolution but struggle with the details of the human evolutionary process.\(^{78}\)

The Architecture discipline uses both direct and indirect assessments and multiple measures including exams, portfolios, projects, written work from courses, a capstone project, and a survey.

As of September 30, 2015, 93 percent of programs have assessed their PLOs. There are three programs that have not completed an assessment:

- Desktop Publishing – There are only three students in the program, and it is felt that an assessment would be of little value for such a small sample.
- Multimedia – Not all courses in this program have been offered.
- Transportation Planning – Not all courses in this program have been offered.

For the two programs that have not offered all courses, Senate policy will force the archiving of the programs in 2016 unless the needed courses have been offered.

Defining Student Service Outcomes for Student Learning and Support Services

- Student Service Outcomes (SSOs) are developed by faculty and staff in each student learning and support service unit, with the dean of each area overseeing the development and approval process before finalizing the SSO.
- As of September 1, 2015, 96 percent of student learning and support services have SSOs defined and 75 percent have assessments in place.\(^{80}\)

Assessing Student Service Outcomes for Student Learning and Support Services

As with PLOs, SSOs are assessed via direct and indirect assessments. Results are reported through the Program Review Self-evaluation and Annual Update Processes and are posted to the College’s learning outcomes software system.\(^{81}\)
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A significant number of student service units have completed multiple rounds of assessment, evaluation, and plan implementation. Over the last four years, Admissions and Records have assessed their SSO of on-time grade submission and have acted on the findings by analyzing and improving on their publicity and outreach to faculty. Between 2011 and 2014, on-time submission increased from 93% to 98%, with the most recent jump occurring after the Dean of Admissions added another technique to their campaign, publishing a “Top 10 Reasons to Submit Grades on Time” list.

The Transfer Center aids many ELAC students in the process of learning about and preparing for transfer. The Transfer Center has been conducting a Transfer Academy in a variety of forms for many years. One of the SSOs related to the Transfer Academy is: “Transfer Academy students will find that participation in workshops is helpful to their transfer process.” This was assessed in June 2011 through a quality of service survey administered to the Transfer Academy participants. More than 80 percent of respondents indicated that participation in workshops was helpful to their transfer process and that they would recommend the Transfer Academy to other students. Even though students found the Transfer Academy helpful, they also indicated in the survey that workshops should be offered in a variety of formats. The Transfer Center created an improvement plan in 2012 that included posting workshop PowerPoint slides on the Transfer Center webpage so that they are accessible to students at all hours and at any location.

The Counseling Department has an SSO aimed at measuring the effectiveness of online orientation services using traditional face-to-face orientation as a baseline. To assess this, paper surveys were administered to face-to-face students after their orientation session, and an online survey was administered to online students after their online orientation. This survey is a hybrid of direct and indirect assessments in that it includes both survey questions on student impressions of services as well as a short quiz on topics students should have learned about in the orientation. Results for the 2014 assessment showed that “the Counseling Department is providing an orientation that appears to be equally effective regardless of the method of delivery,” supported by the fact that more than 85 percent of students were able to correctly answer the quiz questions regardless of the modality of the orientation. From the service portion of the survey the Counseling department learned that students wanted more information on the financial aid process. This led to the interesting observation that the face-to-face orientation would have a difficult time adding this content because of time constraints, but the online orientation could easily add this portion. This led to an improvement plan to include additional financial aid content.

---
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83 Transfer Center Student Service Outcome report, evidence in MyPlan: Transfer Center.pdf
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As of September 30, 2015, 75 percent of student learning and support service areas have assessed their SSOs.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 11.

The institution is proud of the progress made in the area of student learning outcomes for academic programs and student support services, which is the culmination of more than a decade of hard work by the college’s faculty, staff, and administrators. The evidence above shows that the college defines and assesses student learning outcomes for all academic programs and student support services, with the exception of three academic programs that either have enrollments of insufficient size to create a meaningful assessment or have been unable to offer all courses required for the program.

**Action Plan Language**

Eligibility Requirement #11 – Student Learning and Student Achievement

The institution defines standards for student achievement and assesses its performance against those standards. The institution publishes for each program the program’s expected student learning and any program-specific achievement outcomes. Through regular and systematic assessment, it demonstrates that students who complete programs, no matter where or how they are offered, achieve the identified outcomes and that the standards for student achievement are met.

The college has defined outcomes for 100 percent of programs and these outcomes are published in the Catalog p. 86. All PLOs are assessed at least once every three years via direct or indirect methods. The support for indirect assessments, generally surveys, comes from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA). Both indirect and direct assessments are administered to all students in a given target group, regardless of where or how they are taking the course.

The college’s Program Review and Viability Committee has defined institutional standards for six areas of student achievement (course success rate, course retention rate, new student fall-to-fall persistence, degree numbers, certificate numbers, and transfer numbers), and OIEA assesses the college’s performance against these standards on an annual basis.

---
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I.B.3
The institution establishes institution-set standards for student achievement, appropriate to its mission, assesses how well it is achieving them in pursuit of continuous improvement, and publishes this information.

Evidence
The College established a set of six measures for college-wide reporting as institution-set standards for student achievement. These six measures and their corresponding standards (minimal acceptable values) are summarized in the table below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Institution-set Standard*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course success rate</td>
<td>63%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course retention rate</td>
<td>84%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fall-to-fall persistence for first-time students</td>
<td>56%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of degrees awarded</td>
<td>975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of certificates awarded</td>
<td>725</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of transfers</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*These standards represent minimum acceptable values for the college.

The six measures above are all directly related to the college’s Strategic Plan, which establishes baselines within the plan, as well as targets for several measures of student achievement. As shown in the Strategic Plan, all measures are aligned to specific portions of the college’s Mission. The six measures above are aligned to “Increasing student success and academic excellence through student-centered instruction, student-centered support services, and dynamic technologies” as follows:

- “In-course retention” within the Strategic Plan is aligned to course retention.
- “In-course success” within the Strategic Plan is aligned to course success.
- “First-year persistence” within the Strategic Plan is aligned to fall-to-fall persistence for first-time students.
- “Certificate rate” within the Strategic Plan is aligned to number of certificates awarded
- “Graduation rate” within the Strategic Plan is aligned to number of degrees awarded
- “Transfer rate” within the Strategic Plan is aligned to number of transfers

This alignment ensures that these measures are linked to the college’s Mission.

---
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The six measures above were tied to the numeric institutional-set standards through dialog in the college’s committee structure. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement provided draft standards with rationales to the Program Review and Viability Committee on February 26, 2013. In particular, it was suggested to use five-year averages as values for the standards. Discussion at the committee led to five-year lows generally being considered for all of the standards except persistence. This was presented to the Accreditation Response Group on March 1, 2013 and led to the final Accreditation Response Group recommended standards provided to and approved by the Academic Senate on March 12, 2013 and the ELAC Shared Governance Council on March 25, 2013.

The College assesses how well it is achieving its institutional-set standards in a variety of ways.

- The six college-wide standards were presented to all faculty, staff, and administrators at the 2015 Opening Day. The results for 2013-14 were discussed since transfer numbers for 2014-15 were not yet available.

- The six college-wide standards were presented to Program Review and Viability Committee at the September 3, 2015 meeting. The college’s performance over the last several years with respect to those standards was discussed in detail (LINK TO MINUTES). This discussion continued at the Strategic Planning Committee meeting on September 22, 2015, the ELAC Shared Governance Council (ESGC), and the Academic Senate.

- During the 2015-16 Annual Update Process, each discipline is asked to set its own standards for course success and course retention (Administration of Justice 2015-16 Annual Update Plan) while considering the college-wide standards for these measures. In addition, programs are asked to set completion standards, and Career and Technical Education programs are asked to set standards for licensure pass rate and employment rate (Nursing Annual Update Plan). Because of inconsistency in the way disciplines set their standards, it was recognized that one more cycle of standard setting will be required during the 2016-17 Annual Update Process along with more guidance in how to set the standards.
Distance Education is in the process of setting its own standards for course success and course retention through the Annual Update Process mentioned above. In particular, draft standards were set for the 2015-16 process and will be reviewed and potentially revised to final figures in the 2016-17 process.

The College’s institution-set standards are published on the college website. In addition, the draft standards set by disciplines are posted for public viewing within the 2015-16 AUP forms.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 11.

The College set six college-wide, institution-set standards measuring course success, course retention, fall-to-fall persistence, certificate completion, degree completion, and transfer. These measures are aligned to the college’s Mission as demonstrated in the college’s Strategic Plan. Assessment of these standards is taking place in a variety of venues, including at Opening Day, which reaches all full-time faculty, staff, and administrators, and at meetings of the Program Review and Viability Committee. With reference to the college-wide standards, disciplines are setting their own standards for success and retention, and programs are setting standards for completions, licensure rates, and employment rates when applicable. This is an ongoing process that will be central to the 2016-17 Annual Update process. Distance Education, as part of this process, is also setting its own standards. The six institution-set standards and the draft discipline and program standards are published on the college’s website.

Eligibility Requirement #11 – Student Learning and Student Achievement

The institution defines standards for student achievement and assesses its performance against those standards. The institution publishes for each program the program’s expected student learning and any program-specific achievement outcomes. Through regular and systematic assessment, it demonstrates that students who complete programs, no matter where or how they are offered, achieve the identified outcomes and that the standards for student achievement are met.

I.B.4

The institution uses assessment data and organizes its institutional processes to support student learning and student achievement.

---
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Evidence

East Los Angeles College uses assessment data and organizes its institutional processes to support student learning and student achievement in a variety of ways. Some examples include:

Using Data to Support Transfer: The 2015 Transfer Taskforce Recommendations

In summer 2014, ELAC’s president convened the Transfer Taskforce to explore barriers to transfer for ELAC students and how those barriers might be removed. One of the first actions of the taskforce was to form a Data Analysis and Goals work group to examine transfer data. The group examined data addressing transfer, resulting in a number of goals and policy recommendations, including a goal to decrease the time to transfer for Latinas. This goal became a starting point for a number of programs to be implemented in accordance with ELAC’s Student Equity Plan.

Using Data to Increase Success and Completion: The Math Advancement Program

During the 2011-12 academic year, members of the Mathematics department analyzed student success data provided by OIEA connecting math course grades to course grades in subsequent math courses. The Mathematics department noticed a negative relationship between the amount of time a student waited to take a subsequent course and the eventual grade in that subsequent course. They further observed that the shorter intersession courses had consistently higher success rates. Based on this analysis, the department developed the Math Advancement Program (MAP), which allowed students to take two courses within a single term in sequential eight-week sections, with the students guaranteed a seat in the second course as long as they passed the first course.

The results of the first two MAP cycles were promising. The two-course success rate as of fall 2012 was 34.1 percent for MAP students compared to 29.5 percent for all other ELAC students. Since that time, MAP-style courses have sprung up in a variety of areas, including ELAC’s First Year Completion program and STEM cohort.

Using Data to Increase Success and Completion: The Elimination of English 26

Data was a guiding component in the English department’s decision to eliminate a level of developmental English. In recent times, the developmental English course sequence consisted of four courses, with the majority of students assessed into the two lowest level courses. After looking at the cohort analysis for students placing at the lower levels, the faculty were concerned that less than 17 percent of students placing in developmental courses would ever pass a degree-applicable English course.

The department initiated an experiment called the Fully Integrated Web-enhanced Instructional (FIWI) model, which entailed web-enhancing English 26, one of the developmental levels, with the hope that students would be able to engage more deeply with material and strengthen skills to the
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point where they could skip a full level, bypassing English 28 and moving directly to English 101, the first transfer-level course. The department found this experiment to be very successful, and it became proof that an entire level could be eliminated from the developmental English course sequence. As of spring 2015, the English department has moved from a four-course developmental sequence to a three-course developmental sequence. Every decision in this process was solidly based on student data.

Using Student Learning Outcome Data to Increase Success: Chemistry

Results of Chemistry 51 SLO assessments prior to 2014-15 demonstrated that students entering Chemistry 51 lacked needed algebra skills. The course has no math prerequisite, so to help students become better able to solve problems within the course, instructors began spending time reviewing math skills during laboratories. The Chemistry department noted that a subsequent assessment of the appropriate learning outcome showed a 9 percent increase in students meeting the benchmark.  

Using Student Learning Outcome Data to Support Student Achievement: Chicano Studies

The Chicano Studies department identified through the learning assessment process that students are underprepared in college-level writing conventions. The department established a study space especially for students majoring in the discipline for the purpose of increasing retention and graduation rates of Chicano Studies majors. The department also encourages students to access campus resources such as the ELAC Writing Center.

Organizing Institutional Processes to Support Student Learning: Distance Education

The Distance Learning (DL) Committee and Distance Education (DE) Coordinator, recognizing that success and retention for online courses are significantly lower than in traditional courses, have organized institutional processes to ensure that the following student support services are available online:

- Self-help form
- Help desk
- Tutoring
- Course add request portal
- Online learning pre-assessment
- Writing Lab services
- Course catalog
- Admissions services
- Schedule of classes
- Course registration

---
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Evaluation/Analysis
The college meets the standard.

The College uses a variety of assessment data, such as outcomes results and student success data, and organizing institutional practices, such as distance education services, to shape programs to support student learning and student achievement. The College is committed to continuously improving in this area by linking student learning outcome data to strategies that will result in increased student learning and achievement.

I.B.5
The institution assesses accomplishment of its mission through program review and evaluation of goals and objectives, student learning outcomes, and student achievement. Quantitative and qualitative data are disaggregated for analysis by program type and mode of delivery.

Evidence
ELAC assesses its mission through Program Review and evaluation of goals and objectives. The College analyzes disaggregated quantitative and qualitative data for programs.

The Program Review process is used to substantiate the efforts made by departments to improve student learning and to identify the needs of ELAC students and the surrounding community. The College utilizes two processes as part of Program Review: A Program Review Self-Evaluation is completed every seven years, and the Annual Update Plans are completed annually between comprehensive reviews. The college began its most recent seven-year cycle in 2013 and it will
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conclude in 2019. The Annual Update Plans (AUPs) monitor yearly progress made toward the goals listed in the Program Review, link resources to these plans, and adjust the long-term goals based on current trends and needs.

The Program Review Self-Evaluation (PRSE) Questionnaire focuses on the manner in which each program is supporting the priorities identified in the Strategic Plan. Specifically, the questionnaire requires each department to discuss how it meets each of the four strategic goals of the college’s Mission. These goals are the broad planning objectives upon which all college planning documents and departmental plans are based.

AUPs determine the progress made in responding to Program Review Self-Evaluation recommendations and the program or department’s own unit goals. The AUPs serve as the central process for resource allocation decisions, such as hiring new faculty and staff, purchasing new equipment, and increasing or decreasing a unit’s base budget.

The Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plans provide essential data in the development and implementation of the evaluative planning processes. This includes the success and retention rates by demographics, enrollments by demographics, and program awards. Any additional data related to Program Review may be requested from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA).

The Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plans utilize learning outcomes to assess the degree to which departments and programs are working to improve the student learning process and creating improvements in student outcomes.

The 2015-16 Annual Update Plan Template requires each program to establish program set standards. Program set standards include course-level, program-level, and licensure and/or employment rate, if applicable. This new component will be a standard requirement henceforth in the Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plans.

In 2013, every Program Review Self-Evaluation report went through a comprehensive Program Review process involving multiple campus committees (Program Review and Viability Committee, Educational Planning Subcommittee, Technology Planning Subcommittee, Facilities Planning Subcommittee, Curriculum Committee, Enrollment Management Committee, Learning Assessment Committee, and Strategic Planning Committee). Recommendations, commendations, and general comments were provided for each unit to address in future planning and implementation efforts.

The final component of the college’s Program Review process aggregates the Program Review Self-Evaluations or Annual Update Plans into a Cluster Plan. The college has four clusters—Administrative Services, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Student Services, and Workforce Education. The Cluster Review Self-Evaluation, prepared by supervising deans under the
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direction of the Vice Presidents, provides a venue through which clusters can evaluate their programs in relationship to the college Mission and its Strategic Goals and priorities. The process promotes a self-reflective evaluation of programs in which faculty, staff, and administration can identify programmatic successes and areas in need of improvement as well as establish overarching cluster goals for enhanced programmatic and student success.

The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) provides all data for the college Program Review process.

- All data are disaggregated by department, discipline, and time of day. This includes enrollment, success rates, retention rates, and degree/certificate outcomes by various demographic variables. These data can be found on OIEA’s Planning Data System.  

- When possible, OIEA disaggregates data to allow for more specific planning efforts. For example, the Program Review data (i.e., success rates, retention rates, and enrollments by demographics) provided to our Distance Education Program, the department which oversees our online courses, is disaggregated by the mode of delivery.

- Departments may also make specific data requests (e.g., course-taking pattern analysis, highest completed Math/English courses, course subject sequence completion, etc.) to supplement Program Review and other evaluative activities.

- The Learning Assessment Office also provides an analysis of learning outcomes for Programs of Service and Programs of Study.

In addition to Program Review, the college also assesses its accomplishments toward the college mission through the Current Data Plan Report. This report contains a set of college targets based on the college’s dialog on the improvement of student outcomes and institutional effectiveness. Each individual metric is directly linked to one of the four goals in the college’s Mission Statement. These metrics represent a shared understanding of targeted improvements that the college believes are both attainable and challenging. Targets are evaluated on an annual basis.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard.

The College’s Program Review process fully integrates the college Mission and goals and guides the planning, evaluation, and implementation cycle as discussed in the college’s Strategic Plan. As part of the improvement efforts to further meet this standard, the college is exploring how to incorporate more disaggregated data into the program review and other planning processes.

---
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I.B.6

The institution disaggregates and analyzes learning outcomes and achievement for subpopulations of students. When the institution identifies performance gaps, it implements strategies, which may include allocation or reallocation of human, fiscal and other resources, to mitigate those gaps and evaluates the efficacy of those strategies.

Evidence

East Los Angeles College has a long history, both through the work of the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA), and the work of faculty and departments, of disaggregating and analyzing outcomes and achievement for subpopulations of students. When performance gaps are found, the college takes appropriate actions and then evaluates the success of those actions.

The development of the First Year Experience (FYE) program utilized student achievement data that was generated by OIEA to shape the 2012-18 Educational Master Plan's objectives and action items. One of the most compelling pieces of data shared with the campus was a "cohort-based pipeline report" that showed only 15% of the subpopulation of entering students completed the required math and English courses needed to earn a degree within three years. This information was foundational to the creation of the college's First Year Experience program in the 2012-13 academic year. The FYE program developers also followed recommendations from the literature that emphasized the importance of enhancing student success via numerous protocols and support structures: full-time enrollment, college success courses, tutoring, completion of lower-level math and English classes, and students’ completion of at least 20 units in one year. The FYE program structure stemmed from the information provided by these internal and external sources and aligned itself with the college's Educational Master Plan.

Recognizing that the population served by the college’s FYE program is primarily Latina/o, assessment of the program compares program students to other first-year Latina/o students. The most recently conducted assessment shows that FYE students have significantly better outcomes than the comparison group.

OIEA generated a data set showing success rates by discipline, comparing the ELAC main campus and online courses, for fall terms between 2007 and 2011. This data set identified significant performance gaps, with the online students often having success rates 20 percentage points below their main campus counterparts. As a result of this gap, the institution has devoted significant additional resources to Distance Education (DE). The faculty DE coordinator is now on full release and has two full-time classified staff members specializing in multimedia. Training and
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troubleshooting are available to faculty whether in classes, or on a one-on-one basis if they desire. Students have a help line to call, which they primarily use for log-in difficulties.

The Communication Studies faculty linked Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs) to student information in spring 2013. Through this linkage, they learned that, contrary to their assumption, placement in English courses has no bearing on successful completion of Communication Studies 101 (Speech). However, they also learned that among the criteria to achieve the outcome (to perform a persuasive speech), female students were very successful at organization and research leading up to a speech, but were weak on actual presentation skills while male students suffered a converse effect, being strong at presentation and weaker at organization and research. This led to much discussion among Communication Studies faculty about potential faculty gender biases in grading and pedagogical approaches. The faculty collectively agreed to more consciously address this gap through classroom discussion and additional engagement activities for both males and females.  

In summer 2014, the college president convened the Transfer Taskforce to explore barriers to transfer for ELAC students, and how those barriers might be removed. One of the first actions of the taskforce was to form a Data Analysis and Goals Work Group to examine transfer data disaggregated for a number of subpopulations. The Data Analysis Work Group, led by a Math faculty member, included faculty from English, Reading, Social Sciences, and Life Sciences as well as representation and support from OIEA. The group generated data sets addressing the following:

- Time to transfer (years) disaggregated by student educational goal
- Time to transfer (years) disaggregated by initial math placement
- Time to transfer (years) disaggregated by initial English placement
- Time to transfer (years) disaggregated by the total number of remedial courses required to reach transfer level
- Time to transfer (years) disaggregated by gender and ethnicity

The work of this group resulted in a number of goals and policy recommendations, including a goal to decrease the time to transfer for Latinas, since it was roughly one year longer than other groups. This goal became a starting point for a number of programs to be implemented as delineated by ELAC’s Student Equity Plan.

---
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OIEA produces the College Profile and Fact Book each year. This series of reports includes retention and success figures disaggregated by the following populations:

- Disabled students
- Extended Opportunities Programs and Services (EOPS) students
- Financial Aid awardees
- Honors students
- Veteran students
- International students

In addition, this fact book includes retention and success figures for the entire college population disaggregated by:

- Ethnicity
- Gender
- Gender and ethnicity
- Campus location (i.e., South Gate Educational Center)

Disabled Student Program and Services (DSPS) students and Extended Opportunity Program and Services (EOPS) students were examined with regards to success and retention as compared to students not receiving those services. This data set, examining the periods of fall 2012 and fall 2013, was further disaggregated by ethnicity and gender. Analysis of this data showed that overall DSPS and EOPS students outperformed their general population counterparts in retention and success (where numbers were large enough to make comparisons significant). In this situation, since EOPS and DSPS students are being offered additional support, it validates their programs in that they have met or exceeded the retention and success rates for the overall campus.

At the request of the Math, Engineering, Science Achievement (MESA) Director, OIEA produced a report disaggregating the non-passing rate and withdrawal rate in STEM courses comparing Latina/o students to all other ethnicities. This document showed significant performance gaps across all STEM courses, with Latina/o students generally having much higher withdrawal and non-passing rates. These data were used to compare the efficiency of intervention programs in academic performance. Specifically, they were used to correlate (not proportionally and uniquely) the STEM Mentor program with student success. These findings were presented at the Alliance of HSI Educators 2013 Best Practices Conference in New Jersey and at the NSF 2013 STEP Grantees Meeting in Washington DC.

---
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The transfer rate of veteran students, compared to the general student body, was examined by the college’s researchers. The Veteran Transfer Cohort Rate Report\textsuperscript{123} showed that the subpopulation of veterans had a consistently higher transfer rate overall; hence no gap exists at this time.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

The institution disaggregates and analyzes student outcome and achievement data for a variety of subpopulations of students, such as first-time Latina/o students, disabled students, veteran students, Latina/o STEM students, online students, students from the South Gate Educational Center, and female students. The gaps that have been found in analysis have led to the development of several major programs, such as the STEM Mentor Program and the college’s First Year Experience, as well as significant equity-related planning and programming. These programs have proven their ability to improve student outcomes. QFE

I.B.7

The institution regularly evaluates its policies and practices across all areas of the institution, including instructional programs, student and learning support services, resource management, and governance processes to assure their effectiveness in supporting academic quality and accomplishment of mission.

Evidence

ELAC regularly evaluates its policies and practices across various areas of the institution including instructional programs, student and learning support services, resource management, and governance to assure effectiveness, academic quality and accomplishment of mission.

\textsuperscript{123} MyPlan: Veteran Cohort Transfer Rate.pdf
Instructional Programs/Learning Support Services

The primary method of evaluating practices for instructional programs and learning support services is through the Annual Update Plan that “helps units monitor annual progress on action plans” of the Program Review Self-Evaluation (PRSE). PRSE is the comprehensive self-evaluation conducted by each unit/department during the college’s seven-year cycle. The purpose of Program Review at ELAC is to provide a venue through which the college can evaluate its programs in relationship to the college mission and its strategic goals and priorities. The Program Review process coupled with the Annual Update Plans promotes a self-reflective evaluation of programs in a manner in which faculty, staff, and administrators can identify programmatic successes within their areas, identify areas in need of improvement, and establish departmental goals for enhanced programmatic and student success. ELAC believes that Program Review enhances the college’s efforts to improve student learning and achievement.

The Annual Update Plan (AUP) is the central vehicle through which planning and budget are connected. Each year, each department/unit submits a plan detailing current activities and future goals related to the Educational Master and Strategic Plans, as well as the efforts made to respond to the department/unit’s Program Review Self-Evaluation recommendations. A unit/department may also use the AUP to discuss any changes, internal or external, that may be helpful in conducting the seven-year PRSE. The AUPs are also an integral part of the college’s budgetary processes. All requests for staffing, equipment, and additional resources required for those unit activities must be identified in the department/unit’s AUP. This integration of planning and resource allocation is detailed in the budget and planning timeline and summarized in the LACCD/ELAC Budget Development Process timeline.

As part of the ongoing effort to align the college planning and evaluation efforts with Accreditation Standards, the college requires each academic department to develop its own discipline retention and success standards. These discipline-set standards will be aggregated and reported by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) and used as an indicator within the PRSE and AUP evaluation process starting in the 2017-18 planning period.

The Cluster Review Self-Evaluation (CRSE)/Cluster Update Plan (CUP) is the final component of ELAC’s college-wide evaluation process, which aggregates the Program Review Self-Evaluations and Annual Update Plans into a Cluster Plan. The college has four clusters—Administrative Services, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Student Services, and Workforce Education. The CRSE/CUP provides a venue through which clusters can evaluate their programs in relationship to the College Mission and its Strategic Goals and priorities. This report is prepared
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by supervising deans under the direction of vice presidents. The CRSE/CUPs serve as a way of communicating cluster goals to their constituent groups and provide the college with an opportunity to engage in dialog surrounding campus planning and resource allocation, while acknowledging the need for vice presidents to make budget decisions in a flexible and fluid manner to respond to district mandates and other urgent external factors. The process promotes a self-reflective evaluation of programs in which faculty, staff, and administration can identify programmatic success within their programs, identify areas in need of improvement, and establish overarching cluster goals for enhanced programmatic and student success.

During the 2015-2016 Annual Update planning cycle, equity outcome data were provided to each of the clusters for review and discussion within the Cluster Update Plan. This ensured that the goal of student equity was integrated into the college’s ongoing planning processes.

Viability Reviews focus on ways to improve programming and student learning through formal evaluation and collegial dialog. The viability process can lead to recommendations for programmatic improvements that may, in some cases, result in the discontinuance of a college program. The review seeks to incorporate program evaluations in the shared governance structure and allow for an evaluation of a program by representative faculty, staff, and administrators focused on whether the program continues to be viable. A public forum is also held to allow feedback from the campus community. OIEA then prepares and presents a report, with both recommendations and timeline for action, to the Shared Governance Council.

In 2009, a viability review of the PACE program was conducted. The Viability Committee, in collaboration with OIEA found that PACE was no longer viable and recommended the discontinuance of the program. Viability reviews were also conducted on the Adelante program and the Men and Women’s Physical Education Departments.

An Expedited Program Viability Review is initiated when a degree or certificate program is no longer feasible because a course required for that program is archived. Under this process, the program undergoes a review to determine what actions should be taken, such as program maintenance, modification, improvement, or discontinuance.

Student Learning Outcomes (SLOs) are an essential part of the college evaluation process. At all levels of the SLO process, the responsibility for creating authentic assessments, analyzing the results, and developing plans rests with the faculty and staff. The college relies primarily on the four types of SLOs—Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs), Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs), Student Service Outcomes (SSOs), and Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs)/General Education.
Learning Outcomes (GELOs). CLOs are to be assessed on a regular basis, including the development of plans that close the loop on all outcomes. The practice has been for assessment and evaluation of CLOs to occur at least once within a three-year period. Reports are submitted on a semester-basis, with reporting deadlines in January and July. Assessment results from each of these SLOs are integrated and reviewed through the PRSE and AUP process. CLOs, PLOs, and SSOs, are mapped to the Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) and General Education Outcomes (GELOs) to determine how well the college is meeting institutional goals and to determine what the college can do to ensure student success.

Recognizing a need to accelerate SLO assessment progress, in 2013, the college approved funding to support SLO Facilitator positions. Faculty Facilitators were trained by the Learning Assessment Office and tasked with assisting departments with SLO creation/revision, assessment, and reporting. Thanks to the efforts of the Learning Assessment Office, SLO Facilitators and the faculty, the campus reports a 98.6% SLO participation rate for full-time faculty during the spring 2015 semester.

Continued efforts for improving the SLO assessment cycle resulted in an all-faculty SLO meeting on July 23, 2015 to discuss policies for CLO assessment. Results from a faculty SLO Survey were presented and discussed. As a result of this meeting, faculty submitted the following recommendations to the Learning Assessment Committee (LAC) for further discussion:

- That each course have at minimum one CLO
- That each CLO “close the loop” within a three-year period, with the discipline determining how best to meet the three-year requirement

The Learning Assessment Committee refined the above recommendations. The revised recommendations passed by the Academic Senate during their September 22, 2015 meeting were:

- That each course must close the loop on all CLOs within a three-year timespan based on the CLO process described in the diagram. (Aug. 26, 2015)
- That each discipline publish by October 31 its schedule for completing the three-year assessment cycle. (Sept. 2, 2015)
- That any course should have CLOs and assessments sufficient to analyze the course expectations of student learning in that course. Best practices are generally understood as requiring two to five CLOs per course.
  - For those courses with only one CLO, discipline faculty must provide a detailed explanation justifying why one CLO meets the quality and rigor of the course.
  - Additionally, the LAC recommends that this explanation be submitted to the
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Learning Assessment Coordinator no later than October 30.

- If a discipline elects to add CLOs, those CLOs will become active the following semester. (Sept. 2, 2015)

- That deadlines for CLO reports be shifted from January 15 for fall reports and July 15 for spring reports to March 20 for fall reports and October 30 for spring reports. (Sept. 2, 2015)

The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) regularly publishes institution-wide data on its website to inform planning, evaluation, and decision making across the campus. OIEA follows the college’s Planning Calendar to provide both formative and summative data to the college community. Examples of this include the annual reporting of the Strategic Outcomes Report, which details the college’s progress toward targets and goals set by the Strategic Plan. OIEA also provides all data for the PRSEs, AUPs, the annual College Profile, and the Fall Facts in Brief report.

The Distance Education (DE) program participates in the PRSE and AUP processes and uses a program-specific dataset to evaluate its program. Like other departments and units, DE provides updates on PRSE recommendations, reports on PLOs, and sets goals for its program. Additionally, the DE program reviews its Online Help Log to determine which information to provide for students on its website. This website contains many resources for both students and instructors, including enrollment information, useful links, FAQs, and student service information. (DE Website)

Resource Management and Governance

ELAC evaluates its resource management and governance processes in a variety of ways.

The Governance Policy Handbook is the guiding publication for all policies and practices related to ELAC’s decision-making processes. The Handbook provides procedures and timelines for all major evaluative processes used by the college. The Handbook is routinely revised by the Accreditation Steering Committee. The Handbook recently went through its fourth revision and was fully adopted in summer 2015. A list of changes incorporated into the handbook were distributed to faculty at Opening Day and at meetings of ESGC, the Chairs, and Academic Senate. Most notably, the college’s Mission Statement was revised to more accurately incorporate ELAC’s current and future directions for students and the campus as a whole.

---
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Each campus committee is asked to complete a committee Self-evaluation each academic year in September. These evaluations guide committees and/or their chairs in reviewing actions and highlights from the previous year as well as areas where the committee struggles. Further, this evaluation asks the committee to consider the goals for the coming year while considering obstacles to those goals.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

ELAC has well-documented processes for ongoing evaluations. All departments/units are evaluated and allocated resources through the Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plan. These processes are constantly being evaluated and changed to meet local needs as well as State and Accreditation requirements. The college also regularly evaluates its Strategic and Master Plans, and provides current and historical data to inform the college’s decision-making processes. Additionally, the college regularly revises its Governance Policy Handbook to ensure that all processes and procedures align with the college Mission.

I.B.8

The institution broadly communicates the results of all of its assessment and evaluation activities so that the institution has a shared understanding of its strengths and weaknesses and sets appropriate priorities.

Listed below are the college’s assessment and evaluation results communicated via the college’s website.

- Institutional General Education Learning Outcomes results
- Course and Program Learning Outcomes results via the software system TracDat (username: guest, password: guest)
- The State of California’s Student Success Scorecard available through a link on the lower right corner of every page on the website. (Clicking the link takes visitors to a page where the Scorecard is explained, and where they can navigate to the State site. The Scorecard includes data on momentum points and completion outcomes.)

---
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● The yearly “College Profile and Data Book,”\(^{152}\) containing a chapter on “Student Outcomes and Performance Indicators” (p.75), which includes disaggregated data on retention and success, persistence, and several longitudinal cohort analyses (Reports and Presentations \(^{153}\) “Current Data Reports”)

● A link to the “Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS)” website provided within the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) webpages. Reports and Presentations, this website provides disaggregated information on retention and completion.

● District-wide and campus-level student survey results on the website Reports and Presentations, under “Campus Surveys”

● 2013-2019 Program Review Self-Evaluation \(^{154}\) reports and recommendations for academic units, administrative units, student services units, and other units not falling within these categories

● The Annual Update Plans for academic units, administrative units, student services units, and other units containing yearly responses to the 2013-19 Program Review Self-Evaluation recommendations and a program assessment showing course level retention and success as well as addition, program level outcome results \(^{155}\)

● Reports and recommendations on the viability of programs \(^ {156}\)

While 69.9 percent of students agreed that they knew where to find student success data online, the College would like to increase that to as near to 100 percent as possible. The Fall 2014 LACCD Student Survey, \(^{157}\) question 31.b, asked students, “To what extent do you know where to find information on . . . Student success rates for this college and my program?” Students responded as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conclusion</th>
<th>Proportion of responses (N = 5,250)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agreed that they can find the information</td>
<td>69.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disagreed that they can find the information</td>
<td>28.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No response</td>
<td>1.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In addition to the college’s website, various campus committees serve as a forum for discussion of assessment and evaluation results, including the prioritization of activities. Some examples are as follows:

- The Academic Senate reviewed its Program Review Self-Evaluation report, which included an evaluation of the Senate functioning and place of the Senate within the institution, on September 24, 2013. On October 22, 2013, the Senate reviewed the Adelante Program Viability Report and Program Review and Viability Committee recommendations and a similar report for Men and Women’s Kinesiology.

- The Educational Planning Subcommittee reviewed the Adelante Implementation Task Force recommendations on February 18, 2014. In addition, time was spent during 2013-14 reviewing the Educational Master Plan objectives, which were based on student success data, and prioritizing those objectives.

- The Learning Assessment Committee regularly has an “Assessment Spotlight” at their meetings where assessment results can be discussed.

- The Enrollment Management Committee (EMC) prioritizes the allocation of class hours based on a number of factors, including student demand and the extent to which a given department contributes to eventual student degree completion or transfer. For example, during spring 2015 the EMC met to distribute 16,909 credit hours for the 2015-16 year, and at the March 25 meeting, the committee decided to set aside a specific allocation for the South Gate Educational Center.

- During spring 2015, the Student Success Committee decided as a body to begin reviewing Student Learning Outcome improvement plans aligned with the committee’s mission for the purpose of distributing Basic Skills Initiative funding. The committee believes that they can help connect well-thought out and researched improvement plans to a funding source. The committee, as of June 2015, is in the process of developing their procedure for reviewing these plans.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard.

Assessment and evaluation results are made available to all members of the campus community through the college website and are presented at many of the decision-making committees on

---
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campus for discussion and prioritization. Faculty and staff are able to use the data produced by OIEA and the outcomes reports available on TracDat, for example, to help set goals and make budget requests through the Program Review process and Annual Update Plans. Committees ranging from the Transfer Taskforce to the Educational Planning Subcommittee to the Academic Senate are able to review data related to student access and progress to develop and approve strategies and activities to foster student transfer.

I.B.9

The institution engages in continuous, broad based, systematic evaluation and planning. The institution integrates program review, planning, and resource allocation into a comprehensive process that leads to accomplishment of its mission and improvement of institutional effectiveness and academic quality. Institutional planning addresses short- and long-range needs for educational programs and services and for human, physical, technological, and financial resources.

ELAC engages in continuous, broad based, systematic evaluation and planning. The planning process integrates Program Review with ELAC’s long term plans and resource allocation including staffing, physical, technological, and financial needs.

The foundation of long term planning at ELAC is the Strategic Plan. From the Strategic Plan flow the Educational, Technological and Facilities Master Plans. These plans are systematically reviewed on a seven-year cycle.

- The East Los Angeles College 2011-2017 Strategic Plan serves as the central planning document for the college and contains the College Mission, Vision, and Strategic Directions. The Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) is responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Strategic Plan and reports to the ESGC. The Strategic Plan is used to guide the development of the other planning documents.

As part of the Strategic Plan, the college developed a set of college targets based on dialog regarding the improvement of student outcomes and institutional effectiveness. These targets represent a shared understanding of targeted improvements that the college believes are both attainable and challenging. Targets are evaluated on an annual basis. 165

- The East Los Angeles Educational Master Plan 2012-2018 details all academic and educational planning objectives, including student and administrative service objectives that relate to educational goals. The Educational Planning Subcommittee (EPSC) is responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Educational Master Plan.

- The East Los Angeles College Facilities Master Plan 2012-2018 describes all planning objectives related to facilities and college infrastructure. The Facilities Planning Subcommittee
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(FPSC) is responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Facilities Master Plan.

- The East Los Angeles College Technology Master Plan 2012-2018 describes all objectives related to educational technology and technology infrastructure. The Technology Planning Subcommittee (TPSC) is responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Technology Master Plan.

All Master Plan objectives are aligned with the strategic directions and values of the Strategic Plan. All college planning agendas are created through data-driven processes that include national, state, local, and campus-level data.

OIEA provides comprehensive college data on student outcomes and college core indicators of success. The college is also guided by the objectives set forth in the District Strategic Plan. Through the use of quantitative and qualitative data, and the direction of the District Strategic Plan, the college regularly reviews its own strategic and planning objectives.

The Program Review process is used to substantiate the efforts made by departments to improve student learning and to identify the needs of ELAC students and the surrounding community. The college utilizes two processes as part of Program Review: a Program Review Self-Evaluation is completed every seven years and the Annual Update Plans are completed annually.

- The Program Review Self-Evaluation focuses on the manner in which each program is supporting the goals listed in the Strategic Plan.

- Annual Update Plans determine the progress made in responding to Program Review Self-Evaluation recommendations and the program or department’s own unit goals. The Annual Update Plans serve as the central process for resource allocation decisions, such as hiring of new faculty and staff, purchase of new equipment, and increases or decreases to a unit’s base budget.

- The Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plans provide essential data in the development, implementation, and evaluative planning processes. This includes the success and retention rates by demographics, enrollments by demographics, and program awards. Any additional data related to program review may be requested from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness.

- The Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plans utilize SLOs to assess the degree to which departments and programs are working to improve the student learning process and creating improvements in student outcomes.

- The 2015-16 Annual Update Plan (AUP) required each program to establish program-set standards. This included course-level, program-level, and licensure and employment rate, if

---
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applicable. This new component will be a standard requirement in the Program Review Self-Evaluation and AUPs.

- The AUP is the central vehicle through which planning and budget are connected. Each year, every department/unit submits a plan detailing unit activities and future goals related to the Educational Master and Strategic Plans and the efforts made to respond to the department/unit’s Program Review Self-Evaluation recommendations. All requests for staffing, equipment, and additional resources required for those unit activities are identified in the department/unit’s AUP. Thus, AUPs are an integral part of the college’s budgetary processes. This integration of planning and resource allocation is detailed in the budget and planning timeline and summarized in the LACCD/ELAC Budget Development Process timeline.

The final component of the college’s program aggregates the Program Review Self-Evaluation or AUPs into a Cluster Plan. The college has four clusters—Administrative Services, Liberal Arts and Sciences, Student Services, and Workforce Education. Cluster Plans are prepared by deans under the direction of vice presidents.

The Cluster Review Self-Evaluation provides a venue through which clusters can evaluate their programs in relationship to the College Mission and its Strategic Goals and priorities. The college recognizes the need for vice presidents to make budget decisions in a flexible and fluid manner; however, the goals and priorities serve as a way of communicating cluster goals to their constituent groups and provide the college an opportunity to engage in dialog surrounding campus planning and resource allocation. The process promotes a self-reflective evaluation of programs in which faculty, staff, and administration can identify programmatic success within their programs, identify areas in need of improvement and establish overarching cluster goals for enhanced programmatic and student success.

Both OIEA and the Learning Assessment Office (LAO) provide the college community with data related to student success indicators. This data is used in the Annual Update Plans and Program Review Self-Evaluations. In addition, OIEA regularly generates and publishes data reports on its website. It also provides links to several state and federal reports, include the Accountability Reporting for Community Colleges (ARCC) report and Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System (IPEDS).

OIEA also creates and disseminates the East Los Angeles College Profile and Fact Book. This document is a five-year compilation of information about ELAC, its students, faculty, staff and the surrounding communities that it serves. Related attendance and enrollment figures are presented, student outcomes and information about services available to students are reported and ELAC’s main satellite campus, the South Gate Educational Center, is profiled. The data contained in this document serve many evaluative and planning purposes, from providing general information to interested parties to assisting with institutional planning at all levels. In particular, this information
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has been produced for college- and district-wide strategic planning, program review and for grant writing support.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 19.

The Program Review Self-Evaluations and Annual Update Plans fully integrate the college mission

**Eligibility Requirement #19 – Institutional Planning and Evaluation**

The institution systematically evaluates and makes public how well and in what ways it is accomplishing its purposes, including assessment of student learning outcomes. The institution provides evidence of planning for improvement of institutional structures and processes, student achievement of educational goals, and student learning. The institution assesses progress toward achieving its stated goals and makes decisions regarding improvement through an ongoing and systematic cycle of evaluation, integrated planning, resource allocation, implementation, and re-evaluation.

and goals, guiding academic evaluation, planning, and resource allocation.

East Los Angeles College meets Eligibility Requirement 19. The college follows a systematic Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation (PIE) cycle. This PIE cycle is guided by the *Governance Policy Handbook*, which demonstrates the college’s commitment to a formal structure and accountability system for all decision-making and evaluation processes. The *Governance Policy Handbook* also delineates all matters of planning and evaluation, including a detailed description of how the goals of the Strategic Plan inform the Education, Facilities, and Technology Master Plans. Furthermore, the Program Review Self-Evaluation (PRSE) and Annual Update Plan (AUP) evaluative processes ensure that all college programs/units/departments, learning outcomes, and goals undergo regular formative and summative evaluation toward meeting the college mission.

All documents related to the PIE cycle are published on the college website. Additionally, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) and the Learning Assessment Office (LAO) work to ensure that institutional data and related reports are updated regularly and made available on the OIEA and LAO websites. Both offices are continually strategizing on how to make data accessible to all members of the college community. These efforts have led to a broader use of data throughout the college’s planning, evaluation, and decision-making processes.
I.C.1

The institution assures the clarity, accuracy and integrity of information provided to students and prospective students, personnel, and all persons or organizations related to its mission statement, learning outcomes, educational programs, and student support services. The institution gives accurate information to students and the public about its accreditation status with all of its accreditors.

Evidence

East Los Angeles College (ELAC) ensures the clarity, accuracy and integrity of any information vital to the college’s mission through a multi-pronged system of checks and balances, and distribution mechanisms. First, as the fulcrum for the college’s Educational Master Plan, ELAC possesses a clearly defined College Mission Statement that has been approved by the Board of Trustees, and further distributes this statement throughout the campus via many means. The college publishes this Mission Statement on the campus website, in the College Catalog, and in the Schedule of Classes and further posts various printed statements throughout the hallways, classrooms and offices of its many buildings.

Secondly, revolving around this Mission Statement are various formal policies and procedures as well as the facilities and institutional mechanisms for achieving that mission. So, in conjunction to this Mission Statement, the college provides clear and concise statements regarding its Strategic Planning, including documents such as Educational Master Plan 2012-2018, Strategic Plan 2011-2017, Facilities Master Plan, Technology Master Plan 2012-2018 and Governance Policy Handbook. These documents define and convey the institution’s broad educational purposes, its intended student population, and its commitment to student learning as reflected in the Mission Statement and implementation of its Educational Master plan. All of these documents are not only made transparent via posting on the college’s website but made public via other means such as the College Master Plans. Furthermore, these plans, policies and procedures receive regular review and updates by various relevant Planning Committees, faculty and administrators, and the college identifies which entities, e.g., committees and administrative arms, that are directly involved in the development, review and update of these plans and documents.

Thirdly, ELAC fosters a diverse and open environment for the free exchange, and open scrutiny of its policies, procedures and curriculum. There are various instruments by which these policies and procedures are made transparent and public. First, there is the General Catalog in which students (and others) can access this information, including course offerings, degree and program requirements, student fees, financial aid information, refund policies, requirements for admission,
program length, and information on departments and faculty, codes of conduct, etc. This catalog
has been reviewed and updated every two years; as of fall 2015 the ad hoc Catalog Committee
agreed to publish an annual catalog. Much of this information is also published in the respective
class schedules that accompany each semester or session of classes. Like the General Catalog, the
Schedule of Classes are reviewed and updated, and also includes information for both the main
campus and offsite locations. ELAC also maintains a comprehensive Governance Policy
Handbook that is distributed regularly, and where all students, faculty, staff and administrators can
refer to the various policies and procedures it implements through the College Master Plans.

Further, ELAC maintains a user-friendly and comprehensive campus website in which these same
mechanisms and protocols can be easily accessed. ELAC also publishes numerous brochures,
pamphlets, local newspaper articles, and newsletters throughout the year and has purchased radio
and local cable television spots to inform the community of its programs and services. Many of
these releases have been produced for wide distribution, while some, such as department
newsletters, are for in-house use. Again, all distributed information is reviewed for accuracy by
their respective publishing offices or programs. Moreover, a list of, and information on, the Los
Angeles Community College District administrators and elected Board members, is placed in most
publications and can be found on the District website, and further links to this information is
provided on the college website. These same District administrators, Board members, as well as all
ELAC administrators are listed in all of ELAC’s official college publications. But further, in an
attempt to increase a transparent atmosphere, all this information is left open to scrutiny to various
on–campus committees and student organizations. For example, ELAC promotes a strong campus
news organization—in particular the journalism department’s ELAC Campus News— which
reports freely on many related issues. Also, the college supports a vibrant Associated Student
Union (ASU) and, with it, numerous student clubs that continually act as important contributors
to campus policies and curriculum. ASU student leaders serve on committees where they have an
opportunity to share and bring forth formal requests and student concerns.

In addition, the college provides and advertises various Student Services and programs that help
sustain a positive and enduring learning environment. Lastly, through campus security and other
related departments, the campus disseminates safety procedures and practices. So whether it is
through the campus website, its updated alarm system, or printed notices conspicuously posted
throughout the campus, there are various means by which students and college personnel are
reminded of ELAC’s commitment to campus safety as seen in our Annual Security Report.

Lastly, in alignment with the aforementioned practices, the college further makes clear its current

175 ELAC Campus News
176 Associated Student Union
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status and compliance with respect to all ACCJC Accreditation guidelines and recommendations. It posts this information on the college website under the Accreditation\textsuperscript{179} page.

Thus, together, all these avenues and instruments at ELAC foster and sustain the institutional accuracy, clarity and integrity its information, and thus provides the tools necessary for student success.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets this standard.

Educational integrity is a key priority for East Los Angeles College. Each of these aforementioned plans, documents and mechanisms function together in an inter-dependent manner to provide an overall cohesive and integrated network that allows ELAC to fulfill its educational mission and obligations in a public and transparent manner. These aforementioned mechanisms are continually reviewed and updated by a variety of entities according to needs and changes that occur at the college. ELAC not only produces and communicates a wide variety of clear protocols and practices, but takes the necessary steps to ensure that the people that implement them are trained to accurately share the information in an accessible and supportive manner. The college should be expected to continually expand and modify its training programs and services in order to better serve its constituents.

**I.C.2**

The institution provides a print or online catalog for students and prospective students with precise, accurate, and current information on all facts, requirements, policies, and procedures listed in the “Catalog Requirements”.

**Evidence**

The college maintains a General Catalog that is updated in printed format on a two-year cycle (changing to an annual cycle as of 2016) and updated online regularly. The current printed catalog is for the 2015-2016 academic year.\textsuperscript{180} The printed catalog is complete, clear and student friendly in the design.

The decision to go to an annual cycle was prompted by the District’s adoption of PeopleSoft, which when implemented will make it easier to update annually than biennially.

The catalog contains a detailed five-page Table of Contents section that is divided into sixteen major sections of critical areas related to Student Regulations, Requirements and Student Services that are bold in the Table of Contents. Each bold section content title is further subdivided into “all

\textsuperscript{179} Accreditation
\textsuperscript{180} Catalog
caps” sub-sections of important terms and titles for ease of identification. The “All Caps” Table of
Contents subsections have indented specific information subjects that allow quick reference for
students. The Table of Contents is then followed by 28 bold titled sections of the twenty eight
different academic departments of the college. Each bold title academic department have up to
five “All Caps” sub-sections listing Skills Certificates, Certificate of Achievements, Associate
Degree Programs and Subject and Course Descriptions for each department. The “All Caps”
subset of the Academic Departments section of the General Catalog is further subdivided into
either specific certificate, degrees or department subjects. The ease of use of the General Catalog
is further validated by a full-page section called “How to Use this Catalog” (pg. 8) which explains
the catalog sections and layout. The college’s General Catalog also has Glossary of Terms (pg.
288) that clearly explains academic and collegiate terms in student-friendly language. The last
pages of the General Catalog offer an alphabetical Index (pg. 309) of the common terms, program
names, and academic subjects for fast page number location.

The college also offers two online versions of the current 2015-216 General catalog on the college
website. One version of the catalog is an exact copy of the printed 2015-2016 General Catalog in
PDF format. The other online catalog has “General Catalog Updates” and includes content
5-2016 Content that has been added since the printed catalog was published is added in green,
while content that has since been deleted is lined out in red. The updated online version of the
General Catalog has highly accurate and current information and is the basis for the development
of the next printed General Catalog. The college website also has the two most recent archived
versions of the General Catalog for reference for students who started their enrollment under older
catalog terms.

The production of the college’s General Catalog is a joint effort, headed by an Academic
Curriculum Dean who works with the college Graphic Artist, the college Curriculum Chair, the
college Articulation Officer and representatives from Admissions. The Vice Presidents of
Instruction, Student Services, and Administrative Services, along with major department and
program leaders, work together to develop an accurate and current General Catalog. The General
Catalog content is divided into sections for review and updated by the content experts in each
major area. The Vice President of Student Services works with each Student Services department
and program to update content for each area. The Deans of Admission and Matriculation are

\footnote{General Catalog Updates}
Articulation Officer updates the general graduation and transfer requirements sections. The Curriculum Coordinator and the Supervising Deans over the Academic Departments update each area for new or deleted courses and approved changes to prerequisites, certificate or degree requirements. The Catalog committee meets annually to discuss the General Catalog layout, areas of improvement and any updated changes. The College Business office is responsible for updates to tuition and fees sections of the catalog. The Academic Curriculum Dean responsible for coordinating the General Catalog production complies with the changes and works with the college graphic artist to format content into unified font and layout.

The college has a very wide distribution policy for the General Catalog. The college prints over 30,000 copies for each two-year cycle for distribution. On campus, all faculty, academic and student services departments are given a printed copy upon publication and each new student is given a copy during the mandatory college orientation process. The college distributes copies of the General Catalog in the community at local libraries, public and private high schools and copies are always on reserve in the college library for public viewing. Additional copies are available for purchase at the college bookstore. The online version of the General Catalog is available to students and potential students through their own computers or via remote access on computers at the college library.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 20.

The college meets the standard with a well-organized and student friendly printed General Catalog and an updated web online version of the catalog. The transition to an annual catalog will make it clear for new students to determine catalog rights for graduation degree and certificate requirements, since their catalog rights will correspond to the year they first enrolled.

---
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The institution uses documented assessment of student learning and evaluation of student achievement to communicate matters of academic quality to appropriate constituencies, including current and prospective students and the public.

Evidence

ELAC uses a variety of documented assessments of student learning and evaluation of student achievement to communicate matters of academic quality to prospective students and the public. Examples include:

- The State Chancellor’s Office’s Student Success Scorecard\textsuperscript{183} and College Profile\textsuperscript{184} provide the general public with reports that outline the institution’s progress on student success, including data enrollment, persistence, and completion. The Student Success Scorecard is linked to the ELAC website.
- Currently, student achievement including rates of retention, completion, transfer, degrees/skills certificates awarded, is published on the OIEA website and made available to the general public under “college at a glance.”\textsuperscript{185}
- OIEA makes student achievement data available to all college personnel through the campus intranet, a Planning Data System, allowing academic units to assess the quality of their courses and program.\textsuperscript{186}
- Student Learning assessment data is an integral part of program planning and is included in Program Review Self-Evaluations (PRSE) and Annual Update Plans (AUPs). Every academic, student service, academic support service and administrative service unit is required to complete a PRSE and an AUP, and these are published on the Institutional Effectiveness site under PRSE and Annual Update Plans.\textsuperscript{187} These reports are public and available to all campus personnel, students, and the general public.

Additionally, the Student Learning Outcomes Philosophy Statement\textsuperscript{188} notes, “Data should be transparent. All administrators, faculty, staff, students and the community should be able to access the information.” In keeping with this philosophy, Student Learning assessment data, including course, program, institutional, and General Education learning outcomes are published and communicated through various means.
- Institutional and General Education Learning Outcomes were presented to the campus community as part of Opening Day 2013.\textsuperscript{189} In addition, the final report is available on the college SLO website.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{183} Student Success Scorecard
\item \textsuperscript{184} College Profile
\item \textsuperscript{185} college at a glance
\item \textsuperscript{186} http://e-intranetwww.elacadm.local:7070/
\item \textsuperscript{187} Annual Update Plans
\item \textsuperscript{188} Student Learning Outcomes Philosophy Statement
\item \textsuperscript{189} learning outcomes data for the Social and Behavioral Sciences
\end{itemize}
• Student Learning Outcomes assessment data are collected on the TracDat system. Department chairs and department Learning Assessment Facilitators are able to access this data in order to conduct further analysis on their Programs of Study and Course Level Outcomes.
• Since 2012, ELAC’s Learning Assessment Coordinator has published a yearly report that is distributed at various meetings on campus and made available on the college SLO website. This annual SLO report includes a summary of institutional, general education, course, and program-level assessment data and plans.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

The evidence outlined above demonstrates that the institution meets the standard by ensuring that student achievement and Student Learning Outcomes data are documented and communicated to all appropriate constituents so that current and prospective students and the public can easily ascertain the quality of the institution’s academic programs.

The institution is working hard to ensure that all web information, reports and other documents are easily accessible on the institution’s website.

I.C.4

The institution describes its certificates and degrees in terms of their purpose, content, course requirements, and expected learning outcomes.

Evidence

The college publishes descriptions of degrees and certificates, along with Program Learning Outcomes, in the college Catalog.

All state-approved Associate degrees and certificates are listed on p. 86 of the Catalog.

All Program Learning Outcomes are listed by department on p. 89 of the Catalog.

The specifications related to individual degrees and certificates are contained within the department listings in the Catalog. In addition to providing an overview of the department and its emphases, the Catalog provides a brief description/purpose for each degree/certificate and the course requirements.

Examples of purpose statements include:

190 LINK TO TRACDAT ??
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192 Catalog
Certificate of Achievement in International Trade: This program stresses those skills most sought by today’s employers in international commerce. The field of International Trade provides career opportunities for persons with specialized skills in import and export documentation, banking, sales, marketing, air-sea-truck transportation and the principles of foreign trade and business management.\textsuperscript{193}

Associate of Arts Degree in Chicano Studies: The Chicano Studies major generates an awareness and understanding of Mexican Americans in the United States. It provides excellent preparation for students interested in careers in education, law, social welfare, public administration and/or business.\textsuperscript{194}

Associate of Arts Degree in Desktop Publishing: This program gives students skills in the fields of Graphic Design, Journalism, and Photography and in the use of computers to produce newspapers, newsletters, advertising, and brochures.

For each degree and certificate, the required and optional courses are listed, including the number of units per course and the total number of units required for the degree, including General Education and elective courses, as well as those required for the major.

The printed Catalog is available in the bookstore or on the college website in PDF format. All new students who participate in the assessment and orientation process receive a free copy of the Catalog.

The Catalog is reviewed and revised annually by the campus Catalog Committee to reflect changes or updates to certificates, degrees, Program Learning Outcomes, course descriptions, prerequisites, and transfer status.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

The catalog is updated annually to provide students with accurate information about the purpose and requirements for degrees and certificates and the Program Learning Outcomes associated with these awards. The college Catalog is available to students in print and electronic format.

I. C.5

The institution regularly reviews institutional policies, procedures, and publications to assure integrity in all representation of its mission, programs, and services.

Evidence

\textsuperscript{193} Catalog
\textsuperscript{194} Catalog p. 172
The college develops and implements institutional policies and procedures that are in compliance with Los Angeles Community College District Board Rules, E-Regulations and California State laws.

The college shared governance process allows for a diverse representation and viewpoint discussion on a variety of campus committees. The composition of most shared governance committees are made up of appointed representation from the Academic Senate, AFT Faculty Guild, AFT Staff Guild, Teamsters, Buildings and Trades Union, Supervisors Union and Local 99, ASU student government and administrators. Not necessary. Doesn’t answer question

The College has fifteen standing shared governance committees that focus on specific campus policies and procedures for special areas, including SSSP (Matriculation), Transfer, and Off-Site. These fifteen shared governance committees develop recommendations on institutional policies and procedures, forwarding them to three major shared governance groups: the Educational Planning Subcommittee; the Budget Committee and the Student Success Committee. The three major shared governance groups then forward recommendations to the College President. The College President could further consult with the Academic Senate leadership, Administrative Council (College Deans) and Senior Cabinet (Vice Presidents) before establishing campus policy and procedures.

Each campus shared governance committee evaluates its governance and decision-making structure through the Committee Self-Evaluation Form, coordinated by the Accreditation Faculty Chair. The results of these evaluations are posted on the college website.

The revision of the Governance Policy Handbook exemplifies ELAC’s commitment to regular review of institutional policies, procedures, and publications. The fourth edition of the Governance Policy Handbook was initiated by the Accreditation Steering Committee as stipulated in the Handbook. Requests were made to various committee chairs to update their sections. The Steering Committee held meetings on November 10, 2014, January 20, 2015, February 26, 2015 and April 13, 2015 to review the changes and approve their adoption into the Handbook. A small editorial committee met over the summer to review accuracy, consistency, completeness and grammar. Once finalized, the revised Handbook was approved by constituent groups and placed on the college website.

Another example of revision to policies and procedures was the reconfiguration of the Strategic Planning Committee (SPC). In fall 2014, the SPC was unable to meet quorum at several consecutive meetings. A subcommittee of the ESGC met to re-organize the purpose and
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195 Campus Committee List
196 Governance Policy Handbook p. 14
197 Committee Self-Evaluation Form
198 Minutes Accreditation Steering Committee
199 ESGC Minutes 7/27/2015 p. 2 Item IV.
membership of this committee. The subcommittee presented its recommendations to ESGC where they were approved. The smaller reconfigured committee is made up of the chairs of the major planning committees.

The College produces three main publications related to student information of institutional policies and procedures along with LACCD Board Rules and Regulation, which are the General Catalog, the spring and fall semester Schedules of Classes, and the ELAC Academic Planner and Student Handbook. The Academic Dean and Catalog Committee have the primary responsibility for the update and publication of the two-year General Catalog (transitioning to an annual catalog as of 2016). Another Academic Dean, in consultation of Student Service division, is responsible for the semester publication of the Schedule of Classes, which also lists many important policies and regulations for students. The Academic Planner and Student Handbook is annually published by SSSP (Matriculation) and each new student is provided with all three, a General Catalog, Class Schedule and Student Handbook, during the mandatory freshman orientation.

The College has also produced other supporting publications to assist faculty in their academic and administrative duties. The college Professional Development Program created a Faculty Handbook and Survival Guide to guide faculty in attendance accounting procedures, payroll and other faculty duties. Due to the unique environment of online courses, the college Distance Education program created a Distance Education Handbook.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard.

The college’s comprehensive and collective shared governance structure allows for diverse input on the development of institutional policies and procedures. The effectiveness of campus-wide shared governance committees is evaluated regularly, and the results are shared publicly. Publications are updated regularly to ensure their currency and accuracy.

**I.C.6.**

The institution accurately informs current and prospective students regarding the total cost of education, including tuition, fees, and other required expenses, including textbooks, and other instructional materials.

**Evidence**
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ELAC accurately informs current and prospective students regarding all costs. The 2015-2016 college Catalog clearly lists all student fees—per unit enrollment fee for residents and non-residents health fees, parking fee, Associated Student Union (ASU) fee, instructional materials fee, etc. It also includes conditions under which exemptions are made (per Title 5 Section 55532), and all refund policies. The schedule of classes each semester includes all fees, as well as fees for specific courses. The college communicates all student fees via the ELAC Fiscal Office. The fiscal office is charged with keeping the costs updated annually.

The Financial Aid Office website provides a link to a “Net Price Calculator” which estimates the student’s cost of attendance for tuition and fees, books and supplies, room and board, and other related expenses.

ELAC accurately informs current and prospective students about textbook requirements and costs. The 2015-2016 college catalog (pg. 27) includes information about the location, business hours, and return policy of the college bookstore. It also indicates that instructional materials are also available in alternative formats for students with disabilities. The ELAC Bookstore is where students may buy or sell used and new textbooks, find official ELAC gear, and purchase software and gifts.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets this standard.

I.C.7

In order to assure institutional and academic integrity, the institution uses and publishes governing board policies on academic freedom and responsibility. These policies make clear the institution’s commitment to the free pursuit and dissemination of knowledge, and its support for an atmosphere in which intellectual freedom exists for all constituents including faculty and students.

Evidence

Academic Freedom

The Board of Trustees’ policy on Academic Freedom is contained in Article 4 of the LACCD’s Agreement with American Federation of Teachers College Staff Guild. The article states, “The
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Faculty shall have the academic freedom to seek the truth and guarantee freedom of learning to the students.”

The Los Angeles Community College Board’s (LACCD) position on Academic Freedom is contained within the Board Rules on Prohibited Discrimination and Harassment:

15002. Academic Freedom. The Board of Trustees reaffirms its commitment to academic freedom, but recognizes that academic freedom does not allow Prohibited Discrimination. The discussion of ideas, taboos, behavior or language which is an intrinsic part of the course content shall in no event constitute Prohibited Discrimination. It is recognized that an essential function of education is probing of received opinions and an exploration of ideas which may cause some students discomfort. It is further recognized that academic freedom insures the faculty’s right to teach and the student’s right to learn.

Adopted 2/22/95

Amended 6/13/07

Academic freedom at East Los Angeles College is supported and protected by the Board of Trustees for the Los Angeles Community College District, Academic Senate, and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), the faculty bargaining unit. The District’s acknowledgement of academic freedom is included in the college General Catalog. The AFT negotiated contract outlines the policies and procedures for protection of academic freedom. Board rules concerning academic freedom are available to the Academic Senate. The committee on Academic Freedom and Ethics (CAFÉ) ensures that the college upholds its policies on academic freedom and ethical conduct. The Academic Senate adopted the ELAC Academic Freedom and Responsibilities Policy on March 26, 2013. The Academic Senate also adopted the ELAC Faculty Ethics Policy on October 8, 2013, and an Academic Freedom and Responsibilities Policy on March 26, 2013.

Academic Freedom is also listed in the college’s General Catalog.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement.

The documents for determining, protecting, and supporting academic freedom are clear and readily available. Assistance is available from the Academic Senate, the bargaining unit, and campus administration for interpretation of the policies and procedures. Equitable recourse is available

211 Board Rules on Prohibited Discrimination and Harassment
212 Catalog
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214 Academic Freedom and Responsibilities Policy
215 Catalog p. 12
through formal procedures provided in the bargaining unit contract. The bargaining unit representative is familiar with procedures and can assist any faculty member who feels he/she is not permitted academic freedom. The documents relating to academic freedom are available to each bargaining unit member via the contract.

ELAC faculty and students are free to examine and test all knowledge appropriate to their discipline or are of major study. This is plainly stated in the Senate’s Academic Freedom and Responsibility Policy that states, “Faculty members are entitled to full freedom in teaching and research and in the publication of the results, as it pertains to their academic assignments. Nothing in this policy shall be construed to infringe upon contractual responsibilities.”

Academic Freedom at ELAC is codified in Board Rules and Senate Policies. These policies are widely distributed online and in the printed General Catalog.

I.C.8

The institution establishes and publishes clear policies and procedures that promote honesty, responsibility and academic integrity. These policies apply to all constituencies and include specifics relative to each, including student behavior, academic honesty and the consequences for dishonesty.

Evidence

There are District policies and procedures concerning principles of Academic Honesty and associated sanctions. The 2013-2015 college General Catalog (p. 25-27) states the Board Rule 9803.12 and subsequently outlines ELAC’s policy on academic dishonesty, which was approved by the Academic Senate and Vice President of Student Services on February 28, 2006. A college catalog is provided to each new student and is available to all continuing students. In addition, the schedule of classes every semester (e.g., spring 2015 Schedule of Classes, p. 6) includes the ELAC policy on academic dishonesty. The policy on academic honesty is also available online.

In addition, student grievance procedures are detailed in the 2015-2016 college general catalog.
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The website includes the contact information of the Ombudsperson, Student Comment Form and frequently asked questions of all matters related to filing a grievance.

Danistce Education (DE) uses identity verification procedures to ensure that a student registered for a DE course is the same student that participates in, completes, and receives credit for the course. According to the Substantive Change Proposal from 2011 the college relies primarily on the username/password protocols established by the ETUDES course management system.

Students also complete an honor pledge before taking online assessments. To further comply with the criteria for authentication set by the California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office, ETUDES is in the process of developing a student authentication program which requires that before students can take an exam or submit an assignment, they will be required to answer a random question that has been pulled from their ELAC admissions form. The student who is actually enrolled in the class will know the answer. If the answer is incorrect, the student will then go through a series of personal questions to reset the student verification process before being allowed to take the exam or submit an assignment. If the student does not answer the second series of questions, he/she will be denied access and the instructor will receive notification. ELAC Distance Education instructors are will pilot this program within the year it is developed.

If the college participates in the statewide Online Education Initiative, authentication will similarly be ensured via the Canvas LMS.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

Board rules have been refined and updated. The information relating to academic honesty and the related sanctions are readily available to the entire faculty and staff, both online and in the college catalog. In order to ensure that all faculty enforces the policies uniformly, it is recommended that every faculty member include a link to the academic honesty website on his or her syllabus.

It is recommended that the East Los Angeles College Office of Distance Learning Handbook include student verification process procedures and policies on academic honesty. The college could benefit from continuing yearly open forums on Student Policy on Academic Honesty such as were presented at Opening Day fall 2015 and the CAFÉ series.

I.C.9

Faculty distinguish between personal conviction and professionally accepted views in a
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discipline. They present data and information fairly and objectively.

Evidence

The Board’s policy on Academic Freedom is contained in Article 4 of the LACCD’s Agreement with the American Federation of Teachers College Guild.\textsuperscript{221} This article states “The Faculty shall have the academic freedom to seek the truth and guarantee freedom of learning to all students.” The district further published a summary of the policy that provided further clarification and outlined the complaint procedure.\textsuperscript{222} Academic freedom at the college is supported and protected by the Board of Trustees for the Los Angeles Community College District, Academic Senate, and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT), the faculty bargaining unit. Acknowledgement by the District is included in the college’s General Catalog.\textsuperscript{223} The AFT-negotiated contract outlines the policies and procedures for protection of academic freedom. The policy is also included in the Faculty Handbook\textsuperscript{224}. Similarly this policy is published on the college’s website.

The Academic Senate’s Policy on Academic Freedom and Responsibility\textsuperscript{225} limits faculty to refrain from using the classroom as an area to proclaim viewpoints unrelated to their subject matter. The policy states “Faculty members are entitled to freedom in discussing their subject, but they should be careful not to introduce into their teaching controversial matter which has no relation to their subject.”

In addition, in order to delineate the difference between appropriate instances of academic freedom and inappropriate behaviors, faculty and staff are regularly trained in policies concerning sexual harassment and hostile environments. Here, all supervisory employees, such as administrative, program directors, chairpersons or classroom instructors are expected to take Online Training classes specifically geared for this. In this instructional program the line between “academic freedom” and “hostile environment” is made clear and further trainees are assessed as to their understanding of this delineation. These efforts subsequently reflect ELAC’s efforts to conform to all federal and state statutes and produce a level of interpretation and enforcement that ensures educational integrity. Further, various administrative and review processes, e.g., both faculty and student grievance instruments, have been implemented to insure that such policies are practiced. The college also has in place a Student Policy on Academic Honesty\textsuperscript{226}, which is published in the College General Catalog, Schedule of Classes and College Website. This policy is also distributed to individual students when they receive a class syllabus.

\textsuperscript{221} Faculty Guild Contract p. 3
\textsuperscript{222} Summary of Policy
\textsuperscript{223} College Catalog p. 12
\textsuperscript{224} Faculty Handbook
\textsuperscript{225} Academic Freedom and Responsibilities p. 2
\textsuperscript{226} Student Policy on Academic Honesty
In the Fall 2014 Student Survey\textsuperscript{227}, 36.9\% of ELAC students strongly agreed and 56.7\% agreed that instructors present information fairly and objectively, distinguishing between personal convictions and professionally accepted views. Only 4.4 \% disagreed and 1\% strongly disagreed.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

ELAC provides a continual and rigorous effort to make sure that the policies on *academic freedom* are not only widely published and disseminated to all students, faculty and staff, but the college also provides training and supervision that ensures these protocols are practiced throughout the campus. Assistance is available from the Academic Senate, the AFT-bargaining unit and its campus representative, and campus administrators for interpretation and implementation of these policies and procedures. Violations and equitable recourse of said policies are met immediately and thoroughly via structured grievance policies and procedures. Ethical issues, codes of conduct, and policies concerning academic integrity are well documented, and such records are housed and disseminated via Administrative offices, the library as well as the AFT contract.

The college meets the standard.

**I.C.10**

**Institutions that require conformity to specific codes of conduct of staff, faculty, administrators or students, or that seek to instill specific beliefs or worldviews, give clear prior notice of such policies, including statements in the catalog and/or appropriate faculty and student handbooks.**

**Evidence**

The LACCD’s \textbf{Personnel Commission Employee Handbook}\textsuperscript{228} outlines the LACCD’s policies for employees regarding diversity, sexual harassment, computer and electronic information resources, conflict of interest, political activities, smoke free campus and workplace, substance abuse and health and safety. (p. 22-26).

Standards of Student Conduct and Student Rights are published in the \textit{general catalog} on (p. 25-28).

Student discipline and complaint resolution procedures are also clearly delineated in the catalog on (p. 29-30).

As a public community college, the institution does not seek to instill specific beliefs or world views. The institution values academic freedom and as such, the *academic freedom* statement.

\textsuperscript{227} Fall 2014 Student Survey

\textsuperscript{228} Personnel Commission Employee Handbook
Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

I.C.11

Institutions operating in foreign locations operate in conformity with the Standards and applicable Commission policies for all students. Institutions must have authorization from the Commission to operate in a foreign location.

The college does not operate in any foreign locations.

I.C.12

The institution agrees to comply with Eligibility Requirements, Accreditation Standards, Commission policies, guidelines and requirements for public disclosure, institutional reporting, team visits, and prior approval of substantive changes. When directed to act by the Commission, the institution responds to meet requirements within a time period set by the Commission. It discloses information required by the Commission to carry out its accrediting responsibilities.

Evidence

ELAC complies with all requirements of the ACCJC including upholding Eligibility Requirements, Accreditation Standards, Commission policies, guidelines and requirements and discloses this information publically. The college responds to all demands of the ACCJC in a timely manner.²²⁹

ELAC has been continuously accredited since its founding in 1946. The college communicates its accreditation status to students and the public via the ELAC Website. The ELAC website includes links to all reports filed with the ACCJC including 2012 Substantive Change²³⁰ and 2010.

²³⁰ 2012 Substantive Change
Substantive Change reports dealing with *Distance Education*. The college has consistently identified an Accreditation Liaison Officer to ensure timeliness in response to all ACCJC communications. ELAC has a faculty chair of accreditation, an Accreditation Steering Committee (formerly known as Accreditation Response Group – ARG) and an Accreditation Committee of the Whole, which has been charged with completion of the self-study.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

Accreditation compliance has been a key priority for ELAC. Both the district chancellor and the college president have communicated to college personnel the importance of achieving full accreditation status. Keeping focus on the accreditation process ensures continuous and ongoing compliance with all ACCJC requirements. The ongoing allocation of resources, both in terms of personnel and funding for accreditation activities, is one means of ensuring compliance with the Accreditation Commission. The creation of a specific accreditation committee which meets regularly ensures the college successfully addresses accreditation compliance. Ongoing professional development through ACCJC trainings, completion of the Accreditation Basics Training by over 110 college personnel (ACCJC Certificate of Completion) and service on accreditation visiting teams by various college individuals (Brenda Baity, Lurelean Gaines, Barbara Dunsheath, Carol Kozeracki, Kerrin McMahan, Marvin Martinez, Ruben Arenas) keeps the college abreast of accreditation changes.

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement #21.

**I.C.13**

The institution advocates and demonstrates honesty and integrity in its relationships with external agencies, including compliance with regulations and statutes. It describes itself in consistent terms to all of its accrediting agencies and communicates any changes in its accredited status to the Commission, students, and the public.

**Evidence**

East Los Angeles College demonstrates honesty and integrity in its relationship with external agencies through accurate and widely publicized information. ELAC has four academic programs that prepare students for Program Licensing, Respiratory Therapy, Health Information Technology, Emergency Medical Technician, and Nursing. Publication of the relationship with these agencies and the certification pass rate is published on the school’s website and in the
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General Catalog.\textsuperscript{236}

General Catalog (p. 132-133) – Automotive Technology Department – National Automotive Technician Education Foundation certified.

ELAC also has curricular programs that parallel industry standards. These programs such as Real Estate, Auto Tech and Chemical Dependency interface with external agencies and comply with regulations and statues associated with the program. For example, the \textit{Automobile Technology Department}\textsuperscript{237} at East Los Angeles College is National Automotive Technician Education Foundation (NATEF) certified. This information is posted online and in the Catalog.\textsuperscript{238} This department is regularly accredited by NATEF.

As an example of aligning curriculum with industry standards, Automotive Technology lists as its Program Learning Outcome, improving ASE exam pass rates. (\textit{Annual Update Plan 2014-2015 for Academic Departments} \textsuperscript{239} - Automotive pg. 8) This applies to all of their courses. Automotive Technology purchased computers to assist students with practicing sample exam questions in order to improve success rates. One of their instructors has participated in the Reading Across the Curriculum Program that also worked to integrate ASE exam objectives especially terminology with classroom practice.

ELAC keeps the public and students aware of its relation with external agencies through various methods in addition to its website. For example, publication of eligibility to take licensing exam for nursing is also printed in the \textit{General Catalog}. The \textit{General Catalog} states “The Nursing Department offers three state-approved programs for both generic students and licensed vocational nurses to become registered nurses. At the conclusion of our programs, the student is eligible to take the registered nurse licensure examination, NCLEX-RN.”\textsuperscript{240}

\textbf{Evaluation/Analysis}

The College meets this Eligibility Requirement.

Recent certifications have been achieved by ELAC’s Respiratory Therapy, Health Information Technology, Emergency Medical Technician, Nursing and Automotive Technology programs. Certificates are posted on the website. In fall 2015, ELAC notified ACCJC that its nursing program was placed on warning due to its low pass rates of the NCLWX-RN.
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The institution ensures that its commitments to high quality education, student achievement and student learning are paramount to other objectives such as generating financial returns for investors, contributing to a related or parent organization, or supporting external interests.

No such conflicts exist at the college. The college meets the standard.
STANDARD II
Student Learning Programs and Support Services
II.A.1

All instructional programs, regardless of location or means of delivery, including distance education and correspondence education, are offered in fields of study consistent with the institution’s mission, are appropriate to higher education, and culminate in student attainment of identified student learning outcomes, and achievement of degrees, certificates, employment, or transfer to other higher education programs.

Eligibility Requirement #9 – Educational Programs
The institution’s principal degree programs are congruent with its mission, are based on recognized higher education field(s) of study, are of sufficient content and length, are conducted at levels of quality and rigor appropriate to the degrees offered, and culminate in identified student outcomes.

Eligibility Requirement #11 - Student Learning and Achievement
The institution defines standards for student achievement and assesses its performance against those standards. The institution publishes for each program the program’s expected student learning and any program-specific achievement outcomes. Through regular and systematic assessment, it demonstrates that students who complete programs, no matter where or how they are offered, achieve the identified outcomes and that the standards for student achievement are met.

Evidence

Instructional Programs/Mission
ELAC’s instructional programs are consistent with its mission statement. ELAC’s recently revised Mission Statement specifies the preparation of students “to transfer, successfully complete workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement.”

As of the preparation of this report, the college offers 58 state-approved associate degrees, 68 state-approved Certificates of Achievement, and 11 noncredit Certificates of Completion programs. Of the associate degrees, the college has 18 state-approved Associate Degrees for Transfer in the “recognized higher education fields of study” that have been developed by the state Chancellor’s Office as the model pathway for students interested in transferring to a California State University. The college also offers 47 college-based Skills Certificates that are not state approved. These certificates, all fewer than 18 units, are internal to the campus and do not require alignment with state curriculum. In 2013-14, 1646 Associate Degrees, 1107 Certificates of Achievement, and 1006 Skills Certificates were awarded.

Degrees and certificates offered by the CTE departments are designed with the input of advisory committees and labor market information to shape the courses and degree requirements to meet the needs of the workforce, in keeping with the college mission to prepare students for the workforce.
Instructional Programs/Quality Assurance

The college’s Curriculum Committee is the primary vehicle for assuring course and program quality at the college. The committee consists of faculty from four academic clusters representing all academic departments, in addition to a counselor, a librarian, a faculty union representative, and the articulation officer. It operates under the auspices of the Academic Senate and follows a strict process for the approval of credit and noncredit courses through the review of a detailed Course Outline of Record (COR) submitted by faculty/content expert in the discipline. Courses and programs approved at the college level are forwarded to the District Curriculum Committee and then to the State Chancellor’s Office for final review and approval.

The Curriculum Committee ensures that degree and certificate requirements are appropriate and that courses within any program have the expected level of rigor. LACCD Board Rule 6201 specifies the unit requirements for an associate degree English and Math competency requirements, and General Education (GE) requirements. Board Rule 6201.14 specifies that GE units are selected from courses in the following areas: Natural Sciences, Social and Behavioral Sciences, Humanities, and Language and Rationality. In addition, the college requires General Education units in Health and Physical Education. The number of GE units required for a degree depend on the number of units required for the major. Students following Plan A must complete at least 30 units of GE courses; students following Plan B must complete at least 18 units of GE courses.

Noncredit classes “provide adults with skills that are critical to their ability to succeed in college or on the job. These courses help students learn English, learn to read and write, prepare for the GED (General Educational Development) test, gain American citizenship, and learn a job skill.” Basic skills classes in math, English, and ESL are offered through both credit and noncredit departments.

A total of 115 courses have been approved by the Curriculum Committee to be offered using distance education or hybrid methodologies. All approved distance education and hybrid courses must have an approved Distance Education Addendum in addition to an approved Course Outline of Record. The college does not offer any correspondence courses.

Courses offered off-campus, whether at local high schools or community agencies, at the South Gate Educational Center, through contract education, or online must follow approved Course Outlines of Record and be taught by faculty who meet the same minimum qualifications as courses taught on the main campus and in face-to-face classes. Faculty must be certified in the college-approved learning management system for online classes (at the time this self-study was prepared, ETUDES) before teaching a hybrid or online class.

In 2014-15, the President of the College created a taskforce to evaluate the course offerings and support services at the South Gate Educational Center and make recommendations to ensure that students taking classes at that location had access to courses needed to complete degrees and certificates in a timely manner. Based on this process, the Enrollment Management Committee has allocated additional course hours to the SGEC to facilitate enrollment in courses required for completion or IGETC.
Instructional Programs/Program Learning Outcomes

ELAC faculty have identified Program Learning Outcomes for each of the college’s instructional programs. The college has clustered the academic disciplines, degrees, and certificates into 54 programs of study. Program Learning Outcomes have been developed for 100% percent of these programs of study, are listed in the college catalog, and are published on the website. In addition the college has defined General Education Learning Outcomes (GELOs) that correspond to the five General Education areas: Natural Sciences, Social and Behavioral Sciences, Arts and Humanities, Language and Rationality, and Health and Physical Education and Institutional Learning Outcomes. Each general education course is mapped to at least one GELO. All other courses are mapped to one or more Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs). The most recent assessment of the ILOs and GELOs took place in May 2015, resulting in a number of recommendations for instructional departments.

Program Learning Outcomes are assessed through capstone courses, student surveys, direct assessment, and mapping of Course Learning Outcomes to Program Learning Outcomes. GELOs and ILOs are assessed through college-wide assessment forums, the most recent of which was conducted in Spring 2015.

Instructional Program/Degree, Certificate, Employment, Transfer

ELAC instructional programs lead to the achievement of degrees, certificates, employment or transfer to other higher education programs. Courses recommended for articulation with the public universities in California are meeting a statewide standard as defined in the IGETC Standards CSU Executive Order 1100, or C-ID. For new degrees and certificates to be established, the departments must submit the Proposed New Program Request for review by the Curriculum Committee. District administrative regulations guide the development and approval process for courses and programs.

Courses that are approved for transfer to a University of California or California State University campus meet the requirements set by the four-year institutions. The college’s Articulation Officer keeps these relationships current. Courses that are part of a CTE degree or certificate are also developed with the input of advisory committees that include industry representatives.

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard, as well as Eligibility Requirements 9 and 11.

ELAC’s mission places a priority on preparing students to transfer, successfully complete workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement as stated in its mission.

Numerous curricular processes at ELAC ensure educational programs are high quality, culminate in identified learning outcomes, and provide a consistent experience for students regardless of location or modality. The curriculum approval process provides the framework for faculty control and quality assurance.
ELAC’s Shared Governance Council has approved achievement standards in six areas: course success, course retention, new student persistence, degrees awarded, certificates awarded, and transfer numbers to the in-state universities.\textsuperscript{33} These numbers are tracked regularly by the college and the district.\textsuperscript{34} This information is shared with committees, such as the Educational Planning Committee and the Student Equity Committee and in the development of programs to improve student outcomes. The standards are also included in the data provided to programs in the AUP process.\textsuperscript{35}

Many of the PLO’s are created by mapping CLOs. As the quality of the CLOs improve so the quality of PLOs will improve. As an action plan, the college will strive for continuous improvement of both the CLO and the PLOs assessment process.
II.A.2

Faculty, including full time, part time, and adjunct faculty, ensure that the content and methods of instruction meet generally accepted academic and professional standards and expectations. Faculty and others responsible act to continuously improve instructional courses, programs and directly related services through systematic evaluation to assure currency, improve teaching and learning strategies, and promote student success.

Evidence

Instructional Standards

Faculty, regardless of full-time, part-time, or adjunct status, ensure that content and methods of instruction meet generally accepted academic and professional standards and expectations.

The primary method of ensuring instructional quality is through a rigorous curriculum approval process, producing Course Outlines of Record which are to be followed by all instructors. The COR establishes course content, and, where applicable, methods of instruction that follow industry standards. Curriculum is developed by the discipline faculty (“content experts”) using the approved Course Outline of Record template which provides a detailed list of components to be followed for each COR, including content and objectives, sample texts, critical thinking assignments, and Course Learning Outcomes. As required in Title V, each course is updated at least once every six years, CTE courses are updated every two years, and any course not offered in three years is archived. The archiving of a class will result in a program viability study if it impacts the availability of a degree or certificate program. This assures that all programs are current and meet academic and professional standards.

The Curriculum Committee includes 16 faculty members and one non-voting administrator. The faculty represent the sciences, social sciences, humanities, arts, counseling, and the library. In addition, the College’s articulation officer, who coordinates the transferability of courses with local universities, and a union representative are also active members of the committee. Three distinct committee meetings are held each month to ensure the submitted CORs meet expectations: a formal technical review; a review of revised outlines and prerequisites/co-requisites/advisory validations; and the full Curriculum Committee to vote to approve, disapprove, or return for revision all CORs.

The process for approval of Course Outlines of Record at ELAC is one of the most detailed and comprehensive in the LACCD. The CORs undergo comprehensive technical review, which focuses on course content and objectives; critical thinking activities; representative assignments;
opportunities for developing self-reflective learning, computer competency, and information competency, if applicable; methods of instruction and evaluation; and SCANS competencies. Distance education requests and Course Learning Outcomes are appended to the CORs. After technical revision, the course outline comes back to the committee for a second revision, and final recommendation to be approved and adapted by the Senate. This comprehensive process ensures the integrity and quality of the course content.

Continuous Improvement of Instruction

ELAC continuously improves instruction through a variety of established practices, including advisory committee input for CTE courses, program review, formal evaluation of faculty in accord with the collective bargaining agreement, and ongoing professional development.

For CTE courses, industry-based Advisory Committees provide input on content and methods of instruction to align student preparation with industry needs. Transferable courses that are recommended for articulation for IGETC, CSU GE and C-ID also meet a statewide standard set in the IGETC Standards, CSU Executive Order 1100 or C-ID.

Each academic program participates in Program Review and the Annual Update Processes. These processes are designed to ensure the quality of programs, demonstrate alignment with college mission and goals, provide evidence of increasing student success, encourage faculty to reflect on goals and accomplishments, and determine program needs. The results of course learning outcome (CLO) assessment are included in the Program Review and Annual Update process and faculty review them regularly to modify courses, as appropriate, in order to promote student success. Program Review and Annual Updates also require departments to define standards of achievement and report on their progress toward meeting those standards. All Program Review Self-Evaluations completed in 2013 were reviewed by the governance committees of the college, including the Learning Assessment Committee, the Educational Planning Committee, and the Program Review and Viability Committee, and were required to respond to the recommendations in their 2014 and 2015 Annual Update.

The formal evaluation process for all instructors is faculty-driven, as provided for in the collective bargaining agreement. It includes classroom observations by both faculty and administration, and the completion of a form assessing classroom performance and fulfillment of college and department responsibilities. As part of the Basic and Comprehensive Evaluation Summary Form, faculty are evaluated on “ensuring that course content is current and appropriate, promotes active involvement of students in learning activities” and other knowledge, skills and abilities as a classroom instructor. This process leads to dialogue about and improvement of teaching, classroom management, and integration into the college. Faculty receiving an overall evaluation of “needs to improve” or “unsatisfactory” are provided with an improvement plan.

The district requires all full-time and part-time faculty members to participate in professional development to “promote a quality education and student success.” Professional development obligation for full-time classroom faculty is 33.5 hours annually; for adjuncts it is half the total...
annual number of weekly classroom hours. ELAC provides financial support for conference attendance through the Professional Growth Committee.  

A faculty and staff survey conducted in Fall of 2014 revealed that 89% of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that faculty and others with responsibilities for instructional programs act continuously to evaluate currency, improve teaching and learning, and promote student success.

Analysis and Evaluation

ELAC has established processes and practices that ensure instructional standards and quality as well as continuous improvement. These processes and practices are well documented, involve faculty input and are widely followed.

Each academic program participates in Program Review and the Annual Update process, which provides a regular opportunity to review the effectiveness and relevance of courses, degrees, and certificates, including the analysis of course and program learning outcomes.

Full-time and part-time faculty are evaluated regularly and given feedback on their teaching. All faculty are required to participate in ongoing professional development related to their discipline and/or pedagogical issues.

Through the strict guidelines of the Curriculum Committee, the intensive review undergone during the Annual Update and Program Review Process, the analysis and dialogue of the results of course and program learning assessment, the professional development required of all faculty, and the feedback provided during the faculty evaluation process, the College ensures the academic quality of courses, programs, and services.

The college meets the standard.
II.A.3.

The institution identifies and regularly assesses learning outcomes for courses, programs, certificates, and degrees using established institutional procedures. The institution has officially approved and current course outlines that include student learning outcomes. In every class section, students receive a course syllabus that includes learning outcomes from the institution’s officially approved course outline.

Evidence

ELAC identifies and regularly assesses learning outcomes for courses, programs, certificates and degrees using established institutional procedures including officially approved and current course outlines.

The college has a full-time Learning Assessment Coordinator (LA Coordinator) and provides reassigned time for two campus SLO facilitators and stipends for 38 department SLO facilitators to provide support for departments engaging in the process. The Learning Assessment office (LA office) also offers regularly scheduled trainings on the SLO process.

For every course, ELAC has a Course Outline of Record (COR) that includes Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs) approved by the discipline faculty. The institution ensures all faculty have the approved course outlines and CLOs by requiring department chairs to disseminate them to faculty when courses are assigned.\(^{51}\)

Course Learning Outcomes are developed by discipline faculty experts.\(^ {52}\) CLOs undergo two methods for approval. When done in conjunction with formal course approval by the Curriculum Committee, the CLOs are vetted against the Technical Review Guidelines by Campus SLO Facilitators who serve on the Curriculum Committee.\(^ {53}\) When CLOs are changed at a time other than when the COR is updated, the CLOs are vetted by Department SLO Facilitators. The Learning Assessment Office team enters all CLOs into TracDat, the college’s official repository for SLO-related information and data.

Students and faculty are able to access all active approved CLOs at the “Find Your CLOs” website.\(^ {54}\) The district, the faculty contract, and the Academic Senate have all approved policies requiring the inclusion of CLOs on all course syllabi.\(^ {55}\)

A fall 2014 district student survey revealed that 93% of students agreed or strongly agreed that instructors inform them about the types of skills or learning outcomes they are expected to master through their classroom activities and assignments and 90% agreed or strongly agreed that they were aware of the learning outcomes for their courses.\(^ {56}\)

CLOs are on an assessment cycle allowing three years from the beginning to the close of the cycle. Currently 90% of courses have completed the CLO assessment cycle.\(^ {57}\) Disciplines have taken a variety of approaches to assessing CLOs. These include:

- rubrics attached to embedded assignments,
tests and quizzes,
oral presentations,
portfolios, and
demonstrations of skill proficiency.\textsuperscript{58}

Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) for academic departments, which include all degrees and certificates, are developed by discipline experts. Program Learning Outcomes are developed through a process whereby faculty review their Title 5 certificate and degree offerings and develop a Program of Study, which goes through an approval process before PLOs are entered into TracDat and submitted to the Curriculum dean.\textsuperscript{59} All full-time faculty members of the Program of Study must approve the PLOs before they are submitted to the Learning Assessment Coordinator, who facilitates their entry into TracDat and ensures the Catalog Dean receives a copy for entry into the catalog.\textsuperscript{60}

Assessment of PLOs is done through assessment of capstone courses, student surveys, direct assessment, or faculty discussion and analysis of the course learning outcomes that are mapped to the program and related PLOs. The results of these assessments are reported in TracDat, which are then posted on the SLO webpage.\textsuperscript{61} They are referenced in the Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Plan process.\textsuperscript{62}

As of the preparation of this self-study, 96\% of programs of study have assessed their PLOs.\textsuperscript{63} The Fall 2014 Student Survey revealed that 79\% of students agreed or strongly agreed that they were aware of the PLOs for their program, a lower level of awareness than for courses.\textsuperscript{64}

The Academic Senate Policy on SLO Sustainability, approved in May 2014, created a timeline for CLO and PLO assessment. The policy required CLOs to be assessed and reports submitted by July 15, 2015.\textsuperscript{65} The President weighed in with a firm endorsement of the Senate’s policy in spring 2015. As a result of this unequivocal leadership support for outcomes assessment, course assessment percentages moved from 73 percent to 90 percent at the end of the semester.

Board Rule 6703.10\textsuperscript{66} requires the inclusion of course student learning outcomes on every syllabus. The faculty evaluation process requires that faculty distribute a syllabus for every course that includes CLOs and the AFT Contract requires faculty to “participate in the Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Cycle”.\textsuperscript{67}

Policies for collecting and reviewing syllabi have been shared with the department chairs. A centralized repository for syllabi has been set up on a shared drive.\textsuperscript{68} Department chairs and facilitators review the syllabi to ensure that the CLOs are present. When omissions or inaccuracies are found, these have been brought to the attention of faculty and corrected.

\textbf{Analysis and Evaluation}

District and college policies are in place that require the identification and assessment of learning outcomes at the course, certificate and degree-level.

All courses and programs of study have officially approved learning outcomes, which are accessible online (for the courses) and in the catalog (for the programs). The Curriculum Chair
and Learning Assessment Team have made concerted efforts to ensure all CORs include the CLO addendum in the Electronic Curriculum Database (ECD). However, TracDat currently serves as the official repository of CLOs. The college is preparing for the implementation of CurricuNet, at which time that system will become the official repository for CLOs.

The college has improved its assessment practices; currently 90% of courses, 93% of programs, 100% of general education learning outcomes, and 100% of institutional learning outcomes have ongoing assessment.

Two of the projects selected for the Quality Focus Essay - Strengthening the Transfer Culture and Streamlining the Basic Skills Math Pathway – will incorporate the assessment of course and program learning outcomes to measure their effectiveness.

The college recognizes that closing the loop on CLOs and PLOs needs to be a continuing process and has identified this endeavor as a formal action plan. We will build on our substantial progress to date. Faculty leaders from the Academic Senate, administrators, and the Learning Assessment Team, are evaluating the effectiveness of current policy and practices with the goal of moving toward fostering a culture that embraces the value of assessment in course and program improvement.
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II.A.4.

If the institution offers pre-collegiate level curriculum, it distinguishes that curriculum from college level curriculum and directly supports students in learning the knowledge and skills necessary to advance to and succeed in college level curriculum.

Evidence

At ELAC, more than half the entering students assess into pre-collegiate English or math courses. As a result, they have a long pathway to follow in order to earn an associate degree or transfer. The support given to these students, both inside and outside the classroom, is critical to their long-term success.

The pathway for ELAC distinguishes pre-collegiate level curriculum from college level through coordination with the State Chancellor’s office. At ELAC, pre-collegiate courses, which are defined by the State Chancellor’s Office Data Element Dictionary, include:

- All noncredit classes except Citizenship and Vocational Education classes
- English Department: Reading 20; Learning Skills 16; English 21, 33, and 96
- Math Department: Math 102, 103, 105, 110, and 112

These courses are listed in the catalog as noncredit or non-degree applicable (NDA).

Between Summer 2013 and Fall 2015, 57% of ELAC students taking an assessment test placed into one of these basic skills math classes and 47% of students (excluding ESL placements) placed into one of these basic skills English classes.

Data compiled by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) for the current Educational Master Plan (pg. 8) indicated that 7% or fewer of students initially enrolling in the two lowest levels of pre-collegiate math (Math 105 or 110/112) and English classes (Reading 20 or English 21), were able to complete a degree, certificate, or transfer program within three years. The statewide Student Success Scorecard report indicates that 38% of ELAC students enrolled in a pre-transfer math class completed a transfer level class in math within six years and 42% of ELAC English students achieved the same measure, compared to 31% and 43% statewide.

ELAC supports students in advancing to and succeeding in college level curriculum through developing strategies for academic success. Students in pre-collegiate English and Math courses receive tutoring assistance through the Learning Assistance Center, the Math Lab, and the Writing Center. All three centers have demonstrated that students who attend tutoring sessions regularly earn higher grades. In 2014-15, the Writing Center redesigned its approach to tutoring students to allow it to serve more students. By spring 2016, the Writing Center and Learning Assistance Center will move to a new building with added space for serving students. The Math Lab is scheduled to move into larger space in 2017.
In addition, the First Year Experience program specifically targets students placing into the pre-collegiate English and math courses, and provides additional counseling and tutoring support for the students. Initial results from the first two years of the program have shown that its students are more likely than other first-time students to complete English 101 and Math 125 in their first year.\(^{75}\) Due to limitations on budget and space, this program serves fewer than 20 percent of first-year students. Expansion of the program will be done incrementally due to its resource requirements.

The math and English departments have taken steps to improve students’ outcomes in these classes. The English department began the process of streamlining and realigning the curriculum leading up to the transfer-level course in 2014\(^ {76}\) in order to facilitate student progress through the pre-collegiate classes. Preliminary analyses of student outcomes comparing the student success and retention rates in the English classes have been run and are being reviewed by the English department chair and faculty. The math department offers accelerated classes (lasting 8 weeks rather than 16 weeks) that allow students to enroll in and complete two courses in one semester and provides supplemental instruction for students in the STEM and First Year Experience programs. The math strategies have proven effective in increasing success and persistence rates for the students participating in these programs.\(^ {77}\)

The noncredit department offers a range of math, English, and ESL classes designed to provide students with foundational knowledge and skills in these areas in a low-pressure environment. Students do not receive grades and may repeat the classes as often as they deem necessary.\(^ {78}\) Two part-time counselors were recently hired specifically to work with noncredit students and advise them about appropriate courses to take based on their assessment test results and goals, the availability of support services across the campus, and their potential to move from noncredit to credit courses. During 2014 and 2015, the noncredit faculty have begun meeting with the English faculty to explore pathways for students.\(^ {79}\) Similar discussions are planned for math in 2015-16. In 2016, the noncredit department will be moving from a bungalow at the edge of the campus into the new Language Arts and Humanities Building, which will provide students with state-of-the-art technology and easier access to many other support services.

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard. College documents and practices clearly distinguish developmental and non-credit classes from collegiate ones. In addition the college has in place a range of student support services and academic programs to directly support basic skills students in learning.

Although ELAC students are at or above the statewide Student Success Scorecard results for progress in developmental courses, the institution recognizes the need to support students placing at the lowest level of English and math. These students face tremendous challenges in completing awards and transfer requirements. Therefore, the college has prioritized the progress of student through the basic skills math sequence as one of the QFE projects.
II.A.5.

The institution’s degrees and programs follow practices common to American higher education, including appropriate length, breadth, depth, rigor, course sequencing, time to completion, and synthesis of learning. The institution ensures that minimum degree requirements are 60 semester credits or equivalent at the associate level, and 120 credits or equivalent at the baccalaureate level.

Eligibility Requirement #12 - General Education
The institution defines and incorporates into all of its degree programs a substantial component of general education designed to ensure breadth of knowledge and promote intellectual inquiry. The general education component includes an introduction to some of the major areas of knowledge. General education courses are selected to ensure students achieve comprehensive learning outcomes in the degree programs. Degree credit for the general education component must be consistent with levels of quality and rigor appropriate to higher education.

Evidence

ELAC’s Curriculum Committee ensures that curriculum practices, as stated in Title 5 and the LACCD Board Rules, are appropriately followed. The Curriculum Committee has representation from all academic areas – liberal arts, natural sciences, humanities and Career and Technical Education – appointed by the Academic Senate, faculty union and administration. The curriculum chair is a non-voting member of the Academic Senate executive board, and keeps the Senate informed of all policies, both district and statewide, that the college needs to maintain compliance. A representative from administration attends the meetings as a non-voting member.

The Curriculum Committee ensures that degree requirements are appropriate and that courses have the expected level of rigor. LACCD Board Rule 6201 specifies the minimum number of units for an associate degree as being no less than 60 (6201.10), minimum GPA of 2.9 (6201.11), the English and Math competency requirements to be met (6201.12), and the General Education requirements (6201.14). The number of General Education requirements varies by the degree
plan, but the minimum number of GE units to be taken are 18, in compliance with Title V requirements.

Each new degree and certificate to be offered by the college must be submitted to the Curriculum Committee using the Proposed New Program Request (PNPR) (which specifies the TOP Code, units for degree major/area of emphasis, total units, projected annual completers, and the annual labor demand (for CTE programs). The form requires an extensive narrative that the department faculty, as the content experts, must submit to address the following topics:

- Program goals and objectives and its link to the college mission
- Catalog description
- Required courses (including GE requirements), recommended course sequence, and number of units
- Background and rationale for program, describing its role and specific niche in the college’s general offerings
- Projections for enrollment and completions for the next two and five years
- Relationship of the program to existing curriculum
- Similarity to programs at neighboring colleges
- Labor market information, employer survey results, explanation of employer relationship (if appropriate), and advisory committee minutes for CTE programs
- Proposed sequence of courses that demonstrates the ability for a full-time student to complete the degree within two years (other than for high-unit technical or health degrees) and copies of approved CORs
- Transfer documentation (when appropriate)
- The adequacy of resources (library, facilities, equipment, financial support, and faculty qualifications) to offer the program
- Compliance with applicable laws, regulations, licensing requirements, and student selection and fees

The Academic Senate’s General Education Philosophy Statement identifies General Education as a “robust academic foundation” for students that helps them “become lifelong learners who can think critically, analyze issues, and make reasoned judgements in the spirit of open-mindedness and personal growth.”

The General Education requirements for approved Associate Degrees are presented in the catalog and address the following areas of knowledge:

- Area A: Natural Science
- Area B: Social and Behavioral Sciences
- Area C: Humanities
- Area D: Language and Rationality: English Composition and Communication/Analytical Thinking
- Area E: Health and Physical Education.

Eligible courses provide an introduction to these fields and are specified in the catalog. The number of GE units to be taken range from 18 – 30, depending on whether Plan A or Plan B is followed.
Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 12. The approval process for all degrees and certificates complies with district and state requirements. Each department submitting the application for a new program (PNPR) must demonstrate that an appropriate number of units are required for the program and that the program is of appropriate length, breadth, depth, rigor, and content, as agreed by the faculty in the department. All associate degrees require a minimum number of general education units, ranging from 18 to 30, depending on the plan selected, that provide an introduction to the fields of Natural Science, Social and Behavioral Sciences, Humanities, Language and Rationality, and Health and Physical Education.

---

80 Curriculum Handbook pg. 2 ** this description of membership does not mention the dean nor AFT rep.; AFT Contract pg. 134 requires AFT membership on Curriculum Committee
81 BOT Rule 6201 opens into document not linked to web.
82 PNPR Form - myplan
83 General Education Philosophy Statement
84 Catalog p. 74-75

II.A. 6.

The institution schedules courses in a manner that allows students to complete certificate and degree programs within a period of time consistent with established expectations in higher education.

Eligibility Requirement #9 - Educational Programs

The institution’s principal degree programs are congruent with its mission, are based on recognized higher education field(s) of study, are of sufficient content and length, are conducted at levels of quality and rigor appropriate to the degrees offered, and culminate in identified student outcomes.

Evidence

The approval process for new degrees and certificates requires the submitting department to identify a sequence of course offerings “so that a full-time student could complete a degree program in two years, except in the case of a high-unit technical or health occupation program where a case has been made that a sequence longer than two years is definitely necessary. . . . For a certificate, the sequence should be arranged so that a full-time student completes the program within the time normally needed to complete the total number of units required for the certificate.” The approval process also requires a projection of the number of completers within two and five years.
The Program Review process includes an evaluation of the number of degrees and certificates that have been awarded over the last five years and an explanation of efforts being made to increase awards.\textsuperscript{86}

Federal regulations require all institutions receiving Title IV Aid to provide public access to gainful employment information about their CTE degrees and certificates. This includes a report of the length of time to complete the program and the proportion of awards (for programs with at least 10 completers) that were made within the intended time frame.

The number of hours allocated to each department for scheduling is based on a rubric that prioritizes degree and certificate completion as one of its four components.\textsuperscript{87} Completion Points take into account the following factors: certificate completion, workforce economic data, degree completion, and transfer completion. Points are awarded based on the number of units (courses) students complete in each Department.

In order to ensure that courses are offered on a schedule that facilitates program completion, courses that are not offered at least once in a three-year period\textsuperscript{88} must be archived. If this action affects a student’s ability to earn a degree or certificate, the affected program would be required to undergo a viability review.\textsuperscript{89}

\textbf{Analysis and Evaluation}

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 9.

As part of the approval process for new degree and certificate programs, the department must specify the proposed schedule for offering the required courses, and must ensure that a full-time student with adequate preparation should be able to earn the degree within two years (and the appropriate amount of time for a certificate). This document, including the proposed schedule of course offerings, is approved by the district and state before the program can be offered. In addition, the federal government gainful employment regulations require the college to post the proportion of awards made within the prescribed timeframe.

\textsuperscript{85} PNPR myplan  
\textsuperscript{86} Program Review Template  
\textsuperscript{87} Enrollment Management Rubric  
\textsuperscript{88} Senate Course Archival Policy  
\textsuperscript{89} Program Review and Viability Process  
II.A.7

The institution effectively uses delivery modes, teaching methodologies and learning support services that reflect the diverse and changing needs of its students, in support of equity in success for all students.

The college engages in numerous activities that are designed to meet the needs of its diverse student body and foster their success.

Evidence

Equitable success for all students is a fundamental goal at ELAC. ELAC’s Mission Statement incorporates the goals from the Strategic Plan. Goal two, “Increasing equity in successful outcomes by analyzing gaps in student achievement and using this to identify and implement effective models and programming to remedy these gaps” is paramount to all core planning.

The college utilizes data about student demographics and needs to guide classroom offerings and academic support services. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) publishes an annual profile of the student population, which includes demographics (age, gender, and ethnicity), goals, placement results, and outcomes.

Every two years, the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD) conducts a student survey, which provides information about student backgrounds and needs. The results are published on the OIEA website and were shared with the campus during an Opening Day breakout session.

During the 2013-14 academic year, the college developed its Student Equity Plan, which focuses on improving equity among students in the areas identified by Title 5, sections 54220 and 51026: access, course completion, ESL and Basic Skills Completion, Degree and Certificate Completion, and Transfer. The plan was developed by a broad committee of faculty and staff, with input from students, using information provided about the current student population and outcomes by OIEA.

During the Opening Day Convocation in Fall 2014, OIEA introduced the entire college to the data that had been used to develop the Student Equity Plan. The data were disaggregated by age, gender, and ethnicity, and addressed areas ranging from placement scores to progress through basic skills courses to degree and certificate attainment. Later that day, each department developed a plan in response to information they received about the outcomes of their students by ethnicity, gender, and age.

Based on data about its students, ELAC has responded in the following ways to improve the success of students and lessen equity gaps.

- Collaboration between academic programs and learning support services have resulted in such things as the development of Supplemental Instruction (SI) programs and specialized tutoring approaches to support the needs of students. The college has developed a matrix in which it evaluates and measures proposed SI and tutoring activities against helping the
college close identified equity gaps. SI Coaches are trained to be both academically competent and also culturally inclusive.

- In conjunction with the California Community College Success Network (3CSN), ELAC hosted a training on Culturally Responsive Teaching designed to help faculty better understand and support their students. Additional training on the topic occurred as a break out session on Opening Day, 2015.

- ELAC offers classes according to flexible schedules (early morning/day/evening, Friday and Saturday, 16-week and 8-week), at multiple locations (main campus, South Gate Educational Center, local high schools, community organizations), and during summer and winter to accommodate the needs of students, especially non-traditional students.

- ELAC offers specialized academic and student services programs, to meet the needs of students with different interests and abilities. These include our MESA/STEM programs for students interested in science, math, engineering, and technology our First Year Experience Program our Honors Program, the Veterans Program, DSPS, and EOPS/CalWORKs Program.

- The college offers a range of CTE programs that serve the needs of students interested in short-term certificates and immediate employment as well as associate degrees and transfer opportunities in career-oriented fields for students expressing these interests.

- Through the Student Equity Plan process, the college has the opportunity to implement professional development for faculty that is focused on pedagogical approaches that address equity gaps, it is also hiring additional tutors and supplemental instruction coaches to work with students to improve outcomes and retention in challenging courses and courses identified as gate keepers, and to develop workshops and courses to better contextualize learning and incorporate study skills that students need to succeed.

One of the ways the college responds to diverse needs of students is by scheduling classes online. ELAC offers hybrid and online classes and many web-enhanced classes to engage students for whom learning is inextricably tied to technology and the Internet. Through the East Los Angeles College Online Program, the College offers distance education courses that reach students who may not otherwise be able to attend face-to-face classes due to a range of circumstances, or who may simply find this suits their learning style. In Spring 2015, the College offered 136 online/hybrid courses using the learning management system ETUDES; in addition 170 faculty web-enhanced their courses with either ETUDES or Moodle. East Los Angeles College Distance Education Program meets the needs and learning styles of its online students in two ways.

- The Distance Education Coordinator collaborates with the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement in gathering data on online student success and retention. The data is then used by the Distance Education Coordinator in offering workshops for online faculty to improve their teaching and learning strategies in the online classroom environment.

- The Distance Education Coordinator and the Distance Education Committee evaluate the teaching and learning needs of ELAC online students each semester and provide ongoing
training, workshops and professional development opportunities for ELAC online faculty, such as Instructor Resources\textsuperscript{108} and Etudes Training\textsuperscript{109}.

- The Distance Education\textsuperscript{110} Program website provides access to a comprehensive collection of online resources for faculty and students. The website is a dynamic portal which includes multimedia such as screencast, audio podcast, videos and access to online course listings. The website is compatible with mobile devices such as iPad, iPhone and/or any android-enabled devices. There is also an ETUDES app for mobile devices which gives students direct access to their online/hybrid course.

- A range of support services are available online to students who never come to campus. They include synchronous or asynchronous interactions with a counselor, librarian, or writing tutor.

Analysis and Evaluation

ELAC’s Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement regularly provides updates about student backgrounds and preparation, demographics, and outcomes with faculty and staff. This year, in particular, the college was broadly engaged in the development of its Student Equity Plan, which utilized the data provided about student outcomes, disaggregated by ethnicity, age, and gender, to identify gaps among students and propose solutions to address these inequitable outcomes. Although there were some surprises in the results, many long-standing challenges were confirmed. In spring 2015, departments and programs were able to begin implementing their ideas with funds made available through the Student Equity process. The results are being tracked and actions will be evaluated after each semester.

Attendance at the Opening Day breakout sessions on equity reached over 80 faculty who were enthusiastic to continue the discussion. More efforts are in progress as part of the Equity Plan in hopes that bringing awareness of the diversity of student needs would facilitate improved services. These interests are reflected in the inclusion of the development of a Welcome Campaign in the Quality Focus Essay. One of the activities included in this project is to offer Culturally Responsive Training to front-line staff and faculty who interact most closely with students.

The college has provided ongoing professional development related to teaching in areas such as distance education and culturally responsive training. During the last two years the college has experienced difficulty staffing the faculty position that leads professional development activities. As a result, expectations for the creation and implementation of a comprehensive professional development plan have been delayed. The college identifies professional development as an action plan. The College meets the standard.

\textsuperscript{90} Mission Statement
\textsuperscript{91} annual profile
\textsuperscript{92} 2014 Student Survey myplan
\textsuperscript{93} Fall 2015 Opening Day Program
\textsuperscript{94} Student Equity Plan
II.A.8.

The institution validates the effectiveness of department-wide course and/or program examinations, where used, including direct assessment of prior learning. The institution ensures that processes are in place to reduce test bias and enhance reliability.

Evidence

Common finals are used in only two departments at ELAC: Nursing and Mathematics.

The Nursing program uses a standardized Clinical Evaluation Tool (CET) to assess the cumulative progress of students in nursing courses with clinical components. Minor adjustments are made to the CET to account for the variation in nursing content areas of study. Weekly progress is tracked as part of formative clinical evaluation while the CET is the summative evaluation. All individual student CET files are maintained by the Nursing Department.

- All Nursing students are provided a program handbook that delineates the program policies and procedures, and provides copies of the CET and weekly clinical evaluation form.
- All Nursing modules are developed and revised each semester to outline the content students are expected to learn in lecture and apply in the clinical setting.
- The Nursing Chair/Director and faculty meet bi-annually to discuss all nursing processes, including CET outcomes. Any areas of for improvement are discussed, including those related to the development of new clinical curriculum or new standards from the Board of Registered Nursing. A new Clinical Evaluation Tool is currently being implemented in the clinical setting for every course that has a clinical component beginning February 2015.
- More immediate CET issues, including those related to courses, students, or faculty, are discussed with the Nursing Chair/Director. Each party is given an opportunity to explain the
issue. The Chair/Director, in consultation with the faculty and student, makes a recommendation and plan for resolution.

The Mathematics department utilizes a common final for the Math 110 course, Introduction to Algebraic Concepts, a developmental (non-degree applicable) class. This final accounts for 25% of the final grade. The assessment’s multiple-choice questions are derived from the textbook publisher’s (Pearson) test bank.

- Each year, approximately 2,300 students are assessed using this common final. Results are analyzed topically and by section. This allows for an examination of areas for improvement and a comparison of performance across course sections.
- An additional analysis comparing final grades with the common final is also conducted. The proportion of passing grades is compared to the common final grades to determine the assessment’s reliability.
- Results are shared with the department chair and the pre-algebra committee comprised of three to six faculty members.
- Any incongruent results or identified areas for improvement are made known to the department chair and faculty for course refinements.
- Since moving to the common final, the department faculty has made significant changes to the Math 110 curriculum.

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard.

II.A. 9.

The institution awards course credit, degrees and certificates based on student attainment of learning outcomes. Units of credit awarded are consistent with institutional policies that reflect generally accepted norms or equivalencies in higher education. If the institution offers courses based on clock hours, it follows federal standards for clock-to-credit-hour conversions.

Eligibility Requirement #10 - Academic Credit

The institution awards academic credits based on generally accepted practices for degree-granting institutions of higher education and in accordance with statutory or system regulatory requirements. The institution provides appropriate information about the awarding of academic credit.

Evidence

ELAC awards credit in a manner that is consistent with institutional policies that reflect the generally accepted norms of higher education and student attainment of learning outcomes. Grading policies and criteria for awarding credit are based on policy established in California Education Code.111
The Course Outline of Record (COR) is the official document containing course content, objectives, and methods of assessment used for grading and awarding credit. In compliance with the California Code of Regulations, Title 5, Chapter 6, the Curriculum Committee requires these elements for each outline.\textsuperscript{112} It includes, as an approved addendum, the Course Student Learning Outcomes (CLOs) for a course.\textsuperscript{113} The CLOs “describe an overarching ability rather than something minute or a list of objectives”\textsuperscript{114} and reflect the culminating knowledge, skills, and abilities linked to the objectives of the course. Credits and grades are awarded based upon demonstrated proficiency of the elements outlined in the COR: CLOs, objectives, and specified competencies.

The number of units of credit given for courses is based upon district and state standards for minimum clock (Carnegie) hours needed per unit of credit. In keeping with an 18-week semester framework, the college awards one credit for 18 hours of in-class lecture hours and one credit for 54 hours of in-class lab hours.\textsuperscript{115}

Degree Requirements are specified in LACCD Board Rules Chapter IV Article II:
- Board Rule 6201.10 specifies a minimum of 60 semester units of course credit in a selected curriculum with at least 18 semester units of study in a major or area of emphasis and at least 18 semester units of study in general education for a degree to be awarded. It also defines compliance with the state guidelines for Associate Degrees for Transfer.\textsuperscript{116}
- Board Rule 6201.10 specifies the requirement for a 2.0 grade average or better in all work attempted in the curriculum upon which the degree is based.\textsuperscript{117}
- Board Rule 6201.12 defines the English and math competencies for degree achievement.\textsuperscript{118}
- Board Rule 6201.14 outlines the general education requirements for graduation.\textsuperscript{119}
- Board Rule 6202 defines students’ catalog rights.\textsuperscript{120}

Degrees and certificates are awarded based on the successful completion of required courses (including GE requirements) and number of units. All degrees and certificates are, or are a part of, a program of study with defined PLOs, which were created to integrate the abilities, skills, and knowledge identified in the CLOs. While the assessment methods for the PLOs vary by discipline, degrees and certificates will not be awarded unless students successfully complete all required courses, which includes attainment of CLOs.

Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs) reflect the culmination of knowledge, skills, and abilities, as defined in the Course Outline of Record that the students will take from the course. Many disciplines have moved to embedded assessment tasks whereby the instructor is collecting assessment data on CLOs while also providing the student with feedback and a grade on the assessment task.\textsuperscript{121} Credits and grades are awarded based upon demonstrated proficiency of the elements outlined in the COR: CLOs, objectives, and specified competencies.

Information related to grading and the awarding of degrees and certificates are available in the catalog, which is published and also available online.\textsuperscript{122}
Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 10. ELAC awards credit in a manner that is consistent with institutional policies that reflect the generally accepted norms of higher education and student attainment of learning outcomes.

The college is in the process of developing a more comprehensive and sustainable policy to encourage the embedding of CLO assessment results into the grading practices and will address the need to more explicitly link student attainment of learning outcomes to course completion and award conferral as part of its action plan on learning outcomes.

111 (LINK TO California Education Code §66746 and Board Rule 6700)
112 California Code of Regulations, Title 5, Chapter 6
113 (Curriculum CLO Technical Review Process).
114 (CLO Technical Review Guidelines)
115 COR template
116 Board Rule 6201.10
117 Board Rule 6201.10
118 Board Rule 6201.12
119 Board Rule 6201.14
120 Board Rule 6202
121 Sample embedded CLO assessment
122 Catalog p. 51, 70-77, 86-88

II.A.10

The institution makes available to its students clearly stated transfer-of-credit policies in order to facilitate the mobility of student without penalty. In accepting transfer credits to fulfill degree requirements, the institution certifies that the expected learning outcomes for transferred courses are comparable to the learning outcomes of its own courses. Where patterns of student enrollment between institutions are identified the institution develops articulation agreements as appropriate to its mission.

Eligibility Requirement #10: Academic Credit

The institution awards academic credits based on generally accepted practices for degree-granting institutions of higher education and in accordance with statutory or system regulatory requirements. The institution provides appropriate information about the awarding of academic credit.
Evidence

The college’s transfer-of-credit policy is dictated by policies established by LACCD, the UC and CSU systems, and other educational bodies. These policies are implemented in order to guarantee successful transfer of credit within institutions; however, as dictated by these policies, learning outcomes are not evaluated during the process of granting credits for transferred courses. These policies include the following:

- AA-2014-21 CSU System-wide Credit for External Exams
- CSU EO-1100 General Education Breadth Requirements
- Administrative Regulation E-93 Acceptance of Courses to Meet Associate Degree and General Education Requirements
- Administrative Regulation E-101 Credit for Courses Taken in Institutions of Higher Learning Outside the United States
- Administrative Regulation E-110 Advanced Placement Credit
- Administrative Regulation E-118 Military Credit
- Administrative Regulation E-119 Acceptance of Upper-Division Credit to Meet Associate Degree Requirements
- Administrative Regulation E-122 International Baccalaureate Credit
- Administrative Regulation E-123 CLEP Credit
- IGETC Standards, Policies & Procedures Version 1.6

These policies, as established by the LACCD, cover the acceptance of courses at regionally accredited institutions in the U.S., and acceptance of foreign coursework completed outside the U.S. These policies also dictate how courses are to be applied towards general education requirements for the Associate Degree.

All policies governing transfer-of-credit processes can be found in the college catalog. The ELAC Catalog includes LACCD Administrative regulations pertaining to district transfer credit policies, explanation of IGETC Standards, CSU GE Breadth, Advanced Placement Credit applicability towards IGETC and CSU GE Breadth, and International Baccalaureate (IB) Credit as it relates to IGETC and CSU GE Breadth. Course descriptions in the catalog model catalog language for C-ID and include UC; CSU or CSU symbols indicating transferability. Definitions of IGETC and CSU symbols are also included in the catalog glossary. The IGETC and CSU GE patterns for the college are updated annually and are published in the catalog, in the schedule of classes and are posted online.

Any CCC course that falls into one of these categories has been reviewed and given a statewide GE Area or C-ID descriptor. A counselor reviews courses transferred from other institutions to ensure placement in the correct Associate Degree, IGETC or CSU general education areas; and it can be assumed that the course outcomes are similar, as the state has already looked into these courses and their articulation. Furthermore, courses that are approved for IGETC, CSU GE and C-ID all have to be reviewed by a statewide committee. The courses are given approval based on meeting a statewide standard set in the IGETC Standards, CSU Executive Order 1100 or C-
ID. CSU Executive Order 1100 does mention that GE courses at the CSU’s are supposed to fit in the framework of the four “Essential Learning Outcomes.”

The “pass-along” policy set by the CSU and UC systems is adhered to by counselors, for courses to be applied towards IGETC and CSU GE requirements. Courses must be placed in the same area for which they were approved at the originating campus, and technically no further reviewed is required. Courses used toward Associate Degree major requirements are reviewed for equivalency by a counselor using the originating college’s course descriptions. In addition, courses from other community colleges that have approved courses with C-ID designation will articulate with any ELAC course with the same designation for course content credit. These courses may be applied to a major requirement without additional review by the college based on this statewide designation.

For local associate degrees, the college uses the LACCD Administrative Regulation E-93 Acceptance of Courses to Meet Associate Degree and General Education Requirements. We “honor each course in the same general education area in which the originating institution placed each course.” Again, we do not specifically review CLOs. ELAC honors the approval that the originating institution gave the course—in essence accepting the process that institution went through in approving the course. Counselors may also consult with the Articulation Officer or departmental faculty. If further review is necessary, then a petition for equivalency is sent to the academic department for review.

The Articulation Officer enters into agreements with regionally accredited institutions and maintains articulation agreements. ELAC courses are articulated for major requirements by the universities based on the content and objectives in the official course outline of record, in addition to the other items defined in the COR, such as textbooks and critical thinking skills. The college has articulation agreements with many departments and disciplines within all the UC and CSU campuses. They are available online at www.ASSIST.org. Specifically, the college maintains robust agreements in ASSIST with the UC/CSU Campuses in Region 7 (CSULA, CSUDH, CSUN, and UCLA) and outside the region (UCB, UCR, UCI, CSULB, Cal Poly Pomona, etc.). New articulation agreement requests may be initiated by the Articulation Officer or by the four-year institutions. The development of articulation agreements is in keeping with the transfer emphasis of the college mission.

Learning outcomes are not evaluated during the process of granting credits for transferred courses, because most colleges do not have their learning outcomes readily available in their catalogs; however, every effort is made to ensure that courses transferred from other institutions are equivalent in prerequisites, content and knowledge to courses offered at the college.

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 10. The college catalog contains clearly stated information for students about its transfer-of-credit policies that have been developed though a collaborative process between the Articulation Officer and regionally accredited institutions that follow district and state guidelines. The college awards academic credits based on generally accepted practices for community colleges in accordance with
statutory and district requirements. The institution provides appropriate information about the awarding of academic credit in the catalog.

124 CSU EO-1100
125 LACCD Administrative Regulation E-93
126 LACCD Administrative Regulation E-101
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128 LACCD Administrative Regulation E-118
129 LACCD Administrative Regulation E-119
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131 LACCD Administrative Regulation E-123
132 ELAC Catalog
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II.A.11

The institution includes, in all of its programs, student learning outcomes appropriate to the program level, in communication competency, information competency, quantitative competency, analytic inquiry skills, ethical reasoning, the ability to engage diverse perspectives, and other program-specific learning outcomes.

Evidence

Analysis and dialog comparing the college’s 2012 Institutional General Education Learning Outcomes to the Accreditation Standards published in 2014 revealed missing competencies. The Learning Assessment Committee fully revised the IGELOs, splitting them into two distinct entities: eight Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) and five General Education Learning Outcomes (GELOs). The new ILOs and GELOs were approved by Academic Senate and the ELAC Shared Governance Council in early spring 2015.

Following are the approved ILOs, which reflect the required competencies:

Institutional Learning Outcomes

As students complete required or elective coursework or participate in campus life, they will gain our core academic values:

- exploring ethical reasoning by understanding, analyzing, and resolving moral dilemmas;
- demonstrating information competency and research skills by identifying, locating, evaluating, and effectively and responsibly using and sharing information;
- engaging diverse perspectives through exposure to a breadth of ideas and to fellow students, faculty, staff, and administration with individual racial, ethnic, gender, and
sexual orientation differences and physical, mental, and emotional disabilities and practicing tolerance to those who express differing views;

- demonstrating technological competency skills by producing academic work using computing devices or adapting to new computing environments or programs;
- participating responsibly in civil society by demonstrating a strong commitment and responsibility to work with others towards public purposes;
- Developing, evaluating, and refining academic and/or career goals.
- Developing oral communication skills by demonstrating the ability to speak coherently and appropriately for various audiences and situations and to present ideas and information effectively for specific purposes.
- Developing analytic inquiry skills by demonstrating the ability to analyze text, data, or issues before accepting or formulating an opinion or conclusion.

Each General Education course is mapped to one or more of the GELOs, and all other courses are mapped to one or more of the ILOs. Disciplines ensured that every competency described within the ILOs was met and that, at minimum, the communication competency and the quantitative competency was met.

The ILOs reflect the expected outcomes of communication competency, information competency, quantitative competency, analytic inquiry skills, ethical reasoning, and the ability to engage diverse perspectives. Communication competency is covered by the ILO for oral communication as well as the GELO for written communication, and quantitative competency is covered by the GELO for quantitative reasoning. Program learning outcomes measure the other program-specific outcomes.

In addition, each program of study establishes Program Learning Outcomes that reflect the specific outcomes associated with the approved degree or certificate. As part of the Program of Study Declaration process, the discipline clusters any Title 5 programs it is responsible for and determines which courses belong in the program of study. Any courses that are part of a Title 5 program must be accounted for within a Program of Study. Disciplines without Title 5 programs determine the most likely pathway a student might take to transferring in that discipline and develop a Program of Study around a set of courses. Program Learning Outcomes specific to the discipline are also developed and approved by all discipline members. The Program of Study is then accepted by the Department Chair, the Learning Assessment Coordinator, and the Academic Senate President. Once all signatures are secured, the Learning Assessment Coordinator enters the PLOs into TracDat and also provides a copy to the Catalog Dean for publication.

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard. The eight Institutional Learning Outcomes address the required competencies and have been assessed. All academic programs have identified Program Learning Outcomes, of which 93% have been assessed. The college recognizes that closing the loop on CLOs and PLOs needs to be a continuing process and has identified this endeavor as a formal action plan.
II.A.12

The institution requires of all its degree programs a component of general education based on a carefully considered philosophy for both associate and baccalaureate degrees that is clearly stated in its catalog. The institution, relying on faculty expertise, determines the appropriateness of each course for inclusion in the general education curriculum, based upon student learning outcomes and competencies appropriate to the degree level. The learning outcomes include a student’s preparation for and acceptance of responsible participation in civil society, skills for lifelong learning and application of learning, and a broad comprehension of the development of knowledge, practice, and interpretive approaches in the arts and humanities, the sciences, mathematics, and social sciences.

Eligibility Requirement #12 - General Education

The institution defines and incorporates into all of its degree programs a substantial component of general education designed to ensure breadth of knowledge and promote intellectual inquiry. The general education component includes an introduction to some of the major areas of knowledge. General education courses are selected to ensure students achieve comprehensive learning outcomes in the degree programs. Degree credit for the general education component must be consistent with levels of quality and rigor appropriate to higher education.

Evidence

In 2013, the Academic Senate approved the following General Education Philosophy Statement:

“East Los Angeles College offers all students a robust academic foundation through the General Education program, whether or not a student has decided upon a particular program of study. In recognition of that which East Los Angeles College values for our students and the community we serve, the Faculty of this college affirms that the primary purpose of our General Education is to help students become life-long learners who can think critically, analyze issues, and make reasoned judgments in the spirit of open-mindedness and personal growth. We strive to imbue our students with a sense of self-awareness and self-confidence so that they have an opportunity to pursue their full potential and come to understand how they can contribute to their surroundings and society in general. Furthermore, we encourage our students to appreciate and value multiple perspectives and backgrounds so that they can participate successfully in an increasingly diverse global community.”
Board Rule 6201.14 specifies the rationale for the inclusion of courses as general education curriculum. These include the cultivation of an ability to evaluate and appreciate the physical environment, the culture, and the society in which they live; the creation of a coherence and integration among the separate requirements; and the active involvement of students in examining values inherent in proposed solutions to major social problems. The number of General Education requirements varies by the degree plan, but the minimum number of GE units to be taken are 18, in compliance with Title V requirements.

The college’s Curriculum Committee determines the appropriateness of each course for inclusion in the general education curriculum. It also requires that the college address general education requirements in every new degree proposal that is submitted for review and provide the background and rationale for the program, including its role and specific niche within the college’s general offerings.

The GE areas which the courses can fulfill include the following: Natural Sciences, Social and Behavioral Sciences, Humanities, Language and Rationality, and Health and Physical Education.

In 2015, The General Education Learning Outcomes were updated by the Learning Assessment Committee and Academic Senate to align with the board rules and the accreditation standards. In addition to the Institutional Learning Outcomes, five General Education Learning Outcomes, which correspond to the GE areas defined by the Board Rule, were approved. All GE courses must map at least one Course Learning Outcome (CLO) to at least one of the following General Education Learning Outcomes:

- In the area of Natural Sciences, students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of natural phenomena and the fundamental laws of science AND do one of the following: Describe how scientists within the course discipline approach and solve problems OR apply scientific knowledge/theoretical models used in course discipline to solve problems and draw conclusions.

- In the area of Social and Behavioral Sciences, students will be able to demonstrate knowledge and understanding of the theories, sources, and interpretations of human behavior and organization AND do one of the following: Describe contemporary or historical perspectives on individual or collective human behavior OR explain the scientific/interpretive methods used in the acquisition of knowledge and the testing of competing theories in the social and behavioral sciences.

- In the area of Arts and Humanities, students will be able to do one of the following: Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of how creating different forms of art engages multiple sensory experiences OR Communicate a recognition and understanding of diverse forms of expression across the globe, past and present OR Demonstrate an understanding of the research and creative methods used in the construction and knowledge of the arts or humanities OR Demonstrate a critical recognition of the historical and philosophical approaches to the formation of culture, including the impact of technology on aesthetic...
experience OR Identify how different theories and practices, over time, shape our interpretation of cultural or creative expression.

- In the area of Language and Rationality, students will be able to: Develop written communication skills, demonstrating the ability to use language to convey logical thought in both expository and argumentative writing AND develop quantitative reasoning skills, demonstrating the ability to compute and organize data effectively and to use mathematical, symbolic, and graphical techniques to evaluate and present information.

- In the area of Health and Physical Education, students will be able to do one of the following: Develop strategies for enhancing physical, social, or psychological well-being OR Examine the behaviors and actions needed in order to acquire a healthy lifestyle OR Demonstrate improvement in cardiovascular endurance, muscular strength, muscular endurance, body composition and/or flexibility OR demonstrate proper technique, skills, and/or strategies for the designated activity.

### Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 12. The Academic Senate approved a General Education Philosophy Statement in 2013, which emphasizes the importance of general education as a robust academic foundation. The statement is available on the Senate website and in the 2015-16 catalog.

Board rules and Curriculum Committee guidelines and approval process determine the appropriateness of courses to meet general education requirements. All degree programs require between 18 and 30 units of general education, depending on the focused area of inquiry.

The college recently revised its General Education Learning Outcomes (GEOs) and requires every GE course to map one of more CLOs to one or more of the GEOs.

138 General Education Philosophy Statement
139 Board Rule 6201.14
140 Curriculum Committee Guidelines and Procedures
141 PNCR myplan
142 General Education Learning Outcomes

### II.A.13.

All degree programs include focused study in at least one area of inquiry or in an established interdisciplinary core. The identification of specialized courses in an area of inquiry or interdisciplinary core is based upon student learning outcomes and competencies, and include mastery, at the appropriate degree level, of key theories and practices within the field of study.
Evidence

ELAC offers 58 state-approved associate degree programs in a variety of CTE and liberal arts fields, each with a focused area of study. Board Rule 6201.14 defines the Major Requirements as at least 18 semester units of study taken in a “major or in an area of emphasis approved by the State Chancellor’s Office” (Graduation Plan A) or 36 semester units in an approved major or area of emphasis (Graduate Plan B), in addition to general education requirements and elective courses.

The Proposed New Program Request (PNPR) requires departments to provide the Curriculum Committee with a Statement of Program Goals and Objectives, as well as the Background and Rationale for any new program that focuses on how the area of focused study will prepare students either for transfer or for a specific occupation. Copies of the Course Outlines of Record which include the specific objectives, topics and central theories to be addressed, and learning outcomes for the core courses must be included in the application.

In an effort to enhance transfer between the community colleges and the California State Universities, the state Chancellor’s Office has developed 32 Transfer Model Curriculum Templates, which specify the major courses to be offered for students to earn the degrees. As of the date this self-study was prepared, the college had 18 state-approved Associate Degrees for Transfer (ADT).

Program Learning Outcomes (PLOs) are required for each new program before it is approved by the Curriculum Committee and the PLOs for all programs are listed in the catalog. Assessment of PLOs is done through mapping, assessment of capstone courses, student surveys, direct assessment, or faculty discussion and analysis of the course learning outcomes that are linked to the program and related PLOs. The results of these assessments are reported in TracDat, which are posted on the SLO webpage.

Recent examples of PLO assessment include:

**Animation:** The Animation Program of Study calls for the student to enhance his/her visual literacy through the acquisition of observational, technical, and analytical skills. The assessment, which involved a review of the students’ portfolios, revealed that students are learning through practical application of drawing and software integration to create animated work. However, because many of them do not have formal art training, they find the animation work to be difficult. The improvement plan includes increased student-based mentorship, more time on task in labs to work with the software, an increased focus on drawing ability through class exercises and more group discussions, more exploration of animation in teams, and further exposure to professional animators and needs of the Animation Industry.

**Modern Languages:** The modern language PLO assessment called for students to speak/sign and write clearly and accurately in a variety of contexts and formats in the target language.
assessment involved a rating of student presentations. Instructors found that students performed very effectively in all three target languages. For both Spanish and French, students performed in pairs, which allowed them to feel more confident in front of the class. They were also peer reviewed in both these disciplines. Vocabulary and intermediate grammar was mastered in all three target languages: accurate, clarity, and emotional expression and eye contact were incorporated into their presentations. However, students struggled to produce spontaneous speech in French and Spanish (non-heritage students, specifically), especially those areas that are different from English syntax. ASL students also struggled with syntax and specifically with ASL discourse. Since these areas improve with more authentic exposure to the speech/signing patterns, students need to be more fully immersed in the target language so that they can improve in these areas. The improvement plan was to offer more opportunities so students can produce an increasingly authentic register and/or discourse, targeting areas such as syntax and vocabulary.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard. The inclusion of key theories and practices within the field of study is ensured through the faculty role in development of PLOs, CLOs, and curriculum. The faculty serves as the content expert throughout the development and implementation process within their respective discipline. Learning outcomes are identified and assessed for the courses and programs that comprise the degree. PLOs are either mapped from the courses, are captured in a capstone course, done through student surveys or direct assessment.

The multi-layer approval process via the College’s Curriculum Committee, the District Curriculum Committee, the regional CTE consortium, and the state Chancellor’s Office ensures that the major courses in the degree address the most critical topics and theories and provide students with an appropriate level of mastery to move on to upper-division courses after transfer or to a job.

143 Catalog p. 86-88; California Community Colleges Chancellor’s Office Curriculum Inventory
144 Board Rule 6201.14
145 COR myplan
146 CCC Chancellor’s Office Degrees by Campus
147 Catalog p. 89-93
148 PLO reports – LAC needs to update website to include, examples given in response to prior recommendation

**II.A.14.**

Graduates completing career-technical certificates and degrees demonstrate technical and professional competencies that meet employment standards and other applicable standards and preparation for external licensure and certification.
Evidence

Career-technical certificate and degree programs are developed by applying curricular standards that ensure the scope and content of the course of study provide the framework for students to acquire the necessary knowledge to effectively prepare them for certification, external licensure and career placement. Sources that provide oversight and guidance to ensure a quality curriculum are advisory committees; Curriculum Committee; accrediting agencies; professional development; professional organizations; and government agencies.

Advisory Committees

One way that career-technical education (CTE) disciplines ensure that new courses, certificates or skills certificates are consistent with skills and knowledge required by industry is through the use of advisory committees, which include employees in the field of study, employers who regularly employ ELAC graduates, internship supervisors, city council members, retired professionals in the particular field, and colleagues from similar programs in the LACCD or other district. Members of the advisory committee come together once a year to provide feedback to the CTE program regarding student competency upon entry into the workforce after completing ELAC programs. The advisory committee also provides information about current trends in the field and ensures that the ELAC curriculum addresses the current employment standards. The information gathered from the advisory meetings is then utilized to update, revise and improve curriculum, skills certificates, and certificates of achievement components. For example, the members of the advisory committee for the Chemical Dependency Counselor Certificate Program noted the increase in the amount of patients with an eating disorder in addition to the substance abuse disorder. The advisory committee suggested that students receive additional training in the area of eating disorders. As a result, a course is being developed to address this population. Other departments that made changes to curriculum based on recommendations from the advisory boards included Engineering, Theater, Business, and Administration of Justice.

Curriculum

Each career-technical program is composed of sequences of courses with specific learning outcomes that are clearly defined in the Course Outline of Record and TracDat. These programs are designed to provide educational competencies not only for general knowledge, but also for ultimate employment.

Accrediting Agencies

The course sequences of many CTE certificates are directly linked to state or county certification standards. For example, the Administration of Justice Department’s Fingerprint Identification Skill Set is identical to that of the Los Angeles Police Department and the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s department entry-level equivalency. By completing this Skill Set students are qualified to sit for entry-level employment examinations; therefore, students successfully completing the program meet employment competencies. Similar parallels exist in Child and Family Education Studies (CFES), Computer Applications and Office Technology (CAOT), and Health Information Technology (HIT).

Outside accrediting and licensing agencies mandate requirements and assessment for several of ELAC’s programs, including Emergency Medical Technician (EMT), Nursing, Respiratory Therapy (RT), and the Chemical Dependency Counselor Program. Reports from accrediting agencies provide passage rates for students and sometimes for the college overall. Examples of programs meeting employment competencies, external certification, or licensure requirements include Automotive Technology, Health Information, Fire Technology, and CFES, in addition to the programs listed above.\textsuperscript{153}

Students who complete certain CTE programs must pass state/national examinations before they can practice in the field. These examinations reflect what the industry deems as the most important information that students must know upon completing a program of study. Some programs of study maintain percentage of pass rates compared to other state programs, such as Respiratory Therapy, Nursing and EMT\textsuperscript{154}. The data gathered from the pass/fail rates are used to enhance the programs. If students are consistently scoring low in a particular area of an exam, the ELAC program of study re-evaluates the manner in which the information in this particular area is taught, including the time allotted toward its teaching as well as the examination process. This ongoing data review allows the college to strengthen its CTE programs.

Professional Development

To further ensure that the CTE programs meet industry standards, faculty members for the CTE programs regularly attend training classes (continuing education) and conferences to stay abreast of current technologies and industry trends. Examples of such training courses and conferences include: California Association of Alcohol and Drug Educators (CAADE) for the Chemical Dependency Counselor Certificate Program, as well as relevant conferences in Journalism, CAOT, CFES, and HIT.

Industry Partnerships

Many of the faculty members in ELAC’s CTE Programs have extensive job experience in the field of study. Many faculty members are licensed by the state in their field of study, and consequently, must remain current on the trends in the field for purpose of maintaining their licensure. These include full-time and part-time instructors in Administration of Justice, Theater, HIT, Fire Technology, RT, Engineering, Business, and CFES. Therefore, skills certificates and certificates of achievement are developed with the industry’s core competencies at the forefront.

Another source that helps ELAC ensure that graduates of CTE programs demonstrate technical and professional competencies that meet employment standards is the involvement of the Los Angeles Orange County Regional Consortia (LAOCRC) in the approval of courses. CTE courses must be approved by LAOCRC, whose role is to “lead and support the alignment of educational
institutions, non-profits, government agencies with the needs of business and industry.” With this outside agency’s involvement, any course added to the curriculum must be in the best interest of students and will help enhance their ability to be competitive in their field of study.\(^{155}\)

Internships and job shadowing opportunities in programs enhance and reinforce learned classroom concepts. Students get first-hand experience of current trends in the industry, which provides another catalyst for curricular changes, if appropriate. Internships are part of several CTE programs, including Nursing, RT, Chemical Dependency Counselor, CFES, Theater, Engineering, HIT, and Journalism.\(^{156}\)

**Student Feedback**

Many of the ELAC programs also do informal data collection through graduate surveys. For example, RT provides graduating students with questionnaires to assess the quality of their program of study. Other programs obtaining feedback from their students include Journalism and HIT.\(^{157}\) This method of evaluation allows the program director and faculty to assess both quantitative and qualitative data regarding the appropriateness of their CTE programs.

**Analysis and Evaluation**

The college meets the standard. All of the CTE programs at ELAC are developed with the primary purpose of providing their graduates with technical and professional competencies that meet the standards for state/national accreditation, employment, and preparation for transfer to four-year institutions. Through a process of meetings with advisory committees, quantitative state/national data, qualitative data from graduates, continuing education for faculty involvement of LAOCRC the CTE program directors continually update their curriculum to ensure that all competencies are met.

Moreover, CTE programs evaluate their programs through the college program review/annual update process to include an analysis of their state-negotiated core indicators/state’s minimum performance standard in several categories, including skill attainment, rate of course completions, job placement, job retention, gainful employment, as well as nontraditional job placement and program completions. During this process departments may request Perkins funding to implement proposal/activities to address any deficiencies. In addition, chairs are required to prepare a Perkins VTEA Report and Proposal that outlines progress against the previous year’s plan/proposal using core measures provided by the State Chancellor’s Office.\(^{158}\)

\(^{149}\) CTE advisory committee minutes – need to find and upload to myplan
\(^{150}\) Engineering, Theater, Business, AJ advisory committee minutes – need to upload to myplan
\(^{151}\) CTE Program Review and 2015-2016 Annual Updates
\(^{152}\) Sample CORs; TracDat – samples CLOs
\(^{153}\) Link to Licenses need to upload to myplan and collect
\(^{154}\) Certificate Pass Rate
II.A.15.

When programs are eliminated or program requirements are significantly changed, the institution makes appropriate arrangements so that enrolled students may complete their education in a timely manner with a minimum of disruption.

Evidence

The College’s Program Review and Viability Committee established a policy for initiating and conducting a program viability study in May 2008. It specifies the criteria and process for requesting a viability review, the steps to be followed by the Viability Committee (including the examination of data, the solicitation of input from the public and the current chair or director of the program, and the format of the report). The Viability process requires that the report include an “assessment of the impact of the recommendations on the college, students, faculty and staff.” Viability may be initiated when a program is perceived to be ineffective, not meeting student or industry demand, not in keeping with the college’s mission, not receiving adequate resources from the college, or experiencing other unresolved issues. A request for viability review can be initiated by the College President or Vice President, or the Academic Senate president, acting on behalf of the Senate.

In accordance with Board Rule 6803.10, when recommending program discontinuance, it must consider the following:

- The effects on students and student success if the program is discontinued
- Provisions that can and should be made for students in progress to complete their training

Two viability reviews have been conducted since the last accreditation visit, resulting in the recommendation of the termination of the PACE program (2009), and modification of the Adelante program (2013).

- The PACE report was approved by the Senate.
- The Adelante report was formally approved by the president on December 4, 2013.
- Both studies include recommendations for addressing students currently in the program.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard. The PACE Viability Committee recommended the termination of the PACE program. It laid out a series of ten steps to follow, including the continuation of
PACE classes for currently enrolled students for four additional semesters and the appointment of a counselor to assist them with their future educational plans. These recommendations were specifically designed to ensure the PACE students would be able to complete the courses needed to graduate and transfer.

The Adelante Viability Committee concluded that the Adelante program should be continued, but with a change in its target student population. It further recommended that the program be coordinated with another newly established first year program, and be given appropriate support and resources. The final report, approved by the President in December 2013, included the recommendation that “the commitments to the current students in the Adelante Program for counseling and courses be honored for the 2013-14 academic year.” Students who were in the second year of the program in 2013-14 would be able to complete the courses that had been promised to them. Students in the first year of the program were informed that they would not be offered classes for a second year.

The institution regularly evaluates and improves the quality and currency of all instructional programs offered in the name of the institution, including collegiate, pre-collegiate, career-technical, and continuing and community education courses and programs, regardless of delivery mode or location. The institution systematically strives to improve programs and courses to enhance learning outcomes and achievement for students.

Evidence

All instructional programs are regularly evaluated for quality and currency through the Program Review Self-Evaluation (PRSE), the Annual Update Plan (AUP) process, and Program Learning Outcomes (PLO) assessment, conducted by each department. Board Rules 6801 and 6802 define the required process for Program Review and Biennial Vocational Program Review.

The college ensures that all programs, including Community Services, Noncredit, and Distance Education, participated in Program Review. The Program Review process is coordinated by the Program Review and Viability Committee and results in a series of questions/statements that each area addresses in its subsequent (2014) annual update.

The Program Review Self-Evaluation includes the following components:

- A description of the link between the program and the college mission
• Current personnel and their campus involvement
• Equipment and facilities needs
• Recent trends and changes that have impacted the program and what has been done to address these changes
• Program assessment, including an analysis of program-specific enrollment and outcomes data
• An evaluation of the number of degrees and certificates awarded over the last five years
• Plans for developing new courses and programs
• Challenges for students in completing their program of study within two years
• A discussion of how the program has addressed inequitable outcomes of students by gender or ethnicity and how the program has reached out to underrepresented and nontraditional students
• A reflection on what has been learned from the assessment of PLOs
• The creation of six-year goals, with links to the college’s master plans, expected outcomes, and resources required

The PRSEs of all programs were validated through a year-long process involving multiple committees on campus. Final recommendations and commendations from the Program Review and Viability Committee were returned to programs to be reflected upon in subsequent AUPs. For example, the Business Department received a general recommendation for all six of its programs that the department should work to offer all of its programs fully before embarking on developing new programs. The Noncredit department received a recommendation to work with the Math and English departments to develop integrated curricular pathways from noncredit courses to credit courses. The Administration of Justice department was commended for developing and implementing orientations for its Administration of Justice and Fire Technology programs.

Program Review is on a seven-year cycle followed an Annual Update Plan (AUP) due every September. The Annual Update form is focused on critical areas for improvement. The 2015-16 form (completed in Fall 2014) required the departments and programs to respond to the recommendations about the prior year’s Program Review Self Evaluation that were consolidated by the Program Review Viability Program. For Fall 2015, the AUP was updated to more clearly link the budget requests to CLO and PLO Improvement Plans. In the AUP, the departments reflect on the progress made towards each program’s goals. They identify any critical changes or trends that have affected each program. Finally, they share changes that have occurred as a result of CLO or PLO assessment or changes that are planned as a result of CLO or PLO assessment. Program goals and resource requests must be based on CLO and PLO assessment results provide one basis for budget augmentation requests.

The Program Review/Annual Update process was recently revamped to include significant data analysis and to link resource allocation. For the past two years, 100% of programs and departments have submitted their annual updates and program reviews on time, creating a strong foundation for evaluating department goals, progress, and resource requests.
**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard. ELAC regularly evaluates and improves the quality and currency of instructional programs through a robust annual update planning process and seven year program review cycle. These processes include analysis of both student learning outcomes and student achievement. The college recognizes that closing the loop on CLOs and PLOs needs to be a continuing process and has identified this endeavor as a formal action plan. The College will build on our substantial progress to date and continue to improve learning outcomes and achievement for students.
II.B.1

The institution supports student learning and achievement by providing library and other learning support services to students and to personnel responsible for student learning and support. These services are sufficient in quantity, currency, depth and variety to support educational programs, regardless of location or means of delivery, including distance education and correspondence education. Learning support services include, but are not limited to, library collections, tutoring, learning centers, computer laboratories, learning technology and ongoing instruction for users of library and other learning support services.

Eligibility Requirement # 17 – Information and Learning Support Services

The institution provides, through ownership of contractual agreement, specific long-term access to sufficient information and learning support services adequate for its mission and instructional programs in whatever forma whenever and wherever they are offered.

Evidence

Overview of the ELAC Libraries

Students, staff and faculty have access to a library collection with sufficient breadth, depth, and variety to the support the courses offered at both the East Los Angeles College Main Campus and the South Gate Educational Center.

Main Campus

Newly renovated in 2012, the Helen Miller Bailey Library is a popular study space for students, staff and faculty. As of the fall 2015 semester, students, staff and faculty have access to the following resources:

- 100,000 print books
- 30,000 electronic books
- 40+ online article databases
- 1500 audio-visual materials
- 150 print periodicals
- A course reserve collection with over 500 course textbooks and other materials
- 153 open access computers and 7 public use printers
- 3 computer stations and a printer for community users
- A workstation for library users with disabilities
- 6 copy machines and 2 library classrooms equipped with a total of 86 library computers
- 23 study rooms that can accommodate single studiers as well as larger groups

South Gate

- 2,000+ print books
- 30,000+ electronic books
- 40+ online article databases
- 1500 audio-visual materials
- 9 print periodicals
- A course reserve collection with over 80 course textbooks and other materials
• 10 open access computers and 2 public use printers
• A workstation for library users with disabilities
• 1 copy machine and 1 library classrooms equipped with a total of 40 computers

See the Library Services and Policies webpage for more details.\(^{174}\)

**Services**

Both libraries provide accesses to library and research instruction through a variety of means. Distance education students also have access to these services.

- **Library Collections**
  - **Course Reserve Desk:** Students have access to more than 500 textbooks and other supporting materials on loan or donated to the library by classroom instructors. Most items can only be used in the library for a 2-hour loan period.
  
  - **Research Help Desk and Live Online Chat Reference:** The Research Help Desk, staffed by a librarian during regular hours of operation, provides research assistance to students, staff and faculty both face-to-face and by telephone. Students can also access live online reference chat services, provided in collaboration with the Question Point 24/7 Consortium, with a librarian during both normal business hours and after hours.\(^{175}\)

  - **Orientations for Courses:** Classroom faculty can also schedule an orientation for their students during class time with a librarian in a library classroom equipped with student computers. Orientations are typically tailored to a specific course assignment.\(^{176}\) Students receive a customized handout to help them with the research assignment.

  - **Drop-In Workshops for Students:** The library generally offers more than 60 drop-in workshops per semester to teach students research skills and to introduce them to the library’s print and electronic resources. The following workshops are repeated throughout the semester: Find Books, Find Articles, Go Digital with E-Books, and Cite Right. The workshops are limited to 20 students and require online registration. Instruction includes hands-on practice and students receive proof of attendance.\(^{177}\)

  - **Library Science Credit Courses:** Students can enroll in Library Science 101 (LS 101) “Library Research Methods” and Library Science 102 (LS 102) “Internet Research Methods.” LS 101 is transferrable to both the UC and CSU systems but LS 102 is only transferrable to the CSUs. The courses are taught by both full and part-time librarians.\(^{178}\)

  - **Online Library Tutorial:** Students can access an online tutorial that provides interactive modules on the following research topics: Choosing a topic, Finding Books, Finding Articles, Using the Web, and Citing Sources. The tutorial is available 24/7 both on and off campus.\(^{179}\)

- **Online Research Guides**
  Students can access over 50 general, discipline-specific, and course-tailored online research
guides. Instructors can request a guide tailored to a specific assignment that typically provides links to useful databases and other online resources selected by a librarian.\footnote{180}

**Services for Students with Disabilities**

The East Los Angeles College Libraries are committed to providing services to students with disabilities. The law requires that reasonable accommodations be provided to students with disabilities, to ensure equal access to the Libraries' facilities and services. Accommodations may vary based upon the type of disability involved. Librarians are on duty at the Research Help Desk during all library hours and will provide research assistance to locate and demonstrate the use of library resources to students with disabilities. An ADA compliant computer station is available in the library classroom where library workshops and orientations are conducted. Although photocopiers are self-service, one photocopier with wheelchair access is available at the main campus library. If students with disabilities require assistance, they can request help from library staff at the Circulation Desk. As needed, library staff will retrieve materials for students with disabilities from the book shelves. If library staff cannot provide immediate assistance, students can leave their requests at the Circulation Desk and return at a later time to pick up the retrieved materials. An ADA compliant computer workstation is available for students with disabilities. CCTV, Jaws and ZoomText Magnifier/Screen Reader are also available for visually impaired students at the ELAC main campus library. The library makes every effort to maintain the library website and make it accessible to students with disabilities in compliance with Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act.\footnote{181}

**Support Services for Faculty**

Instructors at both campuses have access to the following research and course support services:

- **Research Help Desk and Live Online Chat Reference:** The Research Help Desk, staffed by a librarian during regular hours of operation, provides research assistance to faculty both face-to-face and by telephone. Faculty can also access live online reference chat services, provided in collaboration with the Question Point 24/7 Consortium, with a librarian during both normal business hours and after hours.\footnote{182}

- **Research Orientations for Courses:** Instructors can schedule an orientation for their students during class time with a librarian in one of the library’s computer classrooms. Most orientations are tailored to a specific research assignment. Instructors can request an orientation via phone, in-person or submit an online request form.\footnote{183}

- **Course Reserve Collection**\footnote{184} (Library Policy): The library maintains a Course Reserve collection comprised of textbooks and other supporting course materials. Instructors can place textbooks and other course materials on course reserve. While most instructors provide their own copies of textbooks for the reserve collection, they can also ask staff to place library materials on reserve for their courses. In spring 2013, the library received Proposition 20 Lottery Funds for the first time and spent a portion of those funds on textbooks. If distribution of lottery funds continue, the library will consider allocating a significant portion of that budget to the purchase of textbooks for our reserve collection.
Professional Development for Faculty: ELAC librarians strive to offer library-related professional development opportunities for faculty every academic year. Librarians facilitate workshops that market library services to faculty, such as new database and other electronic resources as well as ideas for integrating information competency into course curriculum and assignments. During Opening Day, Librarians have facilitated break-out sessions on topics ranging from library resources to integrating information competency into the classroom.  

Library Newsletter: The library publishes a faculty and staff newsletter during the spring and fall semesters. The newsletter is emailed to all faculty and staff at the beginning of each semester to keep them abreast of new and existing services and resources.

Hours of Operation and Staffing Levels

During the semester, the hours at the main campus library are Monday – Thursday, 8:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. and Saturday, 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. The library is open on Sundays during the last five weeks of the semester and until 11:00 pm Monday through Thursday during finals week. At the South Gate library, the hours are Monday – Thursday, 9:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. and Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 12:30 p.m. during the semester and Monday and Wednesday, 11:00 a.m. and Tuesday and Thursday, 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. during the summer and winter sessions.

The staffing for the main library consists of six full-time librarians, five part-time librarians shared between the Main Campus and South Gate Libraries, six library technicians and assistants, one instructional assistant, and three part-time student workers. The South Gate library has one full-time librarian, one library technician, and one student worker.

Overview of the ELAC Learning Assistance Center (LC)

The ELAC Learning Assistance Center (LC) offers support services that are sufficient in quantity, currency, depth and variety to support students in their pursuit of excellence at East Los Angeles College. Supervised Learning Assistance, Sections 8950 and 5950 are available to students so they may register in order to receive tutoring or computer-assisted instruction in the following subjects.

Tutoring Services in the following subjects are available: Anatomy and Physiology, Biology, Accounting, Economics, Foreign Languages, all levels of English, all levels of English as a Second Language (ESL), Reading, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, American Sign Language, Child Development, Social Studies, Statistics, and Chicano Studies.

Tutoring sessions include one-to-one and small group sessions (2 or 3 students) as well as workshops in high-demand courses such as Accounting, Economics, Chemistry, Biology, Anatomy, Statistics and Physics. Course-specific workshops in basic skills are provided by knowledgeable tutors. In order to ensure the students are receiving the best possible learning assistance, the LC has a variety of anatomy models as well as books, CDs and DVDs in the various subjects. The materials are recommended, and often donated, by the instructors of the
subjects, and are cleared through Information Technology to ensure they can provide support if needed.

The Learning Assistance Center has a variety of books and materials, including anatomy models, reference books, textbooks, CD’s, and DVD’s that are instructor-donated and cleared through IT. These materials support the courses tutored in the Learning Assistance Center. Each semester, the Learning Assistance Center publicizes tutoring services and tutors schedules for these courses through tutoring flyers.

In addition, class orientations in the CAI laboratory are conducted by instructors with the help of LC staff. Orientations are offered for the following:

- Access to the district-wide email system and the Academic Computing Environment (ACE), and basic Internet skills
- Accessing Web-based materials for various courses
- Diet Analysis software
- How to log in and use the PLATO system.

The Learning Assistance Center also provides online tutorials for students and helps them to access these tutorials as needed. The list is purged and updated annually.

At the South Gate Educational Center, the Learning Assistance Center assigned two tutors in Social Sciences and Biology for 20 hours per week during winter session in 2015. For Spring 2015, this has been increased to three tutors to augment learning assistance for South Gate students in those subjects.

Additionally, to help fulfill the college’s mission to serve the community, the Learning Assistance Center offered tutoring for 10 hours per week in English, mathematics and science at Griffith Middle School in Spring of 2014, and is offering tutoring in English and mathematics for 15 hours per week at the Hilda Solis Learning Academy.

As LC-Enrollment and PA Hours 2011-2015 Spreadsheet illustrates, each year, the LC offers support services to over 5,000 ELAC students. ELAC’s student tracking system, CI-Track, has been problematic from time to time; however, the enrollment numbers still show consistency for the Learning Assistance Center’s Computer Aided Instruction (CAI) Lab and Tutoring section numbers, 5950 and 8950.

**Distance Education**

The LC supports distance education by housing ITV videos and DVDs, and by offering online tutorials. (2b1-LAC and ITV Video and DVD List). There is also a Supervised Learning Assistance course that will go live via the student portal soon.

The staff and tutors are available for questions via the lacenter@elac.edu email address.

**Services for Students with Disabilities**

The Learning Assistance Center collaborates with Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSP&S) to ensure that students with disabilities receive the help they need. The Center also has a special desktop computer for disabled and sight-impaired students. This computer is located near the front desk so tutors can immediately identify when there is a student that needs
assistance. Furthermore, a special tutoring table with an elongated base is available for students in wheel chairs, and the aisles are spaced so that students in wheel chairs or on crutches can move about with ease.¹⁹⁹

Collaborative Efforts

The Learning Assistance Center collaborates with a number of departments and programs to provide services to as many students as possible. Workshops, class orientations and visitations, LC tours and access to our tutoring space have been the principal activities.²⁰⁰ The departments and programs that regularly collaborate with the LC include:

- Business Administration (via the Accounting and Economics clubs)
- Financial Aid (FAFSA workshops)
- EOP&S
- Engineering (SI Coaching)
- Nursing (state exam practice testing)
- Family and Education Studies and Kinesiology (Diet Analysis software)

Every semester, the LC sends out invitations to instructors to bring their students to the Center for course-specific workshops and Center tours. The LC staff and tutors assist during these workshops. Instructors may reserve the CAI Lab for their workshops as needed.²⁰¹ The schedule showing class and instructor participation is posted in the CAI during the semester, and reservations are accepted at least a week in advance. These instructors are from a number of departments and disciplines including Reading, Counseling, Kinesiology, Biology, EOP&S, Adelante, First Year Completion and Financial Aid.

For the Spring 2015 semester, with Equity funding, the LC is able to collaborate with Engineering, Business Administration, Foreign Languages and Mathematics to provide tutoring in high-attrition courses. Data obtained from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) shows that these departments have a 63% success rate overall, and that the Learning Assistance Center students have a 74.7% success rate (which is 4.7% above the college success goal of 70%).²⁰²

The Learning Assistance Center is also collaborating with Veterans Services to provide support in their special workshops, and to hire veterans as tutors who will work at the VC to provide tutoring to veterans.²⁰³

Hours of Operation and Staffing Levels

During the semester, the hours at the Learning Assistance Center are Monday – Thursday, 9:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. and 3:00 – 5:00 p.m. and Saturday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Hours during summer and winter sessions are Monday – Thursday, 9:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. and Friday, 9:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m.²⁰⁴

The staffing consists of one full-time director (consulting instructor) and one full-time instructional aide, liberal arts. The LC employs between 25 and 30 tutors each semester, depending on student demand, the budget allocation, and the availability of special grants.
Overview of the ELAC Writing Center

The Writing Center offers supervised learning assistance (tutoring) on the main campus both by appointment and on walk-in basis, and on the South Gate campus, on a walk-in basis. The center assists students in developing critical thinking, reading, and writing skills at all stages of the writing process from brainstorming to drafting and revising. Since the center aims to guide students through one-on-one tutoring by asking questions rather than providing answers, tutors do not edit or proofread written assignments. Through this approach, students can assume responsibility for organizing their thoughts in clear, focused, and convincing arguments.

Through thirty-minute one-on-one tutoring, open-ended guided practice tutoring, and ninety-minute workshops, the Writing Center offers free help at any stage of the writing process such as those that follow:

- Understanding an essay assignment
- Constructing a thesis statement
- Focusing paragraphs
- Developing thoughts
- Analyzing texts
- Finding a strong voice
- Revising a draft
- Using MLA format
- Typing an essay
- Targeting Error Patterns in Grammar
- Conducting research on the Internet
- Improving reading comprehension

Writing Center Tutoring Services

Thirty-Minute One-on-One Sessions: To reserve a thirty-minute one-on-one session, students make an appointment through the online appointment system. While students may walk in to seek assistance any time without an appointment, they may have to wait depending on student attendance.

Walk-in Guided Practice Tutoring: Initially developed to serve a large number of students in the First Year Experience (FYE) program, Guided Practice Tutoring is now available to all students Monday through Thursday from 9:00 am to 9:00 pm, and Friday as well as Saturday from 10 am to 4:00 pm.

In this tutoring approach, students work at their own pace on activities that help them complete their assignments. After assessing students’ needs, the tutor creates a sequence of activities that will guide students to complete their assignment while teaching them to improve their overall writing skills and studying habits. While at the Writing Center, students work on a small part of their essay at a time until they have completed at least a portion of their essay. Initially, only FYE students could stay as long as they needed to brainstorm, type up drafts, and discuss those drafts with tutors. This Guided Practice approach has now evolved to include all students, who now may stay as long as they like to participate in these activities.
The Writing Center also offers students opportunities to practice and improve grammar, writing, or reading skills using various software programs, always with trained tutors there to supply technical assistance.

This semester, through Equity funding, the Writing Center is collaborating with Engineering, Business Administration, Foreign Languages, and Mathematics to provide tutoring in high-attrition courses.

The Writing Center also offers ongoing workshops, which are small-group discussions that focus on a particular topic such as thesis development, essay outlining, close reading of texts, and MLA formatting. Other workshops focus on grammar issues like run-on sentences and fragments. The schedule of workshops is available online and students may sign up for the workshops on the website.

Online Tutoring: Until last semester, the Writing Center also offered online tutoring sessions that simulated face-to-face sessions. However, because students did not take advantage of this service and because the center is in the midst of restructuring its tutoring approach to Guided Practice, the Writing Center temporarily stopped offering this service. Online chat is still available, which allows students to ask questions that will be answered by e-mail or on the platform, depending on staffing.

**Hours of Operation and Staffing Levels**

During the semester, the hours at the Writing Center on the main campus are Monday – Thursday, 7:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. Friday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. and Saturday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Hours during summer and winter sessions are Monday – Thursday, 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m., Friday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m., and Saturday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

The hours at South Gate are Monday – Thursday, 9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. Friday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. and Saturday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Hours during summer and winter sessions are Monday – Thursday, 9:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. and Friday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

Overseen by one full-time director and one full-time Assistant Director, the Writing Center at the main campus and South Gate employs one full-time Instructional Aide, Liberal Arts, one Computer Lab Assistant, 30-35 tutors, and 2-4 student workers to assist in check-in procedures. The number of tutors varies depending on student use, annual budget allocation, and special grants.

**Overview of the Mathematics Tutoring Center**

The Mathematics Tutoring Center assists students in the development of their mathematical skills. These skills include critical thinking, mathematical writing and problem solving in all levels of Mathematics offered at the college.

Since the center aims to guide students through one-on-one tutoring by asking questions to the student rather than providing answers, we guide the students with an open-ended approach work through their assignments. Through this approach, students begin to organize their thoughts and start to understand the mathematical process.
The one-on-one, open-ended tutoring available at the main campus and the South Gate Educational Center allows the students to give us detailed responses. The Mathematics Tutoring Center offers free help at any stage of the mathematical process by:

- Understanding mathematical vocabulary
- Developing logical reasoning
- Constructing equations/system of equations
- Evaluating expressions
- Solving equations
- Analyzing/constructing graphs
- Determining results of applications
- Formulate mathematical proofs
- Learn to read Mathematical textbooks
- Using computer programs for various courses such as statistics and calculus

Mathematics Tutoring Center Services

The Mathematics Tutoring Center offers walk-in, open-ended tutoring: In this tutoring approach, students drop in to the center and work on assignments at their own pace. When students need assistance, they notify a tutor and the tutor gladly assists them. Tutors sit with students, on average, for five minutes. This gives the students enough time to develop their questions and the tutor to guide the students. There is no time limit on how long a student can stay in the center.

Hours of Operation and Staffing Levels

During the semester, the hours at the Mathematics Tutoring Center on the main campus are Monday – Thursday, 10:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. Friday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. and Saturday, 10:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m.

The hours at South Gate are Monday – Thursday, 12:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m.

Overseen by one director, two full-time Instructional Assistants and a Computer Technician, the Mathematics Tutoring Center at the main campus employs 10 - 15 tutors some of whom attend four-year universities, and 2 - 4 student workers to assist with the check-in procedures. The number of tutors/student workers varies depending on annual budget allocation. Three tutors, who report to the Dean of Academic Affairs, are employed at South Gate. A position has been approved for the hiring of a classified staff person to oversee the South Gate Math Tutoring Center.

Other Academic Support Programs on Campus

In addition to the Library, Learning Assistance Center, Writing Center and Math lab, East Los Angeles College houses over 20 departmental and specially funded program learning support labs. These labs provide students with access to general and discipline-specific software and technical equipment.

A number of additional programs and departments on the ELAC campus also offer tutoring and/or supplemental instruction for students.
Among the learning support programs are the following:

- **Adelante First Year Experience Program**
  The Adelante First Year Experience Program began in 2006 as a comprehensive program that seeks to improve student preparation, retention and transfer through collaboration among instructors, student-tutors, counselors, and Adelante FYE staff. Today, the Adelante FYE program continues to serve first year students by providing English, math, and general education classes, as well as tutoring and counseling support for new students.

- **GANAS**
  GANAS, "Goals and Needs to Accelerate STEM", is the name of ELAC’s US Department of Education Hispanic Serving Institutions STEM Grant, where ELAC is implementing a broad campus-wide strategy to attract more students into STEM disciplines and careers, and to assist them to be successful in achieving completion (with a degree or transfers). The program includes (a) a Math Academy supporting students through the math pipeline in a timely manner, (b) Media-Assisted Instruction, adding active cooperative learning and web-enhanced class resources, (c) adding Mentors, a dedicated Counselor, Faculty Advising, and Supplemental instruction Coaches strengthening the students resolve and success, and (d) Increased Articulation/Transfer Development to 4 year colleges, with USC as a partner in the grant.

- **MESA**
  The MESA program at ELAC enables educationally disadvantaged students to prepare for and graduate from a four-year college or university with a math-based degree in areas such as engineering, the sciences, computer science, and mathematics. Through MESA, students develop academic and leadership skills, increase educational performance, and gain confidence in their ability to compete professionally. MESA has particular interest in and focuses on students from those groups who historically have had the lowest levels of attainment to four-year and graduate level programs. By closing this achievement gap, MESA students and graduates will be better able to make significant contributions to the socioeconomic well-being of their families and their communities.

- **Mathematics Supplemental Instruction**
  The Mathematics Supplemental Instruction (SI) Program puts outstanding students, called "SI coaches", into our STEM courses on the main campus and developmental courses at the South Gate Educational Center. These coaches hold several SI sessions each week where they cover material relevant to the course using active learning methods that encourage students to think critically about the material. They also hold an office hour each week where students are free to come ask questions and ask for help with specific problems. Finally, the SI coaches attend class with their students, taking notes and assisting the professor as needed.
Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 17. The institution supports student learning and achievement by providing library and other learning support services to students and to personnel responsible for student learning and support. These services are offered at the main campus and the South Gate Educational Center, are open sufficient hours to serve both day and evening services, and provide web support and e-mail-based support for online students. The librarians and directors of the tutoring centers work closely with the instructional faculty to ensure that the services are meeting the needs of students in their classes.

The library and centers have equipment and resources sufficient in quantity, currency, depth and variety to support educational programs. The college is in the process of hiring an instructional assistant to oversee the math tutoring at the South Gate Educational Center. This will bring an element of added stability and oversight to the tutoring services in that area.
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II.B.2.

Relying on appropriate expertise of faculty, including librarians, and other learning support services professionals, the institution selects and maintains educational equipment and materials to support student learning and enhance the achievement of the mission.

Evidence

All learning support centers and the library are staffed by faculty who meet minimum qualifications in the respective discipline. The college relies on the faculty expertise to ensure that the college’s mission of empowering students to achieve their educational goals and increasing student success and academic excellence are fostered by the support centers.

Library Equipment and Materials

Collection Development

Over the past 10 years, both libraries have significantly expanded their print and electronic collections. The library’s collection development team ensures that the libraries have the most current and cutting-edge academic and popular materials by consulting standard bibliographic resources and reviews such as Library Journal, American Libraries, and Choice, as well as bestseller lists, book reviews published in major newspapers and publisher catalogs. The
collection development team also regularly consults the California Community College Consortium’s Electronic Access and Resource’s Committee website to keep abreast of new databases. These additional methods are also used to expand the collection:

- Securing book budget increases and external grants
- Creation of a collection development policy
- Recommendations from classroom instructors
- Student and staff input

Students, staff, and faculty checked out more than 24,000 circulating materials between fall 2012 and fall 2014. Also, numerous classroom instructors have collaborated with the library to supply textbooks and other materials required for their courses to the textbook reserve collection comprised of over 500 textbooks. Close to 50,000 reserve textbooks and other supporting course materials were checked out between fall 2012 and fall 2014. Additionally, the distribution of Prop 20 Lottery funds has allowed the library to purchase textbooks used in the major general education courses, such as Math 115, expanding the reserve collection and allowing students to complete course readings and assignments.

The library also works closely with the campus Curriculum Committee to ensure that the library owns materials sufficient for student learning and success. A full-time librarian serves on the committee to ensure that instructors who are updating and developing new course outlines are integrating information competency into their course work. The Library’s Department Chair also reviews the outlines of all new courses to ensure that the library has sufficient materials to support student learning in new courses.

**Equipment and Software**

**Main Campus**

The following technology is available to library users:
- 2 computer classrooms equipped with a total of 86 computers (used to teach library workshops, orientations and courses),
- 137 open workstations
- 16 express workstations available for quick use
- See ADA equipment details above
- 3 computers for community users (non-students) and new students without IDs or students who need to use scanners or computer DVD players may sign up to use a community computer
- 2 document scanners

**South Gate**

The following technology is available to library users:
- 1 computer classrooms equipped with over 35 computers (used to teach library workshops, orientations and courses)
- 10 open workstations and 1 printer
- Scanner
Software

In both libraries, computers are equipped with Microsoft Office; Web Browsers: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Chrome; Adobe Reader; and GoPrint Account Management: Student Printing System. The Information Technology department works closely with library staff to complete annual software updates.216

Learning Assistance Center Equipment and Materials

The Learning Assistance Center acquires materials and maintains currency via faculty recommendations and student requests. Furthermore, the LC Director and Instructional Aide keep current in learning assistance materials by continually reviewing periodicals and e-magazines, and by touching base with other professionals, faculty and staff. In addition, the Director and Instructional Aide research textbooks that involve the learning processes of college students, the needs of underprepared students, and the latest trends in college preparatory instruction.217 Recent acquisitions that were spurred by the Director’s knowledge of learning assistance and support are Edmentum’s PLATO and American Sign Language dictionaries.

Services for Faculty and Students

The Learning Assistance Center (LC) supports student learning and achievement by providing academic support services to personnel responsible for student success and support. Every semester, the LC extends invitations to instructors to bring their students to the LC for course-specific workshops and LC tours. LC staff and tutors assist with workshops, and instructors may reserve the CAI Lab for class orientations and workshops as needed.

Class orientations in the CAI laboratory are conducted by instructors with the help of LC staff on the following: access to the ACE system, the District e-mail system, and the Internet; sessions on accessing Web-based materials for various courses; use of the Diet Analysis software, and login to the PLATO system.218 The Learning Assistance Center has developed instruction guides, such as ELAC Learning Platforms, the PLATO student guide and the LACCD Student Email Guide, to accompany these workshops as well as for individual student use.

The anatomy models, books and electronic materials are primarily instructor recommended or donated (2b1-RSVP Brochure-Spring 2015). Learning Assistance Center purchases are based on instructor or department requests and student needs (2b1-Books and Materials E-mails; 2b1-Books and Materials E-mails 2). The Learning Assistance Center’s RSVP Brochure219 encourages instructors to make recommendations or store materials for their students to access in the CAI-lab (2b1-RSVP Brochure-Spring 2015). The LC consults with IT on all electronic acquisitions for support and approval.

Equipment

The Learning Assistance Center has 64 desk-top computers for student use, three scanners, three printers, one overhead and one portable projector, an instructor lectern with a desktop computer, and a large screen for workshops and training sessions.220 The LC also has 10 licenses for PLATO, new anatomy models, and the following software: Microsoft 365, ACE, Moodle, Diet Analysis, C++, The Nursing Practice Exam, and Foreign Language CDs.
The Fall 2014 Student Survey reflects student satisfaction with the learning support services such as computer labs and tutoring and technological resources offered by the Learning Assistance Center and other locations at East Los Angeles College. Section IIIC reflects a high satisfaction rate with the quality and quantity of technology equipment and labs. For statement 21m, “Facilities and services on this campus: equipment and labs are adequate and up-to-date,” 71% of responses were “agree” or “strongly agree,” and another 17% expressed that the statement was not applicable to them. Comparable responses were provided for statement 21n, in which 69% of students taking the survey agreed or strongly agreed with the statement, “Sufficient labs are available to meet my needs,” and 19% selected “not applicable.”

The Writing Center Equipment and Materials

The Writing Center houses 55 student computers, which support the following software: Merit’s Grammar and Writing Software, Writers Resources, Adobe Creative Suite CS6, and Office 2010. The number of computers will increase significantly when the Center opens in the new building in 2016.

The Writing Center collaborates with various departments to improve writing tutoring across the curriculum, and with the Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSP&S) to insure effective service to special needs students. In addition, a special desktop computer for disabled students is available.

The Mathematics Tutoring Center Equipment and Materials

The Mathematics Tutoring Center has 52 computers equipped with mathematical software. This allows math students to complete their assignments using the appropriate programs. These programs include Mathematica, Maple, and Minitab. If computers are available, students who need to write papers or do online research for other classes are welcome to use the center.

The tutoring center understands that some students may not have the financial resources to purchase books or other materials that they may need for their classes. In certain courses, such as statistics, the use of a graphing calculator is required. Students may rent a Texas-Instruments 83 graphing calculator for a semester. The center also lends math textbooks for in-center use only.

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard. The library and tutoring centers, under the guidance of the faculty, including librarians, provide appropriate books, materials, and technology support for the students and in support of the mission. One of the full-time librarians is a member of the curriculum committee and helps to provide guidance to instructors creating new courses about the integration of information competency into their course work. The Library’s Department Chair also reviews the outlines of all new courses to ensure that the library has sufficient materials to support student learning in new courses. An inventory project is tentatively planned for summer 2016 to facilitate removing outdated materials and identify areas that can expand.

The directors of the Math and the Writing Centers are professors in the math and English departments, which allows them to remain informed about the needs of their respective departments and students. The director of the Learning Assistance Center is a full-time professor who works with the departments to acquire appropriate resources and materials, in such areas as the sciences and nursing, to support student learning.
II.B.3.

The institution evaluates library and other learning support services to assure their adequacy in meeting identified student needs. Evaluation of these services includes evidence that they contribute to the attainment of student learning outcomes. The institution uses the results of these evaluations as the basis for improvement.

Library Learning Outcomes

The ELAC Libraries have created and are assessing the following program of service outcomes on a regular basis. For more information visit the official Assessment website.222

- **PSO 1. Customer Service**: Seventy-five percent of library users will report satisfaction with customer service at the Circulation, Reference and Tech Help desks
- **PSO 2. Collections**: Seventy-five percent of library users will report satisfaction with the library's print and electronic resources
- **PSO 3. The Building/Space**: Seventy-five percent of library users will report satisfaction with the library's study space.
- **PSO 4. Technology**: Seventy-five percent of library users will report satisfaction with the library's technology.
- **PSO 5. Research Help Desk**: Eighty percent of students recognize that they need to use the library catalog to find books and online databases to find periodical articles
- **PSO 6. Instruction**: Seventy-five percent of instructors and students will report overall satisfaction with the quality of instruction in the workshops and orientations

Program of Service Outcomes Assessments

A student survey was administered via email to all students in May of 2013 to measure PSOs 1, 2, 3, and 4.223 The benchmark was 75% and was met in all cases. Several areas received 100% satisfaction levels (customer service at the Circulation, Tech Help, and Research Help Desk)
while the lowest level of satisfaction (over 85%) was with the Library’s Friday hours. In addition, the LACCD Student Survey administered in 2014 also showed that 86% of students are satisfied or very satisfied with Library services.\textsuperscript{224}

The librarians reviewed current library policies and practices in light of the student comments provided in the May 2013 Student Satisfaction survey. Students made the following suggestions: more study spaces, quieter conditions, longer hours, cleaner tables and bathrooms, more staff at the Research Help and Circulation Desks, limiting computer usage during peak hours, and more textbooks for the reserve collection.\textsuperscript{225} In response, the library implemented the following actions:

- The library extended its hours for the 204-2015 academic year.
- The campus Facilities Department has increased janitorial staff to improve restroom conditions.
- In spring 2013, we received Proposition 20 Lottery Funds for the first time and spent a portion of those funds on textbooks, which is not an appropriate use of the regular book budget. If we receive a distribution of lottery funds for FY 2013-14, we will consider allocating a significant portion of that budget to the purchase of textbooks for our reserve collection once again.

Library staff is still discussing and planning the following actions:

- Creating a designated quiet area in the library
- Consulting with IT to install time-limiting programs on the computers
- Re-assess drink and food policy for enforcement of the food and drink policy for cleaner tables
- Adding more study carrels and tables

\textbf{PSO Assessment 2: Research Help Desk Survey}

\textbf{Method:} The library administered a direct assessment of its Reference Services during the 2012 spring semester.\textsuperscript{226}

\textbf{PSO Measured:} Eighty percent of students recognize that they need to use the library catalog to find books and online databases to find periodical articles.\textsuperscript{227}

\textbf{Results:} The online database benchmark was met but the library catalog benchmark was not met

- The majority of the students can correctly identify which research tools are used to find books and periodical articles
- 32.5\% of the respondents did not know that the library catalog is used to search for books
- 20\% did not know that an online database is consulted to find articles
Use of Data Plan: Research Help Desk Effectiveness

Staff reviewed current research help desk practices in light of the responses gleaned from the 2012 Research Help Desk survey. In response, the following practices were implemented:

- Use the dual monitors to show students how to use online tools and resources when providing research assistance
- Encourage students to conduct searches independently at the student research computer
- Provide instructional materials to reinforce research skills taught at the Research Help Desk
- Refer returning students to library workshops and Library Science courses

A description of the remaining assessments, results, and plans for use of data are available at the official Assessment website.228

The Learning Assistance Center (LC) evaluates its support services annually to ensure adequacy in meeting identified student needs.229

Evaluation methods include:

- Student Learning Outcomes (SLO)
- Semester evaluations of tutors
- Student satisfaction surveys

Learning Assistance Center Student Learning Outcomes

The Program Learning Outcome for the LC is “Students who receive tutoring at the LC will pass their classes with a grade of C or better.” For Fall of 2014, the data supports this standard. Students who received tutoring at the LC had a success rate of 74.7%, according to OIEA, which is 4.7% higher than ELAC’s goal of 70%.230

The Learning Assistance Center Director shares the SLO results with tutors every semester to ensure continued excellence so that students continue to succeed in their classes.231

Other Evaluation Methods

The LC evaluates its services every semester in the following ways:

- Tutoring satisfaction survey
- CAI Lab satisfaction survey
- Evaluations of tutors by the staff
- Instructor evaluations of tutors232

While all internal results are reviewed each semester, not all of them are recorded each semester as a PLO, due to time constraints. For example, in Summer 2014, the Learning Assistance Center submitted two Program Learning Outcomes on TracDat evaluating the effectiveness of tutoring
in the Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI) Laboratory. Students expressed great satisfaction (98%) with the tutoring received, an increased level of skill in using the computer (90%), and a willingness to recommend other students to the LC tutoring services (95%). However, these results are from Spring 2007 to Spring 2011 since the Director had to count and interpret 167 surveys with 22 questions in each survey.\footnote{233}

External surveys completed recently show that the services offered by the LC are sufficient in quantity, currency, depth and variety. The Fall 2014 Student Survey reflects student satisfaction with the learning support services such as computer labs and tutoring and technological resources offered by the Learning Assistance Center and other locations at ELAC.\footnote{234} On page seven, section IIB, the results for question 19.O “How satisfied are you with instructional or computer labs?” indicate that 74% of ELAC students who took the survey are somewhat to very satisfied, and another 20% selected a response of “not applicable.” Similarly, question 19.u indicates that 67% are somewhat to very satisfied with tutoring services, and 26% selected a response of “not applicable”.

**Writing Center Learning Outcomes**

The Writing Center has three Learning Outcomes:

As a result of supplemental learning:

1. Students will have a clearer understanding of the expectations of writing and/or a specific writing task.
2. Students will accept responsibility to seek appropriate assistance to improve their writing skills.
3. Students will apply the skills they acquire or strengthen at the Writing Center to academic courses.

A random sample of 1710 students were surveyed after participating in one-on-one tutoring or attending a workshop. In total, 1130 students responded about individual tutoring, and 518 responded for workshops.

**Outcome 1**

- 1118 (98.8%) out of 1130 students felt that the center assisted them understanding the subject matter; 5 disagreed; 7 stated that the question was not applicable; this is an excellent result.
- 1087 felt (96.2%) felt that the tutor assisted them in practicing skills they needed; 18 disagreed, and 25 felt that the question was not applicable.
- 514 out of 518 (99.2%) students who attended workshops felt that the tutor helped them understand the subject better.

**Outcome 2**

The survey asked the students how frequently they attended workshops or individual tutoring sessions.

Of the 518 students who answered the question about how many workshops they attended, 302 (58.4%) students stated that they attended a workshop twice or more per week. In addition, 111
(21.4 %) students attended a workshop once a week, which means that 79.8% attended workshops regularly during the semester.

For individual tutoring sessions, 763 (47.4%) students attended tutoring sessions twice or more per week and 401 (52.6%) attended sessions once a week.

**Outcome 3**

1040 out of 1130 (92%) saw a connection between the Writing Center tutoring assistance and their classroom success (18 students disagreed, and 72 (.9%) stated not applicable.235

**Mathematics Tutoring Center Learning Outcomes**

The Mathematics Tutoring Center has one Learning Outcome:

Students who receive services from the Mathematics Tutoring Center for at least 16 total hours in a semester will pass their respective math class with a grade of C or better

Students who received services from the Mathematics Tutoring Center for at least 16 total hours in a semester, 72.67% of them passed their respective math class with a grade of C or better. This compares to an overall success rate of 51% in math classes for the 2014-15 academic year.236

**Analysis and Evaluation**

The college meets the standard. The library and tutoring center staff are actively involved in the assessment of student learning outcomes. All centers have completed multiple assessment cycles. The vast majority of the assessments have resulted in outcomes that met or exceeded the benchmark. In cases in which the benchmark was not met, plans were developed to improve the results.
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II.B.4

When the institution relies on or collaborates with other institutions or other sources for library and other learning support services for its instructional programs, it documents that formal agreements exist and that such resources and services are adequate for the institution’s intended purposes, are easily accessible and utilized. The institution takes responsibility for and assures the security, maintenance and reliability of services provided either directly or through contractual arrangement. The institution regularly evaluates these services to ensure their effectiveness.

Eligibility Requirement # 17 – Information and Learning Support Services

The institution provides, through ownership of contractual agreement, specific long-term access to sufficient information and learning support services adequate for its mission and instructional programs in whatever forma whenever and wherever they are offered.

The following reciprocal borrowing agreements are in place at both the Main Campus and the South Gate Libraries.

- **Cal State LA Reciprocal Borrowing**
  The East Los Angeles College Library has a reciprocal borrowing agreement with the California State University, Los Angeles Library. ELAC students can check out books from their library by going directly to the Cal State LA campus with a current ELAC ID and class schedule. Students must physically go to the library to check out and return the books. No delivery service is available.237

- **UCLA TAP Cards for ELAC’s Honor Students**
  Students enrolled in the Honors Program are eligible for a Transfer Alliance Program (TAP) card that allows students to check out books from UCLA’s College Library.238

- **Los Angeles Community College (LACCD) Reciprocal Borrowing**
  The ELAC Library has a reciprocal borrowing agreement with the other libraries in the Los Angeles Community College District. Students can make intra-library loan requests for circulating books that are available in other LACCD libraries; the books are delivered via postal mail. The wait time is generally about one week. Students can also go directly to other LACCD campus libraries to check out circulating books in person with a current ELAC ID.

Safety Measures

- **Main Campus:** The library purchased a state-of-the-art Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) system in 2012. RFID tags are inserted in each book to prevent theft. If an un-desensitized book passes through the 3M security gates, a security alarm is triggered and the library user must return to the Circulation Desk for clearance. DVDs are placed in protective cases that are removed upon checkout. Cadets employed by the Los Angeles County
Sheriff’s Department regularly patrol the library and maintain a regular security post outside the library’s security gates.

- **South Gate:** Each library item has a security strip at the SGECL. In addition to the security strips, DVDs are placed inside lockable KWIK cases, which can only be opened with a special device, which is virtually indestructible. The library has a 3M security gate in operation at the front entrance. In addition to these measures, the library relies on the Security office, which is located next to the library.

**Security and Maintenance**

The Information Technology department provides security to the LC by housing the programs and software in the campus servers. Maintenance of software and websites is provided by IT; the Learning Assistance Center staff provides regular maintenance of desk top computers, scanners, and printers through cleaning and checks the equipment’s working condition and notifies IT if their help is needed for repairs.

To prevent theft of equipment, the LC is adequately staffed during open hours, and the doors are electronically opened and closed. The LC will be moving to the new language arts building in the next academic year where access to individuals not associated with the center will decrease.

**Analysis and Evaluation**

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 17. The library has formal agreements with external libraries to provide extensive learning support to ELAC’s students, staff and faculty. The institution takes responsibility for and assures the security, maintenance and reliability of services and equipment. The IT department maintains websites and software on the campus and solicits feedback from departments and units after each work order is completed. Books and library materials are secured through RFID technology on the main campus and security strips at South Gate. With the range of library and learning support services available, with the adequacy of materials monitored by the faculty experts in these facilities, and with the assessment of effectiveness being undertaken on an ongoing basis.

---
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II.C.1

The institution regularly evaluates the quality of student support services and demonstrates that these services, regardless of location or means of delivery, including distance education and correspondence education, support student learning, and enhance accomplishment of the mission of the institution.

Eligibility Requirement #15 - Student Support Services

The institution provides for all of its students appropriate student support services that foster student learning and development within the context of the institutional mission.

Evidence

East Los Angeles College supports student services include the following departments and programs: Admissions, Assessment/Matriculation, Associated Student Union (ASU), Athletics, CalWORKs, Career & Job Services, Child Development Center, Counseling Department, Disabled Students Program and Services (DSPS), Distance Education, Equal Opportunities Program and Services (EOPS)/Cooperative Agencies Resource for Education (CARE), Financial Aid, First Year Experience (FYE)/Adelante), Student Health Center, International Students Program, MESA, Outreach/Offsite and Recruitment, Puente, Student Activities, Veterans Resource Center (VRC).

The institution relies on various forms of evaluation to ensure continuous improvement of student support services. The Program Review [ELAC 2013-2019 Program Review](#) Annual Update Plan and Student Services Cluster Plan assist in the evaluation, planning, and implementation process. The 2013-2014 Cluster Annual Update provides a broader perspective of the goals, and action plans to meet the needs of students regardless of location or means of delivery. Support services are designed and implemented to promote student success and learning. The Program Review process for student service units includes the use of a program review validation committee that is made up of faculty, administrators, classified and student representatives. In addition to the committee, comments from faculty, students, and staff are solicited prior to initiation of the program review. In this manner, the campus community is involved in the program review process and a campus-wide dialogue is initiated on how student services can be improved. Examples of continuous improvement within the student services unit derived from the program review process include hours of operation, accessibility and customer service to our students.

The Student Comment Form provides students an opportunity to provide positive or negative comments and concerns related to quality of service within student services. Student services administrators review and address any immediate concerns identified in the Student Comment Form. Faculty and staff also provide input on quality of service within their respective units during regular staff and committee meetings.

The campus adopted the Scheduling and Records System (SARS) system to assess student counseling needs and demands within general counseling, Transfer Center, Job & Career Services, Puente, MESA, Veterans, and in the EOPS Program. The number of scheduled and
attended counseling appointments and workshops is used as a measure of efficacy and efficiency within the Counseling Department.246 LACCD is currently transitioning to PeopleSoft and exploring the GradesFirst! software system to schedule appointments and keep track of student to counselor contact data.

Most student service offices are open Monday through Thursday from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. and Fridays from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.247 Additionally, many offices extend their hours of service during peak time periods. During the 2013-2014 school year, Counseling and Admissions offices were open on the first Saturday of the month and during the 2014-2015 school year counseling services were available on Saturdays. In efforts to assist students preparing for transfer the counseling department extends service during the period leading up to fall transfer applications. Moreover, counseling services are offered in many offices and programs outside of general counseling, including CalWORKs, Career & Job Services, DSPS, EOPS/CARE, FYE/Adelante, International Students Program, MESA, Puente Program and the Transfer Center.

The quality and level of service at the South Gate Educational Center (SGEC) are comparable to the main campus. Financial Aid, Admissions and Records, and the Counseling department have full time staff and unclassified support at SGEC. EOPS and DSPS have a counseling and service presence. In 2014, an additional full time counselor was assigned to the SGEC. Additionally, while career counseling is offered on a limited basis at SGEC, the college is in the process of hiring a full time career counselor, for a total of 4 full time counselors specifically for the SGEC.248

ELAC continues the commitment to hire counselors for both general counseling and specialized programs and services. The International Students Program and First-Year Experience have full-time counselors assigned to the program. The college is poised to hire additional counselors to meet the growing student demand. Online services have increased including online advising and e-chat with a counselor in 2014. In the 2013-2014 school year there were 735 online advising student contacts. E-Chat has generated 611 contacts since its inception in June 2014.249

Student services faculty and staff work closely with the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA), the Academic Senate, and the Student Success & Support Program committee to assure the quality of its support services. The Counseling Department continually engages in a process of self-evaluation and inquiry as a means to ensure effective delivery of services. Notable examples of this include: focus groups by OIEA for students who completed the in-person New Student Orientation (2013), the student success committee’s commissioning of a Faculty Inquiry Group (FIG) to explore the delivery of ELAC’s Counseling services (2010-2011), and the Ed Planning Committee’s inquiry into the effectiveness of the in-person and online New Student Orientations (2013-2014).250 Additionally, the Counseling Department utilizes the 2011 Point of Service Survey administered by OIEA as another avenue to gauge the quality of its support services.

As a result of these surveys, numerous interventions and a greater online presence were adopted by the Counseling Department. The Counseling Department looks forward to administering the Point of Service survey again in 2015. Examples include:
The Child Development Center (CDC) maintains the quality of its program through compliance with regulations, policies and procedures set by Community Care Licensing and the State of California Department of Education, Early Education Services Division. Annual student-parent surveys are conducted for feedback on the Program. The results of the survey inform planning and initiate necessary changes needed to better support the families/student-parents needing childcare. Due to budget constraints, the CDC is unable to accommodate student-parents’ request to offer extended and evening childcare.

The Veterans Resource Center (VRC) also engages in regular evaluation of student support services. VRC students were invited to participate in a “Think Tank,” during the Winter 2014 session. This provided students an opportunity to express their concerns and needs and suggestions on how to better serve the unique needs of student veterans. The Think Tank, which is an equivalent to a Student Veteran Advisory Board, is a practice the VRC intends to revisit and offer at least once per semester. Data produced by the Think Tank is complemented by open-ended surveys on the quality of VRC services. These open-ended surveys are available year-round along with an anonymous suggestion box found in the VRC.

As non-traditional students, student veterans are older and frequently demonstrate leadership and teamwork as acquired through the military. Hearing the needs of this unique population directly from VRC students is vital to ensuring the delivery of effective veteran services.

The Distance Education office and the Distance Education Committee systematically assess student support services using faculty, staff and students input to improve the effectiveness of the online student support services. The Distance Education Coordinator continues to evaluate and modify the Distance Education online home page to ensure user-friendly access. The DE Coordinator also takes steps to ensure equitable access to enroll in DE courses.

Distance education (DE) student support services are comparable to face-to-face course/program student support services. Distance Education’s website provides access to a variety of comprehensive online services, including academic counseling and library support. Resources include both academic and student services based. The website meets the World Wide Web Consortium’s (W3C) markup validation service requirements and complies with Section 508.

Student support services provided online assistance to students in attaining their educational goals. ELAC offers free online Writing Lab and Tutorial Services. The Online Writing Lab (OWL) is available to any registered student at ELAC. The OWL offers support for any course required writing assignments or other student needs such as college applications and scholarship essays. Online Tutoring for Writing Needs ELAC offers an Online Writing Center (OWL) to students enrolled in any course. Online tutoring is delivered using an online course management system similar to ETUDES, with an interactive interface where students can view their tutor and vice versa via webcams. Thus, the online session is just like the Writing Center’s person-to-person session. The student can see the tutor providing guidance through an interactive white board. Instructors can link directly to OWL from their online courses.

The Moodle platform used for OWL complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). The student schedules an appointment and submits his/her paper prior to the appointment. The
tutor has an opportunity to review the paper. During the appointment, the student and tutor discuss and work directly editing and modifying the student work (depending on the sophistication of the student’s computer software). The Writing Center has two trained tutors working in OWL. Online tutoring is provided five days a week, including evenings and Saturdays. The online services provided by the Writing Center are accessible via the college website.

Financial Aid, Counseling, the Bookstore, Library, and Admissions and Records offer comparable services to distance education students. Each of these programs leverages the use of telephone and internet technology to extend access to students. Distance education students can complete their Financial Aid process, order books, contact a counselor, add/drop classes, request transcripts, and utilize library databases through the ELAC website. The Counseling Department augments its Online Quick Question service with the use of a third-party software to provide an E-Chat with a Counselor. This service allows students to engage in real-time chat with a Counselor to receive guidance on various topics. The Online New Student Orientation utilizes YouTube videos to assist students in navigating the campus website and understanding how to use the Student Information System for things like adding/dropping courses and accessing LACCD student e-mail.

Each student services area created Student Service Outcomes (SSOs) to identify areas for improvement as identified by Student Services Point-of-Service Surveys. Data generated by these evaluation methods are supplemented with information gathered directly from students. Campus services and programs use student surveys created by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement to gather data. Data gathered via student surveys are triangulated with information and records from the SARS student appointment booking system. An example of this can be found by the division’s use of student feedback/evaluation forms distributed during individual Counseling appointments, online and in-person New Student Orientations, and at the conclusion of special events.

Many programs in student support service units also comply with external evaluations and/or audits. CalWORKs, Financial Aid, International Students, EOPS, DSPS, 3SP (Formerly Matriculation), and the Child Development Center comply with state regulations and guidelines.

**Analysis and Evaluation**

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 15. ELAC offers academic instruction predominately at the main campus, SGEC and through distance learning. The college has made a great effort to provide comparable support services regardless of the means and location of instruction.

ELAC engages in various means of evaluating student services including participation in a robust program review and annual update process, numerous points of service surveys and student service outcome cycles. Student support services align with ELAC’s mission in that they are a means of assisting students in pursuing their educational goals, particularly via goal 1:
“increasing student success and academic excellence through student-centered instruction, student-centered support services, and dynamic technologies.”

II.C.2

The institution identifies and assesses learning support outcomes for its student population and provides appropriate student support services and programs to achieve those outcomes. The institution uses assessment data to continuously improve student support programs and services.

Evidence

The institution identifies learning support outcomes and uses assessment data to improve student services. Student Support Service units identify Student Services Outcomes (SSOs) and successfully complete the SSO process including: Admissions Office, Assessment Center, ASU, Career & Job Services, Counseling, DSPS, EOPS/CARE, Financial Aid, FYE, International Students Program, MESA, Outreach/Offsite and Recruitment, Student Activities, Student Health Center, Transfer Center and Veterans Services.

There are several innovative examples of how student support outcomes ensure ongoing improved quality in its support services and programs. The Counseling Department establishes student support outcomes and improves the quality of its services as a result of these outcomes. One noteworthy example of a Counseling Department SSO:
SSO 1: To increase student knowledge and awareness of online counseling services such as appointment booking, advising and orientation.

The Counseling department’s use of technology has significantly affected student learning and achievement. Prior Student Service Outcome data indicated a lack of awareness of online services provided by the Counseling Department. In response, the Counseling Department revised its online new student orientation, created a YouTube Channel with informative videos, and began delivering real-time E-Chat services.263

Students are often referred to each of these three services as a way to supplement information given in the traditional counseling format. These services are first publicized in the students’ acceptance emails and again throughout the Assessment, Orientation, and Counseling process that is mandated in their first semester.264 Both the online and in-person new student orientations heavily publicize the Counseling Department’s E-chat, online quick questions, and appointment booking services.265 Since its launch in January 2014, more than 2,000 students have completed ELAC’s online New Student Orientation. A survey developed by the Counseling Department, in collaboration with OIEA, provides data indicating students’ satisfaction with the online New Student Orientation. Students report a strong sense of educational options and resources necessary for success as they start their college careers.266 It is also worth noting that ELAC’s YouTube Channel has reached nearly 9,000 unique user views.

Another great example of how student support outcomes are used to enhance services is evident in the Transfer Center activity. The Transfer Center collaborated with Student Activities and hosted a Transfer Student Success Conference.267 A survey was developed and implemented to assess the success of the event and also to assess student learning of the transfer process.268

The student survey responses from the Transfer Student Success Conference indicate that workshop sessions met the expectations of students by providing applicable information of the university transfer process.269 The conference included Personal Statement Writing Workshops. Follow up sessions resulted in group meetings and individual one-on-one appointments with English faculty members.270

Analysis and Evaluation

Student service units identify and assess learning support outcomes and use assessment data to continuously improve programs and services. This unit has been actively engaged in outcomes assessment for multiple years and has successfully implemented plans evolving from assessment results for continuous improvement. One noteworthy example would be admission’s outcomes assessment unit planning.271 Admissions embarked on a campaign for on-time submission of grades that resulted in an increase of on-time grade completions from 75-96% between 2012 and 2014. The college meets this standard.
II.C.3

The institution assures equitable access to all of its students by providing appropriate, comprehensive, and reliable services to students regardless of service location or delivery method.

Eligibility Requirement #15 - Student Support Services

The institution provides for all of its students appropriate student support services that foster student learning and development within the context of the institutional mission.

Evidence

The institution assures equitable access by identifying and working towards meeting the needs of students at the main campus, South Gate Educational Center (SGEC), off-site, dual-enrollment campuses, and online services. On the main campus the majority of Student Services offices are housed in the E1 Student Services building. The remodeling of the building was completed in 2012. In 2016 the Student Campus Center housing the bookstore, cafeteria, student activities, student government, Student Health Center, and Veterans Center will open.

The registration process is completely online using Student Information System (SIS). Prior to the first day of school the system allows students to, add and or drop classes, check for class availability, pay their fees, and check grades.272

Orientations are conducted by counseling faculty and as of spring 2015, have been expanded to include South Gate, off-site locations, and online.273

At the SGEC students have access to all services. The college plans for the Firestone Education Center, replacing the current SGEC, includes upgraded facilities and expansion of student services to include a Student Health Center.274

The college has committed to a robust online student services program. Online services are linked directly to the college and district websites which provide comprehensive student information and services. Each respective student service unit is responsible for ensuring accurate and current information. Current and perspective online students have access to information and direct contact to college admissions, enrollment, support services, programs, directories, class offerings, academic calendar, student transcripts, bookstore services, college
catalog, open classes, financial aid, clubs, and student government. Students are able to complete the admission application, add and drop classes, access assessment placement results, and access unofficial transcripts via the college DE website. Furthermore, students are able to send inquiries via e-mail to departments such as Counseling and can expect a response with 24 hours. Students are also able to contact the campus ombudsperson via a direct link to the campus administrator.

Outreach and Recruitment efforts involve visiting elementary, middle, and high school campuses as well as community centers and attending recruitment fairs. As of spring 2015, the college had reached out to 14 elementary schools, 5 middle schools, and 35 high schools. ELAC plays a leadership role in the Community Partnership Organization involving more than 50 organizations. Additionally, staff visits over 10 community centers and attend approximately 20 recruitment fairs. The geographical area of the locations listed above covers feeder schools at both the main campus and the SGEC.

ELAC has partnered with other educational institutions in the area to create a GO ELA campaign. GO ELA is a pathway for college and career success to promote greater outcomes for all East L.A. students, focusing on college awareness, preparation and completion, and career readiness. The initiative will support students throughout their educational careers. GO East LA offers all Garfield and ELAC students guaranteed admission to ELAC and California State University for those who meet minimum requirements.

Student support services foster student learning and development through extensive and reliable delivery of services. The use of Annual Updates, Program Review, surveys, and the Unit Cluster Plan are used to routinely gauge the extent to which students are being served in accord with the overall mission of the college and specifically the four institutional goals. Services are provided at the main campus, SGEC, off-site, dual-enrollment campuses, and online.

All Student Support Services reflect the mission of the college, and are evaluated using Student Success outcomes, which in turn align with the four institutional goals. As stated in the Mission Statement, “ELAC empowers students to achieve their educational goal”. The 2014 Facts in Brief indicates that the most cited educational goal of students is transfer to a four-year institution (49% up from 42.5% in 2012). The second highest educational goal, is Career Prep/Advancement (16.4%), and the third highest is the undecided group (16.1%).

Student achievement data demonstrated a need to improve institutional transfer rates. The Transfer Taskforce was created and is actively working to increase the number of successful transfers. An estimated 130 students participated in the first Transfer Student Conference in the fall 2014 semester. In spring 2015, more than 200 students attended the conference. Also in spring 2015, the college hired an Instructor Special Assignment (ISA) in the area of Campus Engagement. The main job description for this employee is to assist the Transfer Center director with implementing the recommendation as identified by the Transfer Task Force.

Student services such as DSPS and EOPS meet the needs of a unique group of students. In fall 2015, DSPS serves about 1800 students and EOPS serves 1400 students. Services are offered
at both the main campus and the SGEC. The institution complies with the Americans with Disability Act of 1990 and uses this regulation to ensure that services meet the needs of the students. Services include, but are not limited to, dedicated counseling staff, supplemental tutoring, specialized lab equipment and computer software, and testing accommodations. 282

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard and Eligibility Requirement 15. The college assures that students have access to comprehensive and reliable services at all locations and regardless of delivery mode. In efforts to prepare for the Firestone Education Center, the college leadership launched a taskforce to evaluate current and future needs of the SGEC and Firestone Education Center. The task force met during the 2014-2015 academic year and made recommendations to the college president. 283 The institution will hire one administrator to oversee both the academic and student services needs at this location.

ELAC’s student services provide appropriate, comprehensive and reliable services to students that foster learning and development. ELAC’s revised mission statement lists student goals as transfer, successful completion of workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement. Several efforts to provide targeted student services for the goal of transfer are ongoing led by the Campus Engagement Specialist. A commitment to continue the renewed focus on transfer, begun through the Transfer Taskforce remains ongoing. These efforts are addressed as one component of the Quality Focus Essay.

One example linking the institutional mission and goals to student support services is demonstrated in Goal 2: “Increasing equity in successful outcomes by analyzing gaps in student achievement and using this to identify and implement effective models and programming to remedy these gap.” The Strategic Planning Committee identified a significant gap in the transfer rates of Hispanic/Latina students. Data show that female students in this ethnic group take an average of ten year or more to transfer. Intervention strategies and activities are under discussion aimed at reducing this time. These efforts are addressed as one component of the Quality Focus Essay.
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II.C. 4

Co-curricular programs and athletics programs are suited to the institution’s mission and contribute to the social and cultural dimensions of the educational experience of its students. If the institution offers co-curricular or athletic programs, they are conducted with sound educational policy and standards of integrity. The institution has responsibility for the control of these programs, including their finances.

Evidence

Student Activities

The institution offers co-curricular and athletic programs that are well suited to the mission of the college and overall experience of the student. Co-curricular programs achieve this goal by providing a dynamic, student driven, and highly respected student leadership program through the Associated Student Union (ASU). The board is comprised of twenty students, all of whom must meet LACCD S-9 requirements in order to participate.284 The vast majority of ASU student leaders surpass the minimum requirements for participation. Students must be enrolled in at least 5 units during the fall and spring semester, maintain at least a 2.0 GPA during their term of office, and have fewer than 80 units completed. Under the supervision of the Dean of Student Services, student leaders gain valuable educational experiences, such as planning weekend training/retreats, implementing Robert’s Rules of Order, extensive training in LACCD Student Regulations, attendance at local, state and federal student leadership conferences, and hands-on experiences in organizing and implementing campus events.285 One noted event is the Transfer Student Conference, held each semester starting in fall 2014.286 This event requires students to plan, organize, and implement a student-led conference for 200 peers. Student leaders chair meetings, identify tasks, and take center stage on the day of the event.

ASU also runs a successful book rental program. The program began in 2007-2008 with fifty Math 115 and 125 books. The program now offers more than 1,200 books and more than ten books titles.287 The purpose of the program is to offer peer support in offsetting the high cost of books, thus giving students a better opportunity to succeed in class. Data indicate that students who rent books are succeeding in their respective courses.288 With the ongoing focus on student success, the book rental program is truly an example of a support service that is contributing to educational excellence and the college mission.

Inter Club Council operates under the umbrella of the ASU, with more than 80 clubs on campus.289 Each chartered club gets one-time unrestricted seed funding upon completing the charter process. These clubs provide students with opportunities to enhance their educational experiences by allowing them to explore their interests outside of the classroom setting. Clubs exist to give students an opportunity to network with fellow students, gain exposure to mentors in their field, build their leadership skills, and expose them to a wide range of social and cultural experiences. Students have an opportunity to join an existing club or create new clubs of their interest.290 Each club is assigned a faculty advisor who serves as a mentor to students.
For several years ASU has funded opportunities for students to experience and participate in a number of external activities. ASU has funded campus tours for club members interested in transferring to either a public or private university. ASU also funds conferences and competitions for several clubs. These include both in-state and out-of-state travel. For example, engineering students represented the college in an engineering completion and traveled to Canada. They were the only community college students participating in the competition. They went on to place second for their project. For the past two years, ASU has funded students from the Speech and Debate team to participate in local, regional, and national competitions. The team has continued to place in the top three ranks of all their categories. This year will mark the fifth annual Husky Bowl, a friendly competition among clubs designed to bring students together so they may learn from each other. In addition, ASU supports campus wide multi-cultural and special events. Some of these events include Mexican Independence Day Parade, Domestic Violence Awareness Month, Dia De Los Muertos, Chinese New Year, Black History Project, Women’s History Month, Sexual Assault Awareness Month, Cinco De Mayo, Graduation, Habitat for Humanity, job fairs, resource fairs, workshops, speakers, and food sponsorships. ASU funds are also used to fund twelve scholarships each semester. Co-curricular programs are integrated with institutional planning. The 2015-2016 operating budget for ASU is currently at $210,000 for the academic year. The budget is supported with membership dues and return on budget reserves. The Business office handles all business transactions for ASU and clubs per LACCD policy. One key integrated institutional support is the sale of priority parking which allows participating ASU members to park in the covered parking structures. ASU funds also include revenue from the Student Representation Fee (SRF). This is a $1.00 mandatory fee enacted in winter 2013. Fees are collected year-round at the beginning of each semester including inter-sessions. Unlike the operating budget stated above, unused fees roll over to the next semester. Funds are monitored closely by the Dean of Student Services to make sure they meet the required use and ensure the overall balance remains under $500,000. The Business office provides monthly statements showing the balance and activity in the account. Funds are available to any individual student, group of students, club, or classroom interested in advocating for student rights at the local, state, or national level. Spring 2015 was the first year that ELAC students attended a national student leadership conference on advocacy. This was a four-day conference held in Washington D.C. The purpose of the conference is to teach student leaders how to advocate for their educational rights. Students were able to meet with legislative representatives and share their personal stories and educational journeys. The opportunity to travel to the nation’s capital is priceless and life changing for many of the participants. In the fall 2014 semester, four male students were selected to attend the Men of Color Conference held in San Francisco. This gave students an opportunity to network with students from around the country and from various socio-economic and cultural backgrounds.

ASU board members as well as club members are held to the highest standards of integrity. Students must adhere to California Ed Code, LACCD Student Code of Conduct, ASU Constitution, ICC Bylaws and board policy respective to student travel. As mentioned above, students often travel off campus to attend conferences and competitions. Students must verify
they acknowledge rules and regulations. Should students violate any of the standards, they are subject to disciplinary charges ranging from written warning to dismissal from programs to expulsion from the district.²⁹⁹

Athletics
The Athletics Department at ELAC is dedicated to providing quality educational opportunities, programs and support services to a culturally diverse community. It supports the College Mission and strategic goals by stressing the importance of student-athlete success, equity, access and accountability.³⁰⁰ Intercollegiate athletics provides students with opportunities to experience the valuable life lessons of self-discipline, competition, leadership, teamwork, sportsmanship, character building, and community involvement through athletic participation.³⁰¹ Athletics is an integral dimension of this educational institution. The responsibility of the Athletics Department is to provide athletically oriented students, regardless of race, religion, color, creed or sexual orientation, with opportunities to enhance their collegiate education, provide and develop educational leadership, physical wellness, sports and participation, recreational pursuits and athletic excellence through a competitive intercollegiate athletic program. In order to insure a full range of opportunities for participation and competition, the athletics program must be as broad in scope as possible; however, the availability of various sports is dependent on sufficient student interests and adequate financial resources. Currently supported athletic programs include: badminton (women) baseball (men) basketball (men and women), cross country(men and women), football (men), soccer (men and women), softball (women), swimming (women), track and field (men and women), volleyball (women), water polo (women), wrestling (men).³⁰²

This Athletics Department is student-athlete focused. To promote student access and success the college provides its student-athletes with support services to enhance their academic and athletic processes both while at ELAC and in preparation for their continued education and athletic participation beyond the institution. The coaching staff serves as both character and academic mentors to student athletes. At least seven of the sixteen teams have received the honor of having the coach be recognized as “Coach of the Year”.³⁰³

Student-athletes are able to meet with one of two specially designated student-athlete academic counselors before, during and after each (respective) sport season and off-season. They provide "early" registration for student-athletes. This effort provides ELAC student-athletes with the opportunity to set success benchmarks for themselves and for the institution. Each ELAC student-athlete is required to meet with either athletic counselor, (or if a student-athlete is a part of the EOPS program, the EOPS counselor), to prepare an educational plan.³⁰⁴ For the past 13 academic years, at the end of the spring semester, the student athletes who have performed well academically, (2.75 GPA or better), are invited, along with their families, to a luncheon in their honor.³⁰⁵ The event recognizes current student–athletes and a student-athlete alumni serves as the keynote speaker.

The ELAC Athletics Department is integrated with the institutional budget planning process. The budget process is tied to academic planning through program review.³⁰⁶ All budget requests must be a result of planning efforts and must include a justification. Each spring semester, the athletic
department will formulate an annual budget assumption, (budget preparation) for review and
discussion by the Vice President of Student Services. With the exception of coaching stipends,
which is set contractually, all aspects of the department's budget are part of this review.

The values associated with participating in intercollegiate sports at East Los Angeles College
include student-athlete discipline, values, trust and respect for the educational process. Student-
athletes contribute to the local community with various outreach activities and the success of
student-athletes has created a greater positive image of ELAC as a whole. None of these would
be ever come to fruition if academic achievement and athletic participation were not
connected.

Student-athletes throughout the State of California are required to maintain full-time (12 units)
academic status with at least 9 units counting toward the Associate Degree, remediation, transfer,
and/or certification as defined by the College Catalog. In addition, each student-athlete
competing in a second sport or a second season must also have completed 24 units and maintain
a 2.5 grade point average. Weekly, the ELAC Director of Athletics and the Athletics Eligibility
Clerk ensure each and every ELAC student-athlete is progressing as required.

Appropriate conduct by all participants in the East Los Angeles College athletics program is
expected at all times. This includes student-athletes, coaches, personnel, staff and volunteers.
As highly visible members of the institution, all personnel are expected to act with integrity,
civility and self-discipline, and uphold high standards in all aspects of an athletic program. The
goal is to set examples for the college in the classroom and on the playing field.

A. Citizenship --all student-athletes are expected to: 1. act responsibly on and off campus, 2.
respect the rights of others, 3. follow all ELAC, CCCAA and team rules, follow all
community laws, and 5. win or lose with "class".

B. Class Attendance-- student-athletes are required to: 1. follow the department policy on
mandatory class attendance, 2. make every effort to succeed academically, and 3. respect
the syllabus of each instructor.

C. ELAC Training Rules --student-athletes are required to: 1. respect and follow accepted
rules regarding rest, proper nutrition, hygiene and physical fitness, 2. abstain from
alcohol, tobacco, drugs and performance enhancing substances per CCCAA and East Los
Angeles College Guidelines, and 3. follow advice from athletic training staff and team
physicians.

D. Team Rules and Information--for his/her team, the coach will: 1. develop, explain and
apply rules of conduct and participation, 2. provide each team member of said rules in
writing, 3. follow advice from the athletic training staff and team doctors, and 4. not
attempt to request a "grade change" from any academic instructor.

E. Discipline Policy--for his/her team, the coach will: 1. supply his/her disciplinary
decisions regarding inappropriate behavior in a fair, consistent and equitable manner, 2.
notify the athletic director in the event a student-athlete has been dismissed from the
team, a class or the institution, and 3. notify the athletic director if any student-athlete or
staff member has been suspended from a contest or been charged with a criminal offense
while being a member of this program.
Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard. Both ASU and athletics programs align with the college’s mission, specifically goal 3, which is “Sustaining community-centered access, participation, and preparation that improves the college’s presence in the community, maximizes access to higher education and provides outlets for artistic, civic, cultural, scientific, and social expression as well as environmental awareness.”

Policies and procedures are evaluated on a regular basis to insure compliance with local, district, and state policy. Co-curricular participation has increased by about 7% every year. Club sponsored activities are more visible on campus and in the community. With more than eighty clubs on campus, students are able to explore a wide range of interests. Club categories include but are not limited to academic, social, environmental, political, and self-improvement. As a result of a campus-wide focus on increasing transfer rates, the Associated Student Union has increased funding to club interested in organizing university campus tours. Students have a strong presence in the community as is evident by clubs such as the Respiratory Therapy Club attending Wellness Fairs, or the Nursing Student Association taking blood pressure and heart rates at local events, or clubs volunteering with Habitat for Humanity.

Athletic programs continue to improve their competitive ranking by increasing their participation in playoffs games. The 2014-2015 was a very successful season for Athletics.311

With the multitude of student activities occurring throughout the school year, there is always room for continued improvement communicating and advertising these events. The Athletics Department is currently undergoing a major redesign of its web presence to better publicize the events. This effort is part of the broader Action Plan of improving Communication campuswide.
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II.C.5

The institution provides counseling and/or academic advising programs to support student development and success and prepares faculty and other personnel responsible for the advising function. Counseling and advising programs orient student to ensure they understand the requirements related to their programs of study and receive timely, useful, and accurate information about relevant academic requirements, including graduation and transfer policies.

Evidence

East Los Angeles College provides counseling and academic advising programs to support student development and success. Formal advising services for students are provided by the Counseling, Transfer Center, Career and Job Services, Extended Opportunities Programs (EOPS), International Student Program, Noncredit department, CalWORKs, Athletics, Puente, Adelante, First Year Completion, Math Engineering Science Achievement (MESA), Veterans Resource Center (VRC) and Disabled Students Programs and Services (DSPS).

The Counseling Department has 28 full-time counselors and 16 additional adjunct counselors working anywhere from 3 hours to 21 hours per week. Counseling services are provided at the South Gate Educational Center. In addition to general counseling services, the DSPS and EOPS programs also provide counseling services at the South Gate campus. Similarly, programs such as CalWORKs, MESA, Career & Job Services, Adelante, and First Year Completion all provide representation via outreach and/or offering of services at the South Gate campus.

Numerous programs also use technology to offer services for distance education students. The Counseling Department offers an Online Quick Question service and E-Chat with a counselor, Career & Job Services offers online career assessments and a job database, and numerous other services make their e-mail addresses available in order to field questions:

- Online Quick Questions
- E-Chat with a Counselor
- Online Job Database
- Career Assessments
Counseling and academic advising is delivered in myriad forms ranging from one-on-one appointment to group-based settings. Computerized resources such as ASSIST, EUREKA, the Strong Interest Inventory and Myers-Briggs aid counseling faculty in delivering counseling and advising that promotes student development and learning. Additionally, counseling faculty working with populations such as international students and military veterans to ensure student support is tailored to meet the specific needs of these specialized student populations.

The Counseling Department ensures the delivery of accurate, timely, and pertinent information as part of the counseling and advising services by conducting trainings for all full-time and part-time faculty. Trainings cover a variety of topics including: degree, certificate and transfer requirements; properly using LACCD DEC to update and maintain student records; SB-1456 compliance training; and training on completing electronic Student Educational Plans.

On a district-wide level, ELAC Counselors participate in LACCD’s Counselor Conference to gain a grander scale understanding of state-wide legislation on the Counseling discipline. Counselors annually attend conferences at University of California, California State University, and the Association of Independent California Colleges and Universities that provide updated information on transfer advising. Information covered in each of the campus, district, and state-wide Counselor Conference formats is condensed and archives into a training manual for Counseling Faculty.

- LACCD Counselor Conference Materials:
- **UC Ensuring Transfer Success Conference**
- **CSU Counselors Conference**
- **New Counselor Training Manual**

Counseling-based programs continue to innovate and experiment with the use of technology and group-based interventions in their day-to-day delivery of services. Each of the aforementioned programs works closely with OIEA to gauge the effectiveness of existing and newly incorporated counseling interventions. This is achieved through each unit’s participation in the 2013-2014 Program Review process, focus on areas for improvement requested in the 2014 Annual Update, and administration of surveys/evaluations after appointments, group counseling, and special events. Additionally, grant and special funded programs such as the VRC, MESA/STEM, EOP&S, and DSPS receive their own external evaluations to gauge the effectiveness of counseling services provided by their respective programs.

**Analysis and Evaluation**

The college meets the standard. Legislation introduced in recent years has placed greater emphasis on students receiving accurate and timely information from the time they first step foot on campus for their New Student Orientation all the way through attainment and completion of their educational goal. Lead counselors provide training to counseling faculty and related personnel understand the fluid and changing nature of degree/certificate requirements, transfer admission policy, and campus academic regulations. Counseling faculty and related support personnel receive frequent training to ensure they remain abreast of the constant changes and new regulations impacting associate degree/certificate eligibility, transfer policies, and other academic regulations. ELAC’s student support services that incorporate a counseling component
make it a priority to ensure that the counseling and advising services it provides remain up to date and relevant. The Counseling Department chair ensures that counselors from student support service programs (EOPS, DSPS, CalWORKs, MESA, etc.) participate in monthly meetings as well as training sessions. All content, policies, and procedures covered in counselor trainings are developed via a work group of full-time counseling faculty. Once content is agreed upon, training is constantly provided to both full-time and adjunct faculty to review the latest changes impacting students’ successful matriculation, major/program of study selection, and completion of their goals is absolutely critical. Information covered in counselor trainings is archived on a shared computer drive accessible by the entire department. Trainings are well received by full-time and adjunct counselors. District-wide reporting data show a heavy increase in reported student contacts compared to previous years when reporting was not as heavily emphasized.

Training material is revised, reviewed, and improved to ensure compliance with state and local regulations. Similarly, counseling faculty meet regularly to ensure information and practices are uniform and consistent. A New Counselor Guide serves as a resource and reference for all counseling faculty.

Counseling services at ELAC place a great emphasis on having each point of contact serve as a critical juncture in a student’s success and development. Student service and counseling’s prioritization of student success and development is in line with the college’s mission statement. Any program on campus providing counseling services readily engages in a process of development, implementation, and evaluation of its counseling services. General Counseling along with programs such as CalWORKs, MESA, and Career & Job services incorporate various forms of individual and group based interventions to efficiently serve more students. An excellent example of this is the Assessment, Orientation, and Counseling campaign (A+O+C) created to publicize new students’ need to complete these three critical matriculation steps. This campaign has spread awareness and created a brand that students identify as a critical step in their enrollment at ELAC. Students’ participation in the Counseling component of A+O+C ensures they receive timely, accurate, and tailored information to assist them in completing their educational goal.

The efforts of the VRC and International Student Program are particularly noteworthy. In fall 2014, the Veterans Counselor offered a number of workshops and orientations tailored to meet the needs of ELAC VRC students. The Veterans Counselor and Certifying Official ensure that topics and information covered in these workshops and orientations addressed needs demonstrated by ELAC VRC students. In addition, the VRC works closely with DSP&S to ensure all VRC students experiencing service and non-service related disabilities (PTSD, TBI, mental health issues, visual and hearing impairments, etc.) receive appropriate accommodations to complement their success at ELAC. Similarly, the International Student Program demonstrates the college’s commitment to the success of specialized student populations. The ISP provides comprehensive student services and legal documentation to more than 700 international students. ELAC ISP provides all pre-admission information along with the necessary international application and documentation required to grant an I-20 visa to secure an international student acceptance. As of July 2014, a full-time counselor works exclusively with international students to promote increased awareness of campus academic support resources and
resources that allow students to better navigate the transition to the United States higher education system. The program also added four Introduction to College courses (PERSDEV 1) in fall 2014 and 2 in spring 2015 as a means to decrease the number of students on academic/progress probation and increase retention rates. The International Student Program anticipates increasing the amount of Counseling courses offered in the Fall 2015 semester.

These newly developed innovations and modalities for providing counseling services augment the traditional one-on-one counseling format. The Counseling division also understands the importance of properly utilizing the OIEA and other measure of evaluation to gauge the effectiveness of its interventions. For example, after revising the structure of the in-person and online versions of the New Student Orientation, the Counseling Department and the OIEA sought to demonstrate the orientations’ effectiveness in acclimating students to the college. This was evidenced by a Likert scale item asking students to rate the overall usefulness of information covered in the orientation. The result showed 96 percent of students found the information useful/very useful. Similarly, counseling-focused initiatives from the VRC, ISP, Career & Job Services, MESA/STEM, and the Puente program all have taken great efforts to gauge the effect counseling services has on student development and success. Each of these programs through a combination of survey items, external evaluation, and program design and development generated convincing data on how their various initiatives aided student development and success.

With so many new activities that are constantly emerging, getting the correct information to new students is challenging. Efforts to create a Welcome Campaign aim to address this challenge and continuously improve counseling services. These efforts are included as part of the Quality Focus Essay and the Action Plan to strengthen collegewide Communication.
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II.C.6.

The institution has adopted and adheres to admission policies consistent with its mission that specify the qualifications of students appropriate for its programs. The institution defines and advises students on clear pathways to complete degrees, certificate, and transfer goals.

Evidence

East Los Angeles College is an open access college that welcomes nearly all potential students. The college general admission policies are consistent with its mission statement of open access, reflective of Los Angeles Community College District Board rules that follow California State regulations. Board Rule 8100 “allows students who are high school graduates or equivalent to attend East Los Angeles College.”

Students who are 18 years or older, without a high school diploma or its equivalent are admitted as provisional students. Students who are concurrently enrolled in K-12 grades can attend East Los Angeles College part time or full time, with parental consent, concurrent elementary or secondary permit and approval of the President or his designee and the Dean of Admissions. For students who are not yet enrolled in high school, approval is needed of a college special admissions committee, made up of faculty and administrators. The only exception to the open admissions policy applies to potential students in the United States under a travel visa (B-1 or B-2). This exception in Board Rule 8100 responds to increased Federal regulation and tracking on non-resident attendance in American schools. All other students are welcome to attend. Non California residents may attend however a nonresident tuition rate is applied.

Information published in the General Catalog and Catalog updates serves as the preliminary source of information used to guide students towards degree, certificate, and transfer completion.

Counseling faculty use information published in the General Catalog and Catalog Updates when advising students on completion of their degree, certificate, and transfer goals at ELAC. Information published in the General Catalog is supplemented by counselors’ participation on campus committees that allows them to remain abreast of any major changes to policy and requirements relating to the completion of degree, certificates, and transfer. Additionally, departments across campus are regularly invited to Counseling Department meetings to share new information pertaining to their certificate and/or degree programs.

Counseling Faculty in the Transfer Center and Career & Job Services offer individual appointments to assist students in exploring and identifying their certificate, degree, and transfer ambitions at ELAC. Additionally, Counseling Faculty in both offices coordinate events, workshops, and committees whereby other faculty and staff contribute to students’ process of identifying their educational pathway at ELAC. Similarly, academic disciplines often coordinate
workshops to highlight different career pathways associated with completion of certificates and
degrees in their discipline.334

Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard. The depth and breadth of programs offered at ELAC reflects the
open access nature that is the mission of the community college. Enrollment continues to grow
as students recognize that ELAC provides pathways towards upward social mobility and global
citizenship. Information on the various certificates, degrees, and transfer pathways available to
students is widely available on the campus website. Students receive an overview of the
educational opportunities available when completing their mandatory New Student
Orientation. Shortly after completing this step, Counseling faculty develop an Abbreviated
Student Educational Plan tailored to a student’s particular educational goal. As a whole,
counseling faculty remain abreast of the various degree, certificate, and transfer pathways
available to students at ELAC. While there are a number of counselors who liaison with
departments on campus the structure of the Counseling Department necessitates that each
Counselor on staff have a working knowledge of every possible educational objective attainable
at ELAC. Dissemination of this information continues throughout a student’s educational
journey via individual counseling appointments and group based workshops. Given the ever-
changing nature of transfer admission requirements, counselors frequently attend UC, CSU, and
private school focused transfer conferences to remain abreast of the latest trends and
requirements pertinent for community college students wishing to transfer.

The information students receive on pathways to completing their educational objectives is
complemented by the services offered in the Career & Job Services office and the Transfer
center. Career & Job Services offers career services to assist students to explore and identify
their respective pathway to degree, certificates, and/or transfer completion.
Career counseling sessions are scheduled for 1 hour to discuss majors, occupations, and pertinent
career options for students. Career assessments such as Myers-Briggs Type Indicator, Strong
Interest Inventory and career inventories such as Motivated Skills Card Sorts are also available to
students to take pending on the Career Counselor's recommendations. As a means to address
ELAC’s many Career & Technical educational objectives, Career & Job Services collaborates
with all 33 CTE disciplines and ASU clubs to host an annual Career & Technical Education
Pathway Fair. This has proven a successful event for the past two years with more than 500
students participating. The Career & Technical Education Pathway Fair is an excellent example
of the college’s collaborative efforts to inform students on the many certificates, degrees, and
transfer paths available. Many other disciplines across campus host their own respective
workshops/open houses to highlight career pathways tied to pursuing certificates, degrees, and/or
transfer in their respective subjects.

The Transfer Center assists students in defining transfer pathways via appointments with the
Transfer Center Counselor as well as university representatives from surrounding
institutions. Workshops, university tours, and events like the Transfer Student Success
Conferences allow the Transfer Center to provide clarity on transfer pathways to students en
masse. The Transfer Center serves as a hub for Transfer focused programs like Adelante, FYC,
Honors, Puente, MESA/STEM, UCLA CCCP, and LMU Partnerships. Campus staff, faculty,
and administration promote these programs by directing students towards the transfer center for information on these programs.

In summer 2014, the College President created a Task Force on Transfer to evaluate and increase university transfer rates. The Task Force members included student leaders, classified personnel, faculty, transfer program directors, and administration. The Task Force on Transfer developed events and activities to increase campus and community engagement in the Transfer Mission. Efforts of the Task Force on Transfer resulted in 2014 Opening Day Convocation focusing on the school’s transfer mission. Faculty and staff were informed of the Task Force’s work and received invitations to participate in work-groups to implement events and activities created by the Task Force on Transfer. The Task Force on Transfer also requested data to identify students approaching eligibility for transfer. Identified students were then contacted and invited to meet with a Counselor to solidify their transfer plans. Lastly, the Transfer Center continues to engage in conversations to create transfer pathways with schools like UCLA, UCLA Law, Cal Poly Pomona, and LMU. Strengthening the transfer culture at ELAC is one of the components that will be addressed in the Quality Focus Essay.

The institution has adopted and adheres to admission policies consistent with its mission that specify the qualifications of students appropriate for its programs.\textsuperscript{335}
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II.C.7

The institution regularly evaluates admissions and placement instruments and practices to validate their effectiveness while minimizing biases.

Evidence

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of practices and tools of admissions, the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) provides all the Assessment Placement research and evaluation for the Assessment Placement Process. The assessment instruments were thoroughly researched when switching from paper/pencil instruments to computerized instruments in 2010.\textsuperscript{336} Research includes but is not limited to cut-score validation, curriculum alignment and disproportionate impact.\textsuperscript{337}
With implementation of SB1456--The Student Success and Support Program Act and the college's Student Equity Plan, the institution will require continued research in equity and proportionality in the following areas:

1. Admissions - registration patterns\textsuperscript{338}
2. Assessment - access to assessment services, assessment validation, and disproportionate impact (\textit{Disproportionate Impact Studies}\textsuperscript{339})
3. Orientation - orientation participation patterns\textsuperscript{340}
4. Counseling - student education plans\textsuperscript{341}
5. Follow-Up - Early Alert, of the students that receive early alert services, are certain groups disproportionately less likely to succeed in their classes. (\textit{Disproportionate Impact Studies})\textsuperscript{342}
6. Prerequisite - Is any student group's access to the target course adversely impacted by the prerequisite? (\textit{Disproportionate Impact Studies})\textsuperscript{343}

\textbf{Analysis and Evaluation}

The college meets the standard. The Assessment Placement Process, the assessment instruments and the multiple measures questionnaire are evaluated as part of the research cycle for consistency and effectiveness. The Assessment Center uses an established daily task protocol to ensure that the placement process is consistent and effective.

The disproportionate impact studies have not revealed any cultural or linguistic bias in the Accuplacer nor the Compass placement instruments that are being used at ELAC.

Cultural and linguistic bias in the Assessment Center is also minimized by providing bilingual staff that are fluent in Spanish, Mandarin, and Cantonese. In addition, the Assessment center provides the Assessment Lab Entry form in English, Chinese, Spanish and Vietnamese. This has all proven to be most helpful to students at ELAC.

336 Accuplacer and Compass info link  
337 Insert Multiple Measures Questionnaire  
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\textbf{II.C.8}

The institution maintains student records permanently, securely, and confidentially, with provision for secure backup of all files, regardless of the form in which those files are
maintained. The institution publishes and follows established policies for release of student records.

Evidence

All Student Services units adhere to Board Rules 7708 (Classification of Records) and 7709 (Destruction of Records). These two board rules provide guidelines for student record are classification, storage, and destruction. Each record is classified into one of the following; Class 1 – Permanent, Class 2 –Optional, and Class 3 –Disposable. Since the last accreditation report, all records classified as permanent, once stored in a fire-proof vault, have been scanned to electronic format. Currently, the collection of records is in an electronic format since the enrollment process requires students to submit their application online. However, in certain areas, there is a need to submit paper documents. In such cases, each office is responsible for making sure documents are maintained appropriately. In the Admission and Records Office, student records are maintained securely. Most historic paper records were scanned into electronic format years ago. Current student records in paper format are stored in fire-proof and locked cabinets within a fire-proof vault that has limited staff access, until the documents are scanned to electronic format and then reclassified to Class 3 – Disposable Records and destroyed properly after Board approval.

In the Financial Aid office, all data reside in the DEC system are backed up on a daily basis. In addition to Board Rules, this follows the federal and state financial aid regulations that govern the maintenance of the financial aid records and its record retention requirement. All records are scanned into the imaging system, that which is backed up on a nightly process. Financial Aid records reside in the District DEC or the campus jukebox systems. It manages by IT department that maintains a backup schedule to ensure these data are secure.

The Student Health Center is operated by Mosaic Health Services via a three-year contract. Mosaic is responsible for securing health-related documents. The office is equipped with lockable file cabinets in which paper documents are stored. Electronic documents are stored on a secured server, and access to information is protected by username and password login. The institution adheres to the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act of 1974 (FERPA). This is a federal legislation that protects the privacy of the students' personally identifiable information. The act applies to all institutions that receive federal funding.

Board Rule 8401.11 outlines the District policies related to release of student records, ELAC strictly adheres to policy. Authorized release is allowed in cases of student release, judicial order or subpoena, college or district officials with legitimate educational interest, selected State or Federal authorized agencies, potential schools in which the student intends to enroll, agencies related to the student’s financial aid, educational studies, health and safety emergency and selected information to federal military. All student services offices follow state and district mandates.

The Fall 2014 Student Survey and ACCJC Accreditation Standard Analysis indicate that 47.4% of students surveyed were very satisfied and 41.6% were somewhat satisfied with the current standard of practice in this area.
Analysis and Evaluation

The college meets the standard. All Student Services units adhere to the board rules specifying processes for storing, destroying, and disseminating student records.
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STANDARD III
Resources
STANDARD III: RESOURCES

III.A.1

The institution assures the integrity and quality of its programs and services by employing administrators, faculty and staff who are qualified by appropriate education, training, and experience to provide and support these programs and services. Criteria, qualifications, and procedures for selection of personnel are clearly and publicly stated and address the needs of the institution in serving its student population. Job descriptions are directly related to institutional mission and goals and accurately reflect position duties, responsibilities, and authority.

Evidence

Hiring policies and processes for administrators, full-time and adjunct faculty, and classified staff are developed, defined, established, and consistently practiced. The policies work as a guide to ensure integrity, fairness, and consistency in the hiring processes. The processes are in place to ensure the college hires the most qualified applicants who meet the instructional or service needs of the institution.

There are two hiring systems in the district. One for certificated, and one for classified. District Human Resources office plans and reviews the Faculty Obligation Number-FON with the colleges for faculty hires. A faculty hiring process exists that prioritizes needs and fulfills the process (Academic Senate Hiring Prioritization Process). Secondly, the District Personnel Commission oversees the classified hiring which is a merit system of testing, ranking, career latter and transfer opportunities. As the student population has grown 7% for the last two years, the college has hired 70 faculty and staff to meet the instructional and service needs of the institution.

Administrators and faculty

East Los Angeles College follows the state minimum qualification criteria set by the California Community Colleges Board of Governors for its certificated administrative and faculty hiring. The college also has its own set of qualifications that meet the needs of specific service areas. The minimum requirement for administrators includes the completion of a Master’s degree and one full year of administrative or managerial experience. Faculty members must meet the California State minimum qualification for their discipline. Additional discipline-specific requirements, if applicable, are defined by the District Discipline Committees representing each discipline taught in the district. These discipline committees are comprised of representatives from all nine colleges within LACCD. All additional qualification requirements are vetted with and agreed by the representatives from all nine colleges on the committee.

Replacement and growth requests for full-time faculty are made through each unit’s Program Review Self Evaluation (PRSE) and Annual Update Plan (AUP). The Hiring Prioritization Committee (HPC), which consists of faculty and administrators, meets annually during the fall
semester to evaluate the requests submitted by all departments. The evaluation is based on quantitative data representing student demand for departmental offerings and qualitative justifications presented by the department chair in the original written request as well as in a face-to-face meeting with the HPC. The HPC ranks the positions requested, groups them into two groups (replacement and growth), and submits the list to the Academic Senate with attached brief explanations regarding the priority placement. The Academic Senate reviews and discusses the hiring priority list. The co-chairs for the HPC are urged to be present during the Senate review meeting. A Senate-approved list is then forwarded to the College President. The president reviews the list to determine which faculty positions to fill and notifies the Academic Senate president (with a copy to the HPC co-chairs, AFT president, and participating department chairs) of this decision prior to the week of final exams. If the president deviates from the Senate’s recommended prioritization, he or she provides an explanation in writing to the Academic Senate president. Any changes made by the College President are consulted with the Senate president in writing. The policy and procedures can be found in the East Los Angeles College Faculty Hiring Policies and Procedures. Adjunct faculty hiring does not require a committee. Adjunct hiring is at the discretion of the department chair based on department needs to meet students demand beyond the courses taught by full-time faculty.

Faculty and Administrator selection processes follows the policy set forth by the East Los Angeles College Academic Senate which mirrors similar Policy and Procedures required by the Los Angeles Community College District. All required application materials are screened for State Minimum Qualifications. All finalists for faculty and administrator positions must submit official sealed transcripts at the final interview. All applicable Verification of Experience (VOE) must be submitted during this same period. Verifications of Experience must include the following:

1. Be on company letterhead stationery.
2. Include dates of employment.
3. Include position title.
4. State if experience was full- or part-time (if part-time, indicate the weekly percentage or hours worked).

**Classified Staff**

Employment opportunities for classified staff positions, job descriptions and salary schedules are publicly available through the Personnel Commission on the district website. The Los Angeles Community College District Personnel Commission set the minimum qualifications for classified staff. The selections of classified employees follow the California Merit System inclusive of the job classifications and the minimum qualifications for each position. Qualifications for each position are established through a series of examination that may include written tests and/or interviews. The system allows for career ladder moves and transfer opportunities for current employees within the district. The Personnel Commission maintains lists of qualified candidates for each of these positions. As positions become available at individual colleges, and the campus requests to fill a particular position, the Commission will provide the top candidates for interview. These candidates are then interviewed at the college by the hiring department and the final recommendation for hire is forwarded to the campus president for final approval. Classifications for existing positions are listed on the district website under the Personnel Commission link.
The Vice Presidents’ Council may request a new position or a change in a job classification. When such requests are made, the Personnel Commission conducts a review to determine if the changes are warranted by comparing relevant labor market analyses across similar institutions. This process is a collaboration among the colleges, the respective classified bargaining unit representatives, and the Personnel Commission.

East Los Angeles College recently established a Human Resource Committee (HRC) for classified hiring that serves as the counterpart to the Hiring Prioritization Committee, which reviews and prioritizes faculty-hiring requests. The HRC is made up of college staff, non-voting faculty, and non-voting administrators. The HRC is charged with prioritizing staff position requests based on department/unit and college needs utilizing quantitative data provided by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) and qualitative justification provided by division vice presidents. Although the committee is made up of set constituencies, the committee serves to prioritize based on a global view of college need.

The need for new or replacement hires are justified in each department/unit’s goals and objectives within their Annual Update Plan (AUP) and Program Review Self Evaluation (PRSE). A staff or faculty position request form is required for each position.

The HRC meets in October, following the submission of AUP or PRSE documents to review and prioritize the staffing requests. The committee works with the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) to develop appropriate data for use in evaluating position requests. The committee submits the prioritized list to the ELAC Shared Governance Council (ESGC) for its December meeting. The ESGC then forwards the approved prioritized list to the President for review. The President, in consultation with the cabinet, determines which positions will be included in the budget. The President reviews all requests and provides a written response to ESGC when he or she chooses to diverge from the recommendations.

Positions required by contract or deemed critical, as determined by the committee, are to be filled as soon as possible. Positions made available by the departure of an incumbent employee are reviewed by the appropriate supervising Vice President to determine whether a replacement is needed. If the supervising Vice President chooses not to fill a non-critical replacement position immediately, the department/unit manager may request that position through the AUP and the PRSE processes. In these cases, the positions are to be treated as any other staffing request and will go through the standard prioritization process developed by the committee. In all cases, the committee is to be notified of the vacancies and the resulting decision of the Vice President.

For Categorical funding, requests go through the same prioritization process, but are noted as categorical. This allows the prioritization process to take into account funding outside the college’s traditional budget. Specially Funded Program (SFP) positions, which are supported by grant or other external funds, do not go through the prioritization process. However, the committee is notified that such positions have been filled in order to incorporate this information in the prioritization process.

Analysis/Evaluation
The college meets this standard by ensuring that all faculty and administrators meet the state minimum requirements and additional requirements as deemed desirable for programmatic and institutional needs. Classified staff meet minimum qualifications established by the Personnel Commission, which is a merit system whereby candidates are screened for appropriate experience and skills. The process allows for transfer and promotion across the district and builds upon valuable institutional knowledge.
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III.A.2

Faculty qualifications include knowledge of the subject matter and requisite skills for the service to be performed. Factors of qualification include appropriate degrees, professional experience, and discipline expertise, level of assignment, teaching skills, scholarly activities, and potential to contribute to the mission of the institution. Faculty job descriptions include development and review of curriculum as well as assessment of learning. (ER 14)

Evidence

Faculty and administrators are hired at East Los Angeles College using the state minimum qualification criteria set by the California Community Colleges Board of Governors as well as the LACCD and ELAC hiring policies and procedures. College selection committees for faculty include faculty with subject area expertise and administrators. Administrator hiring committee include administrators with expertise in supervising area(s), an appropriate number of faculty and staff, and the supervising vice president. Tenure-track faculty hiring follows the district HR R-120 guide.
All selection committees include a representative from the Equal Employment Opportunity Compliance (EEOC) who serves as a non-voting member. Throughout the hiring process, the EEOC representative’s role is to:  

1. Serve as a consultant regarding district and state guidelines.
2. Monitor the district’s diversity procedures, including but not limited to a review of the job description and announcement, composition and procedures of the Selection Committee, and the adequacy of the applicant pool.
3. Conduct hiring workshops for members of a selection committee prior to its first meeting. Topics shall include (but are not limited to) appropriate district and state guidelines, roles of committee members, the confidentiality and integrity of the hiring process, and a basis on which to judge a candidate. Training should be provided for the following:
   a. Committee members who have no prior service on a selection committee.
   b. Committee members who are new to East Los Angeles College.
   c. Committee members who have not attended a training session in the preceding five years.
   d. All committee members after any substantive change in laws, policies, or regulations related to diversity or hiring.

If applicable, additional discipline-specific requirements are defined by the District Discipline Committees representing each discipline taught in the district. These discipline committees are comprised of representatives from all nine colleges within LACCD. All additional qualification requirements are vetted with and agreed to by the representatives from all nine colleges on the committee.

The composition of the job announcement is the responsibility of the selection committee. Per District Human Resource Guide HR R-120 the job announcement fully describes the desirable academic preparation, experience and other characteristics sought in a candidate, and the duties and responsibilities the contract faculty member will be expected to assume. The minimum qualifications specified in the announcement are the same as the state minimum qualifications.

ELAC faculty job announcements often require professional experience beyond the applicable degree, discipline expertise, and teaching skills at the postsecondary level beyond teaching assistantship. ELAC faculty job announcement also includes expected scholarly or professional activities, experience with curriculum development, and experience working with student learning outcomes assessment as “desired qualifications.” All faculty positions require a teaching demonstration component. Some faculty and all administrator positions require a writing component.

The selection committee consults the EEOC representative for language relating to diversity for job announcements. Selection committees also consult the campus Learning Assessment Coordinator (LAC) for appropriate language relating to the assessment of student learning outcomes.
Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets this standard by adhering to the state minimum qualification criteria as well as adherence to local hiring policy and procedures. Hiring committees represent the faculty within the respective department and do not limit participation on the hiring committee, which allows for maximum participation in this important decision making process.

Due to the large number of faculty hired at East Los Angeles College in recent years, an increase in the number of EEOC representatives has been needed. In March 2015 over 40 staff members received a two hour EEOC training to prepare them to become EEOC representatives on campus hiring committees. This process recognizes the importance of ensuring the hiring process is fair and impartial and that the best candidates will be hired.22

Eligibility Requirement #14 – Faculty

The institution has a substantial core of qualified faculty which includes full-time faculty and may include part-time and adjunct faculty, to achieve the institutional mission and purposes. The number is sufficient in size and experience to support all of the institution’s educational programs. A clear statement of faculty responsibilities must include development and review of curriculum as well as assessment of learning.

III.A.3

Administrators and other employees responsible for educational programs and services possess qualifications necessary to perform duties required to sustain institutional effectiveness and academic quality.

Evidence

Faculty and Administrators

All educational programs and services are managed by administrators or faculty on reassigned time. The qualifications for these managers follow the state minimum qualification criteria set by the California Community Colleges Board of Governors.23 The minimum requirement for administrators includes the completion of a Master’s degree and one full year of administrative or managerial experience. Additional desirable qualifications are listed to match the needs of the
specific positions. Faculty members must meet the California State minimum qualification for their discipline. Additional qualifications and/or experiences may be determined by the selection committee for the applicable program or service area. Institutional effectiveness, academic quality, and service merit are sustained through each department/unit’s Annual Update Plan (AUP) and Program Review Self Evaluation (PRSE). In addition to following the state minimum qualifications, all position announcements for faculty and administrators include a set of desired qualification as applicable to the unit and campus needs.

Regular faculty members through Instructor Special Assignments (ISA) fill academic supervisory positions responsible for educational programs and services and follow the same hiring process and procedures as that of a regular faculty member. In instances where an ISA position is unable to be staffed by a full-time faculty member, the college follows the LACCD Human Resources Guide R-121, which states that in special circumstances hiring may be utilized as specified under Article 33 of the 2011-2014 LACCD and Faculty Guild Agreement.

Further, LACCD requires each district location to establish internal written procedures governing the selection of academic administrators that ensure that candidates meet Academic Service minimum qualifications hiring requirements, and that all assignments are processed according to Board Rule 10307.

Analysis/Evaluation

ELAC meets this standard since all administrators fulfill the state requirement of possessing a minimum of a Master’s degree and one year of administrative experience, as well as additional, position-specific desirable criteria, as appropriate. For example, a recent posting for a dean overseeing the science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) disciplines included the following desirable qualifications:

- Demonstrated leadership experience in planning, organizing and implementing STEM programs.
- Subject expertise in one of the STEM areas.
- Experience working in traditional labs and with diverging technology in the STEM field.
- Experience working with professional organizations, 4-year universities, and industry related to the STEM field.

Similarly, all educational programs and service areas that are managed by a faculty member on reassigned time meet not only the minimum faculty qualifications set by the California Community Colleges Board of Governors but the specific desirable criteria identified for the position. For example, the job description for the Learning Assessment ISA position included the following desirable qualifications:

- Experience teaching in community college.
- Experience with utilizing the learning assessment process to improve programs in a community college or university setting.
- Training or experience with accreditation.
- Ability to explain assessment processes and basic research frameworks.
- Excellent technology skills and the ability to provide instruction on the use of technology-based applications.
- Dedication to building a culture of evidence and creating data-driven improvement plans.

**III.A.4**

**Required degrees held by faculty, administrators and other employees are from institutions accredited by recognized U.S. accrediting agencies. Degrees from non-U.S. institutions are recognized only if equivalence has been established.**

**Evidence**

Faculty, administrators and other employees must hold degrees from appropriately accredited institutions. The job description for every faculty and administrator position includes the following language: “Degrees: All degrees must be granted by an accredited college or university in the United States. Transcripts from foreign institutions must be submitted with an approved evaluation of equivalency from a foreign evaluation service approved by the California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.” Finalists for all positions must submit official sealed transcripts at the final interview. These transcripts are reviewed by the District Human Resource Department to verify that the degrees are appropriate and are from accredited U.S. institutions.

In the case where a Verifications of Experience (VOE) is needed, finalists must submit proof of verification that include the following:

1. Be on company letterhead stationery.
2. Include dates of employment.
3. Include position title.
4. State if experience was full or part-time (if part-time, indicate the weekly percentage or hours worked).

Individuals who have completed college or university course work at an institution in a country other than the United States must obtain a complete evaluation of foreign transcripts, degrees, and other relevant documents. “All transcripts from foreign institutions must be submitted with an approved evaluation of equivalency from a foreign evaluation service approved by the
California Commission on Teacher Credentialing.” These organizations are private enterprises that charge a fee for their services. Individuals seeking a foreign transcript evaluation must follow the procedures outlined by the organization providing the evaluation. In all instances, original, official documentation will be required when requesting the evaluation. This evaluation is required any time foreign course work is used to meet any credential requirement, even if a college or university in the United States has previously accepted the foreign course work. The only exception to this is for those individuals applying for an Emergency 30-Day Substitute Permit, for which a general report is sufficient.

Equivalency reviews are only undertaken for candidates who have been offered employment by a college. Any applicant selected for a position but deemed not to meet the State Minimum Qualifications for that discipline will need to request a District Academic Senate equivalency review. This review process involves two separate faculty committees and typically requires two to three months, but may take up to six months, to complete. If the applicant is denied equivalency, he or she will not be offered employment for that position.

Analysis/Evaluation

The College meets the standard since all administrators, faculty and other employees have attained required degrees from accredited institutions in the United States. In the rare exception when a required degree is from a non-U.S. accredited institution, an equivalency process has been followed by an approved agency that verifies and documents that the degree from the foreign institutions is comparable to the required degree from an accredited U.S. institution. All faculty and administrators meet the minimum requirement for faculty position as listed in the handbook *Minimum Qualifications* for Faculty and Administrators in California Community.

In academic year 2014-15, ELAC hired 30 full time faculty, 5 administrators, and numerous adjunct faculty. A digital copy of all required degrees and credentials are posted within each applicant’s application file.

---
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III.A.5

The institution assures the effectiveness of its human resources by evaluating all personnel systematically and at stated intervals. The institution establishes written criteria for evaluating all personnel, including performance of assigned duties and participation in institutional responsibilities and other activities appropriate to their expertise. Evaluation processes seek to assess effectiveness of personnel and encourage improvement. Actions taken following evaluations are formal, timely, and documented.
Evidence

East Los Angeles College has effectively collaborated with the respective collective bargaining units representing faculty, administrators, and classified staff, over many contract cycles to create fair and comprehensive evaluation processes. In addition, the district has a Personnel Commission that provides another level of oversight to the evaluation process. The commission assists in assuring that employees are working within job descriptions and employment rules.

Evaluation processes for faculty can be found in Article 19 of the AFT contract. Significant elements of the process include:

- **Probationary faculty** are comprehensively evaluated every year for the first four years. These evaluations require forming a committee of three faculty peers, a non-voting academic Senate representative, and a non-voting administrator. The committee reviews the evaluatee’s teaching materials, student comments in the form of comprehensive evaluative surveys, and classroom observation notes from committee members. The committee also looks at the evaluatee’s professional development activities, professional activities within her/his subject discipline, record of required document submission, punctuality, active participation in the SLO process, and other factors. These evaluative documents can be found in the AFT contract in Appendix C, Section 2.

- **All tenured faculty members** are regularly evaluated through a less comprehensive process called the “Basic evaluation.” This process alternates on a three-year cycle with the comprehensive evaluation. Adjunct faculty are evaluated using the basic evaluation. All evaluations usually rotate on a three-year cycle. The basic evaluation reviews the same qualities and uses the same comprehensive evaluation forms. It may include student surveys but does not require a committee.

- **Other employees covered by the AFT contract** receive their own version of these evaluation processes, including: counselors, librarians, ISA/consulting instructors, college nurses, disability specialists/instructors and child development center instructors.

- There is also a provision for an “Administrative evaluation,” which provides a direct method for administration to address evaluation issues with a faculty.

- Faculty have the option to respond to evaluations, point by point, in the form of a written response. These responses are attached to the evaluation and become part of the faculty’s permanent record.

- Temporary adjunct faculty members without seniority shall not be eligible to receive a comprehensive evaluation following a basic evaluation. Nevertheless, any temporary adjunct faculty member with seniority rights may request a comprehensive evaluation following a basic evaluation, and that request shall be granted if it follows an evaluation in which the temporary adjunct faculty member’s performance was rated “needs to improve” or “unsatisfactory” based upon two evaluations under Article 19.
Performance evaluations for non-faculty positions use guidelines and forms applicable through each unit’s collective bargaining agreement when applicable. These include:

- Classified staff, AFT College Guild: Performance Evaluation for Permanent Classified Employees
- Classified staff, Local 99: Performance Evaluation for Classified Employee
- Classified staff, Building Trades: Performance Evaluation Form
- Classified staff, Local 721: Supervisory Employee Performance Evaluation
- Classified staff, Confidential: Performance Evaluation for Confidential Employees
- Classified staff, Management: Administrative Performance Appraisal
- Academic staff, Administrators: LACCD Administrator’s Performance Evaluation
- Academic staff, Administrators: Unrepresented Performance Evaluation
- College vice president: Performance Evaluation Process for College Vice Presidents

The managing supervisor or designee conducts an annual evaluation of staff using the appropriate form. A conference is held between the managing supervisor/designee and the evaluatee to discuss the outcome of the evaluation. The conference is the appropriate place and time to discuss reasons for the evaluation, job content, expectations, the basis for the evaluation, and areas where work performance may be improved, if any. There is an opportunity in the evaluation to also note outstanding work performance.

There is a section of the evaluation for classified staff that asks if the employee feels that he or she may be doing work outside of the designated job description, in which case the district’s Personnel Commission may initiate an audit of the job to determine if any action should be taken.

College administrators represented by the California Teamsters receive annual performance evaluation by their respective supervisor following established contract guidelines. The performance evaluation process is designed to assess accomplishments, communicate standards and expectations, and to set goals for future performance.

In all of these evaluation processes an outcome is to establish clear goals for improvement and a timeline for improvement.

**Analysis/Evaluation**

The College meets this standard by having a contractual formal evaluation process in place for each position.

Faculty evaluations closely follow the procedures outlined in their contract. The majority of evaluation committees adhere to the Suggested Evaluation Plan Time Table and Worksheet contained in Article 19 of the AFT 1521 Contract that spells out the steps of the process to ensure timely completion of the evaluation process. This section of the contract is highlighted on the ELAC website under AFT, during Chair’s meetings, and at a special workshop prior to the start of fall 2015 semester to insure fair and timely administering of evaluation protocol.
III.A.6

The evaluation of faculty, academic administrators, and other personnel directly responsible for student learning includes, as a component of that evaluation, consideration of how these employees use the results of the assessment of learning outcomes to improve teaching and learning.

Evidence

The evaluation of all faculty (including those who oversee academic programs while reassigned as ISAs [Instructor Special Assignment]) and academic administrators directly responsible for student learning includes expectations for participation in and/or utilization of the assessment of learning outcomes to improve teaching and learning.

As contained in the collective bargaining agreement for the faculty, the professional responsibilities section of the faculty evaluation form specifies an expectation for all instructors to participate in the Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Cycle and, for classroom faculty, to include approved SLOs on class syllabi. In addition, the Faculty Duties/Obligations/Activities specified in the contract require all faculty to participate in the SLO Assessment Cycle. The same forms are used to evaluate any faculty who have oversight of academic programs as an ISA (Instructor Special Assignment).

Academic deans and vice presidents are evaluated according to more general categories, such as their communication skills, reliability and effectiveness, leadership, planning, and managerial qualities. These evaluation results are strongly linked to the outcomes and activities of the academic programs they oversee, which includes the assessment and utilization of learning outcomes. In spring 2015, deans were asked to track and follow up with department chairs and
faculty to ensure that learning outcomes results had been submitted. They also review budget requests from their departments through the annual update process to ensure that the requests are substantiated by learning outcomes assessment results or are otherwise tied to the college’s educational master plan. These expectations, which are intended to improve teaching and learning at the college, are among the activities considered during the evaluation processes.

Analysis/Evaluation

The College meets this standard because of the contractually mandated evaluation process that requires faculty participation in the SLO assessment process, including the use of assessment results to improve teaching and learning.

III.A.7

The institution maintains a sufficient number of qualified faculty, which includes full time faculty and may include part time and adjunct faculty, to assure the fulfillment of faculty responsibilities essential to the quality of educational programs and services to achieve institutional mission and purposes. (ER 14)

Evidence

East Los Angeles College is dedicated to providing quality education to all students and affirms this goal in its mission statement. In conjunction with the district office, ELAC has made great effort and stride to meet the AB 1725’s 75/25 mandate. Continuous efforts are made to provide for the hiring of qualified full- and part-time instructors to meet the high demand for sufficient courses to match the college’s high student enrollment. The challenge is keeping hiring priorities in line with budget limitations as they exist within a large multi-campus district. Although the college will exceed 300 full-time faculty positions, this includes the fall 2015 cohort of approximately 30 new hires; there are still gaps in full-time to part-time faculty ratio. ELAC recognizes the importance of full-time faculty to student success and will continue to meet the demand in hiring as it has done for the last two years.

Hiring decisions are made using information provided in the Annual Update Plan. These plans serve as the basis for resource allocation decisions, such as hiring of new faculty and staff. Every department has the opportunity to substantiate the need for new full-time faculty hires. The Annual Update provides a template for requesting a position. This process has become an important part of the development of a coherent planning process since it allows for each department to represent their needs using data, evaluation and quality improvement.
Additionally, the AFT Contract lists guidelines for the replacement and new faculty positions that include the Educational Master Plan, program needs and program viability among other criteria.  An example of an effective faculty position request through the Annual Update Plan was submitted by the Computer Applications and Office Technology (CAOT) department in fall 2014.

To assure the fulfillment of faculty responsibilities essential to the quality of educational programs and services to achieve institutional mission and purposes, all full-time, part-time and adjunct faculty receive orientation, oversight and evaluation directly from their department chair. Faculty responsibilities are clearly delineated in the job announcement for which she/he applied and was offered. Additional responsibility are also indicated in the AFT contract and specifically itemized within the faculty evaluation forms. This is reflected in the AFT contract, article 19.E.1. New full-time faculty participate in a one-year New Faculty Institute that addresses the responsibilities of faculty and provides professional development in areas such as basic skills and student equity.

Analysis/Evaluation

The college meets the standard and continues to make stride in hiring more full time faculty while maintaining a sufficient number of qualified adjuncts. Department chairs and administrators make every attempt to reduce the hourly assignments as greater numbers of classes are assigned to newly hired full-time faculty. Both the Annual Update Plan (AUP) and Program Review Self Evaluation (PRSE) are used as a means to request and justify new staffing. This process allows for integrated planning in the prioritization of staffing requests based on a shared understanding of the needs of the college, its students, and the community. The college continues to make progress by hiring close to 30 tenure-track faculty for the 2015-16 academic year.

Eligibility Requirement #14 – Faculty

The institution has a substantial core of qualified faculty which includes full-time faculty and may include part-time and adjunct faculty, to achieve the institutional mission and purposes. The number is sufficient in size and experience to support all of the institution’s educational programs. A clear statement of faculty responsibilities must include development and review of curriculum as well as assessment of learning.
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III.A.8

An institution with part time and adjunct faculty has employment policies and practices which provide for their orientation, oversight, evaluation, and professional development. The institution provides opportunities for integration of part time and adjunct faculty into the life of the institution.

Evidence

Part-time and adjunct faculty receive orientation, oversight and evaluation directly from the department chair. In the contract, article 19, E, 1, it is stated “temporary adjunct faculty shall receive a basic evaluation before the end of their second semester of employment and at least once every six semester of employment thereafter.”

The ELAC faculty handbook provides information on policies and procedures, college services, professional development, and other personnel related information. The professional development office has also produced a document called “New Faculty Survival Guide” to help new faculty to get to know the campus.

Most adjunct faculty bring extensive, current knowledge about their discipline to the college and the classroom. For these faculty members, professional development opportunities are focused on the areas of curriculum design, student learning assessments and outcomes, institutional learning goals, and other administrative procedures with which they may not be as familiar. To that end, the department chair and professional development office, along with Learning Assessment Coordinator, department facilitators, and accreditation faculty chair, have provided information to the new adjunct faculty through flex activities at opening day and other ongoing workshops. The monthly AFT meeting also provides new adjunct faculty with information on payroll, health benefits (JLMBC) and other contract related issues. Additional professional development opportunities are available to all full-time and part-time and adjunct faculty. Workshops and seminars are offered on campus and advertised on the Professional Development/TLC webpage.

Winter Adjunct Faculty workshops provide additional opportunities for professional development for the adjunct faculty. In addition, the New Faculty Institute also welcomes adjunct faculty to attend to receive information along with the new full-time faculty.

Student-based activities, i.e. student clubs, offer a great way to integrate new adjunct faculty into the institution. Adjunct faculty can also participate in campus committees and decision-making processes. They are also invited to faculty meetings, CTE appreciation day, advisory meetings and various campus committees.

In addition, article 17.B.3 of the AFT contract lays out a process for department adjunct representative to be elected during the spring term of an even year. These representatives are eligible to participate in decision making, along with regular and contract faculty, on all matters within a department, including the chair election.
Analysis/Evaluation

The college meets the standard. Multiple processes are in place to introduce new adjunct faculty to the campus, provide adjuncts with available resources and services and allow opportunity for campus involvement. Orientations are provided at the department level by department chairs and at the institutional level by the professional development office. Oversight and evaluation of adjunct faculty are provided by the department chair.

Adjunct faculty are encouraged to participate in the Opening Day activity so that they can be introduced to the Mission and Vision of the campus, meet fellow colleagues in the disciplines and receive the latest campus updates. All adjunct faculty have access to the AFT *Adjunct Survival Guide* which is available through the ELAC’s website. The adjunct faculty are encouraged to participate in campus committee and be part of the decision-making process, that enhances their integration into the college.

III.A.9

The institution has a sufficient number of staff with appropriate qualifications to support the effective educational, technological, physical, and administrative operations of the institution.

Evidence

The college utilizes the Program Review Self-Evaluation (PRSE) and Annual Update Plan (AUP) processes to determine whether additional staffing is required to meet the mission and programmatic goals of each department or unit. The department/unit’s goals and objectives are supported by data provided through the campus Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) and the results of outcomes assessments. If the attainment of these goals and objectives justifies additional staffing, a staffing request, including relevant data and links to college mission, is attached with the PRSE and the AUP submissions.

Administrative and support staff requests are considered either growth or replacement positions. Both growth and replacement requests must be submitted with the PRSE or the AUP submissions. The newly created Human Resources Committee (HRC) reviews the classified staffing requests.
and provides input from different perspectives into the hiring prioritization process. The HRC is comprised of college staff, non-voting faculty, and non-voting administrators. The HRC forwards the prioritized classified staff request list to the ELAC Shared Governance Committee (ESGC) for approval. The President and his cabinet review the ESGC approved lists and make a final decision on which positions to be included in the budget. Once positions are approved at the campus, the district office for Human Resources for certificated positions, or the Personnel Commission for classified positions is formally notified and the process to fill new or vacant positions begins.

Analysis/Evaluation

The college meets the standard. ELAC’s utilization of the AUP and PRSE processes and the input of the Human Resources Committee effectively ensures the campus has the appropriate information and processes needed to determine whether there is a sufficient number of staff with appropriate qualifications to support the effective educational, technological, physical, and administrative operations of the institution.

During 2015-6 the college is hiring additional administrative and support staff to accommodate its growing student population and fulfill its mission. The utilization of the PRSE and AUP as the basis for requesting new staffing, ensures that integrated planning sets the prioritization for staffing requests based on a shared understanding of the needs of the college, its students, and community.

As the institution continues to grow, the college will need to evaluate the validity and necessity of some existing programs and units to maintain the efficiency and fiscal well-being of the institution.
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III.A.10

The institution maintains a sufficient number of administrators with appropriate preparation and expertise to provide continuity and effective administrative leadership and services that support the institution’s mission and purposes. (ER 8)

Evidence

The college currently employs a president, two vice presidents, one associate vice president, XX deans and associate deans, and XX classified managers. The search for a new vice president of student services and two deans are underway.68

Staffing requests for administrator roles are done through each Cluster’s Update Plan. As stated on page 49 of the ELAC Governance Policy Handbook,69 the purpose of the Cluster Update Plan
is to help Clusters: 1) utilize department/unit plans to develop priorities within each cluster; 2) utilize priorities in the budget development process; 3) monitor progress on department/unit plans and validation committee recommendations; and 4) document any changes within the cluster, College, State, or surrounding community. Each Cluster’s request is then negotiated through the President’s cabinet. All new or replacement administrator positions are announced by the College President and the appropriate Vice-President during the annual State of the College forum. The College President consults with the Administrator’s bargaining unit campus representative, the AFT, and the Academic Senate on any organizational shifts as a result of additional administrators. The current hiring processes underway for a STEM dean, a new dean at the South Gate campus, and an associate dean of student services came out of the cluster plans developed in 2014-15.

Administrators are hired at East Los Angeles College using the state minimum qualification criteria set by the California Community Colleges Board of Governors as well as the LACCD and ELAC hiring policies and procedures. College administrator hiring committees are established and reflect participation from faculty, administrators, and staff. The minimum requirement for administrators includes the completion of a Master’s degree and one full year of administrative or managerial experience. Additional requirements, if applicable, are defined by the selection committee. Minimum qualifications for administrators are listed on the California Community College Chancellor’s office link Instructional Programs and Services Unit, section Minimum Qualifications for Educational Administrators.

Analysis/Evaluation

The institution maintains a relatively large number of administrators with appropriate preparation and expertise to provide continuity and effective administrative leadership and services that support the institution’s mission and purposes. Administrators supervise daily operations in addition to representing the administration and college on additional campus, district, and regional, and state committee commitments.

As reflected in the Cluster Plans, additional administrators have been requested for the following reasons:

1. The campus hires an average of 20 full-time faculty for the past three years. Full-time probationary faculty require more focus and attention on time-consuming annual comprehensive evaluations.
2. The main campus and the South Gate location operate till 10pm daily as well as Saturdays. This requires the presence of an administrator during all hours of operation.
3. Since his arrival, the campus president has launched a number of new initiatives, such as GO ELA and the Transfer Task Force. This requires administrators’ presence and leadership.
4. The 2014 AFT contract negotiated for Department Chairs to cease serving as supervisors to their classified staff. This means the administrators in charge of any department/unit that has a classified staff must now take on the role of supervisor to said staff. For some administrators, this equates to an additional 10+ staff that now require supervision and evaluation.
The college approved a number of new administrative hires in spring 2015, which are in process. The annual updates submitted on October 2, 2015 will serve as the basis to develop new Cluster Plans and an assessment of whether additional administrators will be requested.

Eligibility Requirement #8 – Administrative Capacity

The institution has sufficient staff, with appropriate preparation and experience to provide the administrative services necessary to support its mission and purpose.

III.A.11

The institution establishes, publishes, and adheres to written personnel policies and procedures that are available for information and review. Such policies and procedures are fair and equitably and consistently administered.

Evidence

The college adheres to the District’s personnel policies and procedures, which are available for reading and reviewing online at both the LACCD Human Resources website and the ELAC Human Resources webpage. The District’s website provides comprehensive information on employment opportunities, human resources guides, union contracts and other related resources related to work at the District. ELAC’s website is not as comprehensive, but provides links to much of the same information listed above.

The District Human Resources Publications provides links to policies and definitions for:

- Departments and Organizational Hierarchy
  - Employee Units and Personnel Sub-Areas
  - Pay Scales
  - Work Year and Academic Terms
- Recruitment, Selection and Employment
  - Academic Minimum Qualifications
  - Adjunct Faculty Selection and Pay
  - Classified Employees
  - Unclassified Employees
- Personnel Actions
  - New Hire
- Rehire
- Resignation
- Employee Exit Processing
- Retirement

- Work Schedules, Leaves and Absences
  - Catastrophic Leave Donation

- Benefits
  - Retirement and Tax Models
  - Medical Benefits
    - Regular Employee and Adjunct Faculty Eligibility
    - Vesting

- Evaluation and Discipline
  - Probation and Permanent Status
  - Achievement Awards and Employee Recognition
  - Unsatisfactory Service Notices

The list above is not comprehensive, but highlights many of the personnel policies to which the College adheres. These policies are clearly outlined and thoroughly defined using tables and flowcharts. They reference a myriad of sources such as the California Code of Regulations, LACCD Board Rules, California Education Code, U.S. Department of Labor, and California Labor & Workforce Development Agency, California Division of Labor Standards Enforcement, California Labor Code, Personnel Commission Rules, and LACCD Collective Bargaining Agreements.

One way the College administers its personnel policies and procedures is by following the LACCD Collective Bargaining Agreements. Chapter chairs, union stewards/representatives and grievance reps from the various bargaining units at the College are available on campus to assist employees who feel they have been unfairly treated. Union representatives have a seat on all shared governance committees. They communicate with their unit members to keep them informed and updated about work-related news, especially if there are changes in personnel policies and procedures.

The College complies with the District’s Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) guidelines when hiring employees. District representatives from the Office of Diversity Programs come to the College to train and certify college employees to become EEO Representatives and adhere to the guidelines. At the training, employees are provided with extensive checklists for hiring academic administrators, faculty and classified staff. These checklists ensure not only consistent hiring processes at the College, but also that the College is in compliance with approved District regulations, state and federal law and EEO hiring procedures.

**Analysis/Evaluation**

The college meets the standard. Personnel policies and procedures are easily available and can be accessed online and from home at the District HR website. In addition, the District Human Resources Office is available by phone or e-mail to provide clarification or guidance regarding personnel policy and procedures.
III.A.12

Through its policies and practices, the institution creates and maintains appropriate programs, practices, and services that support its diverse personnel. The institution regularly assesses its record in employment equity and diversity consistent with its mission.

Evidence

The college offers services and programs for its personnel to support diversity through various avenues, as listed below.

- **Employee Assistance Program (EAP)** In addition to monthly newsletters and a 24-hour hotline, the EAP sponsors monthly one-hour seminar addressing physical/mental/financial health. It is open to all employees, faculty and staff.

- **District Office for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion** This office cites as its goal, “Our goal is to promote diversity and equal employment opportunity throughout the Los Angeles Community College District. We aim to guarantee your education and employment environment is free from discrimination and harassment.”

- **Professional Development Committee** This committee plans workshops and seminars on campus and online. It discusses professional-development-related practices and matters. Committee members include administrators, faculty and staff. The Professional Development Coordinator works out of The Teaching and Learning Center (TLC), a computer lab for both faculty and staff. The Professional Development Coordinator facilitates the planning and implementation of training/workshops that are specifically targeted for staff. This committee recently hosted a classified staff equivalent to Opening Day, which dedicated specific attention to the professional learning needs of the staff.

- **The Teaching and Learning Center (TLC)** The TLC offers a variety of programs for faculty/staff development that focus on diversity issues. In particular, ELAC hosted a workshop on Culturally Responsive Training on March 27, 2015. A follow-up session entitled, “Culturally Responsive Training: It’s Not All Black and White” was offered at 2015 Opening Day. Over 80 faculty and staff participated.

- **Project MATCH** (Mentors Act to Change History) This District-wide instructional program is dedicated to promote quality instruction and
diversity in community college teaching. It won the John W. Rice Diversity and Equity Award in 2013. Gabriella Lopez, faculty at ELAC and past Project MATCH intern, was on that winning team. The purpose of the program is to prepare and recruit a diverse community college faculty who are sensitive to the needs of the students and the community it serves. One of its main goals is to improve the diversity of the faculty pool in the District to better reflect the diversity of the surrounding community.

- **East Los Angeles College ADA Compliance**
  In accordance with the requirements of Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA"), Los Angeles Community College District and East Los Angeles College will not discriminate against qualified individuals with disabilities on the basis of disability in its services, programs, or activities. LACCD and ELAC will make all reasonable modifications to policies and programs to ensure that people with disabilities have an equal opportunity to enjoy all College programs, services, and activities. For example, individuals with service animals are welcomed in College facilities, even where pets are generally prohibited.

- **AFT 1521a Staff Guild Meetings**
  This staff guild meets once a month to discuss affairs related to health care insurance, salaries, contract agreement updates, and any campus updates.

- **Classified Social Association**
  This association participates in fundraising activities to sponsor an annual holiday social that gives classified staff the opportunity to network and team-build in a social environment.

- **Career and Technical Education (CTE) Appreciation Day**
  Faculty and staff of CTE Programs are invited to attend an annual appreciation event to recognize achievements and allow opportunities to network with other CTE faculties.

Additionally, the college works with the Associated Student Union (ASU) to host a variety of cultural celebrations such as the display of Dia de los Muertos altars, Black History Project and the Cinco de Mayo Festival. These events allow faculty, staff and students to join together in their celebration of diversity.

Diversity in the academic environment fosters cultural awareness, promotes mutual understanding and respect, and provides suitable models for all students. The college seeks to make understanding and appreciation of diversity a central feature in the hiring process. This leads to a faculty and staff who are able to promote campus-wide diversity and cultural awareness.

The [District Office for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion](#) collects ethnicity data from all new employees, including academic, classified and unclassified personnel. The District SAP system tracks the demographics of all hires and is available for local access at the college. To assure equity in employment, the college follows District guidelines for hiring classified staff and academic administrators and the [Faculty Hiring Policies and Procedures](#). District Compliance Officers and the college’s own Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) compliance officer offer EEO training workshops at the college on a regular basis. Attendees learn EEO Representative Responsibilities and receive their EEO Representative certification. During the training, attendees are provided with examples of “Diversity Sensitive Questions” as suggested by the Office of Diversity Programs. The goal is to maintain a consistent hiring
process that is monitored by an EEO Representative who certifies that selection processes are in compliance with approved district regulations, state and federal law and EEO hiring procedures. The college’s EEO Hiring Checklists include documentation regarding the District’s Non-Discrimination requirement. These practices assure that all candidates are assessed fairly in the hiring process.

**Analysis/Evaluation**

The college supports an environment of understanding and appreciation for the diversity of the campus and surrounding community. ELAC seeks to ensure that all employees have an understanding of diversity issues and are dedicated to enhance student and employee appreciation of diverse cultures. In faculty job notices, desired qualifications include an understanding of diversity and the ability to teach to a diverse student population. Additionally, hiring committees determine whether applicants are able to demonstrate their ability to effectively teach to and serve a diverse student body. Equal Employment Opportunity Officers complete a report on the diversity of faculty and administrators at the conclusion of every interview.

---

77 **Employee Assistance Program (EAP)**
78 **District Office for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion**
79 **Teaching and Learning Center** – note* no professional development committee web page, by-laws not posted, TLC website outdated
80 Evidence: SDC membership list – not on web
81 **The Teaching and Learning Center (TLC)**
82 Professional **Development Calendar of Events March 2015**
83 **2015 Opening Day Agenda - myplan**
84 **Project MATCH**
85 **ADA Compliance**
86 **AFT 1521a** - non connected w/ elac
87 Career and Technical Education (CTE) Appreciation Day Flyer
88 **LINK TO CALENDAR OF EVENTS OR FLYERS**
89 **District Office for Diversity, Equity and Inclusion**
90 **Discrimination Policy**
91 **Faculty Hiring Policies and Procedures**
92 **Discrimination Policy and Procedures for Complaints AB 803**
93 **LINK TO QUESTIONS**
94 **Faculty Selection, Tenure-Track** p. 1-2

---

### III.A.13

The institution upholds a written code of professional ethics for all of its personnel, including consequences for violation.
Evidence

The institution aims to ensure that all employees behave in an honest and appropriate manner, and maintain a high standard of ethical conduct. An extensive written code of professional ethics is clearly defined and established by Board Rule 1204 Code of Ethics. Contained within the Board Rule is the District Academic Senate’s Ethics Policy that states,

“Their primary responsibility to their subjects is to seek and to state the truth as they see it. To this end faculty members devote their energies to developing and improving their scholarly competence. They accept the obligation to exercise critical self-discipline and judgment in using, extending, and transmitting knowledge. They practice intellectual honesty.”

These written standards provide employees with a foundation on which to adhere, fostering professionalism and accountability.

The expectations for faculty list basic ethical behavior regarding academic rights and responsibilities including, but not limited to; the obligation to practice intellectual honesty, to show respect for and serve as intellectual guides for their students, to restrain from discriminating or harassing colleagues, to pursue scholarly competence and seek revisions where appropriate, and to promote free inquiry and further academic freedom. The code was adapted for the college by the Academic Senate in 2013. The elements of the ELAC Faculty Ethics Policy are as follows: ethics statement, fostering a culture of respect and civility, encouraging the free pursuit of learning: securing student access and success, maintaining honest academic conduct, maintaining scholarly and academic competence, creating a learning environment of trust and sensitivity, and establishing academic standards.

Outside of the classroom, the district code for employees is inclusive and not limited to the following standards: exercising due diligence in the ethical performance of duties, facilitating a climate of trust and mutual support, using care and integrity in guarding the privacy of all individuals, and avoiding entering into relationships that create or sustain conflicts of interest. Additionally, standards of conduct are detailed in the classified employees AFT Staff Guild Contract.

The institution does not tolerate prohibited discrimination, sexual harassment, retaliation, or false allegations. Procedures that must be taken regarding a breach of the code of ethics are clearly written including, but not limited to; initiation of a complaint, investigation of the violation, notification of offender, effort for an informal resolution, or a formal hearing.

If appropriate, the college will initiate disciplinary action including, without limitation, a verbal warning, probation, suspension, expulsion, and letter of reprimand, notice of unsatisfactory service, demotion, or dismissal.

Analysis/Evaluation

The college meets the standard.
III.A.14

The institution plans for and provides all personnel with appropriate opportunities for continued professional development, consistent with the institutional mission and based on evolving pedagogy, technology, and learning needs. The institution systematically evaluates professional development programs and uses the results of these evaluations as the basis for improvement.

Evidence

As of March 2015, East Los Angeles College has 998 total full-time and adjunct faculty and over 300 classified staff. The college encourages the professional growth and development of faculty and staff in several ways including but not limited to: offering conference and tuition reimbursement through the Conference/Tuition Committee; providing multiple opportunities for faculty and staff to improve their abilities to enhance teaching through the Professional Development Committee process; hosting workshops to assist in skills development through the Teaching and Learning Center; providing training for the implementation of student learning outcomes through the Learning Assessment Committee; informing new faculty of methods to improve student learning through the New Faculty Orientation; presenting faculty with the most current trends in education through the Opening Day; and offering training for the Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) certification.

Fall Opening Day is the biggest professional development event of the year, which is usually the last Thursday of August. All faculty and staff are invited to attend and the maximum flex hours a faculty person can earn are 6.5 hours. All college offices are closed in the morning from 9-12, so that all staff can attend. In addition, there is a half-day staff development workshop in the first week of August to focus on the staff development needs of classified staff.

The ELAC Conference/Tuition Committee evaluates faculty and staff requests and awards appropriate funding. Because different disciplines have varying professional development needs and interests, the college encourages faculty and staff to seek skills/knowledge building events outside of the college to find the latest information, technology, techniques, and training. In addition, attending-networking events expands outreach opportunities with professionals, which in turn benefits students.

Faculty and staff apply for appropriate conferences, symposia, workshops, industry gatherings, activities, events, classes, or training by submitting an ELAC Request for Conference Attendance form to Academic Affairs at least two months prior to the conference, including a justification of
how the activity will enhance the applicant’s professional development. A report on conference attendance must be submitted to the President’s Office within ten days following the completion of the conference.

The ELAC Professional Development Committee plans and develops activities and workshops for faculty to participate in development activities related to staff, student, and instructional improvement. The Professional Development Coordinator chairs the Professional Development Committee and acts as a facilitator in the staff development committee to assess the professional development needs of the faculty and staff, plans and coordinates professional development activities based on needs assessment and recommendations from the committees; and forwards the educational planning to the Academic Senate for review and final approval. The PD coordinator also is a member of several significant campus committees including ESPC (East Shared Governance Council), Student Success Committee, Accreditation Steering Committee, and Student Success and Support Program Committee. The Professional Development Coordinator is a faculty member with 0.8 release time and reports to the Dean of Institutional Advancement.

According to the ELAC Professional Development Handbook, “Time away from teaching and administrative duties allows instructors to function as learners for a period of time as they update skills and fulfill the need to stay abreast of continual changes in curriculum advancement, instructional improvement, pedagogy and technology. In turn, this brings a wider perspective to teaching, enhances teaching effectiveness, prevents burnout, and renews enthusiasm.”

The Professional Development Coordinator develops professional development program goals guided by the Educational Master Plan. The PD coordinator also supervises the daily operations of Teaching & Learning Center (TLC). Workshops and trainings are provided at the TLC to assist faculty and staff to meet their professional development (flex) obligations. Other professional development workshops allow faculty and staff to learn new skills to enrich teaching/learning, professional and personal developments.

Other opportunities offered by the Professional Development Committee include: instruction and evaluation; instructional improvement; program and course curriculum or learning resource development and evaluation; student personnel services; learning resource services; student advising, guidance, orientation, matriculation services; student, faculty and staff diversity; and institutional research.

The New Faculty Institute has been implemented for a few years with great success. A new cohort is formed in the fall and participants attend monthly three-hour meetings to discuss needs and concerns as a new faculty member and how to incorporate pedagogical skills into their discipline.

A winter adjunct faculty program is offered on Fridays in the winter intersession. Topics usually include best teaching practices, technology use in classroom, learning styles, assessments and evaluations. It is generally well received and attended.

The Distance Education (DE) multimedia specialist conducts entry and intermediate level computer software training. Additionally, the DE Coordinator assesses, plans and coordinates
professional development activities for faculty who teach online or who are interested in teaching online or hybrid classes. DE Coordinator provides workshop on Online Teaching Pedagogy Faculty Training and Learning Management System training (Etudes/Moodle) regularly. The DE Coordinator collaborates with the Professional Development Coordinator to identify training needs.

A professional development monthly calendar is available via email distribution and on the college’s web site. It provides on-campus and off-campus professional development opportunities for faculty and staff. There are also online professional development venues included on the monthly professional development calendar to allow faculty and staff to access the resources 24/7. In addition, professional development events organized by California Community Colleges’ Success Network (3CSN) are also posted on the calendar with web links for registration.

An online needs survey was distributed via OIEA to identify professional development needs of faculty and staff. The PD Coordinator reviewed the results and incorporated suggestions into future workshop offerings. In addition, all workshops have evaluations to be collected at the end to assess the success of the activity. Evaluation results are shared with presenters and PD Coordinators. Workshop participants are asked to provide topic of interests for future presentations. In the New Faculty Institute, needs assessment results are used to re-assess and evaluate learning needs for new faculty on campus. Assessment results from new faculty provide valuable information for future program improvement.

Analysis/Evaluation

The college meets the standard. Faculty and staff have many opportunities to participate in professional development activities and increase their ability to meet student needs and improve student learning. Faculty members are able to select professional conferences that match their own disciplines, allowing them to remain current on subject-specific knowledge and new methods for improving teaching efficacy.

A current effort is underway to expand and enhance the professional development program at ELAC. The proposed plan is for professional development to address several items from the Educational Master Plan that have been set as a priority for 2015-6 academic year and secure necessary staff, location and funding. ELAC’s plan should consider coordinating with the District Academic Senate who has initiated a comprehensive Professional Development program for faculty. ELAC has identified this as an ongoing action plan.

Additionally, the need for developing a Math Adjunct Academy to provide professional development opportunities for those teaching basic skills math courses has been identified. Since 91% of basic skills math courses are taught by adjunct, a need exists to create a faculty inquiry group to examine effective practices in developmental math pedagogy.

Lastly, ELAC desires to expand its Culturally Responsive Training. In conjunction with the Equity Plan, ELAC is planning a series of workshops based on the City College of Baltimore and LA Harbor College’s model. Both the Math Adjunct Academy and the Culturally Responsive Training are discussed in the QFE.
Working with the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA), the Professional Development Coordinator can systematically assess data and evaluation results to ensure that professional development activities meet the needs of faculty and staff. In addition, the Professional Development Committee review and discuss assessment results and re-evaluate professional development goals and action plan to be in line with college’s mission.

III.A.15

The institution makes provision for the security and confidentiality of personnel records. Each employee has access to his/her personnel records in accordance with law.

Evidence

The college follows rules and regulations established by the District’s Department of Human Resources to ensure the security of personnel records. Confidentiality of records begins with the hiring process. Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) representatives and hiring committee members must agree to keep all candidates’ information and materials confidential. 111

The District’s Employee Information Release112 specifically defines various types of employee information: 1) directory information, 2) personal information and 3) work-related information

Directory information is work-related contact information that is the property of the district and does not require employee permission for release. All District employees have access to this information. Employees who are authorized in their role as Personnel Assignment Approvers or Initiators have access to additional employee information (not accessible by all) as specified in the Employee Information Release.

The release of personal information must be submitted in writing. Groups of requesters are defined in the Employee Information Release (HR P-102). They include:
Any individual who submits a written request in order to inspect public records
A management employee of the District
The employee himself/herself (including union representatives)
Collective bargaining representatives
District-related organizations
Outside potential employers
Government agencies

Employees of the college may access their personnel records by written request in accordance with the Employee Information Release Guide.

Confidentiality and security of employee information is imperative at ELAC. Only authorized employees may enter the Personnel Office workstations by scanning their ID cards. Questions are answered through a glass wall with small slots through which documents may be passed, like at a bank. The College grants employee information only if a written request has been made by a recognized requester (see bulleted list in the report above). Employees at the College are confident that their personal information is secure.

Analysis/Evaluation

The college meets the standard.

111 LINK TO LACCD Form C589-7, Campus Review Committee Members’ Agreement
112 HR P-102
### III.B.1

The institution assures safe and sufficient physical resources at all locations where it offers courses, programs, and learning support services. They are constructed and maintained to assure access, safety, security, and a healthful learning and working environment.

**Evidence**

ELAC has been serving the East LA and Monterey Park communities since 1945. The college enrolls more than 35,000 students every semester and ensures that its physical resources meet a constant cycle of needs assessment, planning, implementation, evaluation and improvement. These guiding documents are the Strategic Master Plan, the Educational Master Plan, and the Facilities Master Plan.\(^{113}\)

The College currently has three sites: the ELAC main campus at 1301 Avenida Cesar Chavez, the ELAC South Gate Educational Center at 2340 Firestone Boulevard and an ELAC building at 1055 Corporate Center Drive. There are two new buildings, the Student Success Building which includes Humanities and the Bookstore/Student Union Building, opening in 2015-16. A third building, the Math/Science Complex, is also under construction. These buildings are designed to provide students with access to the latest technology and equipment that will support them in their studies and prepare them for university programs and careers.

In 2014-15 the Maintenance and Operations staff also completed three building renovation projects: The Ingalls Auditorium, South Gate Educational Center Building, and Corporate Center. These projects were identified by the campus as priority needs and Maintenance and Operations and Information Technology planned and deployed the projects to completion within the year. It was a major effort that involved the whole campus community and has been well received.

The community also benefits from two unique venues at the main campus: the ELAC Weingarten Stadium (B5 Building), with seating for up to 20,000, and the Ingalls Auditorium, with seating for up to 2,000. They provide accessible venues for the community. The College hosts an average of 20 graduations a year for many of the surrounding educational institutions which come to ELAC because of campus location, safety and accessibility.

**ADA Compliance**

In accordance with the requirements of Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, the Fair Employment & Housing Act (FEHA), Government Code Section 11135, and other applicable codes, the Los Angeles Community College District and East Los Angeles College do not discriminate against individuals on the basis of disability in its services, programs, or activities.
• Employment: Los Angeles Community College District and East Los Angeles College does not discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring or employment practices and complies with all regulations promulgated by the U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission under title I of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

• Effective Communication: Los Angeles Community College District and East Los Angeles College will generally, upon request, provide appropriate aids and services leading to effective communication for qualified persons with disabilities so they can participate equally in College programs, services, and activities, including qualified sign language interpreters, documents in Braille, and other ways of making information and communications accessible to people who have speech, hearing, or vision impairments.

• Modifications to Policies and Procedures: Los Angeles Community College District and East Los Angeles College will make all reasonable modifications to policies and programs to ensure that people with disabilities have an equal opportunity to enjoy all College programs, services, and activities. For example, individuals with service animals are welcomed in College facilities, even where pets are generally prohibited.

• Anyone who requires an auxiliary aid or service for effective communication, or a modification of policies or procedures to participate in a College program, service, or activity, should contact the office of East Los Angeles College, ADA Coordinator as soon as possible but no later than 48 hours before the scheduled event.

• The ADA does not require the College to take any action that would fundamentally alter the nature of its programs or services, or impose an undue financial or administrative burden.

• The College will not place a surcharge on a particular individual with a disability or any group of individuals with disabilities to cover the cost of providing auxiliary aids/services or reasonable modifications of policy, such as retrieving items from locations that are open to the public but are not accessible to persons who use wheelchairs.

Security and Safety
East Los Angeles College contracts with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Department for all law enforcement services. The staff includes a Sergeant, a Team Leader, a Campus Deputy, and fourteen (14) armed Los Angeles County Sheriff Security Officers. Los Angeles County Security Officers undergo training with the Los Angeles County Sheriff’s Academy. They are classified under 832 PC as security officers. They provide 24-hour, seven-day-a-week security coverage for the campus. The Sheriff’s team major objective is to provide a safe and secure campus community for students, faculty and staff. An additional resource for the Department is the Student Cadet Program. The campus employs student workers under the supervision of the Sheriff’s Department to assist the campus station. Security officers and cadets continuously patrol using bicycle, foot and vehicle patrols 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. The Department’s jurisdiction covers all property owned and/or operated by the College.
ELAC has compiled a thorough Annual Security Report that outlines various safety and security practices for the campus. This report includes crime statistics for the campus, security procedures including prevention, emergency evacuation plans and other important information.

ELAC participated in the Great American Shake Out on October 15, 2015 and will conduct an unannounced drill in spring 2016.

Work Environment
East Los Angeles College’s Work Environment Committee meets once a month. The committee ensures the college provides conditions for a safe, healthful, and sanitary work environment conducive to effective teaching and learning. The committee is also committed to ensuring a safe, healthful, and sanitary work environment conducive to the effective performance of the administrative functions necessary to support the College’s educational activities. The work Environment Committee can be viewed at:

Analysis/Evaluation

The college meets the standard by providing access, safety, security, and a healthful learning and working environment for both students and employees.

III.B.2
The institution plans, acquires or builds, maintains, and upgrades or replaces its physical resources including facilities, equipment, land and other assets, in a manner that assures effective utilization and the continuing quality necessary to support its programs and services in order to achieve its mission.

Evidence

Maintenance
The College, along with its Plant Facilities Department, has developed strategies, and schedules for the timely delivery of maintenance and operations of buildings, grounds, and operations services to assure the effective utilization of its facilities, support programs and services. The institution delegates to the department the application and execution of those parts of the Educational Master Plan. This document is a broad-based effort to ensure that the institution builds, maintains and upgrades, its physical resources.
The Educational Master Plan broadly identifies the institution’s facilities needs based on the district’s Facilities Master Plan. Using statistical reports on growth projections, space needs and projections over the last 18 months, the College completed a Facilities Master Plan to see that these needs are met.

In addition to the Facilities Master Plan, the College reviews and updates a Five Year Construction Plan annually. The plan is submitted in accordance with the California Community Colleges Facilities Planning Manual and includes statements regarding educational plans, energy conservation plans, disabled persons barrier removal plans, all program delivery locations, locations of other owned lands, district-wide priority lists, district-wide capacity and load ratios and all supporting detail required by the California Community College Chancellor’s Office. The Board of Trustees reviews and adopts the Five Year Construction Plan prior to submission.

Program Review provides departments the opportunity to identify equipment needs, corresponding maintenance schedules, achievements, challenges, and improvements. During the Program Review process, faculty, administrators and classified staff outline their resource allocation needs. The requests are then prioritized and ranked through the strategic planning process for funding consideration. The President requested that the Director of College Facilities visit all the administrators, managers and department chairs asking them to express any known needs for facilities support. The director then developed a list of college needs and wants, which were reviewed and prioritized by a group of college constituency representatives. This is an innovative form to discover areas to target facilities services. Communication with college constituency bodies is critical to identify short term maintenance and operational needs. The Facilities Sub-Committee and Work Environment Committee are two important groups that keep the flow of information fresh and timely. There are other means used by the College to distinguish the needs of programs and services when planning buildings, maintenance, upgrades, or necessary replacements. Requests for equipment and maintenance are prioritized and considered based on the integration with the College’s institutional plans and goals.

The College’s Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Update Process are used to determine department needs for equipment in order to respond to planned and ongoing facilities Maintenance and Operations plans for the upcoming year. The Information Technology department also includes the needs for personnel, equipment, and maintenance to support distance education programs. Unexpected emergency needs to replace equipment are processed through the area vice presidents and forwarded to the president for action. The president and vice presidents take great care in these circumstances to evaluate the need for replacement equipment and maintenance.

The College also evaluates the effectiveness of its physical resources by utilizing the facility reports in the FUSION database. FUSION provides the College with a report showing the efficiency percentage for each building. The Space and Capacity/Load Ratio report identifies current classroom space, laboratory and office space, and projects future instructional space based on enrollment growth trends. The reports within FUSION are used to develop the District’s Five Year Construction Plan that is submitted annually to the California Community
College Chancellor’s Office. When developing the Five Year Construction Plan, the Educational Master Plan and departmental Program Reviews are consulted to determine the greatest facility needs. Based on the data in FUSION and the College Five Year Construction Plan along with the Facilities Master Plan, the College has adequate facilities to teach up to 15,000 students in its current facilities.125

The College’s Maintenance and Operations department receives, creates, and track work orders through the Facilities Help Desk program.126 The reports from this program provide the evidence of the College’s preventive and scheduled maintenance. This online work order system provides all employees with a means for reporting facility and equipment issues, particularly those pertaining to health and safety. The Physical Plant department assigns work orders to the appropriate staff on a daily basis. Indirect evidence of effectiveness comes in the form of work orders for facility repairs, requests for equipment, and periodic surveys. To evaluate the effectiveness of facilities and equipment in meeting the needs of programs and services provided by the maintenance and operations staff, surveys are used to assess the satisfaction of the responsiveness, cleanliness, maintenance, and safety of college facilities.127

The College works collegially with faculty, classified staff and administrators in the facilities planning process. The participatory governance college committee, the Work Environment Committee, works closely with the campus to ensure that upgrades and replacements to physical as well as technology infrastructure takes place to continually support the high quality programs that College offers its students.

**Bond Projects**
In an effort to keep the public and the campus community informed as to the status of ongoing construction projects funded under Propositions A128, AA129 and Measure J, the LACCD employs a Campus Project Manager/Construction Manager, who prepares a monthly progress report. These reports are available on the ELAC website.130

**Strategic Master Plan**
The strategic planning structure at East Los Angeles College reflects the college's commitment to shared governance and to obtaining campus-wide and community input on college goals and objectives that will shape the college's future. The first objective of the college planning structure was to revise and modify the existing college mission to better reflect changes in the college, the surrounding community, and pedagogical developments. The culmination of this process was a revised Strategic Plan that was based on campus-wide dialog and discussion on relevant campus data. The Strategic Master Plan was developed through:

- Extensive review of ELAC institutional reports on all its administrative modules including budgetary, operational, demographic, and research data.
- Consultation with ELAC leadership and Shared Governance bodies.
- Consultation with the Academic Senate and its leadership and Curriculum Committee.
- Interviews and focus groups with 164 ELAC students, administrators, faculty members, and classified staff.
- Internal analysis of Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Challenges (SWOC).
- Multiple workshops on Flex Days in May 2011 and August 2011.
Distillation of the issues raised into opportunities for change. This comes from the Strategic plan.

The convening of four task forces with more than 60 participants who focused on developing ideas for the Action Plans to address the SWOC. The Strategic Master Plan outlines the vision, mission, values, planning assumptions, and strategic priorities for East Los Angeles College (ELAC). The Educational Master Plan, a separate document, presents the detailed Action Plans for making the vision a reality and implementing the necessary actions to address the strategic priorities in the next one to three years. The Master Plan is available on the Elac website.

Analysis/Evaluation
The college maintains its physical resources, assuring the effective utilization and the continuing quality of assets necessary to support its programs and services in order to achieve its mission.

The college meets this standard.

118 Educational Master Plan
119 District Master Building Program Budget Plan
120 Facilities Master Plan
121 Construction- updates not a 5 year construction plan
122 LINK TO BOT MINUTES WITH APPROVAL
123 Need the list
124 LINK TO DATABASE
125 Needs evidence Where is the FUSION Report? See mention at FPSC
http://www.elac.edu/facultyStaff/committees/fps/doc/minutes/2012/FPSC_May_3__2012_minutes_approved_May%2031%202012.pdf
126 https://www.elac.edu/adminservices/facilities/- there is a tab for facilities help desk
but it is not working
127 Need surveys
128 A
129 AA
130 Weekly Construction Updates; Build LACCD
131 ARE THERE RECORDS OF THIS PROCESS?
132 Strategic Master Plan

III.B.3
To assure the feasibility and effectiveness of physical resources in supporting institutional programs and services, the institution plans and evaluates its facilities and equipment on a regular basis, taking utilization and other relevant data into account.
**Evidence**

The Budget Committee is the central body through which college budget decisions are vetted and recommendations to the ESGC are sought. The committee also recommends budget policies and adjustments to the budget development process and develops policies that link resource allocation with the planning agenda presented in the Educational Master Plan and Strategic Plan. The ELAC budget development process effectively links resource allocation to planning and provides a general timeline toward achieving that goal: coordinating college budget activities; developing and managing a comprehensive, integrated, and continuous planning and budgeting process; and oversight of program review. Moreover, the process lends itself to opportunities to evaluate and develop more effective and efficient budget processes.

The committee establishes an annual planning and budgeting calendar; recommends institutional fiscal priorities within funding parameters; informs the college community of overall budget matters, including the identification of key indicators of the college’s fiscal health; and identifies potential areas for analysis of cost savings or effective use of resources.

**Program Review**

The [Program Review and Viability Committee](#) (PRVC) has the primary responsibility of developing the policies and structure related to comprehensive program review, annual updates, and program viability. Program review at East Los Angeles College is a venue through which the college evaluates its programs in relationship to the College Mission and its Strategic Goals and priorities. For example, the program review process promotes a self-reflective evaluation of academic departments whereby faculty can identify programmatic successes within their disciplines, identify areas in need of improvement and establish departmental goals for enhanced programmatic and student success. Ultimately, through comprehensive program self-evaluation and annual updates, all departments and units are engaged in integrated planning, implementation, and evaluation at East Los Angeles College. Moreover, the college utilizes annual update plans and cluster update plans to guide the allocation of resources, thereby ensuring that planning guides budget decisions.

Meeting the college mission and goals of success, equity, access, and accountability requires that programs remain relevant and viable for student completion. To deal with instances where the feasibility of offering a program is compromised and the requirements of the applicable state laws and Board Rules are not met, the PRVC has established a process for program viability. Program viability involves in-depth analysis, evaluation by a representative committee, public input, and vetting by shared governance bodies of recommendations that may include departmental reorganization or program modification, improvement, initiation, or discontinuance.

The PRVC meets on a monthly basis to develop and oversee the implementation of the program review, annual update, and viability processes for all campus departments/units and programs. The committee addresses any issues that arise throughout the year, thereby ensuring that processes are continually reviewed and improved. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness works with the PRVC to develop and refine the structure, process, and documentation of
Program Review and to provide necessary data appropriate for program evaluation. The PRVC submits policy recommendations to the East Los Angeles College Shared Governance Council (ESGC) for approval.

**Work Environment Committee**

The Work Environment Committee (WEC) recommends policies and monitors all work environment matters including, but not limited to, grounds and facilities, including parking, conditions of classrooms, allocation and conditions of faculty and staff office space, air quality, temperature control, lighting, VDT usage, health, safety, and sanitation. Specific responsibilities include:

- Examining college facilities periodically to identify issues related to the WEC’s role and to assist in monitoring the quality of the work environment.
- Assisting the college administration’s efforts to implement policies or procedures recommended by the WEC.
- Helping program or design new facilities, to develop plans regarding the renovation of existing buildings.
- Making recommendations for Prop A, AA, & J projects.
- Coordinating or directing the college’s procedure for allocating faculty and staff office space.
- Monitoring campus BUG committees.
- Planning and organizing campus clean-up activities each semester.
- Organizing and staging annual ‘town hall’ meetings and regular surveys of employees and students.
- Reporting to the college community results of meetings and pertinent information on a regular basis.

The Work Environment Committee is a required committee as specified in Article 9 and 32 of the Agreement between the Los Angeles Community College District and the Los Angeles College Faculty Guild and as specified in Article 8 of the Agreement between the Los Angeles Community College District and the American Federation of Teachers College Staff Guild (Local 1521A, CFT/AFT, AFL/CIO) July 1, 2008 – June 30, 2011. (LINK TO DESCRIPTION OF WEC IN THE CONTRACT) Local 1521, CFT/AFT, AFL-CIO).

The College has ongoing obligated expenses that are carried over each fiscal year. Distribution of additional resources is facilitated through a prioritization process to assure the effectiveness of allocating physical resources in supporting institutional programs and services.

**Analysis/Evaluation**

The ELAC budget development process effectively links resource allocation to planning and provides a general timeline toward achieving that goal: coordinating college budget activities; developing and managing a comprehensive, integrated, and continuous planning and budgeting process; and oversight of program review. The college meets the standard.

133 **LINK TO BYLAWS**  
134 **Program Review and Viability Committee**
III.B.4

Long-range capital plans support institutional improvement goals and reflect projections of the total cost of ownership of new facilities and equipment.

Evidence

The Educational Master Plan and the Facilities Master Plan are the overarching plans that guide facility and long range capital development. The ability of physical resources to support institutional programs and services is planned and evaluated on an annual basis through the review of overall College plans as well as program data and enrollment data. The college uses its FUSION database to update and track Space Inventory Reports and Space Load Ratios. FUSION provides the College the means by which to identify classroom, laboratory, and office space and make projections about the types of instructional spaces that will be required in the future based on anticipated enrollment growth according to the Educational Master Plan.

Procedures are in place to make the necessary modifications and improvements to facilities to keep up with the institutional requirements. Equipment needs are systematically identified, prioritized, and resolved through the resource allocation process and as funds permit. Facilities improvements and construction follow a similar planning, prioritization, and allocation process in response to the needs identified through the college’s planning processes (i.e., Program Review, Educational Master Plan and Facilities Master Plan).

Since 2001, voters have approved General Obligation Fund Proposition A, Proposition AA, and Measure J to finance projects totaling $5.7 billion that should accommodate the growing number of students in the College and the District. Proceeds from the bond were designated to help pay for the acquisition, construction, improvement, and renovation of various college facilities as outlined in the ballot measure. The College has been able to provide new facilities and make improvements to the existing facilities as the institution continues to serve its students and increase student success.

The October 2011 Master Building Program Budget Plan laid the foundation for an integrated planning and budgeting process driven by each of the nine colleges’ Educational Master Plans. These Educational Master Plans served as the basis for development of the colleges’ Facility Master Plans, each of which addressed the long-term, often 20-25 year, building and infrastructure needs of the applicable college.

The District has worked to strengthen its long-range capital planning and ensure that projections include the total cost of ownership for new facilities and equipment. In January 2012, the Review Panel concluded that “…overall, the Building Program has achieved a good level of success in that a substantial majority of the projects have been successfully completed – compared to the
projects experiencing problems (e.g., cost or time overruns, sunk-costs and re-design, litigation, etc.)...the Building Program has the potential to achieve the Program’s goals within the funds provided.”

The District’s April, 2013 Special Report to the ACCJC addressed the Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) issue raised in the LACCD Bond Audit issued by the State Controller. The report clearly demonstrated the District’s consideration of TCO systematically. The District defined the Total Cost of Ownership elements as 1) acquisition; 2) daily maintenance; 3) periodic maintenance; 4) utility costs; 5) capital renewal costs; and 6) end-of-life costs to inform its decision-making about facilities and equipment.

The District continues to research maintenance and operations (M&O) costs to identify more cost-effective and cost-savings measures for adoption, to reduce TCO. Examples include the District Technology Implementation Strategy Plan; Connect LACCD Project; Facilities Lifecycle and Custodial and Building Maintenance Analysis; Custodial Services Enhancement Program; and Districtwide Energy Measurement and Demand Response Analysis.

In April 2014 the Board approved the Facilities Master Planning & Oversight Committee’s (FMPOC) resolution to “Affirm its Commitment to Protect Capital Investments through Understanding and Management of Total Cost of Ownership” to ensure this policy guides the District’s long-range planning.

Analysis/Evaluation

Propositions A and AA and Measure J gave the District unprecedented funding, but also required an unanticipated level of planning and oversight. Total cost of ownership issues raised in 2012 have been resolved, and as a result, the District has strengthened its long-range capital planning process, leading to better oversight, coordination, and ongoing efficiencies in support of its educational and strategic goals. The Board’s April 2014 passage a resolution related to Total Cost of Ownership demonstrates its ongoing commitment to controlling and reducing these costs for the benefit of the District and students. The District meets this Standard.

At the campus level, the Educational Master Plan and the Facilities Master Plan are the overarching plans that guide facility and long range capital development. The ability of physical resources to support institutional programs and services is planned and evaluated on an annual basis through the review of overall College plans as well as program data and enrollment data. The college uses its FUSION database to update and track Space Inventory Reports and Space Load Ratios. FUSION provides the College the means by which to identify classroom, laboratory, and office space and make projections about the types of instructional spaces that will be required in the future based on anticipated enrollment growth according to the Educational Master Plan.

Procedures are in place to make the necessary modifications and improvements to facilities to keep up with the institutional requirements for equipment and facilities. As the college continues to refine the “total cost of ownership” there will be a procedure and guidelines developed which
will be routinely used by college leadership when new equipment or facilities are acquired or built.

The college meets this standard.

136 FUSION database
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III.C.1
Technology services, professional support, facilities, hardware, and software are appropriate and adequate to support the institution’s management and operational functions, academic programs, teaching and learning, and support services.

Evidence

East Los Angeles College’s Information Technology (IT) department and Distance Learning (DL) Office serve the technology needs of the college, the South Gate Educational Center, the online learning management system (Moodle/Etudes) and online/hybrid/web-enhanced courses for all students. The college is committed to providing up-to-date technology to all areas of instruction, supporting student learning programs and services and improving institutional effectiveness. Technology planning is integrated into East Los Angeles College planning through Technology Planning Sub-Committee (TPSC),142 Distance Learning Program, Distance Education Committee, Educational Planning Sub Committee, IT Committee, Off Site Committee, Information Technology Faculty Advisory Committee, Learning Assessment Committee, Strategic Planning Committee, Program Review and Viability Committee and the Shared Governance Council.143 The college’s Technology Master Plan144 plays a key role in the development, implementation, and evaluation of the college’s technology planning. The district’s Technology Master Plan LACCD Technology Implementation Plan Vision 2020145 is focused on supporting the college campus programs as well as administrative services.

The campus provides both Outlook and web-based email systems for students, faculty, staff, and administrators. Each full-time faculty member and adjunct faculty member, and each classified employee whose work requires it, has a desktop or laptop computer with network internet access, and either a personal or shared network printer. Adjunct faculty members have access to computers, internet, and printers in shared spaces. The Teaching Learning Center (TLC)146 provides faculty member access to computers, projectors, laptops for checkout, and workshops.

Information Technology Department

The Information Technology (IT) Department is responsible for servicing about 2,600 computers across the college.147 For students, there are 40 computer labs/computer classrooms (33 on the main campus and 7 at South Gate). Some computer labs are application specific, where only software related to a specific course is installed on the machines. For example, software licenses for AutoCAD, Visual Studios, Adobe Master Collection, Math and Writing programs are bought for specific programs. Currently Office 2013 and Adobe Creative Suite Cloud IT has campus wide site licenses for faculty, staff and administration. The college has also acquired the Adobe Creative Suite Master Collection 5.5 for departments needing graphic design software for their classes and laboratories. Laboratory software needs are addressed prior to the start of each semester to ensure that the labs are prepared to educate the students with no delay. The College goal is to recycle/replace computers every 3 years. TPSC and the Shared Governance Council approved the policy to replace all computers on a 3 year cycle in 2014.148
Technology has been incorporated into 156 existing classrooms that support some form of audio visual technology. There are currently 59 “completely smart” classrooms which include a ceiling mounted projector, drop down screen, a computer and monitor, DVD/VHS video player with wall mounted speakers, a laptop connection and a document camera. All these devices are controlled by a touch screen panel. There are currently, 42 small classrooms which have a ceiling mounted projector and drop down screen, a computer and monitor, and document camera equipment. There are 31 classrooms with wall controls and projectors (half setup) and 88 rooms with DVD/VCR players. South Gate campus currently supports technology in 8 classrooms. The IT department currently is in the process of incorporating technology into an additional 11 classrooms. Within the next few years, the new Student Success and Retention Center and the Science Career & Mathematics Buildings, currently being built, will add an additional 96 completely smart classrooms to the college’s facilities.

IT launched a new ELAC website in spring 2015. The enhancement of the ELAC website provides viewable access to multiple device platforms and is essential to achieving the College’s Mission and Strategic Goals. A strong web presence will allow the college to send a global message that ELAC is a conduit of educational excellence and is committed to student success. Additionally, a strong web presence can eliminate redundancy and unnecessary work for staff and faculty members by displaying essential information and procedural instructions on department and unit websites, and reduce printing budgets by digitizing information and putting it up on the college websites.

IT proactively oversees network security, has deployed centralized configurations, manages relevant policies, and provides automatic updates. IT also conducts security assessments to comply with best practices and regulations. IT continues to improve on the deployment of Anti-Malware and Anti-Virus applications for scanning, detecting and removing security threats. As a result, users have improved access to critical applications and high reliability, and benefit from the shift of the responsibility to maintain the operating system and security to the IT Department. In addition to increased data security, the IT oversight of network security makes restores easier to do and facilitates software upgrades.

Technology resources are located in a variety of locations serving multiple functions. Academic computer laboratories are available for student use to support various academic disciplines. A Writing Lab to accommodate English composition students is equipped with 40 work stations, login kiosks, and pay-for print-services. All computer stations are equipped with the proper computer hardware and software needed to support student success.

College’s instructional media staff provide and maintain the audio/visual technology, equipment and services to support the courses, instructional activities and academic events at the College. Services include faculty instructional media support and training, including audio/video technology, video recording and editing, video-conferencing, graphic presentations, document scanning, digital signage, new technology research, and implementation of all classroom A/V technology. The staff offer video production services to faculty and staff for instructional purposes.
The Information Technology Department, under the direction of the Associate Vice President of Facilities, comprises 14 staff members providing hardware and software installation and support, audio and visual support, and classroom troubleshooting. Each computer laboratory has its own dedicated Instructional Assistant, reporting to IT, to keep the operation running smoothly and assist students in a timely manner. IT is the initial contact for ELAC employees and students who need technical assistance. Faculty, staff, administration and students via walk-in, telephone or helpdesk@elac.edu. Faculty, staff, administration and students may obtain support via walk-in, telephone or helpdesk ticket. The office is open Monday through Thursday from 8:00 am – 9:00 pm and Friday from 8:00 am – 4:30 pm. For quick answers, ELAC employees can visit the IT website and review FAQ’s for common questions and answers.

Since the creation of the 2012 Technology Master Plan, IT has completed the following activities:

Campus-wide:

- Deployment of the Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) phone system.
- Content Digital Management Collection server for Campus News and ELAC historical archives.
- Deployment of campus-wide Mass Notification System.
- Deployment of Emergency Notification system to notify students and employees via text messaging in the event of an emergency on campus. (Blackboard)
- Building Announcement System
- Expansion of the campus video surveillance system.
- Upgrade of the network connection to the South Gate Educational Center.
- Update of the campus standards for technology hardware and software.
- Expansion of the campus wireless network to allow for more users (from 500 to more than 6,000).
- Online orientation for first time online students.
- Enhancement of the ELAC website.
- Usage of the content management to provide access to updating departmental websites.

Administrative Network:

- Upgrade from Microsoft SharePoint 2007 to SharePoint 2010.
- Development and deployment of CAPSTONE network security system to monitor network usage and address issues.
- Computer power management system (Surveyor).
- Development of Faculty Online Printing system.
- Deployment of Microsoft Windows 7 to all new computers delivered since 2011. 10 Technology Master Plan 2012-2018
- Creation of a virtual private network (VPN) system for remote access to campus resources.
- Emergency Advisor and Panic Buttons.
- Queuing system for Student Services area.
Digital signage

Academic Network:

- Installation of Microsoft Office 2010 in all Academic Computer Labs.
- Computer power management system (PowerPro).
- Development of online Library Workshop Registration System.
- Development of online Counseling Appointment Registration System, Online Student Educational Planning System, Online Counseling.
- Development of an online Matriculation Orientation.
- Development of Student Online Add Module for adding classes online.

The District Office of Information Services provides technology infrastructure support to the College. With a staff of more than 40 full-time and part-time employees, Information Services (headed by the Chief Information Officer) provides the following services:

- Plans and maintains a reliable and robust network for local area inter-and-intra campus networks, as well as institutional access to the public Internet and the World Wide Web.
- Provides a comprehensive enterprise level administrative system capable of recording, storing and reporting on data for student, financial, academic, and administrative transactions.
- Supports hardware and software in all District computers for staff, academic computing labs, and related servers.
- Provides the development, deployment, and support of centralized administrative functions and "middleware" platforms necessary to support connectivity between software services delivered by other District resources.

Information Services is composed of the following sub groups:

- **Microcomputer Support** provides front-line microcomputer support to College’s user community (students, staff, faculty, and administration). IT analysts and computer technicians conduct ongoing maintenance and upgrades of hardware and software for both administrative and academic computing.
- **Software Development** plans, implements, maintains, and supports all District wide administrative systems. Additional systems supported by the Software Development group include SARS GRID (appointment/calendaring), Microsoft Outlook Exchange (employee e-mail), and Office 365 (student e-mail).

**Distance Learning Program**

The Distance Learning Program is dedicated to assisting and supporting students and faculty in the two learning management systems presently supported on campus, Etudes and Moodle. The office assists students via telephone, a website and walk-in assistance. During summer 2015 the Distance Education office launched a new interactive Online Self-Help form. Students are
guided through an intuitive question and information form to assist resolving Etudes logging in problems.160

The Distance Learning office is open M – F from 8 – 4:30 in the Corporate Center.161 The DL Coordinator, a faculty member on 100% reassignment, supervises two classified employees—a multimedia specialist and a technician—to assist students and faculty. The Distance Learning Committee serves the function of communicating with and advising the college on its decision making regarding distance learning issues.162 DL reports to the college’s Educational Planning Subcommittee. The college’s Curriculum Committee and DL Committee address DL efficacy as it relates to the overall instructional program. Per the collective bargaining agreement, the DL Committee has the responsibility of determining proficiency in a LMS and serves as a resource to the college on distance learning issues. To carry out its primary purpose as stated above, the DL Committee provides guidance to faculty in various learning modalities including online, hybrid/blended and web enhanced courses. In addition, the DL Committee participates in the development and evaluation of all distance learning policies and procedures, and oversees the implementation of such policies and procedures.163

TPSC has a standing agenda item to discuss ongoing completion of TMP objectives. For example on the Feb. 26, 2015 meeting164

Objective:
Develop and implement automated technology to improve student-centered support services.
Action item:
1. Develop and transition to online forms for students to request, submit, and track transcripts, verifications, petitions and other forms.
2. Implement a plan to ensure consistent and timely delivery of information technology support

Objective:
Enhance institutional effectiveness and promote student success through flexible access to technology.
Action item:
3. Promote district implementation of technology that will allow for the electronic development and tracking of student educational plans and student milestone achievement.

In spring of 2007, the college deployed the Academic Computing Environment (ACE) allowing faculty members to collaborate with students by sharing files online, creating calendars of class-related deadlines, broadcasting announcements, viewing rosters, and enabling other facets of the learning management tool. Students who would like to enroll/add in an online class that is closed for regular enrollment can use the ACE portal to request adding a class.165

The Teaching Learning Center provides ELAC faculty with professional development activities. Professional development is a continuous part of ELAC activities which assist ELAC employees in improving their skill set, training, workshops, resources and conferences. A complete list of activities is posted on TLC web page.166
The Disabled Student Services & Programs Center provides students with disabilities necessary technology support. Adaptive technology can be found in the DSPS Center. Students receive training on the needed equipment upon completion of a “Needs Assessment” form with Adaptive Technology Specialist or other qualified staff member. Students have access to the latest innovations in adaptive technology including scan and read technology, screen readers, voice recognition, CCTV’s, screen magnification software, alternative keyboards, talking dictionaries, and visual idea mapping software.

Evaluation/Analysis

The importance of technology is well recognized by the college and ELAC is committed to providing up-to-date technology for all areas of instruction. The College goal is to refresh hardware every three years to ensure that student classrooms, labs, and library spaces run the latest software applications. With over 2,600 computers to replace every three years, a cycle of replacement has been implemented. The current IT facility houses all the computer technical support staff, except for the web services staff which are located in the administration building. IT has outgrown its current facility and is in need of a larger more up-to-date facility where all services are obtainable in one location. In addition to allocating space for IT current staff and offer superior support for faculty, staff and students, IT needs to hire additional IT staff to address growing needs of the college.

The College Distance Learning Program is committed to providing support services in all areas of the two learning management systems on campus, Etudes and Moodle. The office offers professional development workshops on trouble shooting problems with Etudes and Moodle, training, new features and walk in for assistance.

The college meets the standard.
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III.C.2

The institution continuously plans for, updates and replaces technology to ensure its technological infrastructure, quality and capacity are adequate to support its mission, operations, programs, and services.

Evidence

College planning is conducted using evaluation cycles focused on continuous quality improvement for all instruction, student services, and administrative programs. ELAC has been using six-year planning cycles in which the college progresses through phases of Planning, Implementation, and Evaluation (PIE). By incorporating formative evaluations into operational decision-making, ELAC ensures that these annual processes are subject to self-reflective examination on an ongoing basis and that lessons learned contribute to improvements in these processes. Data-driven measures and formative evaluations contribute to a summative evaluation of the strategic plan implementation at the end of its six-year cycle.

Planning for technology needs is a multi-faceted process. Department chairs, the Shared Governance Council, Technology Planning Subcommittee (TPSC), the Distance Learning office, and Information Technology collaborate in identifying technology needs on and off the campus. All stakeholders are represented through program reviews and annual updates. In these program reviews and updates, departments and programs can identify and justify their technology needs. TPSC reviews each and every program review document annually in order to prioritize technology requests. The purpose of the TPSC is to address issues regarding the college’s technology use and to review, revise and officially adopt the Technology Master Plan.

The Technology Master Plan serves as the college’s guiding strategy on technology related issues and seeks to fulfill the College Mission and Strategic Goals through the implementation of technology planning objectives. All plan objectives, which are related to educational technology and technology infrastructure, are aligned with the Strategic Plan’s objectives and values. TPSC
is responsible for the development, implementation and evaluation of the Technology Master Plan. All objectives

An annual TPSC committee self-evaluation report,\textsuperscript{173} along with the Technology Master plan, also assist in identifying the needs on campus. Finally, an annual technology survey, administered to administrators, faculty, and students, checks satisfaction with technology services and solicits suggestions as to unmet needs.

TPSC’s voting membership is comprised of faculty and administrator co-chairs, three additional administrators, nine classified staff members, 11 faculty members, and two students. Its focus is to implement, develop, execute and evaluate the Technology Master Plan and address campus technology needs. The goal of the subcommittee is to work with the Information Technology Department, administration, faculty, staff and students to achieve and maintain campus-wide technology to enhance instruction and services to students. TPSC functions in an advisory capacity to the East Los Angeles Shared Governance Council.

Evaluation/Analysis

Existing policy stipulates that computers be updated on a regular 3 year cycle. Shared Governance Council approved this policy July 27, 2015.\textsuperscript{174}

While computer replacements are occurring throughout the campus, a written schedule would improve monitoring practices. The Associate Vice President of Administrative Services, who oversees the IT department, recognizes the need for full implementation of IT policies vetted through shared governance. ELAC launched its new website February 9, 2015, and is committed to continual updating of content.

Communication regarding technology works well because TPSC allows for standing committee reports from Distance Education, Professional Development and IT. As evidenced in the minutes,\textsuperscript{175} forward thinking planning occurs to help ELAC continuously plan for and implement technology in support of its mission, operations, programs and services.

The college meets the standard.
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III.C.3
The institution assures that technology resources at all locations where it offers courses, programs, and services are implemented and maintained to assure reliable access, safety, and security.

Evidence
ELAC’s IT department serves the technology needs of the college on its main campus and satellite locations at the South Gate Center and ELAC at Corporate Center. IT services are also available to students and faculties online. The college is committed to providing current technology to all areas of instruction, support student learning programs and services, and to improve institutional effectiveness. The IT department accomplish its wide breath of support through its help desk system which ensures timely support and maintains reliable technology services. The help desk follows up each service order with an online survey to provided additional feedback for continuous improvement. These surveys are reviewed at each TPSC monthly.176

ELAC utilizes various systems to ensure safety and security in all its technology functions. The IT department maintains the college own security monitoring, analysis, and response system called Next generation firewall to allow the IT staff to monitor the level of network traffic, treats and troubleshoot issues.177 The college owns and IT maintains the Access Control Server which helps comply with regulatory requirements by authenticating and authorizing wireless users, and works with the Virtual Private Network to enforce access policies. The Intrusion Prevention System allows IT to identify, classify, and prevent malicious traffic such as worms, spyware, adware, network viruses and application abuse which the college owns and IT maintains.

Next generation firewall, Access Control Server, Virtual Private Network and Intrusion Preventive System are hardware systems the College owns and the IT department maintains. A list of all software and hardware purchased by the IT department can be found on SAP.178 Inventory for all computers and laptops purchased through the IT department are tracked and recorded on WASP.

Computers on campus that store sensitive information are encrypted so that if a computer’s hard drive were to be stolen, the data would be protected.179

Evaluation/Analysis
The IT department maintains network security through Cisco Security Monitoring.180 Campus computers connected to the college systems need to be on private IP addresses to ensure a secure network for data. Computers that contain sensitive data are encrypted which protects all data in the hard drive. IT department needs to continue reviewing and implementing the latest security technology to maintain system and network integrity. The college meets the standard.
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III.C.4

The institution provides appropriate instruction and support for faculty, staff, students, and administrators, in the effective use of technology and technology systems related to its programs, services, and institutional operations.

Evidence

The College makes technology a priority through training and support to all of its constituencies. The IT department and technology staff provide technology training to students, faculty, staff, and administrators. The technology training are disseminated in different mediums such as workshops, online tutorials, and informational materials.

There are two main sources of training for faculty, staff, and administrators in the effective use of technology. They are the Professional Development Office (Teaching-Learning Center) and the Distance Learning Office (DL). DL trains and supports faculty in teaching online, hybrid, and web-supported classes. Such training includes certification in learning management systems, online pedagogy, MS Excel, MS Outlook web access, PowerPoint, learn how to launch your own department’s website, and quality control. Together, the two programs support training in aspects of Microsoft Office. The Professional Development office provides numerous workshops and training for faculty on use of technology, including instruction for new faculty on how to develop an online portfolio.

IT, the DL Program, and Professional Development all offer technology training on campus. In spring 2015, the DL office offered a TechFest, a series of technology workshops for faculty and students. It was well attended and will be repeated.

Faculty members who teach online, or are interested in doing so, are encouraged to attend conferences organized around this topic. For example, on June 17, 2015 many faculty from ELAC, along with the Distance Education Coordinator, attended the Online Teaching Conference held in San Diego. The three-day program featured 40 speakers that included representatives of the California Online Education Initiative, effective practices, support and resources, technology innovation and leadership and evaluation. Etudes also offers a yearly conference that several ELAC faculty have attended in the past.

For students, Instructional Assistants in computer labs – whether open labs, such as the Library, or classroom labs, such as in Engineering – assist students with computer operations. These staff members are part of the IT Department. Students taking online, hybrid, and web-supported have technical support available at the DL office and from their own instructors.
Evaluation/Analysis

Training in the use of technology for students, faculty, and staff is conducted by three complementary operations: the IT department, the Distance Learning Office and Professional Development. IT staff are available in labs to provide support to students and the DL Office employs two classified employees—a multimedia specialist and a technician—to assist students and faculty as needed. The college meets the standard.

III.C.5
The institution has policies and procedures that guide the appropriate use of technology in the teaching and learning processes.

Evidence

ELAC has policies and procedures in place that guide the appropriate use of technology in the teaching and learning process. The IT department maintains procedures and policies for work order tickets, request for technological equipment, password resets, equipment checkout, telephone service, purchasing of new equipment with technology, and new software requests. For technology in the classroom, ELAC abides by district IT policies for appropriate use of campus and district resources.  

This District policy is comprehensive, including:

1. District and College computing policy - All employees and students using computing facilities are expected to operate within the bounds of federal and state law and of the District policies and standards.

2. Copyright Policy

3. Digital Media Policy

4. Email Policy

5. Computer use policy

6. Website Policy

7. Share point Usage Policy
8. Network Security

One example of a college technology-related policy is the identification of two learning management systems that will be officially supported. One is required for online and hybrid courses, and may be used for web-enhanced courses. The other is used only for web-enhanced courses. Instructors who web-enhance are free to use either one, or free services such as Google Docs, or publisher-provided material.

In the curriculum process, ELAC’s Distance Education Addendum form ensures academic integrity and quality for all online courses. Where contact hours are all or partly replaced by online instruction, the official Course Outline of Record must include a DE Addendum that specifies how course objectives will be achieved via distance learning. This includes a requirement for regular, instructor-initiated contact with students. The addendum is required for both distance education (DE) course proposals (i.e. those with all contact hours conducted online) as well as hybrid course proposals (i.e. those with some required off-line/faceto-face contact hours). Face-to-face courses using web-enhancements are not required to complete a DE addendum, as there is no replacement of contact hours.

This form accomplishes three very important objectives: 1) It assures that the educational objectives of the course can be achieved via distance delivery; 2) it makes clear how instructors maintain regular and substantive contact and interaction between themselves and students as required by Title 5, section 55204, examples of which can include, but are not limited to, asynchronous office hours conducted via the course management system and/or scheduled office hours and review sessions, monitoring a forum for posted student questions, facilitating student-to-student contact and virtual student groups, and posting prepared instructional materials to the course site via the course management system; and 3) it makes clear how instructor-initiated contact as required by Title 5, section 55204 is consistently maintained via course announcements published via the course management system and disseminated to all students enrolled, regular and prompt feedback regarding student assignments and work, and leading themed discussions regarding the course materials and objectives via the course management system.

This Addendum is the department’s opportunity to demonstrate to the Curriculum Committee that its proposed DE course offering can fully comply with these requirements. Specific course descriptions, particularly the representative examples chosen to demonstrate regular and substantive contact and instructor-initiated interaction between instructor and students, increase the chances that the course will be approved as a DE course offering. Example(s) of regular and substantive instructor/student contact and interaction are required in each of the following areas: (a) representative assignments, (b) instructor-initiated themed discussions/interactions between instructor and students, and (c) instructor-initiated feedback and communication of course progress to students enrolled in the course. When submitting this form, the department chair certifies that all information in the DE Addendum is complete and accurate by submitting the DE Addendum via ECD. Access to the DE addendum form is through campus applications – forms which is only accessible through faculty’s desk top.
Additional polices assure new DE faculty are trained in the required course management system for online/hybrid classes, scheduling of online classes, training in pedagogy practices, guarantee quality control, and assist students.

In the collective bargaining agreement, there are stipulations pertaining specifically to DL faculty, which are designed to help assure quality student education as well as recognize the considerable time and effort expected of online instructors. Article 40 is an agreement between the Los Angeles Community College District and the Los Angeles College Faculty Guild which defines distance learning.193

Evaluation/Analysis

ELAC complies with district and campus policies for appropriate use of technology in the teaching and learning process. While faculty academic freedom allows them to choose whether or not to use technology in the classroom, policies are in place to promote the efficient, ethical and lawful use of computers and network resources for the faculty who choose to take advantage of this mode of instruction. The current updated DE course outline of record explains how distance delivery strategies will be used to assist students in achieving each listed course objective and follow the guidelines of Title V, Section 55204. The college meets the standard.
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III.D.1

Financial resources are sufficient to support and sustain student learning programs and services and improve institutional effectiveness. The distribution of resources supports the development, maintenance, allocation and reallocation, and enhancement of programs and services. The institution plans and manages its financial affairs with integrity and in a manner that ensures financial stability.

Eligibility Requirement 18. Financial Resources

The institution documents a funding base, financial resources, and plans for financial development adequate to support student learning programs and services, to improve institutional effectiveness, and to assure financial stability.

Evidence

The annual budget for the college is sufficient to meet instructional needs, student support needs, and operations. For 2015-2016 the college’s unrestricted budget is $106.5 million as of September 22, 2015. This figure includes a carry-forward balance of $9.8 million. The 2015-2016 budget is sufficient to cover projected expenditures of $100 million as well as provide for a 1% contingency to be used as needed. In addition, restricted funds supplement the college’s instructional services, student support services and operations.\textsuperscript{194} Prior year-end balances accrued by the college have contributed $25.2 million to the District’s General Reserve and Contingency Fund.\textsuperscript{195} Each year the college has fixed costs which amount to approximately 86% of the annual budget.\textsuperscript{196}

The institution’s prudent fiscal management has helped ensure financial stability for the entire district. In 2012, prior year-end balances and reserves accrued by the college contributed $25.2 million to the District’s General Reserve and Contingency Reserve. These funds will remain in District’s reserves and paid back to East Los Angeles College in future years when additional funding is available.\textsuperscript{197}

The college utilizes the program review and annual update process to distribute resources to support the development, maintenance, allocation and reallocation, and enhancement of programs and services.\textsuperscript{198} In addition, college support for student learning programs and services is buttressed with additional restricted funds, such as the Student Success and Support Program (SSSP)\textsuperscript{199} and the Noncredit Student Success and Support Program.\textsuperscript{200}

The college plans and manages its financial affairs with integrity and in a manner that ensures financial stability. The district’s integrated financial system, called Systems, Applications, and Products (SAP), and other district processes are essential for meeting this standard.\textsuperscript{201}

Credit Student Success and Support Program 2013-14 Year-End Expenditures Report—Pending upload to MyPlan Portal


College Budget Committee Minutes for 2/20/2015


LACCD District Governance and Functions Handbook 2013 Appendix pages 13-16, 24;

LACCD Financial Audit, June 30, 2014 and 2013, pages 4-46

Evaluation/Analysis

The budget is comprised of multiple sources, including self-generated revenues. The college anticipates a substantial projected year-end balance, as has been the case at East Los Angeles College for several years due to the college’s ability to grow and provide quality education efficiently and effectively. These contributions provide long-term stability to the district and the college.

In light of the fiscal sound ratio of fixed costs, the college is regularly able to use discretionary funds to fund educational improvements and innovative curriculum and services. Some examples of projects receiving this funding include the College Transfer Initiative, GO East LA partnership, student success program, and the First Year Experience Program.

The college annually distributes resources to support the development, maintenance, allocation and reallocation, and enhancement of programs and services. This begins by ensuring that fixed costs are included in our operational plan. Moreover, every department and unit report in their annual update plans how their programs and services promote student success, equity, access, and institutional effectiveness. These annual update plans include position requests and budget augmentations that are incorporated into the college’s distribution of resources.

Additionally, as the state has restored funding for the community colleges, it has chosen to restrict a significant portion of the new monies to support specific activities, such as funding for the Student Success and Support Program (SSSP) and the Student Equity Plan. Overall, restricted funds have enabled the college to further develop and enhance programs and services.

An analysis of district processes reveals how the institution insures financial integrity. For instance, the SAP system has a built-in single point of contact which provides for checks and balances so that no single person can authorize and spend funds from the beginning to the end of the process. Redundancy in accounting for funds is built-in to financial processes. The integrity of these processes is verified by district oversight, internal audits, and external audits. Moreover, all administrators authorized to sign checks have signed conflict of interest statements. Adhering
to these processes ensures that the college does not overspend and maintains the aforementioned stability.

The college meets the standard.

III.D.2
The institution’s mission and goals are the foundation for financial planning, and financial planning is integrated with and supports all institutional planning. The institution has policies and procedures to ensure sound financial practices and financial stability. Appropriate financial information is disseminated throughout the institution in a timely manner.

Evidence

The college’s mission and goals are the foundation for financial planning. Within the annual update process, departments and units identify and evaluate how budget augmentation requests advance the college’s mission and goals. For example, faculty position requests made in the annual update plans (AUP) are evaluated and prioritized by the Hiring Prioritization Committee (HPC) based on alignment with the college’s institutional plans. Similarly, staff requests are evaluated and prioritized by the Human Resources Committee (HRC). The faculty and staff prioritization lists are forward to the President for approval. For other requests, administrators evaluate the annual update augmentation requests for departments/units under their supervision and work with their vice presidents to prioritize requests that align with the College Mission and institutional plans, and then incorporate those priorities into their Cluster Plans. The prioritized requests are reviewed for approval collectively by the cabinet, i.e., the President and Vice Presidents. In this way, the aggregation of all department and unit annual update plans thereby establishes the foundation for financial planning.

This process also ensures that financial planning is integrated with institutional planning. This process for integrating the college’s planning priorities into financial planning includes participation by shared governance bodies and the broader campus community. The college’s
policies and procedures has ensured sound financial practices and resulted in financial stability as demonstrated by a healthy year-end balance and reserve.\textsuperscript{206}

The district is largely responsible for ensuring long-term financial planning, particularly with regard to long-term construction needs.\textsuperscript{207} The college ensures that appropriate financial information is disseminated throughout the institution in a timely manner through the SAP system and through college and district shared governance bodies, and the District’s Chief Financial Officer website.\textsuperscript{208}


http://laccd.edu/Departments/CFO/budget/BudgetReports/MonthlyCyclicalExpenditureReports/Pages/default.aspx

Evaluation/Analysis

As mentioned above, the annual update plan is a vital element used to ensure that the planning process is aligned with the college’s mission and goals.

Additionally, the financial planning is integrated with institutional planning. The primary mechanism for this integration is the program plan within each Annual Update Plan. As part of their program plan, each department and unit plans activities that are aligned with the Educational Master Plan, Facilities Master Plan, and/or Technology Master Plan. These institutional plans are aligned with the District’s Strategic Plan. For each activity, the department or unit identifies resources needed for successful implementation. Accompanying the Annual Update Plan is the budget worksheet where augmentation requests align with the resource needs identified in the program plan. Working with their administrators, vice presidents prioritize requests in alignment with the College Mission and institutional plans, and then incorporate those priorities into their Cluster Plans.

By establishing budget priorities for special initiatives and projects to implement the college’s mission and institutional plans, shared governance committees further ensure that financial planning supports institutional planning by establishing budget priorities for special initiatives and projects to implement the college’s mission and institutional plans. For example, at the College Budget Forum preceding the 2014-15 fiscal year, the President proposed initiatives to advance the college mission and institutional plans. The initiatives were evaluated by the Budget Committee and Shared Governance Council and recommended as budget priorities for the 2014-15 fiscal year. With these initiatives and the approval of department/unit augmentation requests, financial planning advances institutional planning.

In addition to the annual update process and other shared governance committees, the formation of a Grants Committee is a new development that will further sound financial practices. This shared governance body will further the college’s commitment to sound practices by collaboratively vetting potential grant applications and ensuring alignment with the college’s mission and institutional plans. Through the Grants Committee, the college will be more focused and effective in its grant activities. Through active pursuit of external support, the college has
leveraged external resources and, thereby, allowed its unrestricted funds to enhance the quality of programs and services, and implement innovations to support student success.

Based on its formative evaluation of the 2014-15 budget development process, the college recognized that it could ensure greater consistency in providing feedback in response to augmentation requests. As part of the 2015-16 budget development process, all vice presidents will hold meetings within their clusters to discuss decisions made on augmentation requests in a timely manner. This revision and the rest of the budget development process will be reviewed by the Budget Committee so that improvements can be made before the next budget cycle.

The college ensures that appropriate financial information is disseminated throughout the institution in a timely manner. For instance, personnel authorized to make decisions for their departments/units have immediate access to financial information for their cost centers through the district’s integrated financial system called Systems, Applications, and Products (SAP). The Budget Committee and Shared Governance Council receive monthly budget updates from District Budget Committee representatives. The district website publishes current and past tentative and final budgets as well as expenditure reports. Additional updates are emailed to Budget Committee members and any other interested members of the campus community.

The college meets the standard.

III.D.3
The institution clearly defines and follows its guidelines and processes for financial planning and budget development, with all constituencies having appropriate opportunities to participate in the development of institutional plans and budgets.

Evidence

The college Budget Committee annually reviews and revises the college’s budget development process, which is then formally approved by the Shared Governance Council. The budget development process provides guidelines and processes for financial planning and budget development, identifying the roles of responsible parties. Once approved, the revised budget development process is incorporated into the Governance Policy Handbook.²⁰⁹
All constituencies are represented on the college Budget Committee and Shared Governance Council as well as the District Budget Committee. In this way, constituency representatives participate in the development of institutional plans and budgets. 

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets this standard.

It is noteworthy that the participation on the college Budget Committee and Shared Governance Council is broad-based and the meetings are well-attended. A review of the committee minutes demonstrates active engagement by a cross-section of the college community in the budget development process and in recommending priorities for resource allocation. For example, the Shared Governance Council discussed and supported funding upgrades at the South Gate campus that had been recommended by the Facilities Planning Subcommittee.

Responses to the faculty/staff survey rated 3.28 on a 5 scale that “processes for financial planning and budget development are clearly defined and followed.” This indicates general agreement that planning and budget development processes with constituent input.

---

**Governance Policy Handbook**

**Budget Committee**

**2013 Faculty Staff Survey - myplan**

---

**Fiscal Responsibility and Stability**

**III.D.4**

Institutional planning reflects a realistic assessment of financial resource availability, development of financial resources, partnerships, and expenditure requirements.

**Evidence**

As noted above, institutional planning priorities are integrated into the college financial planning processes. In addition, both the college Budget Committee and the District Budget Committee receive realistic assessments of available funds, including ongoing and anticipated fiscal commitments within the annual budget. The Budget Committee reviews revenue reports and projections of ending balance to assess the financial resources being developed by the college to supplement the state allocation for the upcoming budget year. Of course, in planning for the upcoming budget year, the Budget Committee receives an assessment of the ongoing expenditure requirements, including fixed costs.

The institution assesses resource availability through grants and partnerships in order to maximize service to students. Moreover, before applying for grants or entering partnerships, the institution’s “intent to apply” process realistically assesses the matching requirements,
III.D.5
To assure the financial integrity of the institution and responsible use of its financial resources, the internal control structure has appropriate control mechanisms and widely disseminates dependable and timely information for sound financial decision making. The institution regularly evaluates its financial management practices and uses the results to improve internal control systems.

Evidence

The college provides monthly and quarterly reports to the District’s Chief Financial Officer. The district’s CFO and budget staff visit the college each quarter to advise the college on its financial management practices. The district budget staff provides the college senior staff with an evaluation of its budget expenditures in an effort to ensure appropriate control mechanisms are being followed.

Moreover, the single point of contact built into the SAP system provides for checks and balances so that no single person can initiate a purchase, authorize the expenditure, or spend the funds. Purchases cannot be encumbered unless the account is adequately funded on the SAP system, which is why all SAP users have access to dependable and timely information about their accounts. The SAP training manual is on the district website. Procurement forms indicate multiple signatures and instructions. On a regular basis, the District provides procurement
training materials to update the Procurement Training Manual which serves as the basis for the college workshops made available to all departments. In addition, redundancy in accounting for funds is built-in to financial processes.

The integrity of these processes is verified by district oversight, internal audits, and external audits. Moreover, all administrators authorized to sign checks have signed conflict of interest statements. Adhering to these processes ensures the college does not overspend and maintains the aforementioned stability.

The Board established and regularly updates board rules which address financial management and internal control structures. Board Rule 7608 requires the Chief Financial Officer/Treasurer (CFO) to generate interim financial reports, including current income and expenditures, which are submitted to the Chancellor monthly from October through June. The Chancellor, in turn, provides a District quarterly financial status report to the Board, in addition to monthly reports provided to the Budget and Finance Committee (BFC). These reports are widely disseminated and inform sound financial decision-making at the District and colleges.

Board Rule 7900 establishes the Internal Audit Unit as “an independent appraisal function within the LACCD to examine and evaluate the activities of the District...Internal Audit will report audit findings to the Board of Trustees’ Audit/Budget Committee no less than annually.” This Board Rule requires the Internal Audit Unit to ensure that “…financial statements and reports comply with Board policy, applicable government regulations and generally accepted accounting practices...internal accounting controls are adequate and effective...[and] operating policies promoting compliance...are enforced.”

The District Budget Committee (DBC), Board Budget and Finance Committee (BFC), Board of Trustees, and the colleges receive financial information on a set schedule. Information on resource allocation, debt management, and financial management is routinely provided to the BFC and DBC so their committee members can be fully informed when making policy recommendations to the Board of Trustees and Chancellor.

The Office of Budget and Management Analysis develop district-wide revenue projections, and is also charged with the management of District resources. Since 1993, the District has followed a set budget development calendar, which ensures full engagement of the colleges, Board of Trustees, and District office staff. The budget development calendar is evaluated and updated annually; the current version reflects oversight enhancements brought about by upgrades to the District’s financial operational system (SAP). The District also disseminates and trains employees to use its “Budget Operational Plan Instructions” manual to reinforce internal control procedures. (see Standard III.D.10).

The District received an unmodified external audit, with no identified material weaknesses, for 2013 and 2014. The District has consistently had unqualified financial statements and unmodified external audit reports for the past 30 years.
To ensure financial integrity of the District and the responsible use of its financial resources, District and college financial staff review best practices with both internal and external auditors, and revise procedures to strengthen internal controls.  

To ensure the District’s internal control structure has the appropriate level of oversight, the Internal Audit Unit sets yearly review plans, providing Corrective Action Plan updates to the Board Budget and Finance Committee (BFC) on a quarterly basis.

The Internal Audit unit conducted a District-wide risk assessment study and determined the need for a comprehensive database which would strategically identify, and mitigate, risks. This project is scheduled for implementation in FY 2015-2016.

The Central Financial Aid Unit (CFAU) continually monitors federal Perkins Loans and Nursing Loans. Student Financial Aid is audited annually by external auditors, as required by OMB Circular A-133, and is also subject to audits performed by grantors. The District has not received any material findings or questioned significant costs in the past ten years.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college provides monthly and quarterly reports to the Chief Financial Officer. The Chief Financial Officer and budget staff visit the college each quarter to advise the college on its financial management practices. The district budget staff provides the college senior staff with an evaluation of its budget expenditures in an effort to ensure appropriate control mechanisms is being followed.

The District has a well-integrated financial management process that regularly evaluates its financial practices and internal control structure to ensure the financial integrity of the District. The Chief Financial Officer/Treasurer and colleges work together to ensure that dependable and timely information for sound financial decision-making is consistently available to all parties. The provision of accurate financial information on a regular schedule has enabled the District to make sound financial decisions and ensure the responsible use of its financial resources.

The provision of accurate financial information on a regular schedule has enabled the District to make sound financial decisions and ensure the responsible use of its financial resources. The District and College meet the requirements of this Standard.

---

215 [DBC Calendar](#)
216 [LINK TO MANUAL](#)
217 [procurement form](#)
218 [Procurement Training Manual; Procurement Training Workshop uploaded to MyPortal](#)
219 [Board Rule 7608](#)
220 [Financial reports to the BOT, 5/13/15 and 8/19/15](#)
221 [Financial reports to BFC; BFC minutes](#)
222 [Board Rule 7900](#)
223 [Presentation of audit to BOT](#)
224 [III.D.5-7 LACCD Financial Report Information and Frequency, 2015](#)
III.D. 6

Financial documents, including the budget, have a high degree of credibility and accuracy, and reflect appropriate allocation and use of financial resources to support student learning programs and services.

Evidence

Departments through the AUP process assess the financial resources necessary to support student learning programs and services annually. Departments can submit augmentation requests as needed to ensure the institution is directly and indirectly supporting its stated goals for student learning. These augmentation requests are vetted by cabinet and shared governance bodies. Augmentation requests are approved as appropriate given the financial constraints of the college. Concurrently, fixed and ongoing costs and approved augmentations are inputted for each cost center to develop the operational plan, i.e., the basis for the Tentative Budget. The Tentative Budget, Final Budget, and LACCD Financial Audit document how the institution and the district allocate financial resources to support student learning programs and services.  

The high credibility and accuracy of Final Budget is evident to “budget owners” who access the SAP system. In addition, through the monthly reports and quarterly reports, the district is validating the appropriate use of financial resources on an ongoing basis. The SAP training manual is on the district website. On a regular basis, the District provides procurement-training materials to update the Procurement Training Manual, which serves as the basis for the college workshops made available to all departments.

Evaluation/Analysis

With the change in department chairs, the college is reinstituting its annual budget workshop so that chairs may have increased proficiency in accessing the SAP system. In addition, the District has developed a Planning Budget Formulation (PBF) Security Manual, which will be used to designate the users at the college, or location that will have access to the forms required for
setting up the budget for the new fiscal year. Colleges will need to ensure that for every Fund/Fund Center combination they use at their college and each Stage that will be used has a college user assigned to it.

The college meets the standard.

230 **Tentative Budget 2015-2016; Final Budget 2014-2015; LACCD Financial Audit, June 30, 2014 and 2013**


### III.D.7

**Institutional responses to external audit findings are comprehensive, timely, and communicated appropriately.**

**Evidence**

KPMG LLP audits the District on an annual basis. They produce the “LACCD Report on Audited Basic Financial Statements” using Government Audit Standards. The most recent result found the financial statements presented fairly, in all material respects, the net assets of the LACCD in conformity with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles. The external audit findings are communicated appropriately through Office of Chief Financial Officer website.  

**Evaluation/Analysis**

Recent audits indicate that the college meets the standard.

232 [Chief Financial Officer website](#)

### III.D. 8

**The institution’s financial and internal control systems are evaluated and assessed for validity and effectiveness, and the results of this assessment are used for improvement.**

**Evidence**

The District evaluates its financial and internal control systems on a continuous cycle to ensure validity and effectiveness. Results from internal and external audits are used for improvement. When any deficiencies or material weaknesses are identified, the District promptly implements corrective action plans to resolve the deficiency. Where deficiencies are the result of issues with internal controls, policies, or procedures, remedial steps are taken before the next audit cycle.
The District’s financial and internal control systems are evaluated and assessed annually by external auditors and internally on an ongoing basis and reported quarterly by the Chief Financial Officer (CFO)/Treasurer. The District has had unqualified financial statements and unmodified audit reports for over 30 years (see Standard III.D.5). For the fiscal year ending June 30, 2014, the District did not have any material weaknesses identified in any of its external audits. (see Standard III.D.5).

Material weaknesses were identified in the District’s external financial audits ending June 30, 2008 through 2012. In response, the District significantly improved its internal controls and implemented corrective actions. The District’s corrective actions resulted in the identification of less severe and fewer weaknesses during this same period. The June 30, 2011 audit found the District had one material weakness and four significant deficiencies (see Standard III.D.5). By June 30, 2014, the District had no material weaknesses and one significant deficiency (see Standard III.D.5). It is worth noting that the single deficiency identified in both 2013 and 2014 was not related to internal financial controls (see Standard III.D.5).

Information from external District audits is provided to the Budget Finance Committee (BFC), District Budget Committee (DBC), Executive Committee of the District Budget Committee (ECDBC), Board of Trustees and the CFO, and is used to evaluate and improve the District’s financial management and internal control systems.233

All audit reports are reviewed and progress towards implementation of corrective action plans for the Office of the CFO tracks all audit findings on an ongoing basis. External auditors review progress of corrective actions annually (see Standard III.D.5).

The District has annual external audits for its Bond Program. Bond expenditures have been consistent with regulatory and legal restrictions since the Program’s inception. The Bond Program has never received a qualified or modified audit.234

Material weaknesses were identified in the Bond Program’s financial audits ending June 30, 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2012. In response, the District implemented corrective actions and strengthened internal controls and. No material weaknesses were subsequently identified in Bond Program financial audits for 2013 and 2014.235

Financial and performance audits for the Bond Program are reviewed and approved by the Board of Trustees, the Board’s FMPOC, and the District Citizens’ Oversight Committee (DCOC). These committees also oversee and approve corrective actions to improve internal controls as needed.236

The Board recently amended BR 17300, which authorizes the Director of the Internal Audit unit, as the Bond Program Monitor, to ensure the Bond Program is performing with the utmost integrity.237

The District’s Internal Audit unit regularly reviews all business and finance systems to ensure compliance with relevant policies, procedures, laws, and statutory regulations. During the FY 2014-15, this unit conducted procurement audits for all nine colleges and the ESC. In response to
findings, the District undertook a series of procurement trainings, which were mandatory for college and ESC staff.238

In 2003, the District implemented the Systems, Applications and Products (SAP) financial software system, as a result of the District’s evaluation of its financial and internal control systems. Initially, SAP integrated and automated accounting and financial transactions. In 2005 the system was expanded to include personnel and payroll functions. The resulting integrated system allows real-time tracking, approval and posting of all expenditures, and strengthens the District’s financial and internal control systems.239

In FY 2011, the District updated and reissued its accounting manual, which was designed to “…assist campus personnel with the preparation and management of documents, requests, and procedures that are handled in the Accounting and Business Office.” The manual is disseminated and used district-wide and has resulted in better internal controls along with a reduction in transaction processing time.240

Evaluation/Analysis

The District regularly evaluates its financial and internal control systems and assesses them for validity. The District substantially increased its internal controls in response to the ACCJC visiting team’s recommendation that “…the resolution of the material weakness and significant deficiencies cited in the 2010 financial audit be fully effected by the completion of next year’s audit and appropriate systems be implemented and maintained to prevent future audit exceptions...” 241

By February 2014, the ACCJC stated, “the LACCD has provided evidence that it has addressed District Recommendations 1 and 2 and...resolved the material weaknesses and significant deficiencies cited in the 2010 financial audit. Appropriate systems have been implemented to prevent future audit exceptions.” 242 The District continues to use the results of its assessment for improvement by implementing corrective actions for any findings or deficiencies noted in external audits, program audits, and grant funding sources. District policies and procedures are routinely reviewed and revised. The District meets this Standard.243

233 (III.D.8-1 BOT agenda-audit, 12/3/14); (III.D.8-2 – BFC minutes-audit, 12/3/14)
234 (III.D.8-3 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/09); (III.D.8-4 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/10); (III.D.8-5 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/11); (III.D.8-6 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/12)
235 (III.D.8-7 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/13); (III.D.8-8 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/14)
236 (III.D.8-9 BOT agenda, 12/3/14); (III.D.8-10 FMPOC agenda, 11/19/14); (III.D.8-11 DCOC agenda, 1/30/15); (III.D.8-12 DCOC agenda, 3/13/15)
237 (III.D.8-13 BOT agenda, 6/24/15)
238 (III.D.8-14 DBC Procurement Audits Summary Report, 6/10/15); (III.D.8-15 Procurement Training 6/25/15)
III.D. 9
The institution has sufficient cash flow and reserves to maintain stability, support strategies for appropriate risk management, and, when necessary, implement contingency plans to meet financial emergencies and unforeseen occurrences.

Evidence
Between FY 2008-09 and 2012-13, the District experienced more than $100 million in funding cuts. The District made significant reductions in class offerings; changed employee health benefits plans, and instituted stringent spending controls. Through these actions, and by maintaining healthy reserves, the District was able to weather the recession without furloughing or laying off permanent employees. The District reviews cash flow on a regular schedule and has maintained a sufficient cash flow, and healthy reserves, which range from 13% to 17%.

Cash Flow
The District has a strong financial position. The Board reviews and adopts the District’s Final Budget every September.244

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2015-2016 Budget</th>
<th>2014-2015 Budget</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total Budget</td>
<td>2.87 billion</td>
<td>$2.96 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop A, AA &amp; Measure J</td>
<td>$1.61 billion</td>
<td>1.87 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bonds in the building fund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Fund</td>
<td>$929.58 million</td>
<td>$751.52 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted General Fund</td>
<td>$748.18 million</td>
<td>$618.61 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>June 30, 2014</th>
<th>June 30, 2013*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Net position</td>
<td>$743.6 million</td>
<td>$700.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unrestricted net position</td>
<td>$34.7 million</td>
<td>$19.6 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Restricted net position</td>
<td>$295.5 million</td>
<td>$238 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current and other assets (not capital)</td>
<td>$906 million</td>
<td>$1.2 billion</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Balances presented as restated due to implementation of GASB Statement No. 65
In December 2014, the District’s bond rating was upgraded by Standard and Poor’s from AA to AA+. 247

Strong fiscal controls, coupled with an improved State economy, have left the District in a healthy financial condition. The District’s financial position and its planning activities to maintain financial stability for the past six years are described in the Executive Summary and Overview sections in the District’s Final Budgets. 248

The District issued $80 million in Tax Revenue Anticipation (TRANS) notes in 2012-2013 to provide operating cash for working capital expenditures prior to receipt of anticipated tax payments and other revenue. At the end of June 2013, $80 million in principal and $1.275 million in interest was due the next year. As of June 30, 2014, the TRANS debt was paid in entirety. Prior to this, the District had not issued any TRANS debt since 2004. Current cash flow projections do not indicate the District will need to issue any TRANS debt in the near future. 249

Reserves

District reserve levels have increased in recent years. Each year, the District Budget Committee and the Board review reserve levels as part of the planning process to ensure financial stability for the District. Prior to 2012, the District maintained “…a District Contingency Reserve of 5% of total unrestricted general fund revenue at the centralized account level, and 1% of college revenue base allocation at the college level.” 250

In FY 2012-2013, the District had increased that to a “…District General Reserve of 5% and a Contingency Reserve of 7.5% of total unrestricted general fund revenue at the centralized account level, and 1% of college revenue base allocation at the college level.” 251

In the same year, the Board committed to increasing the deferred maintenance reserve fund from 1.5% of its annual budget to 2%. 252

Since FY 2013-2014, the District has maintained “…a District General Reserve of six and a half percent (6.5%) and a Contingency Reserve of three and a half percent (3.5%) of total unrestricted general fund revenue at the centralized account level, and 1% of college revenue base allocation at the college level.” 253

For 2015-2016, the District’s General Reserve is $41.48 million and represents 6.5 percent of the Unrestricted General Fund revenue budget. The District’s Contingency Reserve is $23.42 million and represents 3.5 percent of the Unrestricted General Fund revenue budget. 254

The District Contingency Reserve is used to “…meet emergency situations or budget adjustments due to any revenue projection shortfalls during the fiscal year.” Use of reserves must be approved by a super-majority of the Board in accordance with Title 5, Section 58307. 255

Risk Management
Adequate property and liability insurance protects the District from unexpected costs due to property loss or legal action. The District has property and liability insurance, per occurrence, up to $600 million and $40 million respectively. The District’s “All Risk” property deductible is $25,000 per occurrence, and liability self-insurance retention is $1.5M per occurrence. Trustees are covered by the District’s liability insurance.  

The District is self-insured for up to $750,000 for each workers’ compensation claim, $1 million per employment practices claim, and $1.5 million for each general liability claim. The District maintains workers compensation insurance coverage through USI, with an excess workers compensation policy underwritten by Safety National.

For the year ending June 30, 2014, the District made total premium payments of approximately $2.9 million for general liability and property claims.

The Board adopted a policy on liability claims (Board Rule 7313) which requires that “all claims against the District for damages or injuries be reported to the Board of Trustees and administered by either the Office of General Counsel, the Senior Associate Vice Chancellor for Human Resources or the Director of Business Services, or their designees, as directed by the Chancellor.”

A report of pending litigation is made monthly to the Board of Trustees and potential settlement funds are set aside. General Counsel or Risk Management then communicates any settlements approved by the Board of Trustees in writing to the CFO’s office to formally allocate those funds.

Analysis / Evaluation

The District has fully demonstrated its ability to maintain adequate reserves, and continues to raise targeted levels to address future unforeseen needs. There has only been one instance of issuing TRANS debt within the last decade, and the district does not anticipate doing so again in the foreseeable future. The District meets the standard.

244 (III.D.9-1 Final Budget 2015-2016 PPT, 9/2/15)
246 (III.D.9-4 LACCD Financial Audit, June 30, 2014, p.6)
247 (III.D.9-5 LACCD Press Release on Bond Rating, 12/1/14)
248 (III.D.9-6 Final Budget 2009-10, pp. i and 1); (III.D.9-7 Final Budget 2010-11, pp. i and 1); (III.D.9-8 Final Budget 2011-12, pp. i and 1); (III.D.9-9 Final Budget 2012-13, pp. i and 1); (III.D.9-10 Final Budget 2013-14, pp. i and 1); (III.D.9-11 Final Budget 2014-15, pp. i and 1); (III.D.9-12 Final Budget 2015-2016, 9/2/15, p. i and pp. 1-9)
250 (III.D.9-14 Final Budget 2011-12, Appendix F, 8/5/11, p. 3)
251 (III.D.9-15 Final Budget 2012-13, Appendix F, 8/6/12, p. 4)
252 (III.D.9-16 Board Agenda, BT2, 5/23/12)
III.D.10
The institution practices effective oversight of finances, including management of financial aid, grants, externally funded programs, contractual relationships, auxiliary organizations or foundations, and institutional investments and assets.

Evidence

The District practices effective oversight and management of all financial resources. It also continually evaluates and, where needed, improves its oversight of financial aid, grants, externally funded programs, foundations, auxiliary organizations and institutional investments and assets. The District has both centralized and decentralized practices to ensure effective oversight.

Centralized District Oversight

Purchasing: The District’s Contracts and Purchasing department procures goods and services not purchased directly by colleges. All contracts are reviewed to ensure they are in the District’s best interest in accordance with Board Rule 7100, as well as District policies and procedures related to procurement.  

Institutional Investments and Assets: The District provides oversight in compliance with Board rules, District asset management policies and procedures, regulations, and any all contractual and funding requirements. 

Budget Oversight: In accordance with Board Rule 7600, the Budget and Management Analysis Unit develops internal budget operational plans and provides guidance to colleges during the budget development process. The District budget calendar is updated and approved by the Board annually, and budget procedures are revised regularly to comply with federal, state, and local laws. The Unit designates a financial liaison for each fund and program at the colleges to safeguard against overspending.
Financial Aid: The Central Financial Aid Unit coordinates the work of college Financial Aid offices and ensures college and District operations are legally compliant. The Unit implements standardized policies and procedures throughout the District; reconciles student loan programs, and provides guidance to college administrators and Financial Aid managers.264

Specialized Employees: The District has specialized employees who manage categorical, grants, and externally funded programs. Employees in the Specially Funded Program (SFP) classification establish operational policies and procedures for externally funded programs, and ensure compliance with all applicable rules and regulations.265

All grant and externally funded programs also have a dedicated SFP (Specially Funded Program) accountant assigned to fiscal monitoring and oversight.266

Audits: Annual external audits are performed on all special or external funds, including Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB) funds, categorical program funding, and capital bond programs (see Standard III.D.5). All special funds are regularly audited and demonstrate the integrity of financial management practices. Expenditures from special funds are made in a manner consistent with the intent and requirements of the funding source.267

Auxiliary Organizations: The District Foundation is the sole auxiliary organization for which the District is directly responsible. In March 2015, the Chancellor created a Senior Director of Foundation position for the District. This position is tasked with strengthening and standardizing foundation operations, procedures and policies; improving compliance with nonprofit regulations; strengthening District and college foundation’s infrastructure, and coordinating District-wide advancement efforts.268

Decentralized District Oversight

Fiscal and Enrollment Management: District fiscal and attendance accounting staff meet with college senior staff on a quarterly basis to review FTES (enrollment) and college fiscal projections, providing a framework for sound college enrollment and financial practices.269

Auxiliary Organizations: All college foundations have operating agreements with the District. Foundations are required to provide regular financial reports, reimburse the District for services, and operate in accordance with State law and District and nonprofit regulations.270

College foundations receive annual external audits as required by law. Any identified deficiencies result in a Corrective Action Plan, which is implemented in a timely fashion. In addition, all LACCD foundations received internal audits in 2013-14, which will continue on a recurring basis. Internal auditors highlighted findings common to all foundations, and recommended corrective actions, which are scheduled to be completed by Fall 2015.271

Student ASO Funds: Finances for Associated Student Organizations (ASOs) are governed by Board Rules 9200–9300 and Administrative Regulations S-1 to S-7. College Presidents review and approve all proposed ASO expenditures. Beginning in 2014-15, a schedule of internal audits for college ASOs was established by the Internal Audit unit. As the internal audits are completed, outcomes will be completed and reported to the BFC. 272
Evaluation/Analysis

The District has a long history of compliance and sound financial management and oversight practices. Both colleges and the Educational Services Center (ESC) identify and correct deficiencies in internal controls and financial management practices when they are identified. Improved communication and coordination between District staff and the nine colleges will help ensure improved fiscal responsibility and compliance with all rules and regulations. The college and the district meet the standard.

261 (III.D.10-1 BR 7100); (III.D.10-2 Board agenda, 6/10/15); (III.D.10-3 Business Operations Policy and Procedures PP-04-00, PP-04-01, PP-04-07, PP-04-08, PP-04-09)


263 (III.D.10-6 Board Rule 7600); (III.D.10-7 District Budget Operational Plan Instructions 2015-2016); (III.D.10-8 District Budget Calendar, 2015-2016); (III.D.10-9 College Financial Liaison Contact List, 2015-2016)


265 (III.D.10-11 SFP classifications)

266 (III.D.10-12 SFP Accountant List, June 2015)

267 (III.D.10-13 LACCD Annual Audit, June 30, 2014 and 2013, p. 73-81, 86-90)

268 (III.D.10-14 Senior Director of Foundation job description, 3/24/15); (III.D.10-15 LACCD Foundation Summit, 4/17/15); (III.D.10-16 Presidents’ Council, 6/5/15)

269 (III.D.10-17 Budget Expenditure Projections, 2nd Qtr 2008-09); (III.D.10-18 ELAC2Q RecapPkt, 3/12/15)

270 (III.D.10-19 LACC Foundation Contract, 6/2015)

271 (III.D.10-20 Foundation Internal Audit Summary, 4/23/14); (III.D.10-21 Foundation Corrective Action Plans, 9/17/14)

272 (III.D.10-22 BR 9200-9300); (III.D.10-23 Admin Regs S-1 to S-7); (III.D.10-24 Internal Audit Plan 2014-2015); (III.D.10-25 BFC docs 4/15/15-ASO Audits)

III.D.11

The level of financial resources provides a reasonable expectation of both short-term and long-term financial solvency. When making short-range financial plans, the institution considers its long-range financial priorities to assure financial stability. The institution clearly identifies, plans, and allocates resources for payment of liabilities and future obligations.
Evidence

The District has a well coordinated and integrated budget planning system that takes into consideration both short-term and long-term financial issues. The District creates comprehensive income and cost projections on a regular basis that are used for budget planning, resulting in a long-standing culture of fiscal responsibility and solvency.

The District maintains financial solvency by ensuring that all obligations are identified with accurate valuations. The District systemically identifies and evaluates its obligations on an annual basis. When needed, third party actuaries are engaged to establish the amounts of obligations. 273

The District has maintained a history of positive net position. As of June 30, 2014, the District’s total net position was $743.6 million, an increase of $43.1 million over June 30, 2013 (see Standard III.D.9).

As of June 30, 2014, the District’s working capital (current assets minus current liability) was $132.9 million, with a cash and cash equivalent balance of $138.6 million. The District’s non-current assets are greater than non-current liabilities. The balance is sufficient to cover all obligations payable by the District including compensated absences, general liability workers’ compensation, and other post-retirement employee benefits. 274

The District uses its existing governance structure to exchange information and seek recommendations from the Board’s Budget and Finance Committee in order to ensure budget priorities align with the District’s Strategic Plan’s goals, Board of Trustees’ goals, and the Chancellor’s recommendations. 275

The BFC reviews the five-year forecast of revenues, expenditures and fund balances to inform the District’s next fiscal year’s budget. 276

Similarly, the DBC, the Chancellor’s Cabinet, and the Chancellor make budget recommendations to the Board Budget and Finance Committee (BFC), prior to adoption of the final budget. 277

The District’s budget planning priorities are informed by the Chancellor’s proposed recommendations, the funding of the District’s reserve policy, the alignment with the District’s Strategic Plan’s goals for restoring access and improving student success and equity, and securing the short-term and long-term financial strength of the District. 278

The District’s Final 2015-2016 budget priorities address long-range financial obligations such as meeting the Full-time Faculty Obligation, addressing increases in CalSTRS and CalPERS contribution, expansion of basic skills program delivery, covering salary increases, and ensuring funding is adequately provided for facilities, maintenance, instructional support, and other operation needs. 279

In June 2015, the Chancellor recommended that the Board Finance Committee (BFC) approve $3.9 million for the completion and roll-out of the District’s Student Information System (SIS),
an essential electronic system that delivers student services and supports teaching and learning, and $2.5 million in critical facility infrastructure repair and maintenance at the ESC in the 2015-2016 budget. This $6.5 million investment is in line with District’s Strategic Plan and Board goals which support student success. The Board’s subsequent approval involved consideration for the District’s long-range financial priorities while balancing short- and long-term operational needs.

Evaluation/Analysis

The District adheres to well-considered reserve and fiscal management policies which are congruent with the District’s Strategic Plan, and ensure financial solvency in the short- and long-term. The proposed 2015-16 budget reflects a $65.43 million projected ending balance. The college and the district meet the Standard.

III.D. 12

The institution plans for and allocates appropriate resources for the payment of liabilities and future obligations, including Other Post-Employment Benefits (OPEB), compensated absences, and other employee related obligations. The actuarial plan to determine OPEB is current and prepared as required by appropriate accounting standards.

Evidence

The District takes appropriate and timely action in planning and allocating payment of liabilities and future obligations. It continuously monitors for potential increases in OPEB and other employee-related obligations and takes action accordingly.

Budget planning includes funding of contingency reserves (3.5%), general reserves (6.5%), and a deferred maintenance reserve (1.5%). There are also special reserve set-asides for future obligations; a set aside for 2015-2016 salary increase as well as STRS and PERS contribution increases, and a set-aside for new faculty hires to meet FON obligations (see Standard III.D.11).

The District carefully calculates payment of its short and long-term liabilities. As of June 30, 2014, the District’s total long-term liabilities were $3.8 billion. The majority of this amount was
general obligation (G.O.) bonds, but it also included workers’ compensation claims, general liability, compensated absences, and capital lease obligations. The District calculates debt service requirements based on maturity for its three general obligation bonds. The District has issued various G.O. bonds from the authorization of its three bonds. Each bond issuance has its own debt service payment schedule and is paid and serviced by the County of Los Angeles.

The District regularly reviews and analyzes the impact of OPEB, retirement rate increases, and affordable health care reforms. In July 2013, Aon Hewitt provided the District with an Actuarial Valuation Report for its postretirement health benefits.

In February 2015, the BFC reviewed budget impacts of assumed rate increases over the next seven years for CalSTRS and CalPERS, including annual required contributions based on these assumptions, and reviewed an analysis of the Affordable Health Care program (Cadillac Tax) and its impact on CalPERS health premiums.

In every year to date, the District’s employer contributions to CalSTRS, CalPERS, Cash Balance, and PARS-ARS met the required contribution rate established by law.

The District has taken significant steps to address the issue of its unfunded liability for retiree healthcare. An agreement, approved by the District’s six unions and the Board of Trustees, was negotiated to begin pre-funding a portion of unfunded obligations. In 2008, the Board adopted a resolution to establish an irrevocable trust with CalPERS to pre-fund a portion of plan costs. The District funds the trust at a rate of approximately 1.92% of the total full-time salary expenditures of the District. An amount equivalent to the federal Medicare Part D subsidy returned to the District each year will also be directed into the trust fund.

As of March 31, 2015, the District had set aside approximately $57.3 million in an external trust fund and its fair market value for this same period was approximately $77.5 million. In June 2015, the BFC approved the Chancellor’s recommendation to increase the District’s OPEB contribution as part of its 2015-16 budget.

The District has allocated appropriate resources for the payment of workers’ compensation. The District is self-insured for up to a maximum of $750,000 for each workers’ compensation claim and $1 million per employment practices claim.

The balance of all outstanding workers’ compensation is estimated based on information provided by an outside actuarial study performed in 2014. The amount of the outstanding liability as of June 30, 2014 includes estimates of future claim payments for known causes as well as provisions for incurred, but not yet reported, claims and adverse development on known cases which occurred through that date.

Because the process used in computing claims liability does not necessarily result in an exact amount, liabilities for incurred losses to be settled over a long period of time are reported at their present value using an expected future investment yield assumption of 1.5%. The current portion
(due within one fiscal year) of the District’s current workers’ compensation liability is $5 million (see Standard III.D.9).

Board Rule 101001.5 limits the accrual of employee vacation leave to no more than 400 hours, which provides a measure of control over employee-related expenses. The District also “…does not provide lump-sum payment for any unused accumulated illness, injury or quarantine allowance to an employee upon separation of service…”

Analysis / Evaluation

The District’s short-range financial decisions are well integrated with long-term financial plans for facilities and infrastructure development, technology investments, and hiring. Long-term obligations, specifically debt repayment of general obligation bonds arising from the construction program and control of insurance expenses, are effectively managed. Health benefit costs for active employees are fully funded every fiscal year. The college and the district meet the standard.

281 (III.D.12-1 LACCD Financial Audit, p.38, June 30, 2014)
283 (III.D.12-3 Postretirement Health Benefits Actuarial Valuation, 7/1/13)
284 (III.D.12-4 Future Costs Analysis, BFC meeting, 2/11/15)
285 (III.D.12-5 LACCD Financial Audit, p. 33, June 30, 2014)
286 (III.D.12-6 Board agenda and minutes, Com. No. BF2, 4/23/2008)
287 (III.D.12-7 CalPERS Quarterly Financial Statement, 3/31/15)
288 (III.D.12-8 BR 101001.5); (III.D.12-9 BR 101020)

III.D.13

On an annual basis, the institution assesses and allocates resources for the repayment of any locally incurred debt instruments that can affect the financial condition of the institution.

Evidence

The District does not currently have any locally incurred debt, nor has it had any during the past thirty years.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college and the district meet the Standard.
III.D.14
All financial resources, including short- and long-term debt instruments (such as bonds and Certificates of Participation), auxiliary activities, fund-raising efforts, and grants, are used with integrity in a manner consistent with the intended purpose of the funding source.

Evidence

The District has numerous rules, regulations, and standing procedures to ensure proper use of funds consistent with their intended purpose. Regulations are updated regularly, and both internal and external audits are conducted on an annual basis, allowing the institution to identify and promptly correct any deficiencies in internal controls and ensure financial resources are well managed and used with integrity and in accordance with their intended purpose.

Board Rules 7608 and 7900 articulate the authority and responsibility of the CEO in overseeing compliance of the District’s financial management and internal control structure with existing Board policy, State and Federal laws and regulations, and generally accepted accounting practices (see Standard III.D.5).

District annual external audits have had unmodified opinions during the past 30 years. External audits include single audits of categorical and specially funded programs as well as all nine Associate Student Organizations (see Standard III.D.5). None of the audits have identified any misuse of financial resources and have confirmed that audited funds were used with integrity in a manner consistent with the intended purpose of the funding (see Standard III.D.5). 289

The District conducts internal audits throughout the year in order to identify any weaknesses and potential misuse of financial resources. Corrective Action Plans are promptly developed and implemented for any findings or areas of concern (see Standard III.D.5).

Administrative Regulations governing auxiliary organizations’ management of funds, audits, grants, insurance, etc. are detailed in AO-9 through AO-19. Administrative Regulations governing Associated Student Organization funds, accounts, and expenditures are detailed in S-1 through S-7 (see Standard III.D.10). The District’s “Business Office & Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual” is widely disseminated and followed throughout the District to ensure all financial resources are used with integrity and for their intended purposes (see Standard III.D.8). 290

The Board reviews and approves issuance of additional general obligation bond funds. The District’s annual external audits for its Bond Program demonstrate that bond expenditures have been used with integrity and for their intended purposes (see Standard III.D.8). 291

Student loan default rates, revenues and related matters are consistently monitored to ensure compliance with federal regulations. The Central Financial Aid Unit (CFAU) ensures the segregation of duties in a manner consistent with the requirements of Title IV: student eligibility is determined at the college level; fund management is handled by District Financial Aid Accounting; disbursements are made by District Accounts Payable; disbursement record reporting is performed by the CFAU; and reconciliation is performed jointly by the college, CFAU and District Accounting. Individual colleges receive ad hoc program reviews by federal
and state agencies. Any findings related to standardized procedures are resolved with the assistance of the CFAU, who then ensures all colleges are also in compliance. 292

The District has not issued any Certificates of Participation since December 2009.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

Internal and external audits help confirm that the District uses its financial resources with integrity and for their intended uses. The District has not received any modified audit opinions for its financial statements for over twenty years, and has received unqualified opinions for bond performance and financial audits since the inception of its bond program. The District has a strong internal control system and set of policies and procedures that help ensure its financial resources are used with integrity and for their intended purposes. The college and the district meet the standard.

289 (III.D.14-1 LACCD Financial Audit, 6/30/14, pp. 82-85); (III.D.14-2 LACCD Financial Audit, 6/30/13, pp. 83-85); (III.D.14-3 LACCD Financial Audit, 6/30/12, pp. 74-82); (III.D.14-4 LACCD Financial Audit, 6/30/11, pp. 72-73); (III.D.14-5 LACCD Financial Audit, 6/30/10, pp. 70-74); (III.D.14-6 LACCD Financial Audit, 6/30/09, pp. 78-81)

290 (III.D.14-7 Administrative Regulations AO-9 to AO-19); (III.D.14-8 Administrative Regulations S-1 to S-7); (III.D.14-9 Business Office & Accounting Policies and Procedures Manual, updated 2/21/12)

291 (III.D.14-10 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/14, pp. 8-10); (III.D.14-11 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/13, pp. 8-9); (III.D.14-12 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/12, pp. 8-10); (III.D.14-13 LACCD Bond Financial Audit, 6/30/11, pp. 8-9)

292 (III.D.14-14 CFAU Flow Chart/Evidence)

**III.D.15**

The institution monitors and manages student loan default rates, revenue streams, and assets to ensure compliance with federal requirement, including Title IV of the Higher Education Act, and comes into compliance when the federal government identifies deficiencies.

**Evidence**

In compliance with the federal requirement, the Financial Aid office educates students with informative documentation, counseling, and workshops. Moreover, the Financial Aid office monitors and manages student loan default rates on an annual basis. Through this review, the college identified that, with increasing volume of loans and the shift from a two-year to three-year cohort rate, the default rate has increased from 14.3% to 19.2%. 293 While this rate is below the federal requirement, specific strategies have been implemented to address this trend. For
example, the “Financial Aid Pathway to Success” workshop was instituted after recognizing that many students were unaware of goal setting, budgeting, and academic tracking.294

The district Chief Financial Officer handles monitoring and management of revenue streams and assets.

Evaluation/Analysis

The college meets the standard.

293 (Evidence: Financial Aid & Scholarship Office: Cohort Default Rate Review Spring 2015, page 2)
294 (Evidence: Financial Aid & Scholarship Office: Cohort Default Rate Review Spring 2015, page 3)

Contractual Agreements

**III.D. 16**

Contractual agreements with external entities are consistent with the mission and goals of the institution, governed by institutional policies, and contain appropriate provisions to maintain the integrity of the institution and the quality of its programs, services, and operations.

Evidence

The college has contractual agreements with external entities for grants, outside agency contracts for personal and professional services, consultant agreements, contracts for informational technology and facilities, and instructional service agreements.

Per the district policy on procurements, all contracts are submitted to the Office of Administrative Services for review.295 College reviews each contract and procurement staff to ensure it complies with statutory requirements and institutional policies, and contains appropriate provisions to maintain the integrity of the institution and quality control standards. Typical concerns include risk, termination, standards of conduct, and potential exposure. Following review by the procurement team, the Administrative Services Vice President approves contracts for further review by the District legal counsel before submission to the Board of Trustees for final approval.

All contractual agreements are created to advance the mission and goals of the college. Indeed, the college has several instructional service agreements and facility use agreements that maximize community’s access to higher education. For example, the college has a facility use agreement that allows its Jaime Escalante Math Program to teach classes at the KIPP Los Angeles College Preparatory School (Kipp LA Prep) in Boyle Heights.296 These instructional service agreements and facility use agreements are critical to the planning and program review
processes of the departments involved as well as the Student Services Office of Outreach and Recruitment.

**Evidence**

Procurement Training Manual and college Procurement Training Workshop uploaded to MyPortal; ²⁹⁷

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The college meets the standard.

²⁹⁵ (Evidence: Procurement Training Manual and college Procurement Training Workshop uploaded to MyPortal)
²⁹⁶ (Evidence: Civic Center Use of School Facilities Agreement with KIPP LA, 4500210241, 03/19/2015—Pending upload to MyPlan Portal)
²⁹⁷ Evidence: Civic Center Use of School Facilities Agreement with KIPP LA, 4500210241, 03/19/2015—Pending upload to MyPlan Portal
STANDARD IV
Leadership and Governance
Institutional leaders create and encourage innovation leading to institutional excellence. They support administrators, faculty, staff, and students, no matter what their official titles, in taking initiative for improving the practices, programs, and services in which they are involved. When ideas for improvement have policy or significant institution-wide implications, systematic participative processes are used to assure effective planning and implementation.

Evidence

The campus leadership promotes a climate for shared decision making and contributions to innovation in order to empower the students to successfully pursue their academic and career aspirations. Innovation is promoted through several mechanisms, including but not limited to the following:

- The most common means for faculty, staff, and administrators to participate in innovation is the Program Review process, which, as mentioned earlier, provides departments and units with an opportunity to pursue new ideas or follow up on best practices. In particular, Perkins Grants proposals from Career Technical Education disciplines support innovation through the elicitation of ideas and the development of work plans based on district, college, and departmental data on applicable core indicators. Interventions, projects, and activities are created and vetted to address these data sets.

- The Grants Committee promotes innovation by supporting the campus in its processes of project development, proposal writing, project implementation and reporting (as delineated in its flowchart). Each innovative idea is linked to the College’s goals. The Engineering and Design Linked to Learning Integration, which meets the College’s Mission and Goals 1, 2, 3, and 4, is one example of innovation development. The submission of a Title V Hispanic Serving Institutions proposal offers another example of faculty-driven innovation. To prepare for this, the college’s Resource Development office sponsored two Innovation Forums prior to the March 2015 grant deadline. A committee distilled ten faculty presentations into a grant proposal. The U.S. Department of Education awarded the college $2.6 million in September 2015. The college will receive an additional $1 million in Title V funding from a collaboration grant submitted by Los Angeles Valley College.

- Another example of the promotion of innovation is through the First Year Completion Taskforce initiated in 2012, which resulted in the First Year Completion Program (FYC) that addresses the persistence, retention, and completion of freshmen with fewer than ten units. The goal of FYC is that students complete any required developmental English and
math classes, the first transfer level class in these disciplines, and a number of GE/CTE courses to ensure they are successfully launching their academic and career pathways.

- More recently, the promotion of innovation has been supported through the College President’s leadership in the development of various taskforces to address needs—whether raised from the campus at large or a constituent committee. When such a need occurs, a college-wide call is made for interested parties to join the taskforces to participate in the discussion and brainstorming sessions. Taskforces were initiated on issues of Transfer, Student Equity, Innovation, and the South Gate Center. The taskforce membership includes students, staff, faculty, and administration. These taskforces had and continue to have widespread participation by the faculty, staff, administration, and students.

1. The Transfer Taskforce was initiated in spring 2014 with more than 40 volunteers—students, staff, faculty, and administrators—engaged in four key workgroups of Developmental Education, Campus Engagement, Marketing, and Data/Vision Planning. Recommendations were made to increase the Transfer Center’s budget, hire an Instructor Special Assignment (ISA) as a Campus Engagement Coordinator, conduct a Faculty and University Partnership Kick-Off, conduct two Transfer Conferences, and target 2,200 students who had completed English 101 and college level math but seemed to be in a holding pattern to graduate. The taskforce developed implementation plans that included, but were not limited to, providing assistance to students on the university application process and writing personal statements, training a cadre of Student Transfer Ambassadors to conduct classroom presentations, and presenting a Scholars Conference at which students will be able to present their scholarly work to invited educational leaders from the campus community, university partnerships, students, and community members at large.

The Transfer Taskforce met for four months and resulted in the outcomes of increased university partnerships, creation of a Transfer Student Conference Committee, increased participation of staff and faculty on the College’s Transfer Committee, and most recently the positive change in transfer rates to the universities. The CSU transfer rate has increased by twenty-four percent and the UC rate by thirteen percent.

2. The more recent campus wide taskforces are the South Gate Taskforce and the Adult Education/AB86 Taskforce. The South Gate Taskforce was initiated in fall 2014 and established three subgroups: Facilities, Integrated Planning, and Student Services. The campus is excited not only about moving into a larger facility in the future, but also reorganizing the current facility and its operating plan to meet growing needs. The workgroups provided planning charts that included short-term, intermediate, long-term objectives that addressed facility, budget, and staffing. The recommendations have been turned over to an appointed faculty member and vice
• The Accreditation Steering Committee and Professional Development led the Cultivating Excellence workshops held in February 2014 and fall 2014 focusing on teaching and excellence, organizational excellence, evidence-based learning, and creating a culture of collaboration. These workshops fostered conversations about improving practices across campus.  

• An innovation subcommittee of ESGC, initiated in fall 2014, looked at ways to both support and fund innovative ideas outside of the program review process. This subcommittee created a formal funding process for the campus community to support innovative projects aligned with the college’s Strategic Master Plans (Evidence 13 – Innovation Application and Rubric). The process for awarding innovation grants will be melded into the Grants Committee preview.

• The Associated Student Union (ASU) contributes to the promotion of innovation, decision-making and leadership through its Executive Board and the ELAC Inter-Club Council (ICC). The ASU developed a process for student innovation funding through the submission of a funding proposal by student organizations (Clubs) to the ASU Budgetary Affairs Committee. The ASU Budgetary Committee judges whether the proposal is fiscally responsible, and if so, forwards it to the ASU board for review. The student organization, with the guidance of its staff or faculty advisor, presents its proposal, and the ASU board postpones, amends, or approves it. If approved, the student organization then implements the project. A larger funded ASU project requires a presentation and report back to the ASU. The ASU communicates its decisions and support of student innovations through webpages on the campus website and posting on various ASU information bulletin boards throughout campus. This information is also disseminated at campus events and via ASU officers.

Evaluation/Analysis

ELAC has multiple venues for allowing innovative ideas to percolate through the system. All constituencies—faculty, staff, administrators and students—are openly invited and encouraged to contribute their perspectives, suggestions, and recommendations for institutional excellence. Student attendance and participation is consistently strong.

The Transfer Taskforce is just one example of an exemplary demonstration of collaboration between the various campus stakeholders. It has set a model of inclusivity and its values of respect, cooperation, and collaboration are evident. The productive workgroups of this taskforce have contributed greatly to increase transfer rates to the universities. The college takes great pride in the increased transfer rates and is committed to continuing improvement.
The college meets the standard.

1 Program Review
2 Innovation Grant Application – my plan
3 The Engineering and Design Linked to Learning Integration
4 3 Million for Innovation – my plan
5 First Year Completion Program
6 Evidence #10 – email from President’s Office – Olga provided
7 task force recommendations, ISA position email to Paulina 9/29
8 (Evidence #12 –Scanned documents) Transfer success rates – J. Stevenson distributed
9 evidence – emails establishing taskforces, South Gate recommendations
10 Cultivating Excellent flyer – my plan standard I
11 ESGC minutes February 23, 2015 p. 4
12 Executive Board
13 Inter-Club Council
14 Clubs

IV.A.2
The institution establishes and implements policy and procedures authorizing administrator, faculty, and staff participation in decision-making processes. The policy makes provisions for student participation and consideration of student views in those matters in which students have a direct and reasonable interest. Policy specifies the manner in which individuals bring forward ideas and work together on appropriate policy, planning, and special-purpose committees.

Evidence

ELAC is committed to participatory governance that involves students, staff, faculty, and administrators in decision-making processes. The policy and procedures for decision-making are delineated in the Governance Policy Handbook, which clarifies the roles and responsibilities of the constituent groups.

The working relationship among college constituencies—faculty, staff, administrators, and students—is designed to be collegial, cooperative, and collaborative. The Governance Policy Handbook states, “The College encourages collegial dialog among all stakeholders that focuses on empowering students to achieve their educational goals. Within shared governance committees, the collaborative process is to work with others in making decisions that are in the best interest of the college instead of one constituency or one individual.”
Participatory Governance

The College follows the AB1725 mandates for participatory governance, the Education Code, Title 5 regulations, collective bargaining agreements, LACCD Board Rule 18200, and its own Shared Governance Agreement.

Participatory governance is promoted through the College’s central governing body, the East Los Angeles College Shared Governance Council (ESGC), and various campus committees that promote the means of achieving the college’s goals.

“The ESGC recommends to the college president on campus decision-making processes and on a variety of policy matters regarding academics, business, and personnel. It vets recommendations from the Strategic Planning Committee, Educational Planning Subcommittee, Facilities Planning Subcommittee, Technology Planning Subcommittee, Program Review and Viability Committee, and Budget Committee. ESGC also receives regular reports from the Associated Student Union, Accreditation Liaison Officer & Faculty Chair of Accreditation, construction project managers, and the Work Environment Committee.”

ESGC ensures the representation and involvement of all groups and constituencies in the development of policies in a participative, objective, and constructive manner. Members include the constituencies of Academic Senate, AFT Faculty Guild, Work Environment Committee, Educational Planning Subcommittee, AFT Staff Guild, Associated Student Union, Buildings and Trades Union, Local 99, Teamsters, SEIU 721 Classified Supervisors, and Vice Presidents of the Academic Affairs, Student Services, and Administrative Services. The Members of ESGC and their constituencies are posted on the ESGC website. It is worth noting that the student members have votes, and regularly attend and participate.

ELAC has developed a Governance Policy Handbook – 4th Edition, which delineates the shared decision-making processes and committees, with defined policies and procedures that promote widespread participation of administrators, faculty, staff and students. The ESGC college committees have bylaws that delineate their purpose, functions, and membership.

The following ESGC sub-committees report regularly to ESGC, include members from various campus perspectives, and allow sufficient participation from their membership.

- The Educational Planning Subcommittee reports on all matters that pertain to the Educational Plan, including review and approval of the completed educational plan, vision, and mission, before it is forwarded to the Board for approval.

- The Technology Planning Subcommittee provides updates on technology issues as well as all matters pertaining to the Technology Master Plan;

- The Budget Committee monitors the college budget to ensure that it supports the college mission and promotes innovation through innovation requests;
The Work Environment Committee elicits input from faculty, staff, and administrators to handle issues involving campus space utilization, the work environment, and the Facilities Master Plan;

The Facilities Planning Subcommittee addresses issues regarding the Facilities Master Plan as well as day-to-day issues in consultation with the Work Environment Committee and representatives of current construction projects on campus.

The Strategic Planning Committee works with ESGC and the President to give a broad vision for the campus as a whole, with action plans and benchmarks taken from the Educational Planning Subcommittee, Technology Planning Subcommittee, and Facilities Planning Subcommittee.

The College also has numerous committees, subcommittees, and consultation meetings through which members of the campus community (students, staff, faculty, and administrators) can provide input for improvements. Examples of campus-wide opportunities that exist for contribution to institutional excellence include, but are not limited to:

- Town Hall Meetings discuss selection of college president, financial aid, First Year Completion, and accreditation.

- Chairs’ Meetings, held on a monthly basis, discuss updates, policy development, and provide a forum for discourse.

- The Learning Assessment Committee, including instructional and non-instructional constituencies, participates in setting policy and providing guidance in the student learning outcome process.

- The Student Success Committee engages in formulating goals and timelines to improve campus wide student learning and success. A large number of campus constituencies are participating in this effort.

- The Student Success and Support Program Committee supports the core matriculation services of orientation, assessment, counseling and advising, and development of education plans.

Befitting its position as flagship college of the Los Angeles Community College District, members of the ELAC community are active in district wide participatory governance committees, including the District Budget Committee, the Joint Labor-Management Benefits Committee, the Advisory Council on Student Learning Outcomes, the Equal Employment Opportunity Advisory Committee, the Student Success Initiative Steering Committee, the District Research Committee, the District Planning and Accreditation Committee, and the District-wide Professional Development Committee.
The Academic Senate, which includes representatives from all academic departments, meets on a bimonthly basis to consider academic and professional issues affecting the campus and forwards recommendations to the college president or other appropriate committees. These academic and professional areas include curriculum, degree and certificate requirements, grading policies, educational program development, standards or policies regarding student preparation and success, college governance structures as related to faculty roles, faculty roles and involvement in accreditation processes, professional development activities, program review processes, institutional planning and budget development, and other academic and professional matters that are mutually agreed upon between the governing board and the Senate. The Senate takes a strong advocacy role for the improvement of teaching and learning via support for the professional activities of faculty.

Staff members are encouraged to participate in their unit’s Program Review and to serve on program review validation committees. They also provide input to participatory governance committees, for example, ESGC, through their representatives from their bargaining units.

In addition to the committee process, ideas, suggestions, and concerns are also discussed at academic department meetings. Department chairs have two formal avenues for offering recommendations to the college leaders: Chairs’ Committee and Chairs’ Council. The Chairs’ Committee is an administrative body overseen by the vice president of academic affairs to inform the chairs of issues and policies and listen to their feedback. The Chairs’ Council is a Senate-sponsored committee that enables chairs to share and forward departmental concerns to the Chairs’ Committee and the Academic Senate. Department chairs can also—and frequently do—simply call, email, or drop by to see their deans, the vice president, or the president to express concerns or seek guidance.

Administrators participate on the majority of the committees and designate members to chair specific participatory governance committees based on their areas of expertise. In committees in which Teamsters representation is needed, the Teamsters Campus Representative selects the administrator to participate on the committee. Deans also participate in the various campus committees either through appointment or to represent their respective divisions.

Students Board Rule 1800 specifies “students shall be provided an opportunity to participate in formulation and development of district and college policies and procedures that have or will have a ‘significant effect on students.’” Student voices are strongly desired and their valuable contributions are elicited and respected by each of the ESGC Committees. Each participatory governance committee has student representatives appointed by ASU. For example, the ASU president is a voting member of the ESGC and provides a bimonthly report. A student trustee provides an advisory vote for the Board of Trustees.
Evaluation/Analysis

ELAC has established and implemented policy and procedures that promote participation from all campus constituencies. These policies make provisions for student participation and consideration of the student perspective when appropriate. Governance policies are documented in the *Governance Policy Handbook*. In the newly revised *Governance Policy Handbook - 4th Edition*, phrasing was added that encourages collegiality among participants. ELAC makes a deliberate effort to create a robust participatory structure in which all voices can be heard.

The college meets the standard.

15 *Governance Policy Handbook* p. 4-5.
16 “” p. 13
17 LACCD Board Rule 18200
18 Shared Governance Agreement
19 ESGC web page
20 ESGC
21 Members of ESGC
23 District Level Governance Committees
24 Academic Senate Calendar
25 Constitution of the East Los Angeles College Faculty Academic Senate
26 Board Rule 1800
27 ESGC Committees
28 BOT web site

**IV.A.3**

Administrators and faculty, through policy and procedures, have a substantive and clearly defined role in institutional governance and exercise a substantial voice in institutional policies, planning, and budget that relate to their areas of responsibility and expertise.

Evidence

Institutional policies/planning
Faculty and administrators have many opportunities to participate in governance and to serve on committees. They also have a substantive voice in institutional policies, planning and budget relative to their areas of responsibility and expertise. These policies and procedures are clarified in the *Governance Policy Handbook* and the bylaws of the committees.

The Academic Senate and the Faculty Guild promote faculty involvement in governance in a variety of ways that provide voices from faculty’s perspective. The Academic Senate informs faculty about college governance by providing, on the college website, a list of all the Campus
Committees along with designated leadership roles and committee meeting days and times. Each year, or when otherwise appropriate, the Senate sends email announcements of vacancies and solicits faculty to serve.

The LACCD & AFT Agreement 2014-2017 emphasizes the importance of faculty representation from the union and Senate on certain participatory governance committees. Committee work is considered part of a contract faculty member’s responsibilities, and faculty evaluations consider performance of responsibilities, which includes committee participation. The LACCD & AFT Agreement specifies which committees require faculty representation and those for which it is recommended. The Agreement requires faculty membership for both Budget and Strategic Planning committees.

For key participatory governance leadership positions--for example, the Academic Senate, Curriculum, Student Success, and Student Learning Outcomes--that require intensive use of time, the college provides reassigned or released time. Faculty, both full time and part time, are always welcome to attend and participate in committee meetings even if not official members of the committee.

Adjunct faculty participate on governance committees in several ways. An adjunct representative has a vote in each of his/her department’s decision-making processes if the adjuncts in the department choose to elect a representative. An Adjunct Representative serves on the Academic Senate.

In addition to the committee process, faculty participate regularly--though less directly--through department meetings and department committees, where ideas, suggestions, and concerns are shared. Department chairs communicate faculty members’ recommendations to the Chairs’ Committee and Chairs’ Council. Department chairs can also communicate faculty recommendations informally by calling, emailing, or dropping by to see their deans, the vice president, or the president.

The Vice Presidents participate on the majority of the committees and designate other administrators to chair specific participatory governance committees based on their areas of expertise as delineated in the Governance Policy Handbook, which states, “Administrators are included in the general participatory governance process and recommend policies, procedures, and priorities for the college to the president.” In committees in which Teamsters representation is needed, the Teamsters Campus Representative selects the administrator to participate on committee. Deans also participate in the various campus committees either through appointment or to represent their respective division.

Budget
Faculty and administrators participate in budgetary decisions by serving on the Budget Committee and ESGC as well as actively participating in program review, annual updates, and departmental budget requests. Department chairs are responsible, in consultation with department members, for submitting annual budget requests based on departmental needs and
goals. In the past, department chairs have been directed to prepare departmental needs and goals based on their Program Reviews. In order to improve the linking of budget requests to program review goals, in advance of the budget requests, department chairs are to submit annual updates on their progress toward Program Review goals.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

Faculty and administrators have ample opportunity through committee involvement, participation in task forces, and departmental activity to exercise a substantial voice in institutional policies, planning, and budget that relates to their areas of responsibility and expertise. The Academic Senate publishes a list of campus committees and announces openings via email.

Long-established faculty leadership needs to be balanced by the enthusiasm of new perspectives. Thus, in the past year, committees have been recruiting new faculty to serve on shared governance bodies, including the Academic Senate. The college is optimistic this trend will continue.

The campus meets this standard.

---

29 [Governance Policy Handbook](#)
30 [Committees](#) Web page
31 [Campus Committees](#)
32 [Academic Senate Committee Self-Evaluation 2015](#)
33 [LACCD & AFT Agreement 2014-2017](#) Article 32, p. 133
34 [Governance Policy Handbook](#) p. 5
35 AUP form – my plan

### IV.A.4

Faculty and academic administrators, through policy and procedures, and through well-defined structures, have responsibility for recommendations about curriculum and student learning programs and services.

**Evidence**

Faculty and academic administrators through policy and procedures and well-defined structures are responsible for curricular and student learning programs and services.

The roles of the faculty and administrators are clearly defined in the [Governance Policy Handbook](#) and, even more specifically, in the [SLO Philosophy Statement](#).
Curriculum

The Chair of the Curriculum Committee attends all Senate meetings and brings forward all of the Committee’s actions for final approval by the Academic Senate before sending to the BOT. The responsibilities of the Curriculum Committee, composed of faculty representatives from department clusters, include reviewing all new curricula prior to approval by the Board of Trustees. The Committee also oversees revision of existing courses and programs. To accomplish these tasks, the committee meets at least three times per month.

Faculty play a vital role in the development and revision of programs and curriculum. New and revised Course Outlines of Record (CORs) are uploaded to the Electronic Curriculum Development System (ECD) and sent out to be vetted by department members as well as respective academic or student services deans prior to being sent to the Curriculum Chair and the Curriculum Committee. The campus Articulation Officer and Curriculum Dean (non-voting) sit on the Curriculum Committee. The Articulation Officer has the crucial role of ensuring proposed new courses and existing course updates align with our transfer partners.

Student Learning and Services

Faculty also play a substantial role on faculty hiring committees, in faculty evaluations, and in departmental program reviews, which directly affect student learning programs and services. In fact, when departments submit their budget requests, such requests must be linked to the department’s Program Review goals.

Academic and student services administrators serve on all participatory governance bodies as active participants or as information resources.

One way faculty and administrators contribute to the learning environment is through the SLO cycle. The Learning Assessment Committee (LAC), chaired by the LAC Coordinator, meets monthly to develop and review policy for the student learning outcomes cycle. Every college unit is encouraged to send one representative to the meetings. The Vice Presidents for Academic Affairs, as well as deans, regularly attend the meeting. The LAC Handbook, Learning Outcomes Fundamentals for Faculty provides guidelines for the SLO and SSO process. The LAC webpage states, “As experts in their discipline, instructors are aware of the latest trends and information that students need to be aware of to be competitive in those areas of study. SLOs provide a great opportunity for instructors to focus their efforts in ensuring that students are learning that which is up-to-date and necessary to be successful.”

Faculty and administrators contribute to student services through the Student Success and 3SP committees and serving as counselors and leaders of numerous programs. Membership for both the Student Success Committee and 3SP is composed of both faculty and administrators. The goals of these committees support student success by providing exemplary services. Other committees on which faculty and administrators play a key role are the Distributive Learning/Distance Education Committee and the Off-Site Committee.
ELAC provides a wide array of student services that are staffed by faculty counselors, faculty on re-assigned time and administrators. The faculty play a proactive role in developing outreach strategies with the Financial Aid and Scholarship Office so that a greater number of students receive federal and state financial assistance.

Evaluation/Analysis

Faculty and administrators play a central role in decision making regarding curriculum and student learning programs and services. Their principal involvement in program review, SLOs, curriculum development, and financial aid are examples of this process. Administration and faculty actively participate in the development and oversight of student support and academic services. Most of these structures are well defined through the Governance Policy Handbook, committee bylaws and information on ELAC’s web page. In-person outreach efforts—for example, tables and flyers at campus entrances—concentrated during the first two weeks of class are designed to make this information nearly impossible to miss; however, there is always room for improvement. The college is committed to ensuring all students are aware of and take advantage of services provided for their benefit.

The college meets the standard.

36 Governance Policy Handbook
37 SLO Philosophy Statement
38 Curriculum Committee Handout – my plan
39 COR and other curriculum forms held in ECD – my plan (Standard II)
40 See Committee By-Laws
41 Learning Outcomes Fundamentals for Faculty – my plan
42 LAC webpage
43 Need Bylaws
44 Governance Policy Handbook Student Services Org Chart pg. 10

IV.A.5

Through its system of board and institutional governance, the institution ensures the appropriate consideration of relevant perspectives; decision making aligned with expertise and responsibility; and timely action on institutional plans, policies, curricular change, and other key considerations.

Evidence

ELAC ensures appropriate consideration of relevant perspectives.
Structures from both LACCD and ELAC embed participatory governance. For example, Board Rule Article XVIII, Section 18102 delineates the role of the faculty senate stating, “The Board of Trustees recognizes and affirms its obligations to consult collegially with the District Academic Senate when adopting policies and procedures on academic and professional matters.” Board Rule 18200 specifies the role of student participation at both the college and district: “Students shall be provided an opportunity to participate in formulation and development of district and college policies and procedures that have or will have a significant effect on students.” These are, of course, simply rules and regulations. However, both the college and district take them seriously and follow them. The District Academic Senate is highly active and influential. Student voices are heard wherever they are to be heard de jure, but also de facto as our students are encouraged to feel empowered by contributing their ideas and perspective to the discussion at hand.

At the campus level, appropriate consideration of relevant perspectives and roles of faculty, staff, and students is clarified in the Governance Policy Handbook. “The college encourages collegial dialog among all stakeholders that focuses on empowering students to achieve their educational goals. Within shared governance committees, the collaborative process is to work with others in making decisions that are in the best interest of the college instead of one constituency or one individual.” This philosophy is implemented through the committee structures where faculty, staff, students, and administrators participate.

Additionally, widespread perspectives are shared at various taskforce meetings such as those for Transfer, Adult Ed and Academic Programming at South Gate.

Decision making at ELAC is aligned with expertise and responsibility.

ELAC has formally identified the decision-making entities in the Governance Policy Handbook, which explains the roles of the board of trustees, district chancellor, college president, faculty, classified staff, administrators, and students.

The bylaws of the various committees identify the participation of experts. For example, the Professional Development Committee membership includes the perspectives of faculty, staff, and administrators. Deans are also assigned to oversee programs according to their expertise as evidenced by the revised organizational chart.

ELAC ensures timely action on institutional plans, policies, curricular changes, and other key considerations at various committees that meet regularly.

ESGC and the Academic Senate routinely address action items dealing with planning and policies bimonthly. In particular, the Academic Senate reviews curricular changes as a standing item at every meeting. With a campus culture devoted to vigorous participation by all, the shared-governance process itself will make things less efficient than they might be—however, things get done in a timely fashion.
Evaluation/Analysis

Processes for participatory governance are well developed.

A formal survey among faculty, staff, and administrators in 2013 reveals that faculty and administrators perceive they have sufficient participation in decision-making processes that effectively represent their constituencies.\textsuperscript{55} While administrators and, to a lesser extent, faculty believe all constituencies have opportunities for participation, staff clearly does not agree. All shared governance committees have representation from certificated (faculty) and classified staff, which is documented in each committee’s bylaws.

An informal survey collected on July 27, 2015 at ESGC reveals that the shared governance process is a good vehicle for considering various perspectives.

In order to make sure decisions are not unnecessarily delayed by failure to reach a quorum, the president has reviewed committee assignments with his staff to assure more consistent attendance at various meetings, and committee chairs make a point of listing, as part of their agendas, “future meeting dates” to assure regular attendance. In addition, most active committees have created or revised their bylaws, often focusing on making sure the membership is as appropriate as possible and that dates and times of the meetings are realistic and afford the best opportunity to meet quorums.\textsuperscript{56}

When the approval process for some policies takes additional time—even when quorums have been achieved—this delay is actually a result of a true, shared governance process and is simply unavoidable.

The college meets the standard.

\textsuperscript{45} Board Rule \textit{Section 18102}
\textsuperscript{46} Board rule 18200
\textsuperscript{47} Governance Policy Handbook p. 14
\textsuperscript{48} ESGC, EPSC, FPSC, TPSC bylaws on web under committees
\textsuperscript{49} Attendance lists for task forces
\textsuperscript{50} Governance Policy Handbook p. 4-5
\textsuperscript{51} Professional Development Committee Bylaws not posted
\textsuperscript{52} revised organizational chart
\textsuperscript{53} ESGC minutes
\textsuperscript{54} Academic Senate minutes not current – stops at April, 2015
\textsuperscript{55} Faculty and Staff Survey 2013
\textsuperscript{56} (Evidence can be through the minutes of various meetings, including LAC and EMC.)
IV.A.6
The processes for decision making and the resulting decisions are documented and widely communicated across the institution.

Evidence

The College maintains an environment of inclusive participatory governance to promote its mission and vision. The College’s structures bring all of the constituent groups together to participate in planning, decision making, and provide leadership for implementation. The processes for decision making are documented in the Governance Policy Handbook. The decision-making processes are widely communicated throughout the college through the handbook’s posting on ELAC’s website.

Resulting decisions are communicated via regularly scheduled committee meetings and minutes posted online, along with “all campus” emails. Faculty, students, and staff who attend shared governance and other decision-making committees are encouraged to report back to their constituents. The President’s office also publishes a weekly bulletin (distributed electronically), The Husky Herald.

Through the committee self-evaluation process and the launch of the new ELAC website in February, 2015, a concerted effort has been made to encourage more committees to post bylaws, meeting agendas and minutes and other pertinent information online.

The Accreditation Steering Committee coordinated the process of eliciting campus-wide input to revise ELAC’s Governance Policy Handbook, thereby eliciting a review of the decision-making processes and hence refreshing knowledge of these processes. Handouts regarding the decision-making processes were distributed at 2015 Opening Day.

Evaluation/Analysis

The participatory governance process is a productive element for advancing the greater interests of the college; an equally important aspect is communicating the results of actions and processes and keeping the campus at large informed. Some committees have long been doing this informally. The practice of campus-wide email, in particular, has been effective. However, the campus community, in undertaking this self evaluation has agreed on the need to maximize regular, up-to-date communication through websites and portals.

The college meets the standard.

57 Governance Policy Handbook
58 Husky Herald
59 Committee Self Evaluation Guidelines, first bullet point; Missing minutes from Web site committee??
60 Accreditation Handouts Opening Day 2015 – my plan standard I
IV.A.7
Leadership roles and the institution’s governance and decision-making policies, procedures, and processes are regularly evaluated to assure their integrity and effectiveness. The institution widely communicates the results of these evaluations and uses them as the basis for improvement. (IV.A.5)

Evidence


Effective practices of ongoing evaluation occur at several committee levels, including major planning committees such as EPSC, FPSC, and TPSC. Illustrations of ongoing evaluative efforts include:

- The Program Review and Viability Committee annually reviews and revises Annual Update Plan Templates. During the revision process, the PRVC solicits input from the campus community, particularly the Academic Senate and department chairs.
- The Academic Senate routinely reviews and evaluates policies and shares them via publication on its website. Discussions regarding revisions are documented in Senate minutes. For example:
  - The document Faculty Hiring Policies and Procedures was revised on May 8, 2012.
  - The Academic Freedom and Responsibilities Policy was revised on February 28, 2006.
  - The SLO Sustainability Policy was issued June 3, 2014.
- The Hiring Prioritization Policy is annually reviewed by both the Hiring Prioritization Committee (HPC) and the Academic Senate. Once revised, the application for new probationary positions folds into the revised AUP template.
- The Budget Committee annually reviews and revises the Campus Budget Timeline and processes.

The Accreditation Steering Committee has collaborated with the College’s Shared Governance Council (ESGC) and Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) to complete the ELAC Committee Self-Evaluations, which are posted on the website. Webpages for each of the committees are being developed on the College’s website.
The Accreditation Steering Committee has guided a campus-wide effort in continuous improvement to engage in self-evaluation and analysis. The *Governance Policy Handbook* on page 55 states,

“The Accreditation Steering Committee verifies the system by which ELAC continually evaluates and improves its operations to achieve institutional effectiveness and ensure student-centered learning and achievement.”

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The *Governance Policy Handbook* captures the planning processes at ELAC and widely disseminates the process throughout the college community. Ongoing revisions of the *Governance Policy Handbook* illustrate the campus commitment to ongoing improvement of its decision-making policies and practices. The process of the *Governance Policy Handbook* revisions is thoroughly vetted by numerous campus committees including ASU, Academic Senate and ESGC.

In fall 2013, ELAC completed the program review cycle following a newly established process. During the 2013-2014 year, as opposed to previous program review cycles, 100 percent of the programs submitted their self-evaluations on time. Another improvement in the PR process was the ability for PRVC to collect and review feedback to provide recommendations and commendations for all units by the end of the academic year. While the new PR process improved, the lack of a uniform template for committees in their efforts to conduct the evaluations created some inconsistent ways to provide feedback. Aware of this problem, the PRVC has reviewed ways to improve the process for the upcoming cycle.

In fall 2013, the Accreditation Steering Committee initiated a process for committees to conduct self-evaluation. Between fall 2013 and fall 2014 committee participation in the self-evaluation process increased, and committees posted their evaluations on their websites. However, ELAC is striving for 100% participation. Most importantly, the committee self-evaluation process has spurred reflection and dialog regarding previous accomplishments and challenges that enable improvement.

Currently, there is an effort to clarify the SLO process, specifically regarding aspects of policy and decision making, and ensure that all members involved in this process are aware of expectations. An SLO sustainability policy was established in June, 2014. LAC, OIEA, and the Academic Senate held a forum in July 2015 to gain consensus for the development of a policy to address ongoing SLO requirements. The outcome of this effort is to have a policy established by fall 2015.

The college meets this standard.
IV.B.1
The institutional chief executive officer (CEO) has primary responsibility for the quality of
the institution. The CEO provides effective leadership in planning, organizing, budgeting,
selecting and developing personnel, and assessing institutional effectiveness.

Evidence
The president is responsible to the chancellor and serves as chief executive officer (CEO) of the
college. He plans, develops, and recommends college and district-wide policies in conjunction
with senior administrative officers. 71

Overall Responsibility for Planning
The President provides overall leadership and direction to college personnel through strategic
planning, goal setting, and evaluation, as well as direction for sound fiscal management. He is
responsible for implementing district policies and procedures, the California Education Code,
and collective bargaining policies and procedures for well-balanced, high-quality instructional
programs and student services at the college level. He is responsible for developing and
maintaining an effective program of community outreach and relations for the college and
district, and reports to the chancellor on matters of policy and planning. 72

Budgeting
The president plays an active role in the financial stability of the college and effective budget
oversight. He works with the Vice President of Administrative Services to review the budgeting
process to ensure that appropriate resources support institutional effectiveness. The president and
his administrative role in the budgeting process is delineated in the Governance Policy
Handbook. The president holds an annual “State of the College” (formerly called, “Budget
Forum”) to discuss the goals and budget priorities for the following year each May. 73

Selecting and Developing Personnel
The current president began work in July of 2013, and has provided stable leadership for the
college. He is actively involved in hiring processes and in selection of personnel on campus. His
role in selecting faculty is delineated in the Faculty Hiring Policies. 74 The president also makes
final hiring selection of all administrators, full-time faculty, and key staff personnel.

Assessing Institutional Effectiveness
The President plays a vital role in assessing institutional effectiveness. His most direct method is
via weekly meetings with the Dean of Institutional Advancement who oversees the OEIA. 75 An
example of presidential oversight of institutional effectiveness would be consistent reporting and
updates on enrollment data and coordination with enrollment strategies. 76
Evaluation/Analysis

The new president assumed his role of maintaining the quality of the institution quickly and has moved East Los Angeles College forward in his brief tenure. He understands the need to provide leadership in planning, organizing, budgeting, personnel and institutional effectiveness and has made these his priority.

ELAC’s president provides leadership that engenders open communication. Across the campus and at all meetings, various opinions and points of view can be expressed. The president uses the college researcher (Dean of Institutional Advancement) to determine the effectiveness of marketing and outreach, enrollment patterns, and education program effectiveness.

In the 2013 Faculty/Staff Survey, most individuals ranked the president above average, 3.95 on a scale of 5 with administrators ranking the president highest.77

| The College President provides effective leadership to define goals, develop plans, and establish resource priorities for the College. | 4.47 | 3.89 | 4.00 | 3.98 | 3.94 | 3.54 | 4.00 | 3.95 |
---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|

The college meets the standard.

---

71 Governance Policy Handbook p. 17
72 ESGC Minutes July 27, 2015
73 blank AUP forms for academic departments and student services are located in the Standard I file container in MyPlan
74 Policies
75 Faculty Hiring Policies and Procedures
76 Evidenced by AUPS Child Family Education p. 22 English p. 27
77 Budget Minutes July 20, 2015 should illustrate the latest revision – not posted as of yet
78 Governance Policy Handbook p. 55
79 Committee Self Evaluation for PRVC 2013-14
80 Committee self-evaluation
81 District Governance and Functions Handbook p. 4-5
82 President’s Job description/Announcement – email to Olga
84 Faculty Hiring Policies p. 6, 7
85 Org charts Governance Policy Handbook p. 8-11, Home page OIEA website
86 email to Ruben 10 1
87 Faculty/Staff Survey 2013 - myplan
IV. B. 2.
The CEO plans, oversees, and evaluates an administrative structure organized and staffed to reflect the institution's purposes, size, and complexity. The CEO delegates authority to administrators and others consistent with their responsibilities, as appropriate.

Evidence

The President plans, oversees and evaluates ELAC’s administration. The president attends biweekly meetings of the Los Angeles Community College District (LACCD) Board of Trustees to represent the interests of the college and to serve as a resource to the Board. The Chancellor’s Cabinet meets the first Friday of the month. The Cabinet includes the presidents of the nine district colleges and selected district officers.78

The East Los Angeles Shared Governance Council (ESGC)79 is an established shared governance committee that includes systemic participation by representatives of all campus constituencies.80 The shared governance structure is comprised of several committees in which different constituencies are represented. ESGC, which meets biweekly, makes recommendations to the president of the college.

The college’s administrative structure continuously adapts as the college changes in size and complexity. Presently the main divisions are the Office of the President, Academic Affairs/Workforce Education, Student Services, and Administrative Services. The three vice presidents represent these divisions. Each division has academic and/or classified managers who are responsible for the day-to-day oversight of academic or service programs. Administrative positions are assigned responsibilities appropriate for the size and purpose of the college.81 The President has lately added the positions of Public Information Officer, STEM Dean, and two deans to manage the South Gate Center (one specifically as an evening manager).82

The president plans, oversees and evaluates a stable administrative structure that is led by Executive Cabinet members who report directly to him. The Performance Evaluation Process for College Vice Presidents articulates the procedures and criteria for regular and effective evaluations of vice presidents including self-reflection, peer review and goal setting.83 Evaluations for Academic Deans are performed as stipulated in the Contract for California Teamsters Public and Professional and Medical Employees Union.84 Similarly, Classified Deans Performance Evaluation85 is elaborated in their contract under Article 11.

The president meets with the vice presidents weekly and with the entire management team monthly. This monthly meeting with his Administrative Council composed of all administrators both certificated and classified. The council provides updates on their respective areas and advises the president on issues affecting the college.86

These meetings serve as the primary formal communication forum to discuss relevant issues. The vice presidents annually provide the president with their yearly goals based on the ELAC Strategic Plan and the District Strategic Plan. The president delegates responsibility and
authority to carry out activities to achieve the college’s goals and improve institutional effectiveness.  

To oversee implementation of the **Facilities Master Plan**, faculty and staff members join administrators in a monthly Facilities Planning Sub-Committee meeting. The IT Department has also included on each faculty/staff computer an information webpage that includes alerts concerning ongoing college construction projects.

The president meets monthly with the **ELAC Foundation**. The Foundation is composed of members who represent community businesses and organizations who work on fundraising events to support the college’s mission for student access and success. The Dean of Resource and Institutional Development assists the president with the Foundation.

A review of professional resumes, performance, and experience reveals that the administrators are highly qualified to perform their responsibilities. The published job announcements clearly state the required training and experience for each position.

**Evaluation/Analysis**

The president meets with academic and classified administrators regularly. There is evidence of significant communication within the administrative structure through regular meetings. The president delegates authority to administrators in alignment with their roles at the college.

As college enrollment has grown, additional administrative positions have been added to ensure availability of oversight whenever instruction is taking place. Covering day and evening instruction at two campuses is a challenge that should be mitigated with the arrival of the new South Gate dean.

The college meets the standard.

---

78 District Governance and Functions Handbook p. 31
79 East Los Angeles Shared Governance Council (ESGC)
80 ESGC By Laws
81 Governance Policy Handbook— Organizational Maps p. 8-11
82 Job descriptions of Stem Dean, PIO, South Gate Dean, Dean Institutional Advancement- email to Olga
83 See handout- needs to be scanned and uploaded to my plan
84 Contract for California Teamsters Public and Professional and Medical Employees Union p. 8- 9 and Appendix B
85 Classified Deans Performance Evaluation Article 11 p. 34-36
86 evidence needed of President’s meetings w/ senior staff
87 evidence needed Sample President’s Executive Cabinet Meeting Agenda and President’s Administrative Council and VP goals
IV.B. 3

Through established policies and procedures, the CEO guides institutional improvement of the teaching and learning environment by:

- Establishing a collegial process that sets values, goals, and priorities;
- Ensuring the college sets institutional performance standards for student achievement;
- Ensuring that evaluation and planning rely on high quality research and analysis of external and internal conditions;
- Ensuring that educational planning is integrated with resource planning and allocation to support student achievement and learning;
- Ensuring that the allocation of resources supports and improves learning and achievement; and
- Establishing procedures to evaluate overall institutional planning and implementation efforts to achieve the mission of the institution.

Evidence

ELAC’s president guides the improvement of the teaching and learning environment through various efforts.

Collegial process for setting values, goals and priorities

The role of the president is described in the Governance Policy Handbook, which states, “The president has primary responsibility for the quality of the institution. The president provides effective leadership in planning, organizing, budgeting, selection and developing personnel and assessing institutional effectiveness.”

The president establishes a collegial process that sets values, goals, and priorities through a variety of efforts such as:

- Opening Day remarks
- Regular reports that convey his goals
- Articulation of the President’s goals at the annual, college-wide “State of the College” (formerly known as the Budget Forum)
- The President’s establishment of three taskforce groups illustrating his emphasis on the areas of adult education, long-range planning for the South Gate Center and re-invigorated efforts to increase transfer
Weekly discussions at the President’s Cabinet meetings, held every Monday, and monthly discussions at the Administrative Council meetings

**President makes data-informed decisions**
ELAC sets institutional performance standards that ensure the college uses data for planning in alignment with state and district requirements. The president works closely with OIEA to calculate and monitor various performance indicators, including:

- Scorecard
- Institutional Effectiveness Framework of Indicators
- Strategic Planning Goals
- Transfer Workforce

The president receives and reviews reports from OIEA including the annual “Facts in Brief” and quarterly updates. Additionally, the president initiated the formation of taskforces, such as FYC and Transfer, and monitors initiatives emanating from them through a data rich dialog. The president directs OIEA to provide data sets at a variety of meetings to inform planning. Other areas providing data to the president include:

- **Planning Committees**
  - Educational Planning Subcommittee
  - Strategic Planning Committee
- Grant related research of program GANAS

A team from ELAC, led by the president, reported to the BOT’s institutional effectiveness committee on February 15, 2015 regarding progress on college goals as related to district goals.

**The President links planning with resource allocation to support student achievement and learning**

The **East Los Angeles College Strategic Plan** serves as the central planning document for the college and contains the College Mission, College Vision, and College Strategic Directions and Values. The Strategic Planning Committee (SPC) is responsible for the development, implementation and evaluation of the Strategic Plan and reports to the ESGC. The **Strategic Plan** is used to guide the development of the other planning documents.

The President ensures that the allocation of resources supports and improves learning and achievement. He participates in the budgetary process at both the college and district level. He co-chairs the District Budget Committee and serves as the presidential liaison to the BOT Budget Subcommittee. He is an ad hoc member of ELAC’s Budget Committee.

The president’s role in the allocation of resources to support and improve learning and achievement is stated in ELAC’s **Budget Committee Bylaws**.
“The Budget Committee focuses on budget management by setting broad policies that optimize the financial resources available to meet the goals of the college and reviews how these policies are implemented.”

Establishes overall instructional planning and implementation efforts to achieve the mission of the institution

Planning processes are delineated in the Governance Policy Handbook as indicated in the chart on page 14. The president’s role was emphasized in the Spring 2015 revision of the Governance Policy Handbook by placing the president at the top of the planning process in the chart, and adding the language, “The president has primary responsibility for the quality of the institution.”

The President presented his State of the College 2015-16 in May, 2015. The PowerPoint presentation was distributed campus wide and published on OIEA’s website.

ELAC’s president delegates most of the planning process through a well-established planning structure that includes:

- Program Review evaluates programs in relationship to the College Mission and its Strategic Goals and priorities. Through comprehensive Program Review Self-Evaluation and Annual Updates, all departments and units at ELAC are engaged in integrated planning, implementation, and evaluation. Moreover, the college utilizes annual update plans and cluster update plans to guide the allocation of resources, thereby ensuring that planning guides budget decisions.

- The Educational Master Plan details all academic and educational planning objectives, including student and administrative service objectives that relate to educational goals. The Educational Planning Subcommittee (EPSC) is responsible for the development, implementation, and evaluation of the Educational Master Plan.

Evaluation/Analysis

The president provides ELAC the stability for institutional planning and the setting of values, goals, and priorities to move forward. He interacts with administrators, faculty, classified staff, and students concerning the successes or apparent weaknesses of programs and enrollment goals and concerning the delineation of initiatives that reflect the needs of the student body and the community. The topics of such interactions have included Educational Master Plan development, Annual Plan/Program Review, and Student Learning Outcome workshops and training, data analysis, Facilities Master Plan development, and new program development.

The president develops annual goals and plans for the college in consultation with the multi-constituency participatory governance committees: the Shared Governance Council and the Budget, and Facilities Committees. The goals and plans are reviewed by the representative constituencies at the college and then presented to the Shared Governance Council and Budget Committees. These goals are then reviewed and approved by the Chancellor and the Board of
Trustees at the district level to ensure consistency with the District’s mission and goals. Goals are evaluated at the end of each year and used to establish new goals for the coming year. These goals are included in the president’s evaluation.

The President recognizes the need for data to inform the operations, program, and performance of the college. He directs the Dean of Institutional Advancement to collect data that clarifies college performance and the educational needs of the student body.

The College recognizes that the success of previous taskforces under the President’s leadership signal that additional ones would be worthwhile, as the college community works to boost student success in every way possible.

The college meets this standard.

90 Governance Policy Handbook p. 14
91 Opening Day Remarks 2015 – M Martinez – email to Olga
92 ESGC Minutes Jan 15, 2015 Item III, President’s Report
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94 establishment of Task Forces – document from Olga, needs to be scanned and uploaded to myplan
95 Scorecard
96 Institutional Effectiveness Framework of Indicators (April 17, 2015 Memo from Ruben Arenas to Marvin Martinez.)
97 Strategic Planning Goals
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104 Budget Committee By-Laws Purpose
105 Minutes ESGC March 9, 2015 Item IV.D - p. 3
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107 Program Review Self-Evaluation
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IV.B.4
The CEO has the primary leadership role for accreditation, ensuring that the institution meets or exceeds Eligibility Requirements, Accreditation Standards, and Commission
policies at all times. Faculty, Staff and Administrative leaders of the institution also have responsibility for assuring compliance with accreditation requirements.

Evidence

The President of East Los Angeles College has the primary responsibility for meeting all accreditation standards including continuous compliance of all Eligibility Requirements and Commission policies. Through the President, faculty, staff and administrators ensure that accreditation standards are met.

The President has consistently stated that Accreditation is one of his most important goals as evidenced in his remarks at Opening Day August 2013, 2014, and 2015. Accreditation is listed as a priority for 2015-6 in the State of the College address in May 2015(slide #3). He informs the campus of progress related to accreditation through his President’s Report at the ESGC. In his PowerPoint presentation to the Academic Senate, the President also reiterates his goal and support for complete reaffirmation of accreditation in 2016. 111

The President has convened an accreditation workgroup consisting of key participants in the process to ensure success of the accreditation process. He sent an email March 13, 2015 that outlines campus SLO progress and encourages faculty participation in the SLO process. Consequences for not complying are also indicated. 112

President Martinez’ active participation with the ACCJC assists him in keeping abreast of ACCJC standards and policies. The President has served on two team visits: In fall 2013 he visited Canada College; and in spring 2014 he chaired the team visit to Moreno Valley College. In addition he serves on ACCJC’s Nominating Committee that selects commissioners.

The District supports the president’s role with accreditation in numerous ways. A District Planning and Accreditation Committee (DPAC) meets monthly to share strategy and best practices in relation to accreditation. The District publishes an Accreditation Newsletter that communicates the Chancellor and the District Academic Senate roles with accreditation. The Board of Trustees also supports the president’s efforts with accreditation. A special board subcommittee focuses on Institutional Effectiveness including accreditation. In addition, Board rule 6300 provides financial support to each of the colleges in order to meet additional costs of Accreditation.

The President has delegated a dean to act as the Accreditation Liaison Officer and a full-time faculty member to serve as the Accreditation Faculty Chair. The duties of the Accreditation Faculty Chair were delineated in the job description. Specifically the Accreditation faculty Chair “will work collaboratively with the college Accreditation Liaison Officer (ALO) to lead the accreditation self-evaluation process that requires a thorough examination of the college’s policies and practices with regard to the accreditation standards.” Sufficient reassigned time supports the Accreditation Faculty Chair in her duties.
An Accreditation Steering Committee\textsuperscript{118} and an Accreditation Committee of the Whole ensures that widespread participation in the accreditation process. ELAC’s Shared Governance Council\textsuperscript{119} Academic Senate, Chairs Council, and Educational Planning Subcommittee all provide time on their agendas for continual updates regarding progress with the accreditation self-study and assurance of compliance with all standards.\textsuperscript{120}

The Accreditation Liaison Officer is the delegated point person for all contact with the ACCJC. Completion of the midterm report and annual report are channeled through her office.\textsuperscript{121}

Evaluation/Analysis

East Los Angles College’s president is dedicated to abiding by all accreditation standards, Eligibility Requirements and Commission policies at all times. The District provides extensive assistance with the accreditation process in multiple ways including providing financial assistance, district coordination through the District Planning and Accreditation Committee, its newsletter, the development of a Sharepoint site for the collection of evidence.

The President assists the college with accreditation compliance through appointing the ALO and the Faculty Chair. The President, the ALO and Faculty Chair have each served on accreditation team visits and remain current with Accreditation Standards. Their knowledge of the accreditation process, performance of accreditation duties, adherence to deadlines and efforts to involve and inform the college about accreditation is exemplary.

The faculty’s involvement in the accreditation process is evidenced by the role of ELAC’s Academic Senate. The Senate lists successful reaccreditation as one of its goals for 2014-5 in its committee self-evaluation,\textsuperscript{122} and it is an item on their agenda.

The staff’s role in the accreditation process is ensured through their membership on the accreditation steering committee, as members of various committees including ESGC and through their input in the open forums that reviewed the standards. A special meeting with classified staff and the ALO and Faculty Accreditation Chair that provided input regarding the accreditation process was held in fall 2014 and solicited staff’s involvement in the process.

The college meets the standard.

\textsuperscript{110}State of the College
\textsuperscript{111}M. Martinez presentation to Academic Senate in support of Accreditation- missing evidence
\textsuperscript{112}Marvin’s SLO Letter- my plan
\textsuperscript{113}District Planning and Accreditation Committee
\textsuperscript{114}Accreditation Newsletter
\textsuperscript{115}Institutional Effectiveness
\textsuperscript{116}Board rule 6300
\textsuperscript{117}Accreditation Faculty Chair Job Description (BD has)
\textsuperscript{118}Accreditation Steering Committee
IV.B.5
The CEO assures the implementation of statutes, regulations, and governing board policies and assures that institutional practices are consistent with institutional mission and policies, including effective control of budget and expenditures.

Evidence
The President of East Los Angeles College works closely with the Chancellor and the Board of Trustees to insure that all statutes, regulations and governing board policies are implemented and consistent with the institutional mission including control of budget and expenditures.

Board Rule 6500 Article V directs the district office to act as a liaison with the colleges. This policy states, “The Chancellor shall meet with Chancellor’s Cabinet,” consisting of the college presidents and Vice Chancellors.

Board Rule 5300 defines the president’s role broadly to include oversight of statutes, regulations and control of budget.

A series of board rules reflect the commitment of the college president, working through the Chancellor and the district, to ensure compliance of various laws. A sample of such board policies that ensure compliance with state or federal statutes include:

Board Rule 4001 – Legal Counsel. “Office of General counsel shall be considered a board support unit and report to the BOT through the chancellor.”

Board Rule 4002 – Contracts with Public Agencies. This rule authorizes the Chancellor to establish the procedures to be followed pertaining to the relationship of the district to federal, state, county and city departments and to inquiries regarding federal and state laws and city and county ordinances.

Board Rule 4004 – Claims for money.

Board Rule – Outlines request to inspect public record, and procedures for maintaining public records.

Board Rule 6300 – Identifies the role of accreditation and specifies adherence to Title 5, CCR 51016.

Board Rule 101301 – Article XIII outlines adherence to Affirmative Action.
Board Rule 14000\textsuperscript{131} – Chapter XIV outlines LACCD’s guidelines for conflicts of interest in order to comply with the Political Reform Act, Government Code Section 81000.

Board Rule 18109 Chapter XVIII\textsuperscript{132} – Shared Governance Policies ensure compliance with Title 5 of Administrative Code of California sections 53200 to 53204. This policy states that the BOT delegates authority to the college president in dealings with the Academic Senate to ensure collegial consultation regarding academic and professional matters (the 10 + 1 items).

The president handles allegations of non-compliance with laws through the district counsel. Examples of discussions of such cases are found in the BOT minutes under closed session. For example, The January 28, 2015 minutes for LACCD BOT meeting\textsuperscript{133} discuss compliance with the Ralph M. Brown Act; Public Employees Employment (pursuant to government Code Section 54957); Conference with labor negotiation (pursuant to government Code Section 54957); and Public Employee Discipline/Dismissal/Release/Charges/Complaints (pursuant Government Code Section 54957). Similar legal claims are discussed at each board meeting in closed session.

The budget process at East Los Angeles College is delineated in the \textit{Governance Policy Handbook}\textsuperscript{134} and on the ELAC Budget Committee webpage under Resources.\textsuperscript{135} It specifies that the college president controls the budget.

The President leads campus dialog on a variety of laws, especially Adult Education and Student Success. The President has been an active participant with the Adult Education Consortium and created a taskforce at East Los Angeles to address AB 86.\textsuperscript{136}

\textbf{Evaluation/Analysis}

The role of the president of East Los Angeles College to ensure compliance of statutes, regulations and governing board policies and effective control of budget and expenditures and to ensure consistency with the mission is multifaceted. Following practices of good leadership, this authority is often a collective voice with participation of many entities.

Reliance on legal counsel is effectively guided through the Board of Trustees, as delegated to the president through the chancellor. A correlation between Board Rules and statutes is evident, and changes in laws are reflected in the updating of Board Rules. Coordination of the president with district counsel in legal matters works to ensure compliance.

The president’s role in ensuring institutional practices align with the College mission is iterative. The college mission and institutional practices both emanate from the president via his goals and decisions, and are carried forward to him through the collection of data and needs via the shared governance process. The ultimate decision making rests with the president; however, a certain tug and pull regarding authority over campus governance exists. Various constituencies often consult with him and present their points of view. The president faces a delicate balance between a healthy reliance on multiple inputs required in collegial consultation and needing to make courageous decisions even if they differ from others.
The college meets this standard.
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IV. B. 6
The CEO works and communicates effectively with the communities served by the institution.

Evidence
The President maintains strong ties with external partners and regularly communicates with community stakeholders to ensure that the college is perceived as accessible to students, and promises positive outcomes for anyone who engages with East Los Angeles College.

External Communication
As mentioned in his 2015 “State of the College,” communication is one of the President’s top priorities. The President oversees external communications through direct supervision of the Public Information Officer, the Graphic Designer, and Web Developer. It is the goal of these and other staff members to ensure that staff, students and external audiences are fully engaged and aware of the college’s programs and services.

The college uses multiple channels to engage the surrounding community, including:

- A website (www.elac.edu) that, in just the month of August 2015, served 200,000 individual users, and had 1.48 million page views. Nearly 28 percent of visitors have clicked through two or more pages to receive information about college events, programs and services.

- Social media platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter and YouTube, reach new audiences and consistently engage a younger, more tech-savvy audience. Because these channels are new, the number of users is small; however, they are growing by 2-3 posts
per week, and successful pages reach thousands of viewers. Strategic use of these platforms allows the college to coordinate messages across all major social media channels.

- Print media (fliers, brochures, newsletters, posters, newspaper inserts, etc.) promote the school’s services, events and activities at numerous locations on campus and throughout several communities. Feature stories about the college appear frequently in the Los Angeles Times, La Opinion and San Gabriel Valley newspapers.142
- Advertising in Chinese, Spanish and English language outlets helps the college reach new audiences and continue enrollment growth at the beginning of each semester.

Partnerships
The President maintains close contact with local businesses, schools, nonprofits and government agencies. These partnerships lead to expanded services and create new educational and employment opportunities for students. A few examples:

- GO EAST L.A. is a partnership between the Presidents of East Los Angeles College and California State University L.A. and Los Angeles Unified School District board member Monica Garcia. These CEOs demonstrated their commitment to a “college attendance culture” in East Los Angeles by touring nearby elementary, middle and high schools several times each year to promote college opportunities in the community.143
- Univision, the nation’s largest Spanish-language TV network, is one of many local media partners, The President and senior staff members appear regularly on Univision, and the campus has been the site of national programing hosted by anchor Jorge Ramos.
- The City of Monterey Park (in which the ELAC campus is located) hosts community events, town halls and workshops on campus to promote education, voting information and civic participation. Several city council meetings have been scheduled on the campus. The President’s office is instrumental in scheduling and promoting such events.

The President frequently hosts area events, receptions and meetings (several of which he chairs/is a member), including:

- Joint meeting between UCLA and ELAC faculty and staff, Fall 201
- Latino Policy Forum with State Senator (now California Secretary of State) Alex Padilla, Fall 2013
- California School Board Association Regional Conference (San Gabriel area)
- Reception for newly elected LA County Supervisor, Hilda Solis
- Investiture for Los Angeles Community College Chancellor Francisco Rodriguez
- Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities International Education Committee (President is a member.)
- Los Angeles Adult Education Consortium (President serves as Chair.)
- East Los Angeles Foundation Board, which raises money for $315,000 in scholarships annually (President is a voting member.)
- White House Asian-Pacific Initiative on Cyber-security
Meetings of Executive Latino Leadership Association (ELLA)

Keck Medical Center’s Dean’s Community Council (President is a member.)

Evaluation/Analysis

The President communicates effectively with various constituencies and communities. A recently hired Public Information Officer has improved internal and external communications, developed college branding, and leveraged new communication channels.

As new buildings are completed and more community events are sponsored on campus, the primary challenge is to avoid becoming overextended. The President envisions an Office of Communications that would provide full support to staff, faculty and administration in accomplishing the college’s mission. With increasing requests to use the college as a venue for concerts, sporting events and film production, the President must monitor community outreach and ensure that the focus is fixed on the college’s educational mission. The need for better internal communication to link students, faculty and staff with various community resources surfaced as a primary concern during accreditation meetings and surveys.

The President, through the Dean of Community Partnership and Student Equity, has initiated numerous new programs of community outreach including ELAC Live, GO ELA, and KinderCamineta. These initiatives have assisted in strong enrollment growth and better student awareness of academic and student support services as well as the establishment of positive ties with the community.

The college meets this standard.
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DISTRICT-LEVEL RESPONSES TO STANDARD IV.D SECTIONS FOR 2016 SELF-EVALUATION REPORT

Standard IV.D Multi-College Districts or Systems

Standard IV.D.1 In multi-college districts or systems, the district/system CEO provides leadership in setting and communicating expectations of educational excellence and integrity throughout the district/system and assures support for the effective operation of the colleges. Working with the colleges, the district/system CEO establishes clearly defined roles, authority and responsibility between colleges and the district/system.

The Chancellor engages employees from all nine colleges and the Educational Services Center (ESC) to work together towards educational excellence and integrity. Through his leadership and communication, the Chancellor has helped establish clear roles, authority and responsibility between the colleges and the District that support the effective operation of the colleges.

Evidence of Meeting the Standard

CEO Leadership

a. The Chancellor demonstrates leadership in setting and communicating expectations for educational excellence and integrity through his participation in various faculty, staff, and student events at the nine colleges and the Educational Services Center. He shares his expectations for educational excellence and integrity through his columns in two District quarterly newsletters: Synergy and Accreditation 2016. Both newsletters are disseminated to District employees through email, posted on the District’s website and distributed at campus and District meetings. The Chancellor’s newsletter columns focus on his vision and expectations for educational excellence and integrity, support for effective college operations, and his expectation for all employees to engage in and support District and college accreditation activities. (IV.D.1-1 Synergy newsletters 2014-2015); (IV.D.1-2 District Accreditation newsletters, 2014-2015)

b. The Chancellor exhibits leadership at his regular monthly meetings with both the Chancellor’s Cabinet (senior District administrators and college presidents), as well as the Presidents Council, where he communicates his expectations, reviews and discusses roles, authority, and responsibility between colleges and the District, and assures support for the effective operation of the colleges. In general, Cabinet meetings address operational effectiveness and alignment between the District office and the colleges, while the Presidents Council focuses on overall District policy and direction and specific college needs and support. (IV.D.1-3 Chancellor Cabinet agendas); (IV.D.1-4 Presidents Council agendas)

c. The Chancellor conducts regular retreats with the Cabinet to facilitate collaboration, foster leadership, and instill team building and mutual support. These retreats also provide the Chancellor with a forum to clearly communicate his expectations of educational excellence
and integrity with his executive staff and college presidents. (IV.D.1-5 Chancellor retreat agendas, 2014)

d. The Chancellor communicates his expectations of educational excellence and integrity during the selection and evaluation process for college presidents. The Chancellor holds presidents to clearly articulated standards for student success, educational excellence, and financial sustainability. He emphasizes educational excellence and integrity in their annual evaluations, goal-setting for the upcoming year, and review of their self-evaluations (see Standard IV.D.4). The Chancellor assures support for effective operation of the colleges when meeting individually with each college president on a regular basis to discuss progress on their annual goals and any concerns, needs, and opportunities for their individual campus. (IV.D.1-6 WLAC College President Job Description, 2015)

e. The Chancellor communicates his expectations for educational excellence and integrity with faculty through regular consultation with the 10-member Executive Committee of the District Academic Senate (DAS). Meetings address academic and professional matters, including policy development, student preparation and success, District and college governance structures, and faculty professional development activities. The Chancellor also addresses educational excellence, integrity and support for college operations with faculty, staff and administrators through consistent attendance at Academic Senate’s annual summits. (IV.D.1-7 Agendas from DAS Consultation Meetings with Chancellor, 2014-2015); (IV.D.1-8 Agendas from DAS Summits, 2013-2015); (IV.D.1-9 DAS Academically Speaking newsletter, Fall 2015)

f. The Chancellor assures support for the effective operation of the colleges through his annual Budget Recommendations to the District Budget Committee and the Board of Trustees. His most recent actions ensured the distribution of $57.67M from the State Mandate Reimbursement Fund and alignment of expenditures with the District’s Strategic Plan goals. (IV.D.1-10 DBC Minutes, 7/15/15 & 8/13/14); (IV.D.1-11 Chancellor Budget Recs, 8/26/15)

g. In instances of presidential vacancies, the Chancellor meets with college faculty and staff leadership to discuss interim president options. Most recently, he met with West Los Angeles College leadership and accepted their recommendation for interim president, prioritizing college stability and support for effective operations in his decision-making process. (IV.D.1-12 WLAC Press Release announcing interim President, 6/25/15)

Clear Roles, Authority and Responsibility

h. The Los Angeles Community College District participated in the ACCJC’s multi-college pilot program in 1999, and has continuously worked since that time to ensure compliance with this standard. In 2009, ACCJC visiting teams agreed that the District made great strides in developing a functional map that delineates college and district roles, and encouraged it to further “…develop and implement methods for the evaluation of role delineation and
governance and decision-making structures and processes for the college and the district [as well as] widely communicate the results of the evaluation and use those results as the basis for improvement.” In response, the District renewed its dedication to, and focuses on, these activities. (IV.D.1-13 ELAC Accreditation Evaluation Report, March 23-26, 2009, p. 6-7)

i. In October 2008, the Board of Trustees approved the first District/college Functional Area maps, which clarified the structure of District administrative offices and their relationship to the colleges, aligned District administrative functions with accreditation standards, and specified outcome measures appropriate to each function identified. (IV.D.1-14 LACCD District/College Functional Area map, 2008)

j. In March 2010, the Board of Trustees approved an initial Governance and Functions Handbook, which expanded upon the previous District/College Functional Area maps to more clearly define District and college responsibilities and authority along accreditation standards. This was the culmination of a two-year project led by the District Planning Committee (DPC), which engaged faculty, staff, administrators and student leaders in this update. During this process, all administrative units in the Educational Service Center (ESC) updated their earlier functional descriptions and outcomes. Over 50 Districtwide committee and council descriptions were also updated to a uniform standard. Functional Area maps were expanded to clarify policy formulation processes, roles and responsibilities of stakeholder groups, and the handbook evaluation process was defined. (IV.D.1-15 LACCD Governance and Functions Handbook, 2010); (IV.D.1-16 Committee Description template); (IV.D.1-17 College governance handbook template)

k. In 2013, the 2010 Governance Handbook underwent an internal review by the Educational Programs and Institutional Effectiveness (EPIE) division to ensure it matched current processes, organizational charts, and personnel. As of August 2015, the Handbook is being updated under the guidance of the District Planning and Accreditation Committee (DPAC) and the EPIE division. (IV.D.1-18 LACCD Governance and Functions Handbook, 2013)

l. In Fall 2014, all ESC administrative units began a new program review process. Each of the eight administrative divisions developed unit plans and updated their unit descriptions and functional maps. Individual unit plans, along with measurable Service Area Outcomes (SAOs), replaced the previous District Office Service Outcomes (DOSOs) performance objectives (see Standard IV.D.2). Existing Functional Area maps were also reviewed and updated by the ESC administrative units. The content for District and college responsibilities is currently being reviewed by the colleges, the Executive Administrative Councils and other stakeholders (see Standard IV.D.2). (IV.D.1-19 ESC 2014 Program Reviews); (IV.D.1-20 Draft Functional Area maps 2015)

m. With the endorsement of the Chancellor and support from the District’s Educational Programs and Institutional Effectiveness (EPIE) division, the District Planning and Accreditation Committee (DPAC) began reviewing and updating the District Governance
and Functions Handbook in June 2014. With DPAC’s leadership, the handbook will be reviewed and approved by representatives from the nine colleges and the ESC and submitted to the Board of Trustees for review and approval during the Fall 2015 semester. (IV.D.1-21 LACCD Governance and Functions Handbook, 2015)

n. In late 2009, the District began planning for a new Student Information System (SIS), currently scheduled to go live in Fall 2017. During the initial phase, faculty, staff, and students mapped over 275 business processes, in which the functions, roles, responsibilities and the division of labor between colleges and the ESC were clarified, and in some instances, redefined. Business processes continue to be updated and refined as the SIS project moves through its various implementation phases. (IV.D.1-22 SIS maps)

Analysis and Evaluation

The Chancellor communicates his expectations for educational excellence and integrity and support for effective college operations through regular meetings, electronic communications, college activities and faculty events across the District, and civic engagement throughout the region to bolster the goals and mission of the District.

The Chancellor and his executive team led the ESC’s revised program review processes, which resulted in updated Functional Area maps, clarification of District and the colleges’ roles and responsibilities, and identification of service gaps between college and District functions.

Update of the District’s Governance and Functions Handbook as part of the District’s regular review and planning cycle, will further strengthen its usefulness in providing clear roles, responsibilities, and authority for employees and stakeholders across the District. The District meets this Standard.

Evidence List for Standard IV.D.1

IV.D.1-1 – District newsletters 2014-2015
IV.D.1-3 – Chancellor’s Cabinet agendas
IV.D.1-4 – Presidents Council agendas, 2012-2015
IV.D.1-5 – Chancellor cabinet retreat agendas, 2014
IV.D.1-6 – WLAC college president Job Description, 2015
IV.D.1-7 – Agendas from DAS Consultation Meetings with Chancellor, 2014-2015
IV.D.1-8 – Agendas from DAS Summits, 2007-2015
IV.D.1-9 – DAS Academically Speaking newsletter, Fall 2015
IV.D.1-10 – DBC Minutes, 7/15/15 and 8/13/14
IV.D.1-11 – Chancellor Budget Recommendations, 8/26/15
IV.D.1-12 – WLAC Interim President Press Release, 6/25/15
IV.D.1-14 – District/College Functional map, 2008
Standard IV.D.2 The district/system CEO clearly delineates, documents, and communicates the operational responsibilities and functions of the district/system from those of the colleges and consistently adheres to this delineation in practice. The district/system CEO ensures that the colleges receive effective and adequate district/system provided services to support the colleges in achieving their missions. Where a district/system has responsibility for resources, allocation of resources, and planning, it is evaluated against the Standards, and its performance is reflected in the accredited status of the institution.

During the District’s early years, operations of the District Office (now known as the Educational Services Center) were highly centralized, and many college decisions related to finance and budget, capital projects, hiring, payroll and contracts were made “downtown.” Operations were subsequently decentralized and functions delineated, and the District continues to evaluate these delineations on an ongoing basis.

Evidence of Meeting the Standard

a. In 1998, the Board of Trustees adopted a policy of partial administrative decentralization. Colleges were given autonomy and authority for local decision-making to streamline administrative processes, encourage innovation, and hold college decision-makers more accountable to the local communities they serve. Since that time, the District has continued to review and evaluate the delineation of responsibilities between the colleges and the Educational Services Center. (IV.D.2-1 1998 decentralization policy)

Delineation of Responsibilities and Functions

b. Functional Area maps detail the division of responsibilities and functions between the colleges and the Educational Services Center (ESC), as well as Districtwide decision-making and planning (see Standard IV.D.1). The District developed its first functional maps in 2008, and they have been widely communicated and regularly updated since that time. In Fall 2014, the Chancellor directed all ESC units to review and update their Functional Area maps to accurately reflect current processes, roles, and responsibilities as part of a comprehensive program review process (see Standard IV.D.1). Revised maps are currently under review by all colleges, the Executive Administrative Councils, and major stakeholders across the
District. The Chancellor engages the college presidents and the cabinet in the discussion and review of the Functional Area maps. The Functional Area maps will be finalized in Fall 2015. (IV.D.2-2 District Functional Area maps, 2015); (IV.D.2-3 Functional Area map review request email)

**Effective and Adequate District Services**

c. The Chancellor directs the Educational Services Center staff to ensure the delivery of effective and adequate District services to support the colleges’ missions. Services are organized into the following units: (1) Office of the Deputy Chancellor; (2) Educational Programs and Institutional Effectiveness; (3) Economic and Workforce Development; (4) Chief Financial Officer/Treasurer; (5) Facilities Planning and Development; (6) Human Resources; (7) Office of the General Counsel; and (8) the Personnel Commission. (IV.D.2-4 2013 LACCD Governance and Functions Handbook, p. 51-57)

- **The Office of the Deputy Chancellor** includes ADA training and compliance; Business Services, including operations, contracts, procurement and purchasing; Information Technology, including the District data center, system-wide applications, hardware and security, and Diversity Programs, which includes compliance and reporting.

- **Educational Programs and Institutional Effectiveness (EPIE)** coordinates District-level strategic planning, accreditation, research, and attendance accounting reporting, as well as Districtwide educational and student services initiatives, maintains course and program databases, and supports the Student Trustee and the Students Affairs Committees.

- **Economic and Workforce Development** facilitates development of career technical education programs, works with regional businesses to identify training opportunities, collaborates with public and private agencies to secure funding, and keeps colleges informed of state and national issues affecting CTE programs.

- **Chief Financial Officer/Treasurer** serves as the financial advisor to the Board and the Chancellor. Budget Management and Analysis develops revenue projections, manages funding and allocations, and ensures college compliance and reporting. The Accounting Office is responsible for District accounting, fiscal reporting, accounts payable, payroll, and student financial aid administration. Internal Audit oversees internal controls and manages the LACCD Whistleblower hotline.

- **Facilities Planning and Development** is responsible for the long-term planning, management, and oversight of capital improvement and bond projects, as well as for working collaboratively with college administrators to identify creative, cost-effective solutions to facility challenges.
• **Human Resources** assists colleges with the recruitment and hiring of academic personnel, the hiring of classified staff, and managing employee performance and discipline. It also conducts collective bargaining, develops HR guides, administers the Wellness Program, and oversees staff development.

• **The Office of the General Counsel** provides legal services to the Board of Trustees and District employees, including: litigation, contracting, Conflict of Interest filings, and Board Rule and administrative regulations review. It also responds to Public Records Act requests.

• **The Personnel Commission** is responsible for establishing and maintaining a job and salary classification plan for the classified service; administering examinations and establishing eligibility lists, and conducting appeal hearings on administrative actions, including demotions, suspensions, and dismissals.

*Evaluation of District Services*

d. Beginning in 2008, each ESC service area unit evaluated its own District Office Service Outcomes (DOSOs) as part of unit planning. In Fall 2014, the Chancellor directed the Educational Services Center to implement a comprehensive program review to expand DOSOs into a data driven evaluation process in support of the colleges. (IV.D.2-5 DOSO evaluations, 2008-2009); (IV.D.2-6 DOSO evaluations 2011-2012)

e. Each unit participated in a series of workshops on conducting a program review, led by an external consultant. Units identified and documented their core services, then created projected outcomes. Resulting Service Area Outcomes (SAOs) were based on Districtwide needs and priorities, with clear links to district-level goals. The program review process requires each unit to consider its main contributions to the colleges’ missions, goals, effectiveness, and/or student achievement or learning. Simultaneously, the ESC moved towards adopting an online program review system, currently in use at two of the District’s colleges. (IV.D.2-7 Fall 2014 Accreditation Newsletter “ESC Begins Revitalized Program Review Cycle”); (IV.D.2-8 Program Review workshop agendas, 2014); (IV.D.2-9 Program Review Template, 2014)

f. An Educational Services Center user survey was created to solicit college user feedback in support of the program review process. Common questions were developed for all units, with individual units having the ability to customize supplemental questions specific to their college users. Over 21 user groups, including services managers, deans, directors, vice presidents, and presidents participated in the survey over a period of five weeks. (IV.D.2-10 2014 ESC Services Surveys)

g. As of this writing, all ESC divisions have completed one cycle of program review. Analysis of the ESC Services Survey was disaggregated and used to identify areas of strength and weakness. Units received feedback on the effectiveness of their services and suggestions for
improvement. Results also included comparison data between different units within the ESC in order to provide a baseline for overall effectiveness. Units with identified areas for improvement set in place plans to remediate their services and strengthen support to the colleges in achieving their missions. The Board received a presentation on the status of the ESC Program Review process in Spring 2015. The Institutional Effectiveness (IE) unit has since developed a program review manual for the ongoing implementation of program review at the ESC. (IV.D.2-11 2014 ESC Services Survey Analyses); (IV.D.2-12 Program Review Update PPT, 2/20/15); (IV.D.2-13 Draft ESC Program Review Manual, 10/1/15)

Allocation of Resources

h. The District revised its Budget Allocation policies in June 2012 and its Financial Accountability policies in October 2013. Together, these policies set standards for support of college educational mission and goals, providing a framework for them to meet the requirements of Standard III.D. Policies hold colleges accountable for meeting fiscal stability standards, while also allowing a framework within which colleges can request additional financial support in instances of situational deficits. There is a clear process whereby colleges can request debt deferment or additional funds, and self-assessments and detailed recovery plans are required before receiving approval of such resources. The District and Board continue to evaluate these policies (see Standard III.D.3) and revise them as needed to support college fiscal stability. (IV.D.2-14 Budget Allocation Mechanism, 2012); (IV.D.2-15 Financial Accountability Measures, 2013); (IV.D.2-16 ECDBC recommendation on LAHC deferral request, 6/10/15); (IV.D.2-17 LAHC Debt Referral Request PPT to BFC, 9/16/15)

Analysis and Evaluation

The District is comprised of nine individual colleges of vastly different sizes, needs and student populations. The Educational Services Center strives to continuously delineate its functions and operational responsibilities to support colleges in achieving their missions. Adequacy and effectiveness of District services are evaluated through program review and user satisfaction surveys. Through the implementation of its comprehensive program review process, the EPIE division discovered that its user surveys did not adequately evaluate the District and colleges’ adherence to their specified roles and functions. In response, questions related specifically to this issue will be included in the 2016-2017 cycle of the Districtwide governance and decision-making survey. Revisions to the program review system and assignment of specific staff will ensure ongoing evaluations are systematized and data driven, and that the results are used for integrated planning and the improvement of ESC services.

The District continues to evaluate its resource allocation and financial accountability policies to ensure colleges receive adequate support and are able to meet accreditation standards related to financial resources and stability. The District meets this Standard.

Evidence List for Standard IV.D.2
Standard IV.D.3 The district/system has a policy for allocation and reallocation of resources that are adequate to support the effective operations and sustainability of the colleges and district/system. The district/system CEO ensures effective control of expenditures.

The District has well-established resource allocation policies that support the effective operations and sustainability of the colleges and District. These policies are regularly evaluated. Under the leadership of the Chancellor, college presidents, administrators and faculty leaders work together to ensure effective control of expenditures and the financial sustainability of the colleges and District.

Evidence of Meeting the Standard

Allocation and Reallocation of Resources

a. The District Budget Committee (DBC) provides leadership on District-level budget policies. Membership includes all nine college presidents, the District Academic Senate, and collective bargaining unit representatives. Its charge is to: (1) formulate recommendations to the Chancellor for budget planning policies consistent with the District Strategic Plan; (2) review the District budget and make recommendations to the Chancellor, and (3) review quarterly District financial conditions. (IV.D.3-1 DBC webpage screenshot, 8/2015)
b. In 2007, the District instituted a budget allocation policy which paralleled the SB 361 State budget formula. Funds are distributed to the colleges on a credit and noncredit FTES basis, with an assessment to pay for centralized accounts, District services, and set-aside for contingency reserves. In an attempt at parity, districtwide assessments were changed from a percentage of college revenue, to a cost per FTES basis, and the small colleges (Harbor, Mission, Southwest and West) received a differential to offset their proportionately-higher operational expenses. *(IV.D.3-2 BOT Agenda, BF2, 2/7/07 SB 361 Budget Allocation Model)*

c. In 2008, the Fiscal Policy and Review Committee (FPRC) was created to address ongoing college budget difficulties and to consider new approaches for improving their fiscal stability. The FPRC and the DBC reviewed their roles and, in Spring 2011, the FPRC was renamed the Executive Committee of the DBC (ECDBC). The charges for both committees were revised to ensure that budget planning policies were consistent with the District Strategic Plan. *(IV.D.3-3 DBC minutes 5/18/11)*

d. Also in 2011, the District undertook a full review of its budget allocation formula and policies, including base allocations, use of ending balances, assessments for District operations, growth targets, and college deficit repayment. A review of other multi-college district budget models and policies was also conducted. The resulting recommendations were to adopt a model with a minimum base funding. The model had two phases:
- Phase I increased colleges’ basic allocation to include minimum administrative staffing and maintenance and operations (M&O) costs
- Phase II called for further study in the areas of identifying college needs (including M&O), providing funding for colleges to deliver equitable access for students, and ensuring colleges are provided with sufficient funding to maintain quality instruction and student services. *(IV.D.3-4 ECDBC Budget Allocation Model Recommendation, Jan 2012)*

e. The Board of Trustees adopted an updated Budget Allocation policy on June 13, 2012. An evaluation of the policy was completed in late 2014, and additional policy recommendations were forwarded. *(IV.D.3-5 BOT Agenda, BF4, Budget Allocation model amendment, 6/13/12); (IV.D.3-6 District Budget Allocation Evaluation)*

f. The Board adopted new District Financial Accountability policies on October 9, 2013 to ensure colleges operate efficiently. These policies called for early identification and resolution of operating deficits required each college to set aside a one percent reserve, and tied college presidents’ performance and evaluation to college budgeting and spending. The Board’s Budget and Finance Committee regularly monitors colleges’ costs per FTES and deficits. *(IV.D.3-7 BOT agenda BF4, Financial Accountability Measures, 10/9/13); (IV.D.3-8 BFC agenda, minutes and handouts on Costs per FTES, 10/8/14)*

g. The District’s adherence to the State-recommended minimum 5% reserve has ensured its continued fiscal sustainability. In June 2012, the Board’s Finance and Audit Committee (now
known as the Budget and Finance Committee) directed the CFO to set aside a 5% general reserve and an additional 5% contingency reserve to ensure ongoing District and college operational support. (IV.D.3-9 FAC meeting minutes 6/13/12)

**Effective Control Mechanisms**

h. The District has established effective policies and mechanisms to control expenditures. Each month, enrollment updates and college monthly projections are reported (see Standard IV.D.1). The Chancellor and college presidents work together in effectively managing cash flow, income and expenditures responsibly to maintain fiscal stability. (IV.D.3-10 2014-15 Quarterly Projections)

i. College and District financial status is routinely reported to and reviewed by the Board of Trustees, along with college quarterly financial status reports, attendance accounting reports, and internal audit reports (see Standard III.D.5).

j. The District provides comprehensive budget and financial oversight, including an annual finance and budget report (CCFS-311), a final budget, an annual financial audit, a bond financial audit report, a performance audit of bond construction programs, year-end balance and open order reports, full-time Faculty Obligation Number (FON) reports and targets, enrollment projections, and year-to-year comparisons with enrollment targets (see Standard III.D.5).

k. Each college president is responsible for the management of his or her college’s budget and ensures appropriate processes for budget development and effective utilization of financial resources in support of his/her college’s mission (see Standard IV.D.2). (IV.D.3-7 BOT agenda, BF4, Financial Accountability Measures, 10/9/13)

**Analysis and Evaluation**

The District has a long history of financial solvency. Colleges follow standards of good practice that include the development of an annual financial plan, quarterly status reports, set-aside for reserves, and the obligation to maintain a balanced budget. Through its effective control of expenditures, the District has consistently ended the fiscal year with a positive balance. The higher levels of reserves have allowed the District to minimize the impact of cuts to college operations resulting from the State’s recent financial crisis. The District meets this Standard.

**Evidence List for Standard IV.D.3**

IV.D.3-1 – DBC webpage screenshot, August 2015
IV.D.3-2 – BOT agenda, BF2, 2/7/07 SB 361 Budget Allocation Model
IV.D.3-3 – DBC minutes 5/18/11
IV.D.3-4 – ECDBC Budget Allocation Model Recommendation, Jan 2012
Standard IV.D.4 The CEO of the district or system delegates full responsibility and authority to the CEOs of the colleges to implement and administer delegated district/system policies without interference and holds college CEO’s accountable for the operation of the colleges.

The Chancellor delegates full responsibility and authority to the college presidents and supports them in implementing District policies at their respective colleges. College presidents are held accountable for their college’s performance by the Chancellor, the Board, and the communities they serve.

Evidence of Meeting the Standard

a. College presidents have full responsibility and authority to conduct their work without interference from the Chancellor (see Standard IV.C.3). College presidents have full authority in the selection and evaluation of their staff and management team. (IV.D.4-1 HR Guide R-110 Academic Administrator Selection, 7/31/15)

b. The framework for CEO accountability is established through annual goal-setting between the Chancellor and each college president. College presidents then complete a yearly self-evaluation based on their established goals. At least every three years (or sooner if requested), presidents undergo a comprehensive evaluation, which includes an evaluation committee, peer input, and, if needed, recommendations for improvement. Unsatisfactory evaluations may result in suspension, reassignment, or dismissal. Evaluations are reviewed with the Board of Trustees in closed session. (IV.D.4-2 College president Self Evaluation packet); (IV.D.4-3 BOT agendas w/President evaluations, 2011-2014)

c. In October 2013, the Board adopted fiscal accountability measures which explicitly hold college presidents responsible to the Chancellor for their budgets, ensuring that they maintain “a balanced budget, as well as the efficient and effective utilization of financial resources.” These measures also require that the Chancellor “…review the college’s fiscal affairs and enrollment management practices as part of the college president’s annual performance evaluation…[and] report to the Board of Trustees any significant deficiencies and take corrective measures to resolve the deficiencies up to and including the possible reassignment or non-renewal of the college president’s contract.” (IV.D.4-4 BOT Agenda BF2, 10/9/13)

d. The role of the Chancellor, as well as that of the presidents and the levels of authority within, is clearly delineated in the LACCD Functional Area maps, which explicitly state “…the
Chancellor bears responsibility and is fully accountable for all operations, programs, and services provided in the name of the district... The Chancellor delegates appropriate authority to the college presidents and holds them accountable for the operations and programs offered at District colleges.” Functional Area maps are regularly reviewed and updated, and published in the Governance and Functions Handbook and on the District website. (IV.D.4-5 Chancellor Functional Area map, 2015)

Analysis and Evaluation

The Chancellor delegates full authority and responsibility to the college presidents to implement District policies without interference. College presidents serve as the chief executives and educational leaders of their respective colleges. They ensure the quality and integrity of programs and services, accreditation status, and fiscal sustainability of their colleges. The District meets this Standard.

Evidence List for Standard IV.D.4

IV.D.4-1 – HR Guide R-110 Academic Administrator Selection, 7/31/15
IV.D.4-2 – College president Self Evaluation packet
IV.D.4-3 – BOT agendas w/President evaluations, 2011-2014
IV.D.4-4 – BOT agenda BF2, 10/9/13
IV.D.4-5 – Chancellor Functional Area map, 2015

Standard IV.D.5 District/system planning and evaluation are integrated with college planning and evaluation to improve student learning and achievement and institutional effectiveness.

College strategic plans are integrated with the District Strategic Plan (DSP), Vision 2017, through alignment of goals between the two. Colleges develop goals for their strategic and educational master plans during their internal planning process, and reconcile alignment with the District Strategic Plan on an annual basis. The structure of the DSP allows colleges to maintain autonomy and responsibility for implementing the goals and objectives of the District plan, based on their local conditions and institutional priorities. (IV.D.5-1 District Strategic Plan: Vision 2017, 2/6/13)

Evidence of Meeting the Standard

District Strategic Plan, Planning Integration

a. LACCD has established district-level integrated processes for strategic, financial, facilities and technology planning. These processes provide a coherent framework for district-college planning integration with the goal of promoting student learning and achievement. The District’s Integrated Planning Manual is currently being updated by the District Planning and
Accreditation Committee (DPAC) and the District’s Educational Programs and Institutional Effectiveness (EPIE) division and will be reviewed and approved by the colleges and Board of Trustees in Fall 2015. *(IV.D.5-2 LACCD Integrated Planning Manual, 2015)*

b. DSP measures were developed for each college, and the District as a whole, to create a uniform methodology and data sources. Colleges compare their progress against the District as a whole using the most recent three year timeframe as the point of reference. Colleges assess progress and establish targets to advance both local and District objectives. Colleges’ annual assessments are reported to the Board of Trustees using a standard format, allowing for an apples-to-apples Districtwide discussion. *(IV.D.5-3 college effectiveness report template); (IV.D.5-4 IESS cmte agenda on IE rpts)*

c. College institutional effectiveness reports inform the Board of Trustees on the advancement of District goals which, in turn, informs the Board’s annual goal setting process and shapes future college and District planning priorities. The District Strategic Plan is reviewed at the mid-point of the planning cycle, and a final review is conducted in the last year of the cycle. *(IV.D.5-5 BOT agenda, Annual Board Leadership & Planning Session, 8/19/15); (IV.D.5-6 DPAC agenda 6/26/15); (IV.D.5-7 DPAC agenda, 8/28/15)*

d. The District Technology Plan created a framework of goals and a set of actions to guide Districtwide technology planning. The District Technology Implementation Plan established measures and prioritized deployment of technology solutions in consideration of available resources. The District Technology Plan promotes the integration of technology planning across the colleges by establishing a common framework for college technology planning. *(IV.D.5-8 District Technology Strategic Plan, 3/9/11); (IV.D.5-9 District Technology Implementation Plan, 3/21/13)*

e. District-college integration also occurs during operational planning for districtwide initiatives. Examples include joint marketing and recruitment activities, implementation of the Student Success and Support Program, Student Equity Plans, and the new student information system. These initiatives involve extensive college-district collaboration, coordination with centralized District service units, and interaction with an array of District-level committees. *(IV.D.5-10 SSSP New DECSvc Categories PPT, 2014); (IV.D.5-11 SSSP Counselor DEC Trng PPT, 2014); (IV.D.5-12 SSI Steering Committee Minutes, 8/22/14); (IV.D.5-13 SIS Fit-Gap agendas, 2013)*

f. Planning is integrated with resource allocation at the District level through annual enrollment growth planning and the budget review process. The individual colleges, and the District as a whole, develop enrollment growth and budget projections and confer on a quarterly basis to reconcile and update enrollment, revenue, and cost projections. Updated projections are regularly reported to the District Budget Committee and the Board’s Budget and Finance Committee. This high-level linkage of enrollment planning and resource allocation provides a framework for the District budget process. *(IV.D.5-14 Quarterly College FTES meetings,)*
Planning Evaluation

g. Various mechanisms are used to evaluate the effectiveness of college-district integrated planning:
   - The Biennial District Governance and Decision-Making Survey assesses budget development and resource allocation, enrollment management, and FTES and facilities planning (see Standard IV.D.7).
   - District-level planning and policy committees assess their effectiveness through an annual committee self-evaluation process (see Standard IV.D.1).
   - The ESC Program Review process assesses performance and outcomes through an annual User Survey and information specific to each service unit (see Standard IV.D.2).
   - Evaluation of District-level plans includes both an analysis of plan outcomes and a review of plan currency, relevancy, and alignment with external accountability initiatives; e.g., the Student Success Scorecard and the Statewide Institutional Effectiveness Partnership Initiative. (IV.D.5-18 DPAC agendas, June-Aug 2015); (IV.D.5-19 BOT Agenda, Student Success Scorecard presentation, 9/2/15); (IV.D.5-20 IEPI 2015-16 Goals Framework, 5/27/15)

Evaluation and Analysis

The District has established mechanisms for integrated District-level strategic and operational plans. This integration involves collaboration and cooperation between colleges, the ESC service units, and District-level shared governance and administrative committees. Assessment mechanisms include direct assessment of governance and decision-making, governance committee self-evaluation, ESC program review, and review of District-level plans.

Even with the institutionalization of these processes, the size and complexity of the LACCD presents challenges to integrated planning and evaluation. Self-examination has revealed gaps in adherence to evaluation timelines and the need for more systematic and consistent evaluation processes and alignment across plans. The District, primarily through its Educational Programs and Institutional Effectiveness (EPIE) division, continues to work on strengthening and expanding these mechanisms to improve the effectiveness of District-college integrated planning in promoting student learning and achievements.

To this end, the District Planning and Accreditation Committee has revised and strengthened its charter and has undertaken a review of all governance evaluations, as well as mid-term review of the District Strategic Plan. The Institutional Effectiveness (IE) unit has created an integrated planning manual for Districtwide plans with timelines and timeframes that set a synchronized reporting cycle. The updated evaluation and reporting framework will be institutionalized in the District Governance and Functions Handbook, codifying commitment to more coordinated planning on a districtwide basis. The District meets this Standard.
Evidence List for Standard IV.D.5

IV.D.5-3 – College Effectiveness Report template
IV.D.5-4 – IESS Committee agendas on IE report approval, 2012-2015
IV.D.5-5 – BOT agenda, Annual Board Leadership & Planning Session, 8/19/15
IV.D.5-6 – DPAC agenda, 6/26/15
IV.D.5-7 – DPAC agenda, 8/28/15
IV.D.5-8 – District Technology Strategic Plan, 3/9/11
IV.D.5-9 – District Technology Implementation Plan, March, 3/21/13
IV.D.5-10 – SSSP new DEC service categories PowerPoint, 2014
IV.D.5-11 – SSSP Counselor Training PowerPoint, 2014
IV.D.5-12 – SSI Steering Committee Minutes, 8/22/14
IV.D.5-13 – SIS Fit-Gap agendas, 2013
IV.D.5-14 – Quarterly College FTES meetings, 2014-2015
IV.D.5-15 – Quarterly enrollment report to DBC, 5/20/15
IV.D.5-16 – Quarterly enrollment report to BFC, 9/16/15
IV.D.5-17 – Budget Allocation Model, 2012 amendment
IV.D.5-18 – DPAC minutes, June-Aug 2015
IV.D.5-19 – BOT Agenda 9/2/15

Standard IV.D.6 Communication between colleges and districts/systems ensures effective operations of the colleges and should be timely, accurate, and complete in order for the colleges to make decisions effectively.

The District has numerous councils and committees which meet regularly to share best practices and to ensure an effective flow of information between the colleges and the Educational Services Center (ESC). Additionally, a number of standing monthly reports and updates are sent electronically to established District employee list serves.

Evidence of Meeting the Standard

a. In total, the District has 46 districtwide councils, committees, and consultative bodies in which District and college administrative staff, faculty, classified staff, and students regularly participate. All councils and committees maintain agendas and meeting summaries/minutes on either the District website (public) or on the District intranet. (IV.D.6-1 Screenshot of District Intranet of Councils and Committees)

b. **Seven Districtwide Executive Administrative Councils** meet monthly: (1) Chancellor’s Cabinet, (2) Council of Academic Affairs, (3) Council of Student Services, (4) District
Administrative Council, (5) Executive Committee of the District Budget Committee (ECDBC), (6) Human Resources Council; and (7) the Sheriff’s Oversight Committee. (IV.D.6-2 Districtwide Executive Administrative Councils 2015 update)

c. The Councils of Academic Affairs, Student Services, and the District Administrative Council are responsible for the review and study of districtwide instructional, student services, and administrative operational and programmatic issues. Executive Administrative Council members are predominantly senior ESC administrators, college presidents and college vice presidents. All councils report to either the Chancellor directly or to the Chancellor’s Cabinet. Meeting agendas and minutes are distributed to Council members in advance of meetings. Meeting schedules are set each July for the upcoming year, and generally rotate between colleges and the ESC. (IV.D.6-3 Chancellor’s Directive 70)

d. Four District-level Governance Committees meet monthly: (1) District Planning and Accreditation Committee (DPAC); (2) District Budget Committee (DBC); (3) Joint Labor Management Benefits Committee (JLMBC); and (4) the Technology Planning and Policy Committee (TPPC). Committee members encompass a broad range of college faculty, college researchers, and college deans, with representatives from the unions, college presidents, college vice presidents, and ESC senior administrators. These committees typically consult with one or more Executive Administrative Council and report to either the Chancellor or to the Chancellor’s Cabinet. (IV.D.6-4 District-level Governance committee 2015 update)

e. In 2013, the governance committees agreed to a common format for their webpages. Each committee’s webpage contains a brief description of its function, committee charge, who it reports to, who it consults with, chairs, membership, meeting information, and resources. Results of the District-wide Governance Committee Self Evaluation as well as meeting agendas, minutes, and resource documents are posted on the webpage, which is accessible to the public. (IV.D.6-5 District-level Governance Committee webpage screenshot)

c. Sixteen Operational Committees meet monthly, or on a per-semester basis. These Committees are structured by subject/function area and coordinate with one of the Executive Administrative management councils. Committee members are largely faculty, program directors, researchers, and college deans, with representatives from the three Executive Administrative management councils and ESC senior administrative staff. Meeting agendas and minutes are emailed to committee members in advance of each meeting. (IV.D.6-6 District Coordinating Committees 2015 update); (IV.D-7 Email report to list serve, 2015)

d. Five Academic Initiative Committees coordinate Districtwide academic programs. These committees are primarily led by faculty, but also include administrators and classified staff. These committees focus on broader goals in various areas, including labor issues, articulation, transfer, and student success. (IV.D-8 District Academic Initiative Committees, 2015 update)
e. Information Technology maintains **78 active list serves.** These list serves include the Districtwide consultative bodies, administrative councils, and operational committees as well as subject-specific groups such as articulation officers, curriculum chairs, counselors, and IT managers. Each list serve has a coordinator/owner charged with maintaining an accurate list of members. (IV.D.6-9 District List serve list)

f. In accordance with the Brown Act, all agendas and informational documents for Board of Trustee meetings are posted in the lobby at the ESC and on the District website. They are also distributed electronically to college presidents, college vice presidents, college and the District Academic Senate presidents, and bargaining unit representatives. (IV.D.6-10 sample BOT agenda email)

g. Policy changes are communicated by the Office of General Counsel (OGC), which disseminates memos informing campuses and constituency groups of approved changes to Board Rules and Administrative Regulations. These updates are also posted on the District’s website. (IV.D.6-11 OGC Board Rule & Admin Reg Revision Notices, July-August 2015)

h. The Chancellor, Board of Trustees, and select ESC divisions and programs issue regular bulletins and newsletters, disseminating information on programs, accreditation, budget updates, success stories, and employee benefits. Additionally, the District Student Information System (SIS) project team has conducted forums at each college, informing all employees about the development and roll-out of the District’s new student records system. (IV.D.6-12 LACCD newsletters); (IV.D.6-13 Chancellor bulletins); (IV.D.6-14 Accreditation newsletters); (IV.D.6-15 Diversity newsletters); (IV.D.6-16 SIS newsletters); (IV.D.6-17 Wellness newsletters); (IV.D.6-18 Bond Program newsletters); (IV.D.6-19 SIS forum PowerPoint)

i. The Chancellor keeps the Board of Trustees, college presidents, and senior administrators abreast of Trustee matters, college/District updates and activities, legislative/public affairs updates, and community events through his weekly reports. Items often include updates on Chancellor and Board actions regarding college operations and stability. (IV.D.6-20 Chancellor weekly email updates)

j. The District Academic Senate (DAS) represents the faculty of the District in all academic and professional matters. In this capacity, the President and Executive Committee regularly inform faculty of District policy discussions and decisions related to educational quality, student achievement, and the effective operation of colleges. (IV.D.6-21 DAS Communication, 2014-15)

k. In 2011, District Information Technology (IT) undertook a complete redesign of the District website. The updated website, which allows each division/unit in the ESC to manage its own content, launched in Fall 2012. In 2013, the District updated its public interface and in
December 2014, the District upgraded its internal software systems to better support the online needs of the District. Creation of web links to Board, committee, council, and program information has improved the public’s and District employees’ access to information about the District. (IV.D.6-22 Web redesign meeting, 10/13/11)

**Analysis and Evaluation**

The District ensures regular communication with the colleges and front-line employees through its committees and councils, websites, list serves, newsletters and bulletins, and email. Meeting agendas and minutes are posted online or distributed electronically. The District’s revamped website has facilitated easier access for employees to maintain, and for the public to access, District and college information.

The District’s sheer size and volume of activity offers challenges to maintaining consistent engagement and communication with employees and stakeholders. While the District has improved its access to information and regular communications, it continues to look for ways to improve efforts in this area. The launch of the District’s new intranet site, currently scheduled for December 2015, is anticipated to improve employee access to ESC divisions, units, and services.

In September 2015, District Educational Program and Institutional Effectiveness (EPIE) staff and District Planning and Accreditation Committee (DPAC) members co-presented a workshop at the annual DAS Summit. The workshop addressed districtwide communication and discussed data from recent governance surveys related to communications. A facilitated discussion followed, with participants brainstorming communication strategies which will be reviewed by DPAC in upcoming meetings. The District meets this Standard. (IV.D.5-23 Districtwide Communication PPT, 9/25/15)

**Evidence List for Standard IV.D.6**

IV.D.6-1 – Screenshot of District Intranet of Councils and Committees
IV.D.6-2 – Districtwide Executive Administrative Councils 2015 draft update
IV.D.6-3 – Chancellor’s Directive 70, 8/30/94
IV.D.6-4 – District-level Governance committee 2015 update
IV.D.6-5 – District-level Governance committee webpage screenshot
IV.D.6-6 – District Coordinating Committees 2015 update
IV.D.6-7 – Email report to list serve, 2015
IV.D.6-8 – District Academic Initiative Committees, 2015 update
IV.D.6-9 – District List serve list
IV.D.6-10 – Sample BOT agenda email
IV.D.6-11 – OGC Board Rule and Admin Regs Revision Notices, July-August 2015
IV.D.6-12 – LACCD newsletters
IV.D.6-13 – Chancellor Bulletins
IV.D.6-14 – Accreditation newsletters
IV.D.6-15 – Diversity newsletters
Standard IV.D.7 The district/system CEO regularly evaluates district/system and college role delineations, governance and decision-making processes to assure their integrity and effectiveness in assisting the colleges in meeting educational goals for student achievement and learning. The district/system widely communicates the results of these evaluations and uses them as the basis for improvement.

The District, under the guidance of the Chancellor, regularly evaluates the effectiveness of District/college role delineations, governance, and decision-making processes. Based on recommendations made by the ACCJC in 2009, the District Planning committee (DPC) implemented a cyclical process for system-level evaluation and improvement. The District institutionalized this cycle and continues to review and revise, processes in support of institutional effectiveness.

Evidence of Meeting the Standard

Governance and Decision-Making Assessment, Effectiveness and Communication

a. In Fall 2009, the District Planning Committee (now the District Planning and Accreditation Committee) designed and administered a District governance survey. This assessment was undertaken in response to recommendations received during the Spring 2009 accreditation visits at East Los Angeles, Los Angeles City, and Los Angeles Trade-Technical Colleges, and resulted in action items for continuous improvement of District/college role delineation. (IV.D.7-1 2009 District Governance Survey Tool); (IV.D.7-2 2010 District Governance Assessment Report, 2/26/10)

b. The District-Level Governance and Decision Making Assessment Survey continues to be administered on a two-year cycle. Survey participants evaluate the quality of District-level governance in the following areas:

- Appropriateness and effectiveness of the roles played by stakeholder groups, including administration, District Academic Senate, collective bargaining groups, and Associated Students organizations;
- Effectiveness of district-level decision-making processes in relation to five primary governance areas: budget and resource allocation, enrollment management, strategic planning and goals setting, bond program oversight, and employee benefits;
Quality of district-level decision making (e.g., the extent to which decisions are based on data and are effectively communicated, implemented, and assessed), and

- Overall assessment of administrative and Board support of participatory governance as well as the effectiveness of districtwide decision making in relation to the District’s stated mission. (IV.D.7-3 2012 District Governance Survey Tool and Results); (IV.D.7-4 2015 District Governance Survey Tool)

c. The District’s Institutional Effectiveness (IE) unit has conducted surveys, analyzed recurring themes, disseminated and discussed results, and used the results to plan improvements. Challenges in implementing improvement plans occurred, and the IE unit has restarted its survey and evaluation cycle. The unit recently completed current-year survey results and a comparative analysis of 2010, 2012 and 2014 survey results. Results were reviewed by the District Planning and Accreditation Committee (DPAC) and plans to strengthen the survey tools and the development and implementation of improvement plans are now part of DPAC’s 2015-2016 work plan. These assessment reports have been posted online and will be reported to the Board’s Institutional Effectiveness Committee in Fall 2015 and used to inform recommendations for District improvement. (IV.D.7-5 District-level Governance and Decision-making Assessment Comparison Report for 2010, 2012, 2014, 8/28/15); (IV.D.7-6 District-level Governance and Decision-making Assessment Analysis, 8/19/15); (IV.D.7-7 2014-15 District-level Governance and Decision-making Assessment Report by College and Analysis by Role, 8/28/15); (IV.D.7-8 DPAC 2015-16 Work Plan, 8/28/15)

d. In 2009, DPAC, with assistance from the IE unit, established an annual Committee Self-Evaluation process for all District governance committees. This common self-assessment documents each committee’s accomplishments, challenges, and areas for improvement over the past year. Results of the assessment are reviewed by each respective committee and serve as the basis for changes and improvements to Committee function. Through their 2015-2016 work plan, DPAC reaffirmed their responsibility to ensure self-evaluations are conducted by District governance committees, results are posted online, and that they are used to inform committees’ work plans. (IV.D.7-9 Districtwide Committee Self-Evaluation form); (IV.D.7-10 DBC self-evaluation 2012-2013, 6/30/13; 2013-2014, 6/30/14); (IV.D.7-11 DPAC self-evaluation 2012-2013, 10/5/13; 2013-2014, 2/27/15); (IV.D.7-12 JLMBC self-evaluation 2011-12, 11/20/12; 2012-13, 7/9/13; 2013-14, 10/16/14); (IV.D.7-13 TPCC self-evaluation 2011-2015, 8/2015)

e. Role delineations are evaluated during the regular review of Functional Area maps and revisions are made based on input from governance committee members, governance surveys, ESC administrative units, the Chancellor’s Cabinet, and college stakeholders. Functional Area maps were expanded and revised in 2015, and are currently under review prior to finalization (see Standard IV.D.1 and IV.D.2).

f. The District Governance and Functions Handbook is regularly reviewed and updated by District stakeholders under the coordination of the District Planning and Accreditation
Committee (DPAC). A section of the Handbook describes all districtwide councils, committees, and consultative bodies. These entities were first formalized in 1994 by Chancellor’s Directive (CD) 70: Districtwide Internal Management Consultation Process. Updates to CD 70, and its related committee/council structure, committee/council charge, membership, meeting schedule, leadership and reporting structure are underway as of Fall 2015. (IV.D.7-14 Updated District Council and Committee list, 9/2/15)

Analysis and Evaluation

The District has processes to regularly evaluate district/system and college role delineations, governance, and decision-making processes. It has developed mechanisms for wide communication of the results of these evaluations. However, the District as a whole has faced challenges in the evaluation process.

Thorough self-evaluation led the Institutional Effectiveness (IE) unit to discover that some evaluation cycles were off-track and results had not been systematically disseminated. The unit is currently updating governance survey and committee self-assessment instruments and integrating these evaluations into the District Effectiveness Cycle (see LACCD Integrated Planning Manual). (IV.D.7-15 Governance Evaluation Timeline, 8/27/15); (IV.D.5-2 LACCD Integrated Planning Manual)

The IE unit reported these findings and activities to DPAC, which, through its own self-examination and goal-setting process, undertook development of a comprehensive, and consistent, evaluation framework as part of its 2015-16 work plan. Adherence to the work plan will be ensured through the Committee’s expanded oversight role, as reflected in its revised charter, and by assigning a specific ESC staff member to maintain District governance committee websites. The District meets this Standard. (IV.D.7-8 DPAC 2015-16 Work Plan, 8/28/15); (IV.D.7-16 Updated DPAC Charter, 6/22/15)

Evidence List for Standard IV.D.7

IV.D.7-1 – 2009 District Governance Survey Tool
IV.D.7-2 – 2010 District Governance Assessment Report, 2/26/10
IV.D.7-3 – 2012 District Governance Survey Tool and Results
IV.D.7-4 – 2015 District Governance Survey Tool
IV.D.7-6 – 2014-15 District-level Governance and Decision-making Assessment Analysis, 8/19/15
IV.D.7-7 – 2014-15 District-level Governance and Decision-making Assessment Report by College and Analysis by Role, 8/28/15
IV.D.7-8 – DPAC 2015-2016 Work Plan, 8/28/15
IV.D.7-9 – Districtwide Committee Self-Evaluation form
IV.D.7-10 – DBC self-evaluation 2012-2014
IV.D.7-11 – DPAC self-evaluation 2012-2014
IV.D.7-12 – JLMBC self-evaluation 2011-2012
IV.D.7-13 – TPCC self-evaluation 2011-2012, 7/19/12
IV.D.7-14 – Updated District Council and Committee list, 9/2/15
IV.D.7-15 – Governance Evaluation Timeline, 8/27/15
IV.D.7-16 – Updated DPAC Charter, 6/22/15
Plans Emerging from Self-Evaluation and Accreditation Recommendations
Quality Focus Essay

Introduction

As part of the accreditation self-study and ongoing efforts towards increasing student success and academic excellence, ELAC has engaged in thoughtful discussion and reflection on future endeavors that would improve student learning and achievement. The following actions projects have emerged from multiple discussions analyzing areas of needed change as well as increased efforts that would better fulfill ELAC’s Mission. The action projects align with existing campus planning agendas and reflect our understanding of effective practices.

ELAC has identified three action projects: Strengthening the Transfer Culture, Streamlining the Basic Skills Math Pathway, and Creating a Welcome Campaign.

This essay will discuss:

- The method of selecting the action projects
- Anticipated outcomes and impact on academic quality and institutional effectiveness
- Timeline
- Resource allocation
- Re-evaluation process

The description of the action projects will contain:

- The rationale for selecting the action project and its components
- Connection with ELAC’s mission
- Data and analysis used as the basis for selecting the action project
- Description of action project components
- Manner of implementation
- Expected outcomes

A summary table will discuss:

- Integration with ongoing campus planning efforts
- Timeline for implementing action projects
- Methods of evaluation

The choice of the three action projects was an iterative process. The Accreditation Steering Committee held a campus wide Dialog Day on April 30, 2015. Information from the Manual for Institutional Self Evaluation (February 2015 edition) was shared and the committee conducted a brainstorming exercise using the prompt: “ELAC would be a great college and better serve our students if…”

By June 29, 2015, a draft of the responses to the standards was ready for review by the Accreditation Steering Committee. The analysis and evaluation sections of several standards in
the self evaluation identified needed areas for either continuation of ongoing efforts or areas for improvement. Intersection of the QFE with sections of the Self Study include:

- I.B.4 Assessment Data (Transfer Center; Basic Skills Pipeline)
- I.B.6 Disaggregates data (Welcome Center- CRT, Welcome Form)
- I.B.8 Evaluate Processes
- I.B.9 Long Term Planning
- II A 2 (Welcome Center – CRT implementation of plans)
- II B (Welcome Center; Transfer Culture)
- III.A. 14 Professional Development (Welcome Center – CRT training; Basic Skills – Adjunct Academy)

The Accreditation Committee of the Whole met again on July 27, 2015 for further discussion regarding the QFE. At that time the committee reviewed the ACCJC requirements for the QFE and integrated the requirements with existing campus planning efforts. The group reached consensus identifying the three action projects: Strengthening the Transfer Culture, Streamlining the Basic Skills Math Pathway and Creating a Welcome Campaign. Three subgroups were identified to provide additional information to the Accreditation Steering Committee and a draft was completed by September 8, 2015. The action projects were vetted more broadly by the college at a forum held on September 29.

**Strengthening the Transfer Culture**

Overview/Connection to Mission

For 70 years, East Los Angeles College (ELAC) has served the community by empowering students to achieve their goals, especially goals related to university transfer. With a renewed state and nation wide focus on transfer from community colleges to universities, ELAC has amplified current successful efforts and implemented long-range, innovative practices to enable students who want to transfer to do so successfully.

Transfer is the stated academic goal of nearly 50 percent of ELAC students. The ELAC mission reinforces the ongoing commitment to the thousands of transfer students and their transfer goals: “ELAC is committed to advancement in student learning and student achievement that prepares students to transfer…”

The commitment to student advancement has naturally led to an ongoing emphasis on self-evaluation. The Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement compiled related research it had performed and shared responses from student surveys. Using these data and qualitative data about the transfer processes, members of the campus wide Taskforce on Transfer identified several important concerns.

- A lack of direct engagement and direct support for transfer ready students
- Limited utilization of available transfer resources and services by students and faculty
- A lack of information about transfer and knowledge of how to access information
- Limited faculty knowledge and involvement in transfer (outside of classroom instruction)
- Limited collaboration between and among transfer programs
- Need for dedicated personnel to bring action projects to light

Subsequently, specific transfer-related projects were developed and launched to address the limitations and challenges mentioned above. The specific projects are summarized below. It is important to note, these projects require ongoing evaluation, improvement, and expansion. Over the course of the next seven years, the faculty and staff expect to further develop and improve the projects to achieve optimal results.

**Relation to Standards/Integration with Planning/Expected Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation to the Standard</th>
<th>Data used to identify needs</th>
<th>Specific Action Plan Proposal</th>
<th>Expected Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **Transfer-ready Student Engagement** | 2.C.3 2.C.5 2.C.6B | - Research Office | -Invite transfer-ready students on campus to receive guidance on transfer | -Transfer ready students will apply for university admission.  
-Transfer ready students will identify and complete the remaining lower division coursework. |
| **Public Speaking-Transfer Ambassadors** | 2.C.6B 2.A.2 2.A.7 | -Student Survey -Faculty Inquiry | -Send Public Speaking Students (COMM 101) to classes across campus to inform students about the transfer process and requirements. | -COMM 101 students increase content knowledge and skill.  
-All students and faculty involved will receive direct messages about transfer pathways and success. |
| **Faculty Transfer Advocates** | 2.C.5 2.C.6 3.A.14 | -Student Survey -Faculty Dialog | -Recruit and train faculty to be transfer leaders within their specific discipline. | -Faculty led transfer efforts within the classroom.  
-Students are supported not only by the SS division but also by classroom faculty. |
| **Latina Completion and Transfer Academy** | 2.C.3 2.C.5 2.C.6B | - Research Office | -Provide Latina students with a pathway to academic success | -Latina students will actively participate in LCTA and campus and community activities.  
-Members will develop learning/educational skills. |
Components of Strengthening Transfer Culture

Transfer-ready Student Engagement

Rooted in research questions posed to the members of the Transfer Taskforce, the Transfer Ready Project is the result of an inquiry that revealed that “transfer-ready” students, those with 30 or more units who completed either transfer-level English and/or math, were not being tracked or proactively encouraged to prepare for transfer.

In the summer of 2015, the Office of Institution Effectiveness and Advancement prepared reports to identify these students who, based University of California and California State University transfer requirements, could complete the transfer process in one academic year. More than 1200 students met these parameters. These students were invited to the ELAC Transfer Center for personalized peer mentoring and to the counseling office for an evaluation and, if necessary, revisions of their educational plans.

Transfer-ready Student Engagement is being developed to provide equitable access to transfer information through personalized interaction with a peer mentor. Peer mentors are required to participate in training and receive ongoing support and guidance from Counseling faculty and classified staff. The central aim of the project is to show students a clear pathway to transfer. (Standards 2.C.3, 2.C.5, 2.C.6B)

In all, the expectation is that students who are contacted as part of this effort will complete the university admissions application in the fall. Additionally, students will be empowered through access to resources and information to complete the transfer process.

Communication Studies Transfer Ambassadors

During the winter and summer intersessions of 2015, faculty from the Communication Studies department surveyed students enrolled in the transfer-level Communication courses about transfer-related topics. In the open-ended questions, survey respondents identified the need for more information about transfer and, specifically, more information presented in the classroom or during class about transfer. Currently, the college offers a variety of workshops and online resources to meet the need for information. However, there is no systematized way for connecting students with transfer information in classrooms.

In this project, selected instructors from the Communication 101- Public Speaking (COMM 101) course have agreed to incorporate the same speech assignment at the beginning of the term that focuses on the topic of transfer. The assignment requires students to deliver an informative speech about the university transfer process and the transfer resources. The speech is to be
delivered both in class and, uniquely, to two classes outside of their COMM 101 course. Staff from the Campus Engagement office will coordinate the logistics of presenting the speeches to other classes and will provide supporting handouts.

Because the content of the speeches will be drawn directly from Counseling support services and the Transfer Center, this project helps orient students to ELAC’s transfer process and related requirements. Additionally, it is a unique instructional activity that is the result of ongoing inquiry and work to improve content delivery and students’ experiences. It is a method that employs an important, real-world teaching methodology that challenges students to be successful both inside and outside of the classroom. Students’ participation in this project is a form of service learning in that they assist the ELAC community as they apply course content to public speaking situations. (Standards 2.C.6B, 2.A.2, 2.A.7)

Within the first seven weeks of the fall and spring terms, nearly half of class sections offered at ELAC will have had a Comm 101 student present a short informative message about transfer. Therefore, more students will directly receive a transfer message that would have not otherwise been heard. It is anticipated that more students will take advantage of transfer resources offered, levels of faculty awareness about transfer will increase, and the Public Speaking students will achieve the student learning outcomes of the Comm 101 course.

**Faculty Transfer Advocates**

Group discussions by the President’s Transfer Taskforce indicated that the discontinuance of a popular faculty transfer advising program had left a significant void. Faculty enthusiastically expressed their desire to reinstate such a program. Additional investigation revealed that faculty had little up-to-date knowledge on the vital specifics of the transfer process but were eager to learn. Also, as reflected in the description of the project above, students wanted more information about transfer to be available during class.

Faculty Transfer Advocate is a designation given to an ELAC faculty member who is trained in understanding the transfer steps and requirements and who provides students with guidance on completing degrees in the faculty member's specific field. The program not only brings interested faculty together on a monthly basis around the topic of transfer but prepares faculty to successfully guide students. A key part of the faculty preparation is making sure faculty can clearly identify for students the pathways to transferring. In this way, the project offers a significant opportunity for faculty professional development and growth. (Standards 2.C.5, 2.C.6, 3.A.14)

With classroom faculty highly engaged, students in their courses will benefit by having access to information and to someone who can provide a useful perspective regarding the process and requirements.

**Latina Completion and Transfer Academy**

Based on data collected by the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA), Latina students have been identified as taking longer to transfer than other groups on campus. In
response to these findings, members of the ELAC Equity Team sought to create a space to help address the educational needs of this student population. The project links with the following Equity Plan objective and goal:

**Goal E**: Increase the number of Hispanic/Latino/a students transferring to four year schools, through revised curriculum that eliminates academic barriers and targeted student support services.

**Objective #2** Decrease the time to transfer of Hispanic/Latina students who require more than ten years to transfer

Action Items included the following:
1. Create and implement an accelerated cohort program for working adults
2. Develop an accelerated Math and English bridge program to prepare students for a cohort model
3. Include Tri-Math and Supplemental Instruction models
4. Ensure that the Child Development Center support services align with cohort model

Originally called Women’s Leadership Academy, the Latina Completion & Transfer Academy exhibits great promise and potential. Based on the students’ feedback, many involved in the LCTA are delighted at the prospect of participating in an educational program that is gender based, and culturally relevant to their particular needs and experiences, both on an educational and personal level.

In light of the fact that Latina students at ELAC take longer to transfer than other groups on campus, the need for innovative programs, such as the LCTA, are warranted. Indeed, it is the hope of those involved in the early formation of the LCTA that it will improve the academic status of Latinas and foster social empowerment and self-worth among its members. (Standards 2.C.3, 2.C.5, 2.C.6B)

**Campus Engagement Specialist**

In light of the gaps, the action projects, and the vision for quality improvement, there was a clear need to identify an individual to lead and collaborate with others in guiding these projects to completion. Previous efforts that lacked a clearly identified and agreed-upon responsible party had not been successful. Thus, a new job position and related description was drafted to address the need.

The Campus Engagement Specialist, as explained in the job announcement, "will provide day-to-day leadership to the college’s Transfer Initiatives. The selected individual will work with the Office of Student Services and work closely with the Transfer Center, Transfer Program leadership teams, Student Activities, Outreach & Recruitment and Faculty."

The creation and filling of this role reflect the college's commitment to quality programming by employing faculty who are qualified to lead important efforts, such as those presented here. Additionally, ongoing assessment of the Campus Engagement efforts is crucial in evaluating the quality of the transfer services offered. (Standards 2.C.1, 3.A.1).
The expected outcome for the Campus Engagement Specialist is directly linked to the outcomes of the action projects mentioned previously. The Specialist will complete projects, assess their effectiveness, implement changes, and continue the cycle of quality improvement.

**Streamlining the Basic Skills Math Pathway**

**Overview/Connection to Mission**

ELAC’s mission statement focuses the college’s priorities on preparing students “to transfer, successfully complete workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement.” Central to student achievement in all these areas is the need to meet the math and English requirements associated with these outcomes. At ELAC, the inability of many new students to progress from basic skills courses through the courses that meet degree and transfer requirements, particularly in math, hinders their ability to meet their goals.

The expectation for a community college to provide the necessary support for students to be able to successfully complete their academic courses, including their basic skills classes, is woven throughout Standards IB and IIA. Thus, ELAC has prioritized these issues in the development of its Educational Master Plan goals, Student Equity Plan priorities, and Transfer Taskforce recommendations.

The college used several key data sources in these plans to underscore the need for a more focused effort to improve the success rates in our basic skills classes, particularly the math classes, which have proven to be especially challenging for students to complete successfully. These challenges are not unique to the students at ELAC. California’s Student Success Scorecard shows that only 31% of students statewide who began in a remedial math class in 2008-09 had successfully completed a college-level course within six years. At 38%, ELAC students score better than the state average, but that result leaves too many students behind.

On a consistent basis, close to 60% of ELAC students taking a math placement test are assessed into Math 105 (Arithmetic) or Math 110 (Introduction to Algebraic Concepts), which are four and three levels below transfer, respectively. Most recently, between Summer 2013 and Spring 2015, 57% of the more than 23,000 math assessment tests taken resulted in students placing into one of these two levels. Data generated for the Fall 2013 Program Review process revealed average in-class success rates for Math 105 at 45% and Math 110 at 47%. ELAC students who start in Math 105 and 110 are highly unlikely to complete the requirements for earning a degree or transferring within three years. The data compiled for the 2012-2018 Educational Master Plan show that:

- of the students enrolling in Math 105 for the first time in Fall 2008, 7% completed Math 125, the associate degree requirement, and 4% completed a transferable math course within three
years; for students beginning in Math 110 that fall, less than 15% met the math degree requirement and less than 6% met a math transfer requirement within three years.  

- for students beginning in Math 110 that fall, less than 15% met the math degree requirement and less than 6% met a math transfer requirement within three years.

Based on these outcomes, a number of action projects have been identified by the college and the math department to foster student success and progress in math.

### Relation to Standards/Integration with Planning/Expected Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Relation to the Standard</th>
<th>Data used to identify needs</th>
<th>Specific Action Plan Proposal</th>
<th>Expected Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Cold Assessment</td>
<td>2.C.1 2.C.2 2.C.5</td>
<td>-Placement Results -Math faculty discussion</td>
<td>-An increased proportion of students will place into Math 115 and Math 125 rather than Math 105 and Math 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adjunct Academy</td>
<td>2.A.4 2.A.7 3.A.14</td>
<td>-Research Office -Math faculty discussion</td>
<td>-Collection of course materials for Math 105 and 110 emphasizing the established standards of the ELAC Math Department and best practices in best skills education -Success rates in Math 105 and 110 will increase -Increased awareness of the ELAC Math Department standards among all full- and part-time faculty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplemental Instruction / Tri-Math Model</td>
<td>2.A.4 2.A.7 2.A.11 2.B.1 2.C.3</td>
<td>-OIEA data -FYE and STEM Program Outcomes</td>
<td>-Success rates in courses with SI will exceed those in other sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Offer sufficient college resources to support SI, including space</td>
<td>-Offer 8-week sections of Math 105 – Math 125 to foster progress and completion -Expand the existing MAP offerings into a coherent set of offerings as opposed to disconnected offerings</td>
<td>-An increased number of students will enroll in and successfully complete basic skills math classes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Advancement Program (MAP)</td>
<td>2.A.4 2.A.7</td>
<td>-OIEA data -Math faculty discussion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Components of Streamlining the Basic Skills Math Pathway**

**No Cold Assessment**

New ELAC students are required to take a placement test before enrolling in any math or English class. Despite the information provided to all students about the significance of their placement score and the advisability of preparing for the test, many students take the math placement test “cold,” sometimes after not having taken a math class for one or more years. ELAC is working on two approaches, one face-to-face and one online, to help students better prepare for the math placement tests. The online version, which is close to being pilot tested, gives students the chance to take a mini-version of the placement tests and provides them with an estimated placement result and emails them targeted resources to address specific questions they did not answer correctly. The intent is for every student to be directed to this website prior to taking the assessment test. In addition, a face-to-face 90-minute workshop is being developed as an option for students to take before they assess. The workshops will be designed to familiarize students with the format and content of the test and to make students aware of topics that they should review more thoroughly before taking the placement test. Two pilot sessions of this workshop were offered in 2013-14, and the format is being re-worked to be offered in Fall 2015. Student ID numbers will be collected from all students who participate in these activities, and the distribution of their scores will be compared to historical data and the students who do not participate in these activities to determine their impact.

**Adjunct Academy**

The vast majority of Math 105 and Math 110 sections are taught by adjunct faculty. In fall 2015, 17 out of 19 Math 105 sections, or 89 percent, were taught by adjunct instructors. The situation is similar for Math 110, where 31 out of 34 sections, or 91 percent, were taught by adjunct instructors. Due to their limited amount of time on campus, many of these faculty find it difficult to participate in professional development opportunities that will expose them to effective, research-based approaches to working with the least prepared students. The Math Department is proposing a two-step process to address this need. They are planning to bring together a group of full-time faculty in a faculty inquiry group to examine effective practices at this level of math and develop sample syllabi, assignments, and activities. Once these materials are created, all faculty teaching the targeted courses will be invited to participate in trainings on
incorporating these materials into their classes. Funds from Student Equity and the Basic Skills Initiative will be used to support the development of the materials and participation in the professional development activities. The adjunct faculty will be organized into an ongoing faculty inquiry group to continue to share challenges and best practices in their classes.

**Supplemental Instruction/Tri-Math Model**

For the past four years, the STEM program has used Supplemental Instruction (SI) to provide math students with in-class facilitators who provide additional targeted work, discussion, guidance and activities after classes. SI coaches are trained and monitored by math faculty who receive stipends or reassigned time for their work, and who are themselves trained in the SI model. The results have shown that students participating fully in 10 sessions were much more likely to pass their math class. The number of students served per year in this program is currently less than 400. An enhanced version of the SI model was developed in summer 2014 by the college’s first-year experience program. The Tri-Math Model added a counseling component to the SI model. In this approach, each math class was assigned to a counselor intern (a graduate student from a local master’s program in counseling under the supervision of the program counselor) who would follow up with students to ensure they attended the SI sessions and to respond to attendance issues and other problems identified by the teaching faculty in the class. During summer 2014 and summer 2015, the success rates in the math classes averaged above 85 percent, which is far above average for these level math classes, but the results were not as positive for the fall and spring sections. The college wishes to explore which components of the SI and Tri-Math models are most effective and to determine how to expand the availability of SI to more math classes.

**Math Advancement Program (MAP)**

In addition to the challenges faced by students in successfully completing a single math course, students who pass a class do not always enroll in the subsequent course for the next semester. The longer they wait to take the next class, the less likely they are to enroll and complete that class successfully. As a solution, the Math Department developed the Math Advancement Program (MAP), which has students enroll in two math classes in one semester. The advantage of this approach, in addition to avoiding a loss of momentum, is that the students are largely focused on math for the entire semester (most of the math classes below transfer level are five units), so they do not have to juggle academic priorities. Results have shown that the 2-course completion rate for MAP students is nearly double that of non-MAP students. The challenge the department has faced in expanding this program is the reluctance of students to take 10 units of math in one semester, especially entering college students, and the difficulties they face in retaining students who do not pass the first 8-week course and may be reluctant to take the same intense class immediately. The department will examine the characteristics of the students who successfully completed MAP and develop strategies for program recruitment and retention so that a strategic expansion of the program can be made. The department will also design a full program of coherent offerings that can be brought to scale. Outcomes for students will continue to be tracked against similar students taking semester-long classes.
Creating a Welcome Campaign

Overview/Connection to Mission

The ELAC Welcome Campaign is a campus wide effort to support new, continuing, or re-entry students by providing access to information, resources, and following-up on requests. The goal is to assist incoming and current students to better navigate ELAC and to increase their sense of belonging at ELAC.

Entering students at ELAC face numerous challenges when transitioning from high school or work to the college environment. While the majority of students claim their educational goal is transfer (49%), obtain A.A. Degree (6.1%) or Career Prep/advancement (16.4%), ELAC students struggle to complete their educational and career goals. Many do not complete the first semester. Many do not return after one semester.

The concept of creating a Welcome Campaign is to thoughtfully examine practices of campus personnel and policies that affect students during their initial contact with the campus, then build a support system to better connect them to the numerous services and programs that exist. This campaign aligns with the college mission that states, "East Los Angles College empowers student to achieve their educational goals…to successfully pursue their aspirations.” It also corresponds to ELAC’s strategic goals of “increasing student success and academic excellent through … student-centered support services …”; “increasing equity in successful outcomes”; and “sustaining community-centered access, participation, and preparation.”

The premise of correlating student retention with student engagement is a widely accepted best practice in student retention literature. Hence, if ELAC focuses greater attention on students during the initial weeks of the first semester with greater emphasis on personal assistance, one could hypothesize that student success and retention rates will increase.

Creating a Welcome Campaign has four components: welcoming signage/marketing and a welcome space; culturally responsive training; universal intake form created by collaborative of categorical and special programs, with services and customized referrals based on student need; and tracking/follow-up.

Various data illustrate the need to reduce the large number of students who do not demonstrate successful academic progress early in their college career. For example, the Educational Master Plan presents data from the Office of Institutional Effectiveness, which conducted an analysis of the 2007 and 2008 cohorts of entering students, and identified several “leakage points” that revealed where students were most likely to be delayed in their educational trajectory. Findings include the following:

- 26-32% of students in these cohorts did not complete units in the first semester.
- 33-37% of students did not persist into the spring semester
- 43-47% of students did not persist into the next year (fall semester)
The evidence from the Spring 2010 Student Survey as reported in the Strategic Plan (pg. 44) reveals that students are not familiar with various student services and programs at ELAC. More than 50% of students indicated that either they did not at all or only slightly were familiar with the Child Development Center, DSPS, EOPS, International Student Services, Matriculation/Assessment, student activities, Student Health Center or the Transfer Center.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>How familiar are you with the following student services and programs at ELAC?</th>
<th>Not at all</th>
<th>Slightly</th>
<th>Moderately</th>
<th>Substantially</th>
<th>Extremely</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Admissions and Records</td>
<td>12.37%</td>
<td>22.78%</td>
<td>28.83%</td>
<td>21.02%</td>
<td>15.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Career and Job Services</td>
<td>3.95%</td>
<td>15.86%</td>
<td>45.83%</td>
<td>27.63%</td>
<td>6.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Development Center</td>
<td>58.75%</td>
<td>17.81%</td>
<td>12.40%</td>
<td>5.79%</td>
<td>5.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counseling</td>
<td>20.26%</td>
<td>19.51%</td>
<td>23.18%</td>
<td>20.22%</td>
<td>16.82%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSPS</td>
<td>65.01%</td>
<td>15.97%</td>
<td>9.21%</td>
<td>4.55%</td>
<td>5.26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EOPS</td>
<td>46.36%</td>
<td>18.02%</td>
<td>13.72%</td>
<td>9.65%</td>
<td>12.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Aid</td>
<td>19.86%</td>
<td>15.02%</td>
<td>20.50%</td>
<td>19.56%</td>
<td>25.05%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International Student Services</td>
<td>64.01%</td>
<td>14.31%</td>
<td>9.92%</td>
<td>5.86%</td>
<td>5.90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matriculation/Assessment</td>
<td>42.03%</td>
<td>21.52%</td>
<td>18.36%</td>
<td>10.86%</td>
<td>7.24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Activities</td>
<td>38.08%</td>
<td>23.95%</td>
<td>20.83%</td>
<td>10.62%</td>
<td>6.52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Health Center</td>
<td>46.77%</td>
<td>21.44%</td>
<td>16.22%</td>
<td>9.38%</td>
<td>6.20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transfer Center</td>
<td>40.19%</td>
<td>23.40%</td>
<td>17.62%</td>
<td>11.06%</td>
<td>7.74%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similarly, responses from the Fall 2014 Student Survey, Question # 31A, also revealed a gap in student knowledge regarding campus resources. The question asked, “To what extent do you know where to find INFORMATION on each of the following: College Policies and procedures that affect me as a student.” Students responded:

- Strongly agree 19.8%
- Agree 52.1%
- Disagree 21.6%
- Strongly Disagree 5.9%
- No Answer 2.1%

SLO data from the Writing Center indicates a connection between student use of the service and academic success. As reported in this Self Study, 92 percent of students surveyed saw a connection between the Writing Center and classroom success.

From the Facilities Master Plan, English and math student focus groups indicate the “need for more study space, lack of access to Writing Center, Learning Center and English tutors” (p. 11).

Additionally, in conducting research for the Master Educational Plan, OIEA found it difficult to ascertain the impact of counseling services on students because of a lack of a computerized system for recording content of counseling sessions, student education plans, etc. The only data
that was available the SARS system, which tracks appointments, but even this available data was limited since it did not provide any information other than who made appointments. Hard copies of students’ educational plans are kept on file, but because of space limitations, these are kept only for three years and since many students take longer than that to transfer or complete, this is clearly insufficient. Additionally, the lack of data makes consistent follow-up with students difficult, especially since they will often see various counselors several areas, general, transfer, etc.

A review of this data forms a pattern. ELAC students fade away within the semester and between semesters. Students are not aware of student services. Those students who utilize services believe the services equate to increase academic success. The initial review of data initiates further inquiries of student behavior requiring additional research.

**Relation to Standards/Integration with Planning/Expected Outcomes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Space, Signage, Marketing</th>
<th>Relation to the Standard</th>
<th>Data used to identify needs</th>
<th>Specific Action Plan Proposal</th>
<th>Expected Outcomes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.C.3</td>
<td>-Facilities Plan Ed Master Plan</td>
<td>-Redesign approved, existing spaces in E1 to create a welcoming space with high visibility. Utilize allocated space in new Student Union to create second site. -Institute signage that invites all potential, new and continuing students to make the Welcome and Support Center the place they go to with question about ELAC and their educational and career goals.</td>
<td>-Establishment of a Welcome and Support Center, a resource office to welcome and support new students. -Signage throughout the campus informing students of support services. -Improved student knowledge of campus services, as measured on the district and college student surveys.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.C.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.C.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.B.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Culturally Responsive Training</td>
<td>3.A.1</td>
<td>-Student Survey</td>
<td>-Culturally responsive training for service personnel and faculty in how to effectively and sensitively respond to student needs and questions. -Training for interested faculty and staff on establishing their offices as “Safe Zones.”</td>
<td>-10 campus facilitators trained in CRT. -minimum of 2 CRT sessions presented each semester to faculty/staff. -change in classroom or service area practice emanating from CRT. -Development of website listing “best practices” connected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.A.14</td>
<td>-Student Equity Plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.B.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.B.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.C.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Services, Intake and Referrals | 2.C.3 2.C.4 2.C.5 | Master Educational Plan | -Finalize Welcome and Support Form that would identify students’ interests and needs early in college experience.  
-Connect students with appropriate programs and services, both academic and student support, that respond to their needs.  
-Inform campus of trends in student needs to consider whether broader, programmatic responses should be included in planning efforts (e.g., financial literacy training). | -Increased number of students completing Welcome and Support Form.  
-80% of students completing Welcome and Support Form would receive information and/or referrals to areas of service within two weeks.  
-Welcome Center Satisfaction Survey  
-Increased student knowledge of ELAC services, as measured on the district and college student surveys.  
-Formalize a work group of categorical programs/services to provide input on planning efforts. |
| Tracking and Follow-up | 2.C.1 2.C.2 2.C.5 | Educational Master Plan | -Pilot the use of an electronic database to track service usage after referrals.  
-Follow up with personalized contact with students who requested services at the Welcome and Support Center. | -Increased student knowledge of ELAC services, as measured on the district and college student surveys.  
-Higher course completion/retention by students who are engaged w/ campus services compared to students not participating in services. |
What follows is a description of the specific action items aimed at ensuring that the college fulfills its mission to increase student success and academic excellence through student-centered support services, increase equity in successful outcomes, sustain community-centered access, participation, and preparation that improves the ELAC's presence in the community, maximizes access to higher education, and reinforces the commitment to advance student learning and student achievement that prepares students for successful transfer, degree completion and career.

Components of a Welcome Campaign

Physical Space and Signage

Several locations on the campus (two adjacent offices in the Student Services Building and a space on the second floor of the soon-to-be-opened Student Union building) are being considered for this purpose. One possible point of entry for Welcome and Support Center will be the Student Services Building Information Booth and adjacent office for new, re-entry, and/or continuing students. When the new Student Union Building is opened, an additional Welcome and Support Center could be housed in the middle of campus primarily for continuing and transfer students.

Signage will be developed at the entry points to the campus and throughout the campus to welcome students and guide them to the locations where services are offered and to inform and connect them to resource activities and workshops. Additional signage will include pop-ups, signs in each classroom, resource signs throughout campus, posting in college schedule, and information on the college website.

Culturally Responsive Training

As part of the Student Equity Plan, a core group of campus leaders will be trained to initiate discussion and awareness of the college’s diverse students’ needs. This cadre of leaders would develop and present a series of workshops for faculty and staff based on the Baltimore City College Culturally Responsive Training (CRT) program. Participants in CRT would initiate changes in teaching/learning and/or student services based on CRT. These practices would be shared through the development of a “best practices” website.

With the understanding that 85 percent of the college’s student population has self-identified as low-income, another professional development goal is to offer training on the community cultural wealth model and to work in collaboration with the Financial Aid Office, EOPS and CalWORKs to offer financial literacy workshops and financial aid counseling and coaching. Faculty and staff will also have the opportunity to participate in cross training in Safe Zone and SAAVE to promote a campus culture in which everyone feels they belong.

Services, Intake and Referrals

The Welcome and Support Center will offer various services that include a universal student services form, a resource and information bank, comprehensive orientations, financial literacy workshops, classroom visits, family involvement, and campus tours. The Welcome and Support
Center workgroup has completed a draft of a universal form entitled Welcome and Support Form in collaboration with student services, categorical programs, and special programs that provide ongoing services to students. The universal Welcome & Support form would focus on interests and needs of the students and is intended to be available digitally on website as well as in walk-up services.

Based on the information provided on the Welcome & Support Form, students would be provided with relevant information and/or linkage to the various campus departments and units, including counseling, financial aid, Veterans Resource Center, Transfer Center, student life activities, Health and Mental Health Center, EOPS, career and employment services, scholarship resources, and various academic or career technical programs of study.

An Extended Orientation (as a follow-up to the Assessment/Orientation/Counseling -AOC) will be offered as a Welcome Day in collaboration with the various categorical programs and the Student Life and Leadership Department.

The Extended Orientations will offer specialized information to specific student groups and will include, but not be limited to: first generation students, athletes, Men of Color, STEM, EOPS, CalWORKs, single parents, and Career and Technical Education majors. During the Extended Orientation and/or through the student intake process, the WSC will refer students to specialized workshops that are developed collaboratively with other student services offices on topics of financial aid/financial literacy, career exploration, and student life options. The WSC staff will conduct classroom visits to inform students of services available on campus and in community.

The WSC promotes the educational support of family and friends of students by organizing family orientations and college tours. In addition, the WSC will work with Student Life and Leadership Department to encourage communication and help facilitate student focus groups on issues and topics, which impact a student’s educational experience.

Plans are being developed for Center staff to offer additional services, such as Individual/Family, School/Groups, and Self-guided Tours; parent workshops; and other student engagement activities.

**Tracking and Follow-up**

The WSC work group is meeting with OIEA to utilize an Efforts-to-Outcomes (ETO) database to track student interest and need inquiries. Staff will follow-up by referring students to appropriate services and serve as a conduit between the student and various programs and services. Staff will coordinate tracking and follow-up with the various student services departments to determine the extent to which the students followed the referrals and, ultimately, benefited from the services.
**Timeline/Evaluation Methods (Resources)**

(Budget Projections are subject to the ELAC’s budget approval process as embedded in Program Review and Annual Updates.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Integrated Planning</th>
<th>Transfer Culture</th>
<th>Math Basic Skills</th>
<th>Welcome Campaign</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>College Strategic Plan</td>
<td>Assemble support resources for Student Engagement. Recruit, train, coordinate faculty for public speaking Transfer Ambassadors. ($1,500) Recruit/train Transfer Advocates ($57,000) Secure personnel/resources for LCTA. ($55,000 – Student Equity Funds) Hire Engagement Specialist ($80,000)* Costs should be consistent each year.</td>
<td>Pilot revised No Cold Assessment online Math refresher. Form math faculty inquiry group around Math 105/110 practices ($20,000) Analyze previous Tri-Math and SI results (Cost of SI, Pay for instructors) Survey MAP students and develop characteristics of successful students.</td>
<td>Utilize existing physical space in E1 Bldg. for WSC. Program the WSC in new Student Union building. Coordinate staffing for Welcome &amp; Support Campaign. Secure signage ($10,000) Pilot Welcome Form with categorical programs that provide continuing services to students. Link students to AOC process Develop comprehensive Student Orientation workshop. Hire and train Equity Researcher (Student Equity Funds)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 2017-8 | Identify, Assist and Track Students  
Conduct speeches in classes  
Assist, track faculty/student interactions  
Hold LACTA student meetings  
Ongoing campus dialogues related to transfer | Launch version 1.1 No Cold Assessments based on student feedback from pilot.  
Provide training sessions to faculty inquiry group.  
Revise Tri-Math and SI model based on feedback  
Design a coherent set of MAP offerings. Increase numbers of students participating | Train personnel of WSC and implement Welcome Form.  
Recruit and train team of CRT facilitators. ($40,000 – Student Equity Funds)  
Create and present workshops in CRT to build best practices.  
Implement comprehensive Welcome to College workshops.  
Begin tracking Welcome Forms and referrals. |
| 2018-9 | **Education MP**  
Facility MP  
Technology MP | Full project evaluation: student service evaluations; tracking referrals from Comm 101 students and Faculty Advocates; review of Campus Engagement job description; Student surveys – knowledge of transfer services; Overall transfer rate.  
Coordination of projects with college master planning. | Full Project Evaluation: Track successful increased placement of students participating in No Cold Assessment including their success in math courses; track student course completion between sections taught by faculty in Adj. Academy vs. no members; Track student success rates in math course w/ SI vs. no SI. Track success rates between MAP students and non. | Full Project Evaluation:  
Number of welcome forms completed; number of Welcome Forms connecting student to student services (referrals); Number of faculty participants in CRT; number of changes in teaching/learning – services based on training (through survey and/or posted to web); Student retention. |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2019-20</td>
<td>Accreditation Mid-term Report – including thorough evaluation of QFE and update</td>
<td>Ongoing activities incorporating adjustment of actions based on evaluation data following the continuous quality improvement model. Successful activities should be brought to scale – increasing numbers of student participation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020-21</td>
<td></td>
<td>Ongoing Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021-22</td>
<td>Accreditation Self-Study</td>
<td>Full project evaluation as completed in 2018-9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022-23</td>
<td>Accreditation visit including review of QFE</td>
<td>Incorporation of successful activities into regular operations of college including resource allocation (staffing and expenses).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Changes and Plans Arising out of the Self Evaluation Process

East Los Angeles College is committed to continuous improvement to increase academic quality and institutional effectiveness as evidenced in the Mission Statement, “ELAC is committed to advancement in student learning and student achievement that prepares students to transfer, successfully complete workforce development programs, earn associate degrees, and pursue opportunities for lifelong learning and civic engagement.”

In the process of writing and reviewing the standards ELAC has identified three main action plans that address institutional improvement:

- **Building a sustainable SLO process** where assessment results inform continuous quality improvement and are more fully linked to resource allocation;
- **Creating a robust professional development program** for faculty, staff and administration that promotes student success;
- **Expanding communication** efforts to utilize current technologies and enhance collegial dialog.

These action plans align with existing items in ELAC’s planning documents especially the Educational Master Plan and Technology Master Plan. Following is a brief discussion of existing efforts in these areas as well as proposed changes for the future. Since these plans are currently evolving, any specific action items would need to be fully vetted campus wide including consideration of resource allocations (human, technological, facilities and financial) prior to adoption. Thus these plans are not carved in stone and need further refinement.

Below is a summary of what has already been accomplished in these areas, identified needs, and preliminary plans.

**Building a sustainable SLO process**

ELAC has made significant progress with SLOs since the 2012 Midterm Report. The chart illustrates the strides made by faculty in accomplishing proficiency. The majority of courses not reporting CLO assessment results in spring 2015 was because that course was not offered that semester. In addition to the significant assessment results reported, ELAC is pleased at the level of faculty participation (98.6% full time faculty and 93% part time faculty) in the process.

These remarkable improvements is the result of various efforts including increased staffing and compensation, purchase of SLO software, professional development, and the development of numerous policies. The Learning Assessment Coordinator and the Learning Assessment Committee in conjunction with the Academic Senate, the Accreditation Faculty Chair, the Accreditation Liaison Officer and the administrators including the President assisted in these improvement efforts.
ELAC increased staffing resources for SLOs including hiring a full-time faculty member, two campus facilitators and dozens of department facilitators. The Learning Assessment Coordinator is a faculty member within the Office of Institutional Effectiveness and Advancement (OIEA) and is provided with the assistance of a college researcher when needed to support the SLO process.

In fall 2013, the Academic Senate and Department Chairs Council put forward a proposal to create Department SLO Facilitators who would receive training in order to manage the day-to-day running of the SLO process within departments. The president supported the initiative, and the Learning Assessment Coordinator provided a 20-hour training course for an initial group of 52 Department SLO Facilitators from 25 of 29 Departments.¹

One critical caveat of becoming a Department SLO Facilitator was regular attendance at the Learning Assessment Committee (LAC) meetings. Having a large number of faculty well-trained in the theory and application of the process allowed the committee to develop and approve policy recommendations for the Academic Senate in a much more fluid manner. By the end of spring 2014, guidelines and a process for Technical Review of CLOs has been developed, approved at LAC and forwarded to and approved at Academic Senate. The Technical Review process provided an avenue for vetting CLOs as part of the Curriculum process by placing the Campus SLO Facilitators on the Curriculum Committee and for vetting CLOs within a discipline (at times when the Course Outlines of Record are not due for a revision).

Starting in spring 2014, the Department SLO Facilitators assisted departments in making tremendous leaps forward in the quality of the SLO process. The Department SLO Facilitators

¹ SLO Facilitator Training
serve as the discipline experts and provide the necessary technical review of Course Learning Outcomes (CLOs) when CLOs are revised outside of the Curriculum update process. The Learning Assessment Team will not input new or revised CLOs into TracDat, the campus SLO software, unless they are sent via a Department SLO Facilitator.

The Department Facilitators spent a considerable amount of time in spring 2014 revising CLOs and developing stronger assessment methods. In many cases, the Department Facilitators helped discipline faculty to find ways to embed assessments into their course material and traditional course evaluation methodology. As a result, CLO assessments have yielded stronger data, which has led to better dialog and more interesting approaches to addressing gaps.

The Academic Senate passed a Policy on SLO Sustainability in May 2014 that required all CLOs to be assessed and reports submitted by July 15, 2015 or be removed from the schedule of classes for spring 2016. In spring 2015 the President sent a letter to all faculty establishing an enforcement process for the Academic Senate policy stating that any faculty not assessing courses in spring 2015 could face loss of hourly assignments (beyond contractually-defined minimums) and be subject to an administrative review.

In July 2015, an All Faculty SLO meeting was held to discuss the evolving expectations of the CLO process. At this meeting, the timeframe for completing the CLO process was discussed and refined.

Policies affecting PLO include refining Programs of Study and developing a schedule of completion. In fall 2014, the Program Review and Viability Committee revised the Program of Study Definition, refining it so that a Program of Study must consist of at least 12-units. The process for creating a Program of Study was also revised; given that Programs of Study are defined by the institution rather than governed by Title 5 regulations, signatory for vetting was shifted from the Curriculum Chair to the Learning Assessment Coordinator. The SLO Sustainability Policy delineates the implementation levels, deadlines, necessary evidence and accountability actions.

Significant progress in PLO assessment was made over summer 2015 once disciplines were able to look at all of the data collected in the spring CLO assessment process. The Learning Assessment Team worked with a large number of disciplines, helping them analyze the CLO results to determine how well the PLOs were being attained and what gaps or trends existed, if any. For example:

Student support services have been proactive in identifying and assessing Student Services Outcomes (SSOs). Currently, 96 percent of student support services have SSOs and 86 percent have assessed them.

In fall 2014, after reviewing the new Accreditation Standards, the Learning Assessment Committee undertook a revision of the Institutional General Education Learning Outcomes (IGELOs). The IGELOs, at the time, were found to be missing some critical components. As part of that revision, the Learning Assessment Coordinator, a Campus Facilitator, and a
Department Facilitator attended a workshop at Bakersfield College to learn about the alignment movements between community colleges and the public universities in the state. As a result of that workshop, the Learning Assessment Committee fully revised the IGELOs, splitting them back into two distinct entities: Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs) and General Education Learning Outcomes (GELOs). The new ILOs and GELOs were approved by Academic Senate and the ELAC Shared Governance Council in early spring 2015. Departments then embarked on the process of mapping all CLOs to, if appropriate, GELOs and ILOs.

The Learning Assessment Team hosted a Dialog Day May 8, 2015 where faculty came together to review and discuss the mapping that was done. For each ILO and GELO area, faculty identified strengths and weaknesses of students and brainstormed approaches for increasing success. At the end of that meeting, a list of more than twenty recommendations were created for addressing issues. These recommendations were narrowed down through a survey of the Learning Assessment Committee.

Ultimately, the committee identified four recommendations as the most critical:
1. That Professional Development should provide faculty with help on how to be more supportive of students, especially in the first two weeks of the semester;
2. That faculty need training in acknowledging student experience and history and in finding ways to help students relate their ELAC experiences with their own lives;
3. That faculty receive training in how to scaffold reading assignments; and
4. That faculty be encouraged to incorporate math into all classes.

The Learning Assessment Committee also provided ideas for implementing the recommendations. As a result, two workshops were hosted on Opening Day: a workshop on Culturally Responsive Training to address recommendation 2, and a workshop on Reading across the Campus to address recommendation 3. These workshops were well-attended and will be repeated over the course of the next year to provide continual training and support. The New Faculty Institute has a track specifically dedicated to Reading across the Campus that new full-time faculty can elect to follow over the course of their first year at the college.

**Action Plan**

Despite all of these efforts, ELAC believes that future efforts at improving the process should include:

1. Completing multiple cycles of SLO assessments.
2. Improving the quality of assessment plans.
4. Using assessment results for resource allocation.
5. Ongoing professional development regarding teaching/learning theories*(see below).
Creating a Robust Professional Development Program

Currently, ELAC’s Office of Professional Development in collaboration with other offices and departments on campus sponsors numerous professional development activities such as the New Faculty Institute, Adjunct Winter Institute and opening day. Despite these offerings, state wide, district and college initiatives call for a more robust comprehensive professional development program for faculty, staff and administrators.

The 2012 Student Success Taskforce emphasizes in recommendation six the need for a revitalize and re-envision professional development. The report states,

6.1. Create a continuum of mandatory professional development opportunities
6.2. Direct professional development resources toward improving basic skills instruction and support services.

The District through its student success initiative offers a variety of professional development activities. The office states,

The Office of Student Success works with district faculty and staff to improve student learning and educational outcomes across our nine colleges. It oversees the activities, staff, and resources supporting several district-wide student success efforts—efforts guided by the LACCD Framework for Student Success, adopted in 2007, with ongoing input from the LACCD Student Success Initiative Steering Committee (SSISC). These district-wide student success efforts include:

• Achieving the Dream Initiative (AtD)
• Faculty Teaching and Learning Academy (FTLA)

Additionally, the Office of Student Success directs the activities of California Community Colleges’ Success Network (3CSN) which is the statewide professional development initiative funded through a California Community College Chancellor’s Office grant awarded to LACCD in 2009 and, beginning in 2013, renewed for five more years. 3CSN’s efforts include:

• BSILI—Annual Leadership Institute for Curricular & Institutional Transformation
• California Acceleration Project (CAP)
• Reading Apprenticeship Project (RAP)
• Habits of Mind (HoM)
• Basic Skills Cohort Tracking Tool.

Despite these offerings, the District Academic Senate has proposed a Professional Development College (PDC). The PDC outlines a series of preview courses and full courses on adult teaching and learning, instructional design, and community colleges that is intended to provide credit for completers. This proposal is currently being vetted across the district.

In addition, the District has identified an individual to spearhead efforts for administrator professional development along the lines of the previously offered Administrative Leadership Program (ALP).
Following the state and district initiatives ELAC Professional Development Committee, Academic Senate and OIEA has collaborated on a concept paper. This concept paper identifies the need for additional staffing, securing a permanent facility and expanding professional development budget. These plans respond to concerns resulting from transitions in staffing as well as Educational Master Plan Objectives. Specifically, the Educational Planning Sub Committee prioritized at its August meeting item 17, “Develop a year-round professional development program that provides faculty with effective instructional strategies related to the needs of first-year students.” Additionally, the QFE identifies action projects to develop an Adjunct Academy and provide Culturally Responsive Training. The latter project has also been identified in the Equity Plan.

**Action Plan**

1. Develop a comprehensive professional development program that
   a. Promotes student success and equity
   b. Includes faculty, staff, and administrators,
   c. Is based on best practices and teaching/learning theory
   d. Will be evaluated according to the Guskey model.
2. Secure appropriate staffing, space and funding for professional development
3. Collaborate with state and district initiatives.

**Expanding communication**

In the process of the accreditation self study, various efforts to improve communication were undertaken. These efforts include revising documents, such as the *Governance Policy Handbook* and the Faculty Handbook (in progress); codifying existing practices such as the creating of the Human Resource Plan and the Curriculum Guidebook, and then publishing these on the website.

A concerted effort toward updating and expanding a web presence coincide with the launch of the new website in spring 2015 that is aimed at greater transparency. This effort targets all committees to put agendas, minutes, bylaws, policies, committee self-evaluations and resources on the web so that decisions are documented, archived and widely understood.

In addition, at the early phase of the self study process, the Accreditation Steering Committee sponsored a Cultivating Excellence workshop that offered as a component, “Creating a Culture of Collaboration.” Efforts to work across constituency groups for the good of the college should be encouraged and nurtured.

As the campus continues to expand, the necessity to develop a shared understanding of the mission of the college and work together to increase student success, equity, access and institutional effectiveness remains paramount. The key to collaboration is communication.
Action Plans (May include)

1. Develop a Values Statement,
2. Hold a strategic conversation involving a cross section of campus leaders: faculty, staff, students and administrators to advance the mission of the college and dialog about “Where ELAC should go over the next 75 years”,
3. Celebrate achievements – recognition for innovation,
4. Continuous updating and currency through use of technology (Web, Twitter, YouTube) of campus activities, policies and achievement for improved transparency
5. Celebrate the diamond jubilee of the college in 2020.